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Abstract
This thesis argues that environmental security fits within the schema o f traditional
national security concerns and requires a similarly focused definition as for other security
strategies for empirical testing. Looking at Ukraine, this thesis tests the hypothesis that
without these targeted aims that are aided by integrated policy outside the security
agenda, the aims are unachievable.
With the difficult environmental, political, and economic conditions in Ukraine,
it has been possible to investigate complex cases o f environmental security building and
reform. Moreover, in its transition from a Soviet republic to an independent state in the
1990s, Ukraine’s stability has also been significant for European and international
security.
Using empirical evidence, this thesis attempts to uncover the processes involved
in attempts to build environmental security in Ukraine. To do this, three cases in Ukraine
are chosen, each addressing a different environmental vulnerability. While recognizing
the broad spectrum of activities that relate to environmental security efforts, each case
study includes information as it concerns the respective threat on domestic legislation,
domestic politics, economic reforms, aid from international organizations, and foreign
relations. These cases address different physical aspects o f environmental conditions in
Ukraine (air, water, soil) and each case also corresponds to a different level o f political
relations (international, regional, state). Although the accident at Chomobyl might seem
to be an ideal case for environmental security studies, the 1986 tragedy is intentionally
avoided because o f the volume o f work that has already been completed on the topic and
the author’s interest in adding new material to studies on Ukraine.
Each case tests the hypothesis that environmental security requires integrated
policy support in two ways. First, the causes behind the ecological vulnerabilities are
explored. In studying the cause o f the threat, we can see how it did not develop purely
out of mismanaged environmental policy, but was a result of misdirected policy in other
sectors as well. Thus, we would not expect its resolution purely based on new
environmental policy. Second, the hypothesis is tested by assessing the stabilization,
abatement, or worsening of the problem under conditions o f partial or complete reforms
in relevant areas o f Ukrainian policy and infrastructure. In this manner, we can judge the
importance o f conditions in other sectors for determining national environmental security
threats.
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Author’s Notes
An effort has been made to keep all spellings in the body o f the thesis as transliterated
from Ukrainian using the Library of Congress system without diacritics. For the reader’s
ease, proper names beginning with the letter ‘iu’ appear as‘Yu’. Likewise, ‘ia’ appears
as ‘Ya’, and ‘ie’ appears as ‘Ye’ in the body o f the thesis. All Ukrainian place names
have been transliterated from Ukrainian. Therefore, in the text, the reader will see Kyiv,
Lviv, and Dnipro, etc., not Kiev, Lvov, or Dnieper. The only exceptions are the Danube,
Crimea, and the Black Sea. When monetary amounts are referred to in hryvnia an
attempt has been made to give the equivalent amount in US dollars at the rate in effect
when the costs were named.
The Library of Congress systems without diacritics for Russian and Ukrainian
have also been used for the citations. However, for endnotes and references, there have
been no exceptions made for spellings from non-Ukrainian sources and I have
maintained spellings from the original publications. Hence, an author named ‘Oleksandr’
in the text o f the thesis would be listed as ‘Aleksandr’ in the endnote if the article was
written in Russian. Also, a Ukrainian named ‘Yurii’ in the text becomes ‘lurii’.
Likewise, some articles written on the Dnipro are cited as ‘Dnieper’ (and the same for
other place names).
I would like to thank my supervisor Dr Andrew Wilson for his patient supervision
and for keeping me on track with affairs in Ukraine. At SSEES, the Victor Swoboda
Fund for Ukrainian Studies has funded two long summers of research in Kyiv and
without those trips, this thesis would not exist. In Kyiv, my two Lenas were surrogate
family members and made sure I never got lost. Also, I would like to thank my friends
who kindly reminded me to go ‘On, on’. In Tempe, I especially would like to thank my
parents and grandparents, who made sure I was always planning for my next trip home.
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bcm: billion cubic metres
BEC: Black Sea Economic Cooperation
BSEP: Black Sea Environmental Programme
CEE: Central and East European
CHP: combined heat and power
CPSU: Communist Party of the Soviet Union
DH: district heating
Derzhkomatom: State Committee for Utilization o f Nuclear Energy
Derzhkomheolohyi: State Committee on Geology
Derzhkomhidromet: State Committee on Hydrometerology
Derzhkomstandart: State Committee on Standards
Derzhkomzem: State Committee on Land Resources
Derzhvodhosp: State Committee on Land Reclamation and Water Management
Derzhzhitlokomunhosp: State Committee on Residential and Communal Management
EBP : external budgetary fund
EBRD: European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
EC: European Committee
FSU: Former Soviet Union
Goskomgidromet: State Committee on Hydrometerology (USSR)
Goskompriroda: State Committee on Protection o f Nature (USSR)
IE A: International Energy Agency
IMF : International Monetary Fund
EEC: local electric company, also oblenergos
LVK: Lviv Vodokanal
Minekobezpeky: Ministry of Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safety
Minenergo: Ministry of Power and Electrification (USSR)
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Minpryroda: Ministry of Protection o f the Environment and Natural Resources (USSR)
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Minzdrav: Ministry o f Health (USSR)
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Minnauky: Ministry on Scientific and Technical Affairs
mtoe: million tons o f oil equivalent
NERC: National Electricity Regulatory Commission
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NO^: nitrates
oblast: province (pi: ohlasti)
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OCPs: organochlorine pesticides
OECD: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
PACE: Parliamentary Assembly of the Council o f Europe
PC A: Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (Ukraine-EU)
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PfP: Partnership for Peace (NATO)
raion: district
SBU: Ukrainian Security Service (Sluzhba Bezpeky Ukraïny)
TACIS: Technical Assistance to the Commonwealth o f Independent States (EU)
TFC: total final energy consumption
TPES: total primary energy supply
Ukrzemproekt: Ukrainian Project Institute for Land Organization (USSR)
USAID: US Agency for International Development
ZhEK: municipal building management agency (zhilishchno-ekspluatatsionnaiakontora)

INVESTIGATING

ENVIRONMENTAL

SECURITY

CALLING UKRAINE ‘THE LARGEST GEOPOLITICAL NOVELTY o f Central and
Eastern Europe’,’ Ihor Kharchenko from Ukraine’s Ministry o f Foreign Affairs drew
attention to Ukraine’s importance for regional security interests and its unique position
in the political landscape. At the border o f NATO and EU expansion interests, Ukraine
assumed a place of strategic importance for Europe’s future and presented a challenge
to achieving a new balance.^ This was the most distinct signal that Ukraine’s internal
stability would be especially relevant to wider European security concerns.
This relevance is true also with respect to its environmental condition, as
transboundary pollution and the global effects o f some abuses will encompass - by
definition - an area outside Ukraine’s borders. Co-chairman o f the Verkhovna Rada’s
Green faction Vasyl Khmelnytskyi warned:
We do not have one Chomobyl, we have [dozens] o f them. Over 1,700
exceptionally dangerous industrial sites have been counted in Ukraine
today. [...] By volume o f industrial wastes, Ukraine occupies one o f the
top positions in the world. The general volume comprises about 25
billion tons, o f which 5 million tons is especially toxic. [...] The situation
is so serious that unless emergency measures are taken, an ecological
catastrophe awaits Ukraine.^
Hyperbole might be expected from politicians, but Ukraine has not been alone in
considering the need to move environmental threats into the mainstream political arena.
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Many developed states have incorporated environmental security strategies into their
national policies during the 1990s. The security field, with a traditional focus on the
state and its military power, has increasingly been called upon to address problems like
global warming, ozone depletion, desertification, deforestation, soil degradation,
environmental refugees, and loss of genetic d i v e r s i t y I n d e e d , the role o f the
environmental sector in maintaining stability throughout political and economic spheres
has led Buzan, et al. to refer to it as a lens for pinpointing threats in other sectors.^
Toward the end of the Cold War, the field o f national security studies seemed
adrift as the need for heavy militarization lessened. Moreover, its robust budget and
considerable public exposure made national security a prime target for using as a
platform to attract attention to the causes of environmentalists and other marginalized
sectors. In support o f this struggle to use national security resources and management
privileges for environmental factors, a large number o f high-profile arguments to expand
security priorities appeared in the International Relations (IR) security sub-field for the
first time since the oil crises in the 1970s.
The acknowledgment that environmental dangers pose a threat to human well
being is not controversial. Despite this, the proper platform for addressing these issues
has been uncertain since the 1972 UN conference in Stockholm first combined
international politics and environmental dangers. The uncertainty was still apparent after
the milestone 1992 UN World Summit in Rio de Janeiro brought these issues forth to a
global audience who recently had been exposed to the news o f ozone depletion and the
consequences of a possible greenhouse effect.
Despite this general recognition, there is little scholarship on environmental
security building attempts and states’ endeavors in handling the wider range o f threats.
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The case studies in this thesis are designed to fill that gap. After a discussion in the first
chapter on the theory o f environmental security and an overview to the transition process
and the environment in Ukraine in the second chapter, the three following chapters
explore the feasibility for a state to consider these threats in its national security. This
thesis uses the case of Ukraine to prove that even when national legislation has
prioritized the interests of environmental security as a component o f national security,
the unavoidable dependency o f environmental security on economic and political
conditions make environmental security aims unachievable without a range o f integrated
policy outside the security agenda.

Why Ukraine?
As a result of totalitarian rule, citizens in FSU states only began to receive information
on environmental problems during the final years o f the Soviet Union. The onslaught o f
information available to the public closely coincided with the independence o f the Soviet
republics, so there were no tangible efforts to redefine security strategies until after 1991.
Environmental security goals require an integrated national strategy that reflects
these goals in political, economic, and social agendas. In turn, this explains the interest
in studying a newly independent state, in the process o f creating structures that impact
environmental security. By examining such steps in Ukraine, this can reveal aspects o f
development that may be obscured in countries where environmental protection and
national security were already well-established by the 1990s.

Regardless o f the

controversy that exists in academia, this study aims to study the actual efforts made
toward building a national environmental security program that have taken place
simultaneously with other state and nation-building endeavors.
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avoided because of the volume o f work that has already been completed on the topic and
the author’s interest in adding new material to studies on Ukraine.
Each case tests the hypothesis that environmental security requires integrated
policy support in two ways. First, the causes behind the ecological vulnerabilities are
explored. In studying the cause of the threat, we can see how it did not develop purely
out of mismanaged environmental policy, but was a result of misdirected policy in other
sectors as well. Thus, we would not expect its resolution purely based on new
environmental policy. Second, the hypothesis is tested by assessing the stabilization,
abatement, or worsening of the problem under conditions o f partial or complete reforms
in relevant areas o f Ukrainian policy and infrastructure. In this manner, we can judge the
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Many developed states have incorporated environmental security strategies into their
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being is not controversial. Despite this, the proper platform for addressing these issues
has been uncertain since the 1972 UN conference in Stockholm first combined
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the milestone 1992 UN World Summit in Rio de Janeiro brought these issues forth to a
global audience who recently had been exposed to the news o f ozone depletion and the
consequences o f a possible greenhouse effect.
Despite this general recognition, there is little scholarship on environmental
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The case studies in this thesis are designed to fill that gap. After a discussion in the first
chapter on the theory of environmental security and an overview to the transition process
and the environment in Ukraine in the second chapter, the three following chapters
explore the feasibility for a state to consider these threats in its national security. This
thesis uses the case of Ukraine to prove that even when national legislation has
prioritized the interests o f environmental security as a component o f national security,
the unavoidable dependency o f environmental security on economic and political
conditions make environmental security aims unachievable without a range o f integrated
policy outside the security agenda.

Why Ukraine?
As a result o f totalitarian rule, citizens in FSU states only began to receive information
on environmental problems during the final years of the Soviet Union. The onslaught of
information available to the public closely coincided with the independence o f the Soviet
republics, so there were no tangible efforts to redefine security strategies until after 1991.
Environmental security goals require an integrated national strategy that reflects
these goals in political, economic, and social agendas. In turn, this explains the interest
in studying a newly independent state, in the process o f creating structures that impact
environmental security. By examining such steps in Ukraine, this can reveal aspects o f
development that may be obscured in countries where environmental protection and
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O f course, the example of state-building

simultaneous with seeking

environmental security could potentially exist for any o f the FSU states, but particular
aspects of Ukraine’s geography and history make it of particular interest. Borders along
Belarus, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and Russia place Ukraine in the center of a dynamic
area of EU and NATO adjustment. As seen in the maps on this page, Ukraine straddles
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the gap from the EU and Russia and has become an unavoidable factor as Western
governments and alliances form new relationships with Russia.
Even beyond the straightforward border demarcations, close ethnic, historical,
and cultural ties to Russia have distinguished Ukraine as a critical player in the East
European security landscape. Together, Russia, Belarus, and Ukraine compose the East
Slavic triad of countries that trace their ancestry back to KyiVan Rus. Many Russians
have continued to count Ukraine as an integral part o f a once united East Slavic
community. International and European concerns over Russia have not dissipated since
the end of the Cold War; if anything, the unpredictability involved now has made
guessing games more dangerous. These shared ethnic roots and the history o f Russian
dominance over Ukraine have added to the rationale for considering Ukraine’s security
as an integral factor in European politics.^
There are still other reasons to study Ukraine in particular. By 1991, Ukraine’s
ecology had already begun to show the effects o f decades o f abuse. As the second largest
European state after Russia, the pure expanse o f the Ukrainian territory hints at the
potential ecological challenges. From the Carpathian mountain region, to the swamps
near Chronobyl, and through the steppe to the Black Sea coast, Ukraine’s geography and
rich endowment o f natural resources offers variety that few countries can rival. Because
of this, environmental security in Ukraine is not as one-dimensional as would be found,
for example, in a rain-forest state.
Ukraine’s prominence in the region and, indeed, the international scene, is helped
by its size relative to other European countries. Despite Ukraine’s decreasing population,
which is discussed in later sections o f this thesis, the country still had a relatively large
estimated population of 48.8 million in 2001. With an area o f 603,700 sq km, Ukraine
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is the largest European country after Russia (France is the next largest with 547,030 sq
km) and has an area comparative to the US state o f Texas.
Even coming of a decade of severe economic difficulties, Ukraine’s estimated
purchasing power parity in 2000 was $189.4 billion. As will be discussed in two o f the
following chapters, agriculture and heavy industry have been the historical backbones
o f Ukraine’s economy, contributing approximately 12 percent and 26 percent o f GDP,
respectively. Although Ukraine was saddled with over $10 billion in external debt, after
2000 Ukraine began to experience marked economic growth with an estimated 6% of
GDP real growth rate.^ This trend has continued and Ukraine exhibits capacity to expand
this further entering into its second decade as an independent state.
The importance of economic reforms for post-Socialist countries was
demonstrated by Poland, which had received early praise for its economic incentive
based environmental protection laws. Daniel Cole has noted dryly that these would have
been fairly progressive, ‘but for the fact that market mechanisms require markets to be
effective’.* Long-term planning and investments are critical for environmental planning
and protection, but when inflation and instability plague an economy, these are hardly
desirable circumstances for encouraging capital investments to replace aged and
polluting equipment. Indeed, looking at similar circumstances as those in Ukraine,
Gordon Hughes and Magda Lovei have written that: ‘it is unrealistic to expect any
substantial progress toward better environmental performance or, specifically, an
increase in environmental investment until the core elements o f marcoeconomic stability
are in place’.^
With the exception o f those FSU and CEE states that had been at war, Ukraine’s
macroeconomic performance from 1991 to 1995 ‘was probably the worst in the CIS and
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Eastern Europe’ with a 56 percent drop in GDP during this tim e.’® Capital investments
in environmental protection and rational use o f natural resources for the same period
dropped 52.3 percent between 1991 and 1995.” Ukraine made little or no economic
reform during this early stage - even state-administered price increases in 1992 occurred
at the initiative o f Moscow’s shock therapy programme and at the time ‘the new
Ukrainian government neither had nor displayed any commitment to free prices and free
t r a d e A t t e m p t s at liberalization, privatization, and monetary policies designed to
assist the transition were enacted, but ‘none o f these competition-enhancing and budgethardening measures have occurred on a large enough scale to begin to undo the habits
and practices inherited from the past’.'^
An additional factor of some significance relates to Ukraine’s energy use and its
relationship with Russia. Although this matter is discussed in greater detail in Chapter
4, it also affects the choice of Ukraine for these case studies. Due to Ukraine’s limited
production o f oil and gas, and the lack o f alternative suppliers willing to extend the same
type of credit deals as Russia, Russia has been able to make fuel supply “hostage to
political questions, such as ownership of Black Sea Fleet and the extent o f Ukraine’s
participation in intra-CIS agreements”.''’ In short, this adds another dimension to the
relationship between these two countries, and also has regional implications, since
Western Europe receives Russian fuel through Ukrainian pipelines.
The combination o f these geographic and historical factors, as well as the
conditions o f the political and economic transition make Ukraine a hard-case scenario
for examining environmental security.

The problems, threats, and obstacles to

environmental security that complicate security building also demand a greater attention
to details in analysis and give strength to conclusions found here. Despite the growing
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recognition of environmental threats to national security, there is little scholarship on
environmental security building attempts and states’ successes in handling the wider
range o f threats. By using a hard-case country like Ukraine, this thesis should add to the
argument as it explores the feasibility for a state to consider environmental threats as part
o f national security.

Sources and Methods
Using empirical evidence, this thesis attempts to uncover the processes involved in
seeking environmental security in Ukraine. To do this, three cases in Ukraine are
chosen, each addressing a different environmental vulnerability. While recognizing the
broad spectrum o f activities that relate to environmental security efforts, each case study
includes information as it concerns the respective threat in domestic legislation, domestic
politics, economic reforms, aid from international organizations, and foreign relations.
These cases were chosen because they each address different physical aspects o f
environmental conditions in Ukraine (air, water, soil) and each corresponds to a different
level o f political relations (international, regional, state).
The core o f this thesis is found in the case studies, which represent the primary
research used to argue that environmental security aims are unachievable without a range
o f integrated policy outside the security agenda. This research was conducted at the
National Parliamentary Library and its depository in K y iv . Main publications used for
the thesis are listed in the bibliography; these primarily included Ukrainian scientific and
technical journals, local newspapers, and monographs. Additionally, some interviews
were used to supplement information from printed materials. This author also had full
access to journalistic staff and archives at the Kyiv Post, an English-language weekly
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newspaper published in Ukraine. Using these in-country resources in tandem with
English language studies on Ukraine’s economic and political reform activities, this
thesis examines the steps that Ukraine has taken to build its environmental security
program while the larger transition processes were ongoing.
Each case tests the hypothesis that environmental security requires integrated
policy support in two ways. First, the causes behind the ecological vulnerabilities are
explored. In studying the cause of the threat, we can see how it did not develop purely
out of mismanaged environmental policy, but was a result o f misdirected policy in other
sectors as well. To provide background for this, selected statistics and history o f each
case as it existed pre-1991 are discussed. Thus, we would not expect its resolution
purely based on new environmental policy. Second, the hypothesis is tested by assessing
the stabilization, abatement, or worsening of the problem under conditions o f partial or
complete reforms in relevant areas of Ukrainian policy and infrastructure. To gain a
fuller picture of the reforms, each case study presents institutional facts from the Soviet
government that impacted or still affect relevant reforms in Ukraine. In this manner, we
can judge the importance of conditions in other sectors for determining national
environmental security threats.
Limits to Research
Before proceeding, some remarks on the shortcomings o f these case studies should be
made. First, the threats in each o f the cases are not directly analogous to one another.
Whereas the chapters on energy consumption/air pollution and agriculture/soil
degradation look at a specific threat and one broad, yet primary, cause to those problems,
the chapter on water quality looks at the general problem o f maintaining an adequate
quality and quantity o f water to meet domestic needs and maintain ecologically
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sustainable standards in bodies of water. Although it is recognized that the directed
cause/threat relationship in the air and soil chapters allows for a more precise study, the
regional political conditions created by Ukraine’s shared water resources were
considered valuable for study.
The second caution that accompanies this thesis is that although an effort has
been made to keep the cases studies independent o f one another, this clean separation o f
air, water, and land is an artificial one created for the purpose o f clarity. In nature,
intrinsic links between each of these studies, and between these studies and other threats
in Ukraine, are unavoidable. A prime example is coal burning, which pollutes the air and
also causes acid rain, which falls into lakes and rivers. Or, there is the instance o f private
farmers, who are more vocal in their support of continued fuel subsidies than collective
farmers are. And although private farming is considered as a positive development for
soil management possibilities, fuel subsidies are generally considered to have a negative
impact on air pollution. An attempt is made to include such examples and crossovers
where appropriate but, in the interest o f clarity and brevity, this cannot always done.
The use o f intensity figures is also a matter o f some concern.

Intensity

measurements are ratios that gauge resource consumption per unit o f GDP and they are
used to compare resource consumption from year to year and from country to country.
In theory, these figures are very useful in that they create equivalent units and make it
possible to determine if a country’s consumption has increased or decreased relative to
its levels of economic productivity. However, intensity ratios can only be considered
accurate to the extent that the country’s GDP and consumption data are accurate. As
mentioned earlier, this has not been the case in Ukraine where a large shadow economy
persists. Although it is indisputable that there has indeed been a huge drop in production
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in Ukraine since 1991, it is generally accepted that GDP figures are not accurate.
Unfortunately, there is not an alternative to intensity figures and they are still used, when
applicable, but should be considered only as a guide.
Finally, as will be seen throughout this thesis and in the literature discussed here,
the need for Ukraine’s economic revival as a precondition for environmental renewal is
stressed. Although disputes exist, market reform and privatization have been set as goals
in the transition in Ukraine. In a comprehensive study o f environmental indicators and
economic refonn in Central and East European countries, authors Hughes and Lovei
supported the concept that economic stabilization, sustained growth and the removal of
‘perverse incentives’, such as price controls and certain subsidies, were necessary
precursors to resolving many environmental problems in transition countries.'^
Arguably, the ideological discussion o f privatization and the consequences for
the environment is among the most controversial topics associated with this thesis.
However, it would be negligent to speak o f Ukraine’s transition to a market economy
without briefly addressing the implications o f a country’s macroeconomic structure on
its environment. Joan DeBardeleben’s early studies on the Soviet environment focused
on the environmental consequences of ideology. She concluded that Marxism-Leninism
affected both policymaking and the manner in which political and economic factors
influenced environmental debate and policy.’^ Such a premise has also been supported
by Cole’s study of environmental protection in Poland from the late 1980s.’^
Soviet policy adhered to the Marxist labour theory o f value, which states that the
value o f goods is determined by the human effort invested in their production; this meant
that natural resources in the Soviet Union had no value to the national economy without
development o f some form. DeBardeleben also observed that solutions to environmental
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problems were restricted to ideological justification, therefore limiting the scientific
research done for the benefit of the environment.'* This was especially true since
ideology was mandated and not based on individual, or even institutional, preferences
and eventually led to the rampant destruction and consumption o f resources in the name
o f national economic development.'^
Even so, certain aspects of Soviet communism, such as lowered consumption of
consumer goods, were beneficial for the environment. Paul Csagoly noted that habits of
Western consumption ‘are hardly attentive to the abusive ecological effects o f
unhindered economic development’. Even so, Csagoly argued that whatever benefits
might have existed, these were ‘mostly an accidental by-product o f the system’.
While it is indisputable that environmental policy as created under Soviet
communism was unable to protect natural resources, it is not clear that a global market
economy is a preferable option in terms of the environmental impact. One other aspect
to consider is the argument that richer countries will always look to take advantage o f
cheaper production costs in countries where the ‘polluter pays’ principle is not observed
or environmental control regulations are not as strict. At present, Ukraine is one o f the
countries that stands to suffer at the hands o f profit-seeking and potentially
environmentally destructive investors. In fact, this can potentially serve as a wake-up
call for Ukraine to exercise its sovereign control over activities on its territory.
In an ironic twist from the standard argument that compliance with international
environmental regulations erode national sovereignty,^' as its economy and state grow
stronger, Ukraine has the opportunity to seize and strengthen sovereignty through
enforcing national, regional, and international environmental regulations in the country.
For example, this would include incidents like when the Green Party o f Ukraine
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organized pickets against the Austrian-Ukrainian joint venture in Mykolaïv for the
processing o f Austrian wastes.^^ In order to address these sovereignty issues with some
credibility, Ukraine must attend to many internal problems related to corruption and
criminality in the economy and legal system.

Also, this would involve a close

examination o f economic priorities and environmental values and evaluating which
activities are and are not acceptable in terms o f protecting Ukrainian values in the
interests o f environmental security. Although Ukraine may be at the GDP level o f a
developing country, other socioeconomic factors (mainly high levels o f education) make
it plausible to think that Ukraine would have some advantages in a battle to protect state
sovereignty and its environment.
In terms o f private property ownership, especially with respect to farming, there
is also ample anecdotal evidence from the history o f capitalism that private ownership
for property does not have to follow the idealistic property rights approach; even the
simple example o f the Dust Bowl in the 1930s US testifies to this. The property rights
approach, as explained by Ahlander, argues that environmental problems would be
solved if individuals had property rights over natural resources.^^ Ahlander further wrote
that this approaches an idealist capitalist system, where the capitalist owner would weigh
the current and future benefits, thus arriving at a natural incentive to conserve.
Although this is the admittedly idealized, the Soviet system in practice had no
personal benefit for refraining from current use for the sake o f future use. Even before
1991, it was becoming evident that the Soviet Union had extensive undisclosed
environmental problems, and the number o f published works since 1991 that have
documented just some of these problems are countless. Therefore, while there are
certainly no expectations that Ukraine might approach the kind o f idealistic capital
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system described by Ahlander, it is clear that what they are moving away from did not
work and had minimal, unintentional environmental benefits.
Political leaders in Ukraine during the 1990s dealt with controversy over the
extent o f privatization, generally following a centrist model o f reform with changes even
more limited than those seen in Russia.^"* Even so, when former President Leonid
Kravchuk dismissed Prime Minister Vitold Fokin in September 1992, it was believed that
this was due to Fokin’s reluctance to liberalize the Ukrainian economy and reduce credit
extension to enterprises.

At that time, Kravchuk called for accelerating ‘radical

economic reforms based on privatization and destablization’.^^ Moreover, Ukraine
would be following in the steps of countries like Poland, where reforms since the 1990s
have ‘managed to impress Wall Street and Greenpeace at the same tim e’.^^
The controversy over the environment and capitalism will continue both inside
Ukraine and in the rest of the world. But the aim o f this thesis is to examine the practical
application o f a state’s efforts toward integrating environmental security. In adhering to
this goal, for the purposes of this thesis, a frame of reference for will be set for reforms
in Ukraine that are leading to a functioning market economy.
Justification for this decision is seen in statements o f Ukrainian government
officials and scholars who have stated that marketization is the ultimate goal for Ukraine.
Among other official statements for Ukraine’s intention to marketize the economy, this
can found in the speech of then Foreign Minister Hennadiy Udovenko, when he
identified one o f Ukraine’s four main tasks to move from a command economic system
to a market economy with a social welfare system.^^ (These four goals are discussed in
the overview of Ukraine’s transition in the following chapter.)
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For each o f these reasons outlined in the previous pages, the remainder o f this
thesis will evaluate Ukraine’s commitment to follow through with marketization and
privatization attempts as an integral part of the country’s overall reform process as relates
to positive efforts to diminish environmental security threats.
However, even as reforms processes to incorporate environmental interests in
national security plans have begun in states like Ukraine, arguments to redefine, revise,
and rethink traditional definitions of security aims have resurfaced. The remainder of
this chapter addresses these arguments.

Renovating Security
The legitimacy o f environmental security in IR has remained uncertain, as rhetoric and
inadequate use o f security definitions exacerbated widespread miscommunication
between proponents of environmental security and their critics. In order to evaluate
environmental security threats and conditions in Ukraine, the remainder o f this chapter
will be devoted to these arguments and establish a theoretical basis from which to work.
Although IR scholars have generated most o f the claims for an expanded scope
o f security, most expansion proponents have been subverting their own work by
concentrating on the existence o f threats while avoiding the theory that would support
their claims.

Apart from token references to security studies, most environmental

security pieces have resembled unstructured doomsday warnings that have little chance
to further security studies. Equally problematic in this debate are traditionalists, whose
stalwart adherence to military security blocks the use o f existing definitions to address
any non-military threats.
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This argument to recognize environmental threats as potential security issues is
put forth in three parts.

First, I assess the argument for expansion.

Although a

significant amount o f criticism is directed toward arguments for environmental security,
the normative work on threats can still provide a basis for theoretical progress. Second,
I review the evolution of national security definitions and assess the flexibility o f these
definitions for security management in the environmental sector. I find that security
concepts are not built upon a longstanding military focus and are already adequate to
handle environmental threats. With earlier criticisms to expansion arguments in mind,
I discuss the acceptability of this approach while keeping the state as the main actor and
allowing a limited range of threats. Third, I address the implications o f environmental
security on national security policymaking and predict some problems that may arise as
states acknowledge environmental security. Most importantly, this involves the ability
of policymakers to make predictions for long-term environmental threats. The working
definitions in this section should establish guidelines for the case studies on Ukraine, and
should also be applicable to other empirical studies o f environmental security and policy
at the state level.
Evolution o f national security
Contemporary frustrations with expansion arguments seem to be described accurately by
the observation that national security is plagued by innumerable urgent policy needs and
‘the undisciplined flood o f writings and speeches by journalists, independent
commentators, government officials, and churchmen, all testifying to the fact that
national security is a critical area of public concern’. These same American writers
foresaw the situation in which ‘there is hardly a national policy that has not been publicly
justified by an almost ritualistic appeal to some mystical “national security interest’” that
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results in ‘a blanket of smog that has made disciplined inquiry almost impossible’.^*
However, these statements date from the US in 1966, indicating that the tenuous borders
o f so-called traditional security existed even during the height o f the Cold War, at a time
when US national security concerns certainly could have been expected to focus on
military security. In fact, contrary to current analyses dramatizing the sanctity o f the
longstanding military-security relationship,^^ there is abundant evidence that this has not
been the case.
For several centuries proceeding the French Revolution, a ‘permissive or
pluralistic’ understanding o f security existed.^® James Der Deri an conducted a historical
review o f security concepts presented by Hobbes, Marx, Nietzsche, and Baudrillard and
finds that there is already a basis for a less dogmatic view o f security than the purely
military view.^’ Only with the escalation o f the Cold War, which created a need for
strategic specialists, did the term ‘national security’ become increasingly identified with
a military framework. Following the US National Security Act of 1947, an explosion of
governmental and private research organizations in the United States marked the
inception o f bureaucratic structures that supported the procedural association between
security and military.
The ease o f sustaining this association is responsible for the conceptual neglect
o f security over the last few decades.^^ Among the most well-known o f the scholars who
have adamantly dismissed calls to expand the definition o f security has been Stephen
Walt, who has stated that the security field is only concerned with ‘the threat, use, and
control o f military force’. He also noted that all concepts employed in security, such as
military doctrine, strategy, and weaponry, are controllable by leaders,^^ which in his view
excludes ‘uncontrollable’ environmental factors from consideration as security threats.
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However, as shown by the previously mentioned examples, this is an uncommon opinion
and does not have the historical precedent that Walt implies.^"*
A second voice of staunch opposition to environmental security concepts is heard
from Daniel Deudney. Deudney disdainfully has commented that the ‘recent flurry o f
reconceptualizing’ has distracted national security from its focus on organized violence/^
For Deudney, security is set apart from national interest and national well-being. The
basis o f his argument is that the extreme disparity between environmental threats and
military threats precludes any benefit of security concepts for the environmental sector.
Although environmental threats are truly distinct from military threats, Deudney
has made his point with extremely generalized characterizations o f both varieties o f
threat.

After listing the threat type, source, intentionality, and administrative

organizations as key attributes that distinguish environmental from military security,
Deudney defined the two types of threats with simplified attributes.^^

Deudney’s

interpretations of threat disregarded the fact that even pure military threats vary widely
by states involved, time frames, and intensity. To be sure, for any security situation the
ambiguity and limited knowledge of threats means that ‘national insecurity is a highly
complicated phenomenon’ leading to ‘cause-effect relations between threats and
vulnerabilities [that are] poorly understood at best, even for relatively calculable forms
like military attack’.
In order to support his arguments, Deudney artificially represented security
threats as a prepackaged field. By portraying the types o f threats from each sector in
spartan and immutable terms, Deudney implied that security concepts were specifically
developed and well-suited for military threats, thus they cannot in any way apply to
environmental threats. Consequently, differences he found between environmental and
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military threats cannot support his refusal to acknowledge the possibility of
environmental security. But despite the inadequacy o f these strictly limited views of
security, proponents for environmental security have not been able to break the
conceptual barriers that equate security solely with military threats.
Security literature has been dominated by concepts o f security based on
anarchical world order and the primacy of the state. Prominent neorealist Kenneth Waltz
has written that an anarchical system dictates that ‘security is the highest end. Only if
survival is assured can states seek such other goals as tranquility, profit, and power.
In addition to the unanswered questions created by its brevity. Waltz’s statement is more
a description of the value of security rather than a definition. If, in fact, states only
sought assured survival, it is unlikely that they would be able to pursue development in
any other spheres. Since states ultimately are run by humans, who willingly accept some
risks everyday, it cannot be accepted that a state would have this assurance as a singular
pursuit at the expense o f all others.
A less dogmatic view is given in the classic definition by Arnold Wolfers.
W olfers’s definition states that security ‘points to some degree o f protection o f values
previously acquired’ and serves as a measurement o f ‘the absence o f threats to acquired
values’. Although Wolfers did note that demands for national security were usually
equated with policies based on military power, it has been overlooked that he emphasized
security as a goal, not a means. Therefore, his view o f security as an endpoint would
prevent the strict limitations on threats and vulnerabilities that traditionalists believe are
necessary. Indeed, Wolfers implicitly concluded that national security should mean more
than just military power when he wrote that countries can pursue ‘highly divergent
policies’ that can all serve the wide range o f possible goals for national security.
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In response to the cacophony of discussion on expanded security definitions,
some authors have returned to early security terminology to seek justification for
expanded definitions. David Baldwin refined W olfers’s 1952 definition from ‘absence
o f threats’ to ‘low probability of damage’ in order to recognize the inability to achieve
perfect security. Like Wolfers, he focused on a preservation o f values and did not define
security by a fixed threat.'^*^ Because o f the multitude o f values and threats that arise from
this open definition, Baldwin outlined criteria for identifying and comparing security
policies. Designating the exact threat, the amount o f security desired, the chosen means,
the cost o f sacrifice, and the time period for protection are all critical features o f a
focused security policy."”
Barry Buzan employed a similar technique in his specifications for economic,
environmental, military, political, and social security sectors within a framework for
security assessment."*^ In his view o f expanded security aims, Buzan maintained the
neorealist standard o f an anarchical international world order.

This entailed three

implications for security: 1) the state is the principal referent object and the highest
source o f governing authority; 2) the dynamics o f national security are ‘highly relational
and interdependent’ and external threats comprise a major element; and 3) the degree o f
security is relative."*^
Along with Ole Wæver and Jaap de Wilde, Buzan later refined these guidelines
in Security: A New Framework fo r Analysis. According to this study, security is about
survival and when ‘an issue is presented as posing an existential threat to a designated
referent object’, security justifies extraordinary measures to handle the issue."*"* Although
they allow for expanded definitions, these authors have pointed to the importance o f
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establishing clear endpoints for expanded security aims. Therefore, the motivations
behind any call to expand security issues should be questioned.
Overall, these discussion have indicated a more flexible acceptance o f threats
than the widely quoted - and wildly inadequate - neorealist definitions. Studying the
guidelines provided by Wolfers, it is doubtful if the real concepts o f security have
changed since 1952."^^
Problems with expansion
The avoidance o f theoretical definitions has made expansion arguments easy targets for
criticism. Cases for the expansion of security priorities often resemble scare tactics intent on convincing readers to accept their arguments with warnings o f impending
ecological doom, instead of using theoretical definitions and illustrating with empirical
discussions.'^^ Unfortunately, the tendency to rely on hysteria or scare tactics rather than
theory has dimmed the prospects for environmental security to be perceived as a
legitimate field within academia.
In a review o f this literature, I have identified two major flaws caused by the
neglect or the limited use o f security theory therein. First, this neglect has led to the
problem o f the ‘expanding universe’, whereby scholars do not put limits on the threats
that security should address. Second, some expansion authors have depended on a
‘trade-off argument’ in which they argue that redirecting resources from the military
sector to other security threats could achieve equal security benefits.
When expansion arguments have relied on the persuasive power o f environmental
dangers and have dodged the use o f theory - this omission is not overlooked by skeptics.
This led one author to observe: ‘The environmental sector displays more clearly than any
other the propensity for dramatic securitizing moves but with comparatively little
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successful securitization effects.’'’^ Simply recognizing that environmental threats
endanger human life is not sufficient cause to securitize them (in other words, to label
them as security threats). Ole Wæver has perceived the expansion argument as ‘an
inappropriate social construction of the environment’.'^® Wæver drew attention to the
unintentional nature of environmental threats, the inappropriate use o f the state to
manage the environment, the danger of arousing nationalistic feelings, and the defensive
nature o f security. Using the term ‘security’ with environment without a theoretical
foundation has left expansion arguments exposed and defenceless against such criticism.
Raising security concerns in a sector can be perceived as an attention-grabbing
method.'*^ Wæver has argued that environmental issues should not be considered security
threats because o f the possibility to use the security label for ‘specific, self-serving
purposes’

This is not a new worry of security studies: Wolfers felt that too many

politicians and scholars used ‘national interest’ or ‘national security’ to gain popularity
for an issue, but ‘while appearing to offer guidance and a basis for broad consensus they
may be permitting everyone to label whatever policy [the politician] favours with an
attractive and possibly deceptive name’

He warned that ‘if used without specification

[the symbol o f national security] leaves more room for confusion than sound political
counsel or scientific usage can afford’.R o th s c h i ld has contended that in the 1990s,
these ‘accidental politics’ threatened political t h e o r y . E v e n with respect to the wellestablished field o f military security studies, Walt has cautioned that a concentration only
on immediate policy will lead to the decline o f theoretical rigour and o f the field’s
credibility.^'* This admonition should apply doubly so to a field that is still in the early
stages o f development.
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One example o f this conceptual confusion has been seen in Thomas HomerDixon’s argument to change security definitions without fairly addressing security
definitions. While asserting that traditional neorealist viewpoints could not serve the
environment, he quoted Waltz’s parsimonious definition (‘in anarchy security is the
highest end’). Although W altz’s scholarly preeminence makes this a frequently quoted
phrase, it cannot be said to represent accurately the entire neorealist paradigm. To be
fair, alternative neorealist viewpoints exist and Homer-Dixon did not explore these
options before labelling security as inadequate.
A similar oversight was made in ‘Redefining Security’, the pioneering expansion
piece by Richard Ullman. Ullman based his argument on the assumption that the heavy
emphasis on a military-definition led to neglect o f equally dangerous security problems,
thus diminishing overall s e c u r i t y H o w e v e r , he did not discuss existing definitions
before suggesting a refined working definition in response to new problems. This
presented a problem for any reader seeking to evaluate his suggested adjustments.
Creating manageable policy based on expanded security recommendations has
been especially troublesome as some arguments for expansion ignore even commonsense
constraints to security definitions. In ‘Redefining Security’, Jessica Tuchman Mathews
demonstrated the problems of working without a conceptual framework. Noting that US
security views were expanded to consider economic issues in the 1970s, Mathews
appealed for a similar revision in the 1990s. A bleak future o f environmental chaos (she
listed uncontrolled population growth, decreased genetic diversity, unequal social
constructs of land use, deforestation, and soil degradation) heralded the need for these
new security definitions. However, her description o f threats exposed her disregard for
security definitions. She wrote: ‘Current knowledge o f planetary mechanisms is so
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scanty that the possibility of surprise, perhaps quite nasty surprise, must be rated rather
high. The greatest risk may well come from a completely unanticipated direction. We
lack both the crucial knowledge and the early warning s y s t e m s . T o provide the
security Mathews desired, policymakers would need to understand ‘planetary
mechanisms’ bringing threats from an ‘unanticipated direction’. Although she was able
to show the exigency and the scope of environmental threats, advancing such tasks as
part o f a security agenda exposes the impracticality o f such a hugely expanded version
o f security priorities.
When arguments for expansion are presented without any conceptual boundaries
or guidelines, this has lead to an ‘expanding universe’ problem when the security field
is opened to an ever-expanding universe of threats and vulnerabilities. Richard Ullman’s
redefinition demonstrated the effects o f limitless threat. For Ullman, security protects
against an event that: ‘1) threatens drastically and over a relatively brief span o f time to
degrade the quality of life for the inhabitants o f a state, or 2) threatens significantly to
narrow the range o f policy choices available to the government o f a state or to private,
non-governmental entities [...] within the s t a t e . T h i s explanation fails to address
directly critical questions such as the source, scope, or range o f potential threats and the
main actor responsible for providing s e c u r i t y . S e c u r i t y choices made under the
constraint of finite resources require limits on possible threats; his definition has no limit
for what is included under its scope. As such, it is possible to argue that Ullman seeks
the total securitization o f W altz’s international order, but against an even greater threat
dimension. What began as a reasonable argument to expand security has ended with the
need to protect completely each individual from any conceivable threat.
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The ‘expanding universe’ also proved troublesome for limiting the ends to which
an actor would go in order to achieve security. This situation is found in ‘Redefining
Security’ by Mathews. After demonstrating that individual states and the world face
severe danger from population growth, the greenhouse effect, and the hole in the ozone
layer, Mathews suggested that ‘achieving sustainable economic growth will require the
remodeling of agriculture, energy use, and industrial production [...] their reinvention in
fact.’^^ Sweeping recommendations such as this decrease the chance that policymakers
could transform this advice into functional legislation.
A further example of the problem of the ‘expanding universe’ is in Norman
M yers’s work with the apropos title: Ultimate Security. The expanded universe o f
security priorities described here offers minimal guidance for values to protect, levels at
which to operate, time frames to use, and costs to consider.

Myers found that

environmental factors affect ‘security in its proper all around sense, security for all,
security forever’.^® He added that a nation’s security considerations should include ‘the
collectivity o f these citizen needs - overall safety and quality o f life.’ Understandably,
such vague and broad terms lack convincing power. Furthermore, a limited conceptual
understanding undermines the effectiveness of these proposals for policy application.
The weak appreciation o f threat and sacrifice that created the expanding universe
problem is also responsible for the second major problem o f expansion arguments, a
‘trade-off argument’. This line o f reasoning claims that a unit o f security purchased in
one sector (for example military, social, environmental, political, or economic) could
serve equally or better to reduce threats in another sector.^'
Some supporters o f expansion have adapted this argument into environmental
policy recommendations. The World Commission on Environment and Development
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asserted that ‘by misdirecting scarce resources, arms races contribute further to
i n s e c u r i t y M y e r s carried the notion o f trade-off possibilities to an extreme by listing
ten resource transfers from the defence budget and supposed gains for environmental
security. He fantasized o f the possibility to ‘forgo one additional super sophisticated
fighter plane and utilize the funds, $60 million, for tree planting, soil conservation,
energy efficiency [...] and whatever else supports the environmental cause.
This argument is based on the false premise o f transferable security units and
when such an matter is raised in an argument to expand security priorities into the
environmental sector, it only serves to weaken it. One critic commented that ‘these
environmentalists hope to find a “moral equivalent to war” to channel the energies
behind war into constructive d i r e c t i o n s T h e size o f defence budgets encourages the
temptation to ‘borrow’ a fraction for other urgent affairs, but with respect to threat
concepts this proposed transfer proves troublesome for three reasons.
First, it is easy to expose the spuriousness o f the claim that an equation can be
devised between the resource outlay and the degree o f security gained by that
expenditure. The threat against which a specific unit o f security is directed and the
success with which this is done is too abstract a value to assess with accuracy how the
same resources could be better spent.

Buzan has concluded that threats ‘do not,

unfortunately, constitute a clear set of calculable, constant and comparable risks’

Even

Ullman, himself a proponent o f expanded security goals, conceded that it is impossible
for a strategist to calculate quantifiable cost-benefit comparisons between building a new
F-14 fighter plane or social welfare centres.^^ The assumption that resources invested
against newer security threats supplies a commensurate degree o f security is an error of
overconfidence.
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The second fault o f the trade-off argument is that it assigns automatic priority to
the new security sector. To begin with, the basic impetus behind different security
sectors is that threats arising from various sectors simultaneously pose distinct risks to
national security. This in itself is enough to show the inappropriateness o f giving one
sector permanent priority since the proposed trade-off amounts to preferential budgetary
indulgence. In fact, this is a case o f environmental proponents adopting the same
illogical argument as used earlier by military-only proponents. Security analysts who
perpetually bestow preeminence to certain sectors or objects ‘undermine the logic both
o f widening the security agenda and taking a securitization approach to that agenda’ and
‘constrain a priori what we can see and thus make it impossible to capture the extent to
which the security agenda has actually been changed or widened’.C a m p a ig n s that are
motivated by budget allocations cannot bring meaningful expansion for security
concerns.
This ‘permanent priority’ aspect of the trade-off argument ignores the sacrifice
choices entrenched in all security policy. Baldwin found that benefits from security
come at ‘the sacrifice o f other goals that could have been pursued with the resources
devoted to s e c u r i t y W o l f e r s stated: ‘every increment o f security must be paid by
additional sacrifice o f other v a l u e s . I t is inherent in the very concept o f security that
policymakers sacrifice certain values in the protection o f others. Therefore, the argument
that military security investment is inappropriate and unfair because it comes at a cost
to the environment is flawed. The fault of this argument is exposed humorously by the
Soviet propaganda that the ‘capitalist-inspired arms race forces environmental
expenditures down’

The prevalence o f the expanding universe and trade-off arguments
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in expansion literature has been evidence of a diluted grasp o f security concepts and has
acted as a barrier to the establishment of environmental security.

A fresh look at conventional security
The drive to ‘redefine’ security has stirred up debate in strategic studies. The tug o f war
between military security strategists seeking to hold definitions in check and
expansionists seeking completely to overhaul existing concepts is mostly a case of
wasted energy on both sides. In fact, the field o f national security studies has shown
remarkable flexibility over the years and current concepts already contain the necessary
structure to accommodate environmental threats. This has also been demonstrated as
states continue to evaluate their vulnerabilities and take steps to address these issues;
empirical examples will be given here that also support the expanded view o f security
threats.
National security and threats from the environment
Advancements in sciences and a greater awareness of our surroundings have challenged
the ability of security studies to evaluate its own weaknesses. A security field quickly
loses relevance if it is satisfied with a static range of threats. The simple case o f military
strategists needing to adapt to advances in weaponry demonstrates this truth. In 1975,
Richard Smoke noted that the question of national security issues has been ‘drastically
affected by such a large number o f situational details’, namely changes in technology and
the international environment.^' He doubted the ability o f security theory to adjust to
‘the accelerating rate of change in the world context’ as ‘a new era o f very challenging
problems demanding fresh intellectual approaches’ arrived.^^
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Looking at the emergence o f new threats, Andrew Hurrell observed: ‘The
international political salience of environmental issues has increased enormously over
the last two decades. This has been the result o f accelerating rates o f environmental
degradation, improved scientific knowledge and heightened popular awareness o f the
seriousness of the ecological challenges facing h u m a n i t y . T h e real impetus to use
security management in the environmental sector does not arise simply to fill a post-Cold
War vacuum, but to respond to increased knowledge o f modem civilization and the
planet.
In acknowledgment of the relationship between environmental degradation and
national security that can set off economic losses and social instability, states have begun
to include the environment a part of security strategy. Under former President George
Bush in 1991, the US listed environmental security as a national security policy objective
for the first time. Following this, in 1994 former President Bill Clinton noted the
salience o f environmental security by recognizing that dwindling resources are ‘already
a very real risk to regional stability around the world’ and that environmental degradation
‘will ultimately block economic growth’.
By far, the most frequently mentioned concerns in environmental security
literature have related to uncontrolled population growth. Population growth is typically
seen as a problem because it exacerbates existing environmental problems as populations
struggle to survive. This causes a further decline in quality and quantity o f natural
resources, including assets like forests, soil, and biodiversity.^^ In developed countries
at present, population growth makes it difficult to comply with treaty obligations that
were fixed on baseline consumption targets.
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A contrasting problem to the growth problem is witnessed in several East
European countries, including Ukraine, where populations have been regularly
decreasing in recent years. Predictions for Ukraine’s population vary from grim to
devastating. Having peaked at 52 million in 1992, by January 2000 the country’s
population was 49.7 million and the UN has estimated that the figure will drop to 44
million by 2010. Following the completion o f the Rada’s project ‘On preservation of
childhood’, Rada Deputy Nikolai Gaber even made the sensationalist prediction that
Ukraine’s population would drop to 25 million by 2010.^^ Although social welfare and
healthcare are commonly cited as contributors to this problem, high pollution in the
region also plays a role.
Valerii Shevchuk, while serving as the Deputy Minister o f the Ministry o f
Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safety (Minekobezpeky) in 1995, asked the
rhetorical question: ‘Is it worthwhile to talk about the consequences of the unfavourable
environment for mankind? I will only note the worsening o f life expectancy, the health
o f the population, the rise o f mortality and the lowered fertility - all this is directly
connected to the economic and ecological s i t u a t i o n s . A t a September 1998 WHO
conference in Kyiv, a combination of social and environmental conditions in villages
were identified as the origin of the country’s population crisis. Yu. Kundiev, the director
o f the Institute o f Human Medicine of the Academy o f Medical Sciences, pointed to the
need for women living in rural areas to work through pregnancy, putting themselves and
their foetuses in constant contact with pesticides.^*
Regardless of rising or falling population figures, environmental stress from
accidents, effects o f long-term abuse by a particular industry, and cumulative effects of
consumer waste are evident in all countries. Environmental security threats usually are
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long-term processes with long-term consequences. These begin with the primary effects
o f degradation on the state’s ecological health and their immediate repercussions are seen
on social welfare and state strength. In terms of security, the manifestations o f secondary
effects o f degradation, namely downward economic performance and political instability,
are relevant.^^
Although it is difficult to predict the secondary effects o f such scenarios, it is
clear that there are significant and expensive consequences o f environmental pollution
that can permeate the political, social, and economic conditions in a country. One author
has characterized the debt crisis and the environmental crisis as ‘two new and potentially
disastrous assaults’ on security for the Third World, both o f which ‘are sometimes linked,
with the former exacerbating the latter’. E v i d e n c e o f this is clear in the continuing
financial burden o f the Chomobyl disaster. Over seventy percent o f the radiation from
the burning reactor landed on Belarusian territory and it has been estimated that Belarus
will pay the equivalent of thirty-two pre-accident size annual budgets to cover cleanup
costs through 2016.*'
Some critics have charged that the danger o f secondary effects o f environmental
threats is only relevant in unstable Third World states. But even though an industrial
state can adopt responsible and sustainable development practices that are preventative,
thus lowering domestic threats to environmental security, the country cannot physically
isolate itself from transboundary environmental threats. These can take the form o f
pollutants carried in international rivers like the Danube (flowing through ten countries
and three capitals) or travelling through the air as when pollution from Estonia lowers
ambient quality in Sweden.
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Furthermore, there are circumstances under which harsh economic or political
factors, which are created as a consequence o f a particular environmental change in one
region, are transferred across state borders - creating a tertiary level o f consequences in
the neighbouring country. Political instability in the Third World can compromise
fledgling democracies,*^ cause political migration, jeopardize military bases abroad, and
threaten sea lanes*^ - any of these factors could impact conditions in a neighbouring
country. An example has been when the severe soil erosion in Haiti that devastated
agricultural productivity and prompted an outflux o f refugees to the United States.*"*
Such a chain o f events illustrates the necessity for even highly developed countries to be
concerned with environmental security - thus giving priority to sustainable development
as a preventative measure in domestic policy and creating the institutional ability to use
emergency securitizing measures in transboundary events.
In cases of severe environmental degradation or very weak states, a debate exists
regarding the threat o f military confrontations provoked by environmental conditions.
These confrontations are known as acute environmental conflict and they demonstrate
a direct military security effect o f environmental degradation. For some, the acute
environmental conflict argument may be accepted as a more palatable version o f
environmental security in that it suggests environmental degradation only becomes a
security issue when military action is the end result.
Scholars o f acute environmental conflict studies have speculated that
confrontations result from economic and cultural stresses o f environmental refugees,
natural resource endowment differences across borders, and disputes over common
bodies o f water. A more contentious hypothesis has been that the inability to manage the
subsequent human suffering may facilitate the takeover by an authoritarian government
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or make these countries more militantly confrontational in relations.*^ Indeed, this
proposition gains some credibility from the writings of realist authors like Hans
Morgenthau, who warned that great domestic and regional insecurity and aggressive
foreign policies can result from domestic threats to security like loss o f social status and
extreme economic we a k e n i ng . Al t ho ug h such a study has not yet been conducted, on
a smaller scale, cases have been documented that link environmental change directly with
conflict.
Thomas Homer-Dixon has analysed environmental change and the effect on
conflicts ‘involving a substantial probability o f violence’.*^ His initial research agenda
proposed that certain consequences of environmental change such as reduced agricultural
production, economic decline, population displacement, and interruption o f normal social
relations lead to three varieties o f conflict.^* Homer-Dixon designated these specific
conflicts as: 1) simple scarcity conflicts from resource shortages; 2) group identity
conflicts from large-scale movements; and 3) relative deprivation conflicts from an
increasing social welfare d i s p a r i t y . Us i n g empirical studies, Homer-Dixon concluded
that in terms o f reducing conflict threat, shortages o f renewable and non-renewable
resources should be o f greater concern than the global-scale events.^® These warnings
o f simple scarcity conflicts sharply contrasted with earlier arguments that proposed
catastrophic-scale calamities - like global warming and the ozone hole - to be the main
threats.
Critics of acute environmental conflict studies have maintained that such conflicts
have become obsolete. Deudney has argued against the likelihood o f conflict resulting
from the environment or resource interests because o f certain material and institutional
features o f the new world order. In support, he has cited these conditions: robust levels
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o f world trade that have lessened dependency on domestic resources, difficulty in
obtaining resources through conquered territory, and technological advances making the
world more sustainable.^' He continued, claiming that ‘war today requires complex
organizational skills, specialized industrial products and surplus wealth’ that place ‘real’
conflicts beyond the means of disgruntled parties.^^
However, the reality of current global events undermines Deudney’s argument.
First, the case whereby Russia imposed duties to make it impossible for Moldova to buy
raw materials without joining the CIS^^ is an example that raises serious doubts with
regard to a lessening importance o f natural resources in international relations. Second,
although it quite obviously has not reached the intensity o f an acute conflict, ongoing
disputes over Black Sea rights have contradicted Deudney’s assertion on the diminished
importance o f territory with respect to both extraction (fish) and transportation (oil) o f
resources. Third, the challenge o f worldwide sustainability is part o f an ongoing debate
between comucopians and neo-Malthusians, and it is somewhat presumptuous for
Deudney to assert that solutions for feeding the world have been fbund.^"' Finally,
Deudney’s point that the demanding financial requirements needed to instigate hostilities
would preclude participation of ‘disgruntled parties’ does not coincide with increased
incidences o f terrorist and rogue state v i o l e n c e . I n general, attempts to undermine the
argument o f acute environmental conflict flounder and acute environmental conflict
maintains its stable position as a key piece of the environmental security argument and
a sort o f middle ground for those unwilling to commit to security threats that are
independent from military factors.
Following this discussion o f environmental threats and taking into consideration
associated political, economic, and social stability concerns, it seems prudent to turn to
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the theoretical possibilities for incorporating selected environmental concerns as security
threats. As a field proclaiming to protect ‘acquired values’, it is the responsibility o f
security studies to determine how it is prepared to address the environment and what
adjustments to consider.
Security definitions
Social scientists should aim to ‘maximize leverage’ o f theory and definitions by
‘explaining as much as possible with as little as possible’.T h e r e f o r e , when exploring
the suitability o f existing security standards for new environmental security definitions,
an attempt should be made to achieve this with minimal impact. This works not only to
maximize leverage o f existing concepts, but also lessens the shock to traditional security
frameworks.
Indeed, with respect to the compatibility o f environmental threats and security
concepts, it is not necessary to construct radical new definitions. Contrary to the claim
that global developments require a broadening definition, a refinement o f threat
definitions and the creation o f threat-specific policy could provide the necessary
adjustments to include environmental threats. The next step for environmental security
would involve addressing questions about the administrative level by designating the
‘securitizing actors’ who would be responsible for strategy and implementation.
Furthermore, the values that these actors seek to protect - specific ecological resources
- and the referent objects for whom the actors protect the values - the selected
individuals or groups who will benefit from the protection - should be clarified before
policy is addressed.
Therefore, to sort out further discussions for the purposes o f this thesis, I suggest
the following definition: Environmental security refers to the aim o f a state to reduce its
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vulnerability to effects o f environmental degradation that occur from unsustainable use
or development o f natural resources through human activity, including anthropogenic
changes to naturally occurring events.
Though this definition is much narrower than others that have been discussed
above, it is most appropriate for the use in the case studies that follow. As security is a
series o f choices based on values and threats for a particular country, it would be
inherently unfair to use an expansive definition when considering the reform efforts o f
a specific country. First and foremost, this is because o f the excessive amount o f
resources demanded by a definition like the one proposed by Norman Myers. Despite
its limited scope, this definition consists of the basic dimensions o f security: actor (state),
value (environmental sustainability), and threat (human activity). Each o f these is
expanded below.
First, this definition places the control of environmental security into the hands
o f the traditional security actor: the state. However, it is important to note that this is in
contrast to suggestions that the state may not be the appropriate actor to handle post-Cold
War sensibilities because o f liberal internationalism or eroding o f state borders. Ronnie
Lipschutz has noted the presence of a ‘global civil society’ that spans a political arena
greater than the limited realm of the nation-state system.^^ He observed that this network
is especially active in environmental politics and suggested that such changes have
occurred as a result of ‘growing state incompetence against growing societal
competence’.^*
While environmental security requires more cooperation at regional and
international levels and has more shared benefits than other security concerns, at its core
it remains a national security threat. And in security, both the benefits and sacrifices are
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Moreover, it is unwise to expect global

management o f environmental security to be any more successful than global
management o f other national security concerns.
Lipschutz has argued that global society should take over management o f
problems when states alone do not have the means - but this may be a premature
judgement against developing countries that are just beginning to act assertively against
environmental degradation. With particular regard to Eastern Europe, one geographer
noted that it is inappropriate to envisage these countries in a global context for
environmental concerns whilst the need exists for ‘putting their own backyard in order’
Moreover, to relinquish administrative responsibilities to a higher level at this
point would also inappropriately move some o f these concerns to the level o f
international dialogues. Recall that Homer-Dixon’s acute environmental conflict studies
showed that for all countries ‘degradation and depletion o f agricultural land, forests,
water, and fish will contribute more to social turmoil [...] than will climate change or
ozone depletion’. I n other words, his study has predicted that the resources most likely
to create problems in the international arena are based around national and regional
concerns and managed and the state level.
In general, it is most practical for this responsibility to rest at the state level for
three reasons: 1) transboundary issues create the need for national diplomacy; 2)
international organizations that address global concerns obtain power from state
participation; and 3) the scope o f environmental threats requires a nationwide vision
(although this does not exclude the use o f local action). This also is keeping with current
international law that recognizes the state as the primary enforcing agent in
environmental treaties even after the treaty is r a t i f i e d . A l t h o u g h certain international
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institutions have security commitments, it should not be overlooked that these institutions
ultimately derive all power from the voluntary participation o f member states.'
Although many IR studies regard the EU as an anomaly o f standard regime
behaviour, the relevance o f the EU is especially important in this study as it is the main
actor in most spheres of European affairs, and certainly in European environmental
affairs. Current EU politics and the transfer of power from the state level to union-wide
governance appears to stand apart as a major exception to my argument above, although
we will see in a closer study that this is not the case.
Environmental policy became a part of EU (then EC) concerns in 1972 when the
Environmental Action Programme was created under the authority o f Article 235 o f the
Treaty o f Rome. Since that time, the political and economic union among the EU states
has grown. Yet visible state power in environmental affairs still exists. Although the EU
controls legislative aspects o f environmental standards, the adoption and implementation
of environmental law remains a state responsibility that ‘is not always accomplished
within the prescribed time periods’. The EU maintains ultimate enforcement o f law, but
even this relies on ‘citizens, local authorities, businesses, or interest groups to lodge
complaints on the inadequate application or transposition’ o f EU law under Article 169
of the T r e a t y . B e c a u s e of the differences in environmental awareness and general
political conditions in each state, the frequency o f these complaints varies.
The problems encountered while making EU environmental legislation are similar
to those experienced at the Rio de Janeiro and Kyoto conferences when large groups o f
states were required to agree on environmental standards. Developing states at the UN
conferences requested that exceptions be made to facilitate their compliance. Likewise,
the EU had to make special considerations (in the form o f funding) for the economic
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stresses that environmental compliance would cause in Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
I r e l a n d . I n the case of the EU, the funding was available because o f the economic
links between the member states. Without similar close economic ties in other attempts
at large-scale environmental regulation, it seems unlikely that such treaties could be
viable. Although EU consolidation is a continual process, to date EU experience has
exposed some drawbacks to supranational control o f environmental policy and therefore
is not considered to present a strong enough reason to support calls for such controls.
The second part of this definition concerns the need for states to decide which
values to protect with security policy. The first benefits o f implementing environmental
security policy would be seen in the ecological improvement o f the physical territory.
With respect to earlier discussions of security, the precedent for such an aim has already
been established.
Buzan defined the three components of a state: the idea o f a state, the institutional
expression o f the state, and the physical base of the state. Although Buzan stressed the
prominence o f the two nonphysical qualities for a state’s existence, by definition it is
impossible for any state to exist without a physical base.'°^ Hans Morgenthau identified
a state’s geography as its most stable element o f national power as it allows for selfsufficiency with respect to food and industrial p ro d u c tio n .S tu d ie s on acute conflict
by Homer-Dixon underscored the importance of the vulnerability o f a particular
ecosystem for calculating the effect o f human activity on the e n v i r o n m e n t . F o r
example, the fragile swamps and bogs that account for 25 percent o f the territory o f
Belarus show where such special consideration is needed. The peaty sandy soil in Gomel
and eastern Brest oblasti is especially retentive of radioactive cesium particles. The
area’s geography made it prudent to conduct special medical research on children living
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there after the Chomobyl a c c i d e n t . A l s o , although the impact o f severe environmental
degradation on state institutions remains difficult to trace, its physical effect on the
territory is not. The preservation of the physical base, a key element o f statehood, is
rightly a concern o f security studies.
Although geographical attributes of the state are important for formulating which
values to protect, a state’s stability and power are also factors. As in the military sector,
the position of a state as a strong or weak state is critical in predicting whether its
primary threats originate from external or internal s o u r c e s . F o r weak states with
undeveloped national institutions, the physical base may be the only state characteristic
stable enough to protect in the interests of national security."® Homer-Dixon’s acute
conflict project gave conditional empirical support to the relevance o f state strength,
legitimacy, and technological adaptability as critical factors in determining the particular
effect o f environmental change on its national institutions."'
Therefore, where state power and legitimacy remain tenuous, these states are
more sensitive to the largely internal threats o f environmental security. Ukraine is one
o f these ‘weak states’. As such, one analyst has concluded that in Ukraine ‘the
relativization o f external factors of threat and a willingness in Kyïv to recognize
endogenous threats to stability’ has been a critical shift in Ukrainian threat perception in
the mid-19 9 0 s . T h e institutional weakness o f states becomes another liability that
should be considered when evaluating the status o f environmental security.

This

observation reinforces the familiar concept in security studies that states should follow
self-interest when selecting values to protect, even in environmental security concerns.
The third part o f the environmental security definition used here addresses which
threats to protect against: ‘environmental degradation occurring from unsustainable use
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or development of natural resources through human activity, including anthropogenic
changes to naturally occurring events.’

This is likely the most important and

controversial part of the definition as it names what constitutes a threat and, thus, what
will fall under the jurisdiction and budget of environmental security.
In contrast to the theoretical basis for expansion o f security priorities, which still
lacks depth, the threats and vulnerabilities o f environmental degradation have been
explored.

As shown earlier, these empirical discussions have concentrated on the

relationships between ecological threats and acquired values o f modem civilization and
can provide ammunition for theoretical discourse o f authors who are seeking to expand
security into the environmental sector. Although threat and vulnerability assessment is
a distinct component of every state’s individual security plan, it is discussed here in
general terms to provide an overall view of possible scenarios for environmental security
in national planning.
One very broad definition of threats was given by Ullman, who contended that
a country must consider the prospects of natural disasters like floods, droughts, and
epidemics, as well as drastic resource shortages and severe environmental degradation
(due to either internal or external circumstances).’’^ According to Buzan, et a l,
environmental security threats could encompass threats to human civilization not caused
by humans (earthquakes), threats from humans to natural systems that pose a threat to
parts o f civilization (global warming), and threats from humans to natural systems that
do not pose a threat to civilization (depletion o f a resource that technology can
replace).” '’
Broad definitions such as these could be linked to the criticism that environmental
security would require states to seek the impossible goal o f comprehensive security.
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Consequently, it is feared that states would be required to prepare against Armageddonscenarios o f natural disasters. Such disasters are indisputably negative events, but remain
emergency situations, not security ones.” ^ In acknowledgment o f this, the definition
suggested here seeks to limit strictly the types o f threats that a state would consider.
Traditionally, many threats and disasters in nature have fallen under the umbrella
o f emergency relief and disaster planning. But traditionally, there has also been a clear
distinction between natural and man-made disasters. Using a security umbrella to cover
all variety of hurricanes, tornadoes, and floods may seem to be overkill, but at the same
time, it would be irresponsible for security definitions to ignore the impact that humans
have had on changing the frequency and magnitude o f many o f these natural disasters.
Thus, an environmental security definition that categorically excluded flooding - even
when it occurred due to indiscriminate forest clearing - or a definition that refused to
consider severe climate change possibilities - would mean ignoring the human impact
on some natural events. Therefore, this definition is unique in that it would require
strategists to look at the environmental causes only behind those natural events that were
linked to human behaviour.
Another important differentiation provided here relates to the triangular
relationship o f a state’s military (or ‘security’) industry, its environmental conditions,
and its environmental security. Using the banner o f environmental security, some
authors addressed the effects o f environmental degradation stemming from the
development and production of weaponry and military equipment. ’ While it is true that
their top-secret classifications have given defence industries a carte blanche for
environmental destruction,” ^ basing the connection between environment and security
on the military industry has misrepresented environmental security. This has created the
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false impression that environmental security is simply an extension o f military security
created to keep the defence industry accountable to environmental standards. Thus, the
scope o f environmental security threats in this case is inappropriately limited. In a
careful distinction, the definition proposed here does not differentiate amongst kinds of
human activity. Thus, at the most basic level, this definition is prepared to address
threats from the military industry, but is in no way limited to those concerns.*’*
This definition intentionally leaves substantial latitude for making choices
regarding threats that would be considered as environmental security. When it comes to
choosing which threats warrant security attention, states’ perceptions o f threats vary
based on national interests.*'^ Depending on the state components (idea, institutional
expression, and physical base), not all states face the same degree o f threat; and even
when facing similar situations, states respond differently.'^® It would be expected that
states would have much narrower definitions that were tailored to that state’s particular
values and vulnerabilities.

These points are especially relevant for environmental

security, as states are just beginning to consider these questions with respect to the
environment.
National history is one example that can help to explain these response
differences. States’ past experiences with particular threats (invasion, earthquake, etc.)
make those states more attentive to the possibility o f a repeat o f an earlier disaster.'^' In
Ukrainian security literature, one example is found in the importance attached to
protecting the health o f citizens. The National Institute o f Strategic Research in Kyiv has
compared the current demographic crisis to the massive population losses in the 1930s
and 1940s in Ukraine under Stalin’s le a d e rs h ip .A n o th e r author has given the example
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o f flood protection in the Netherlands to show a long-term threat that has gradually
become a routine component of the state’s existence.
At the end of the day, what exactly is rendered secure by this ‘new’ expanded
version of security? Simon Dalby answered: ‘a political order and a particular political
i d e n t i t y I n other words, states that embrace the principles o f environmental security
are after the same aims that traditional security has been pursuing for decades. Equipped
with a workable definition of its distinct environmental security, these states pursue the
same stability that previously was believed attainable with only a strong military.

Policymaking for the environment and security
The heavy politicization o f the environment in recent years to some extent has prepared
policymakers to accept these ‘new’ responsibilities.

Education and awareness of

environmental threats are the first steps toward changing perceptions o f the connection
between environment and security. This creates popular pressure that forces political
parties to adopt environmental politics as part o f ordinary activities. However, the
complete development of this process requires significant time; this is shown by the
general failure of the environmental sector to gain the priority handling o f security
i s s u e s . P a r t l y , this failure can be attributed to unclear signals from the scientific
community that cannot clarify threats adequately and the corresponding observation that
‘the less apparent a security threat may be [...] the more that preparations to meet it are
likely to be the subject of political controversy’.’^^
This melding o f scientific input and policy output is a key component of
environmental security. Although security concepts are able to include threats from a
variety o f sectors, this does not mean that the same procedures will apply for
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policymaking in each sector. The main uniqueness o f environmental security is the
combination o f its two distinct parts: the scientific agenda and the political agenda.
Difficulties in the scientific agenda
To be sure, many environmental policymaking complications arise from the lack o f
available information for particular threats. Frequently scientists are unable to provide
the information that policymakers require because the long time frame of environmental
problems makes it difficult to duplicate phenomena under laboratory conditions. Also,
some concerns, like global warming, can become serious threats before scientists even
know the danger exists.'^*
With respect to environmental legislation, access to clear and succinct scientific
recommendations is a major difficulty for policymakers. When scientists are unable to
predict environmental crises, politicians have limited chances to react with appropriate
measures. Still, Gareth Porter has defended the need to prepare for these environmental
uncertainties and found this preparation analogous to that needed for military threats.
Porter wrote that ‘military planning is based on “worst-case” contingencies that are
considered relatively unlikely to occur, yet military preparations for such contingencies
are justified as a necessary insurance policy
Other complications could arise from too much or conflicting information, as
when controversies exist amongst ecologists who are providing recommendations. Rapid
technological changes have created mountains o f information for politicians to study.
Even decades before the age o f the information superhighway. Smoke recognized
policymakers’ burden to keep informed o f current situations through p u b l i c a t i o n s . I n
fact, after his short-lived chairmanship of Goskompriroda, F.T. Morgun admitted this
was an obstacle: ‘Every day I ran into dozens o f unfamiliar terms and concepts. [...] I had
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to become familiar with everything down to details, to get clarifications, and to ask
questions repeatedly.’’^’ The overwhelming range olf environmental threats makes it
improbable for politicians to be acquainted with the full extent o f concerns.
(Conversely, in some cases where information does exist, access to it can remain
restricted. Dr A.N. Yablokov, the influential Russiam academic and environmentalist,
lamented the survival of secrecy traditions in Russia after the collapse o f communism.
In a 1994 interview, he stated that the biggest environmental hazard facing Russia was
from the 200,000-300,000 tons of chemical weapons waste buried on hidden locations
on Russian t e r r i t o r y . T h e burial locations remained unknown even to him.)
Even when research equips scientists with extensive and conclusive information
on a topic, presenting a clear risk assessment for environmental security concerns is
complicated by the synergism o f causes and consequences in the ecosystem. Barbara
Jancar-Webster has identified the dynamic state o f the environment as the cause o f these
problems and warned that fixing one matter can aggravate a n o t h e r . T h e scientific
difficulty o f predicting these outcomes is transferred to policymakers who are faced with
the task o f devising policy for unknown events.
Additionally, well-intentioned intervention can trigger unforeseen political or
socio-economic consequences.’^'’ In Belarus, the struggle o f the overextended health
system trying to deal with health risks from Chomobyl has demonstrated this ripple
effect. The Belarusian hospital system has been overcrowded because doctors believe
that a greater awareness o f health issues and study o f environmental pollution since
Chomobyl has resulted in heightened concem. This, in tum, has strained the national
health s y s t e m . A s any new legislation would increase the number o f possible
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shockwave-effects, this has highlighted the fact that increasingly ‘environmental
protection is a political activity’.
Difficulties in the political agenda
Some reluctance to accept environmental security is linked to the unique difficulties that
environmental threats introduce to the political arena. In the 1950s in the US, the
institutionalization of military security was accompanied by the acceptance o f associated
security trends and postures as they related to military power. Although we have seen
here that academic security concepts can accommodate both military and environmental
security, in practice, the differences between the two sectors mean that environmental
security strategy contradicts certain axioms that are exclusive to military affairs.
Additionally, the responsibilities of security strategists themselves differ between the
sectors.
By securitizing a threat, or declaring its status as a security threat, the decision
must be made that if the issue is not resolved, other issues become i r r e l e v a n t . Cl e a r l y ,
the snowball effect that environmental quality has on political, social, and economic
conditions shows how this can occur. Yet when allowances are made to consider a
spectrum o f threats that have this degree of importance, it quickly becomes apparent how
the risk o f reckless securitization, or identifying countless threats as security threats and
trying to formulate security policy to protect against them, can be more destructive than
helpful to a country’s stability.
The overuse o f security is linked to the priority budget and handling procedures
that are designated for security threats. To understand this, it helps to consider the range
o f handling procedures, which can be divided as following: 1) nonpoliticized, when the
state does not deal with the issue and it is not a part o f public debate; 2) politicized, when
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the issue is part of public policy requiring government decisions and resources; or 3)
securitized, when the issue is an existential threat requiring emergency measures.’^*
Thus, the primary effect o f securitization is to give political elites a special licence to
handle a threat without customary bureaucratic - and democratic - obstacles. Although,
theoretically, this special handling makes it easier to deal with the threat, it is also
notable that the need for emergency procedures exposes an earlier policymaking failure,
as politicians were unable to resolve the problem through normal c h a n n e l s . T h e fact
that emergency security methods result from a policy failure leads to an important
distinction on the use o f security in the environmental sector.
Making environmental threats a topic o f national security would entail two areas
o f policy: prevention beforehand and prioritization in emergencies. A state that regarded
environmental threats as security problems would need to create an integrated
environmental protection program, combining enforcement o f environmental regulations
with the integration of environmental goals in other sectors o f politics. This would serve
as a preventative program that would largely depend on powers outside the security
stmcture. As will be seen in the case studies, integration amongst sectors to incorporate
environmental security goals is a critical concem that separates environmental security
from environmental protection. For example, this would make the curtailment o f state
subsidies for heavily polluting industries a more realistic demand as it could be a possible
security matter.
The prioritization given to environmental threats seen as security issues permits
rapid handling o f legislative tasks and disbursement o f funds in emergencies. The
political mechanisms and actions o f this prioritization would basically resemble what
occurs during times o f military emergencies - until its resolution, the prioritized
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environmental threat would monopolize resources. Just as with a military threat, this
could involve massive amounts of intensive manpower and financial support for
remediation o f an accident. In a relationship that has some similarities with that between
diplomacy and war, environmental protection and environmental security measures
would be complementary policies.
In the quest to avoid demanding security p ro c e d u re s ,s ta te s would concentrate
on the improvement of preventative environmental policy as a top political priority.
Ukrainian Minekobezpeky authors included this sentiment in a 1998 report: ‘A
strategical basis o f nature preservation activity should not be the treatment o f the
symptoms of ecological degradation, but [the basis should be] the prevention o f pollution
o f the environment through a path of introduction o f modem technology, [and] methods
o f energy resource conservation.’
Overall, security use in environmental issues could benefit both states and
environmentalists. For states, it would likely mean net financial savings. Preventative
environmental protection not only reduces the need for emergency action, but encourages
conservation. As seen with the problem of environmental refugees, stable environmental
conditions are also required for social welfare. For environmentalists, it would mean that
proper management was taken in a timely manner to prevent the emergence o f
threatening situations.

Security policy does not just entail a reflex reaction to

emergencies; by necessity, successful policy manages the threats and the causes o f those
t h r e a t s . O n c e the precedent is established for the use o f security measures against
environmental threats, a primary effect should be the improvement o f basic
environmental protection in order to avoid continuous security intervention in the future.
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Another major difference in the political arena between military and
environmental security is the perception of intentional and unintentional threats. This
may introduce some difficulty for policymakers to mobilize support needed for security
procedures. While the mobilization potential against a foreign military power can be
achieved by portraying the threat as ‘evil incarnate’, this should not be done for
environmental t h r e a t s , w h i c h frequently result from the state’s own actions or from
unintentional developments in another country.

Deudney has argued that the

unintentional nature o f environmental threats makes it impossible for them to exist as
security threats.'"^'* Similarly, for Ronnie Lipschutz, the concept o f security draws
‘boundaries to discipline the behaviour of those within and to differentiate within from
without’ and this means that security requires the presence o f an e n e m y . F o r this
reason, he explicitly ruled out environmental degradation as a security threat since
degradation often results from the activity of the state or its citizens.
However, there are at least two flaws to this line of reasoning. First, enforcement
and prosecution for these crimes - and they would be crimes if they impinged upon
national security - creates the image o f an enemy in legal terms, even if it were a citizen
o f that same state. Ignoring this point would be akin to a state disregarding violent
criminal activities, including terrorism, carried out by its citizens. Second, the existence
of transboundary pollution and international treaties on environmental protection are two
simple clues that environmental security is not limited to domestic threats. Clearly, just
as it is wrong to say that certain domestic threats should not be a part o f traditional
security, it is wrong to say that there can only be domestic threats to environmental
security.
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Unintentional security threats may be rare, but they would not be unique to
environmental security.

Richard Smoke wrote that security establishments can be

mobilized by the negative impact o f another nation’s behaviour, ‘even though this effect
may or may not have been an objective of their b e h a v i o u r T h u s , he recognized that
it was the end result of the stress on the country, not necessarily the original intentions
o f the leaders, that provided the impetus for security action.

Buzan gave another

example o f non-violent threats when he described how structural political threats could
result from organizational or ideological contradictions between two s t a t e s . A l t h o u g h
a missile clearly communicates intentional harm, an act o f violence is not required for
launching defensive military attacks. This same logic can be used for understanding
environmental security threats from unintentional sources.
The final difference discussed here between environmental and military security
is the presence of the security dilemma in decision making. Robert Jervis defined the
security dilemma as the effect whereby security is a zero-sum game in which an increase
in one state’s security is offset by a decrease e l s e w h e r e . T h e security dilemma has
forged attitudes among political leaders toward military security that cannot apply to
environmental security. For military matters this dilemma demands that policymakers
use restraint and caution while increasing security (usually increasing weapons and
forces), as other states interpret these actions as aggressive behaviour. In contrast,
environmental security cannot be reconciled with these assumptions.
Frequently, the long-term effects o f one state’s increased environmental security
are regionally beneficial. The possibility o f mutually beneficial security is a goal o f
Sweden’s environmental aid packages to parts o f Eastern Europe (Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, and the St Petersburg and Kaliningrad areas in Russia). According
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to one analyst, Sweden has been motivated by an ‘environmental efficiency’ argument
to cut down on transboundary pollution, as well as hoping for long-term benefits for
Swedish industry, which might receive lucrative clean-up c o n t r a c t s . F o r this reason,
the game theory of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, which calls for each state to choose between
cooperation with each other and defection from the group is played out differently in the
environmental sector. Due to the mutual benefits o f an opponent’s cooperation and the
lessened value of defection, the state facing the Prisoner’s Dilemma for environmental
security has slightly modified preferences for outcomes and a greater incentive to
cooperate.
Some critics have argued that the Prisoner’s Dilemma is relevant because in
extreme situations enhancing environmental security concerns can cause war,'^' in reality
this is very unlikely. The straightforward and earnest character o f the environmental
sector, which lacks possible complications o f unclear intentions and miscalculations,
means that possibility of wars over environmental security competitions are remote.
For these reasons, the security dilemma is not involved in considerations o f
environmental policymaking.'^^

Conclusions
The concept o f environmental security has been presented as an effective method to
address environmental degradation as it has become apparent that effects o f this
degradation would impact various sectors o f state survival and development. However,
this proposal has been met with harsh criticism from some circles o f IR, where it is felt
that the security field should be limited to military concerns and that it is not an
appropriate forum to address environmental questions. Even though many states have
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produced national security plans that recognize these threats, without studies that also
address the theoretical arguments involved it is impossible to make an evaluation of any
state’s environmental security. Therefore, this thesis on Ukraine’s attempts to lower its
vulnerabilities to environmental security threats has begun with an investigation o f these
claims to expand security priorities to cover threats in the environmental sector.
In many cases, it can be seen that proponents o f expanded security definitions
have latched onto the term ‘security’ without addressing the conceptual questions that
this entails. While acknowledging these legitimate concerns, it has been found that the
possibility still exists to include environmental security within fairly traditional limits of
security thought. A major problem o f arguments to expand security concerns has been
the absence o f conceptual guidelines for addressing these environmental threats. This
has made arguments especially vulnerable to criticism and they have been unable to
advance the security field. However, examination o f earlier security definitions has
revealed that in fact there is an existing basis to use these definitions to cover
environmental threats.
The definition developed here, which addresses the primary requirements o f
security policy, is that environmental security is the aim o f a state to protect its viability
and stability from environmental degradation caused by unsustainable use and
development o f natural resources through domestic or international actions. Although
differences are found to exist between military and environmental security, they are not
so serious to preclude the use o f environmental security within its conceptual limits.
If we accept the argument that security threats should include those from the
environment, then questions immediately arise as to how a state incorporates these
threats into existing or new security plans.

How do the differences between
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environmental security threats and military security threats challenge the state’s ability
to minimize risk? How do existing environmental structures change once these issues
are considered security issues? How does a state choose which environmental threats to
prioritize? These concerns indicate the need to look at environmental security building
in practice. With the definition developed in this chapter and the limits it imposes on
scope of threat and area o f study, it is possible to progress to such a study. The following
chapter provides a review o f Ukraine’s transition to an independent state and introduces
the case studies, which are then developed in the three successive chapters.
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2

REFORM AND THE ENVIRONMENT AFTER
INDEPENDENCE

THE PARADOX OF FALLING PRODUCTION and ever-worsening environmental
conditions threatens Ukraine’s immediate future. Members o f the Ukrainian Academy
o f Sciences have stated that: ‘Many enterprises [and] atmospheric polluters are now
working below capacity or have nearly shutdown. It would seem that the ecological
situation should improve, but it is getting worse.’'
Several factors in Ukraine today can explain this apparent contradiction. First,
the economic conditions in Ukraine have led to a severe drop-off in investments in
environmental protection and rational development o f natural resources.^ Second, with
respect to the national government and to the ministries who look after environmental
protection, the process o f state-building has created structural factors that make the
already complex issues o f environmental protection even more challenging. Third,
because o f these first two conditions, the interests o f Ukrainian decision makers have not
been in line with the long-term needs of Ukraine’s environment.

Finally, the

unpredictability o f environmental problems makes it impossible to justify ignoring
environmental security in Ukraine while industrial output is low.
As was discussed previously, environmental security threats do not stop at state
borders - this also must be considered in Ukraine’s case. Specifically, this relates to the
existence of strong and weak states.^ Aside from obvious consequences o f transboundary
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pollution, the threat of a chain o f destabilizing events - originating with unfavourable
ecological circumstances and collapsing governmental structures further down the line
- could also become more real because of the newness o f the ruling governments in
weaker countries. In fact, Kent Hughes Butts has portrayed ‘the primary threat to
Europe’ to be such a potential chain o f events with origins in the environmental
conditions in Eastern Europe.^ Therefore, when looking at the EU neighbourhood,
environmental security in Ukraine cannot be ignored.

Independence and reform
The process o f moving from a Soviet republic to an independent state has been the
subject o f numerous Western analyses. There is resounding sentiment that the imperial
thumb o f the Soviet Union left deep impressions in FSU states. Indeed, the Ukraine we
see today displays many o f these Soviet mentalities.

Hans von Zan has stated

unequivocally that even after the party-state dissolved ‘the new socio-economic
formation developed organically out o f the old. Ukraine was in 1991 no tabula rasa\^
This condition was true to varying degrees for each o f the Soviet republics. Jack
Snyder has noted in Post-Soviet Political Order: Conflict and State-Building that these
new countries were left with many intact pieces o f empire, including territorial
administrative units, patronage ties with Moscow and within republics, functional units
like military and economic networks, and settlement patterns based on ethnic identity.
Together, ‘these residues o f empire - territorial, functional, patrimonial, and
demographic - form the static point o f departure for post-imperialist politics’.^
A very similar post-imperial task list has been made specifically with respect to
Ukraine. Taras Kuzio followed an outline given by former Foreign Minister Udovenko
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to describe four steps to the transition. As explained by Kuzio, Ukraine’s tasks were: to
move from a command economic system to a market economy with a social welfare
system; to transform from a totalitarian government to a democracy with a civil society;
to grow from an imperial subject to an independent state; and to blend its uneven national
identity to have a unified nation.^

In short, this translates to economic reform,

democratic reform, state-building, and nation-building.
With respect to this four-pronged approach advocated by Kuzio and Udovenko,
there are some elements that are more relevant than others in terms o f a national
environmental security strategy. For example, on the topic o f economic reform, the main
concern is with privatization. This is due to the close links that have been observed
between ownership and responsibility for environmental degradation and these reasons
are looked at later. In the processes of democratization and state-building, this chapter
will briefly look at the old Soviet apparatchik network and politics in the transition to
a democracy. Additionally, these issues involve the restructuring o f ministries that had
previously been held accountable to Moscow and now govern independently. The links
between each o f these topics are fairly clear and are considered important to
environmental security in particular because of the open information sharing processes
that environmental policy demands. A final related issue is Ukraine’s ability to create
diplomatic relations with other states. This is a broader topic and will be looked at here
in a separate section.
One issue mentioned by Kuzio and Udovenko that is not considered relevant
enough to warrant discussion is nation-building. In general, Ukraine’s record with
addressing minority issues and dealing with separatist threats from Crimea and border
zones has been praised and these issues are addressed extensively in other texts.^ More
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than any other aspect of Ukraine’s development, its handling of minority issues has been
met with approval from international observers.
There are countries, including some CEE and FSU states, in which nationbuilding issues have been closely intertwined with environmental concerns. However,
this did not turn out to be the case for Ukraine after independence. As Jane Dawson
argued in Eco-Nationalism, after Chomobyl there was a genuine fear o f nuclear power
and environmental havoc that led Ukrainians to mobilize in the period up to 1991.^
Because the movements and demands in Ukraine were based on an authentic fear o f
environmental catastrophe, rather than one built on underlying desire for independence
for nationalistic reasons, the ties between nationalism and environmentalism were not as
strong once Ukraine became an independent state.
In Ukraine at present, the one area in which nation-building and environment
have been related is along its borders. Transboundary environmental threats have to be
considered and often this can be complicated by diaspora populations or, at least, a sense
o f community or mutual dependence in the border regions, that might not be shared by
far-off capital cities. Formally at least, Ukraine has managed to resolve these territorial
disagreements and to sign friendship tre a tie s.H o w e v e r, the combination o f Ukraine’s
record with minority issues and the relatively minor connections between these topics
and environmental concerns is felt to justify their exclusion in this thesis. This is
especially true relative to the overwhelming control that economic and political factors
have held over environmental policy. Where environmental threats do exist in border
regions, such as in the flooding problems in the Carpathian Mountains, these are
addressed in the case studies.
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Therefore, before moving onto environmental vulnerabilities, this chapter
addresses general aspects of reform for the last ten years in Ukraine. These next sections
are meant to serve as an introduction to the more specialized restructuring and reform
processes that are broached in the case studies.
A brave new stagnation
To a large degree, lack o f economic growth in Ukraine was blamed for the inattention
to and inability to deal with environmental concerns. Some general aspects of Ukraine’s
slow economic transition were discussed in the first chapter, and this section expands on
the issue and examines underlying causes o f the problems.
In the earliest years of Ukraine’s independence, economic reform was not
emphasized during President Leonid Kravchuk’s term from 1991 to 1994.

John

Tedstrom cynically noted that up to 1995, ‘the best that could be said about Ukraine’s
attempt at privatization was that it was better than that o f Belarus’N If an early fixation
with social stability and building national structures under Kravchuk contributed to the
lack o f economic reform up to 1994, then economic reform needs under President Leonid
Kuchma has been a victim o f corruption and inept handling o f policy and budgets. Once
Kuchma took office as president in 1994, rosy predictions were based on his
administration and government that included Minister o f Economy Roman Shpek,
National Bank o f Ukraine head Viktor Yushchenko, and Minister o f Privatization Yurii
Yekhanurov.'^
Despite the initial progress after 1994 with budget deficit reduction and the
initiation o f privatization, there was still no growth. Political scientist Hans van Zon
attributed this to one reason: ‘the very functioning o f the state, which was haphazard at
best and usually corrupt and excessively bureaucratic’.’^ Moreover, there have been
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serious problems in Ukraine with the ability to implement strict Westem-style budgeting
practices. Van Zon has noted the lack of constitutional obstacles to prevent unfunded
mandates, when law-making bodies pass regulations without taking financial
responsibility for the gesture. In this instance, he quoted the World Bank report that
likened budgeting in Ukraine to a ‘bargaining process rather than a priority-setting
exercise’.’'^ In practice, this habit has been seen in relations with the IMF and the
continuation o f a barter economy.
Poorly defined policy in Ukraine has come to the forefront in dealings with the
IMF and other international lending institutions. In September 1998, the IMF approved
an Extended Funding Facility loan of $2.25 billion. But one year later after $965 million
in payments, the IMF suspended further allocations pending audits o f the 1997-1998
currency operations o f the National Bank of Ukraine (NBU). Prime Minister Viktor
Yushchenko, who headed the NBU during the period in question, initially claimed that
the reporting discrepancies were the result of using Soviet accounting techniques.
(Although the Ukrainian government was eventually exonerated o f criminal dealings
following audits in 2000, Ukraine was admonished for its ‘creative accounting’
techniques that exaggerated its foreign currency reserves.)
One constant reminder that reforms in Ukraine have not been taking effect has
been the persistence o f the barter economy. The shadow economy, which has been
estimated to be nearly equal to the size of the official GDP, has survived largely thanks
to the government’s preference to keep feeding the cycle, which works to the
government’s benefit in the short term. ’^ It has not been until 2000 that a turnaround was
seen in political will as evidenced by a drop in barter payments o f about 40 percent. Hlib
Vyshlinskyi, economist at the International Centre for Policy Studies, has commented
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on this decrease, saying: ‘In the long run, barter and debt trading were the means o f
pumping state money into private pockets’. Thus, stopping the practice simply required
a political will and a decision to stop trading debts with state-owned enterprises and to
cut electricity supplies to debtors (the fuel industry is the most dependent on barter).
All state-funded activities, including environmental ones, have been affected by
this lack o f growth and reluctance to move to a market economy. Aside from some
selected exceptions, Ukraine has yet to commit fully to economic reform. Indeed, in the
years since 1995, Ukraine has even been accused o f moving backward. Instead o f reform
in this period, the government policies created a system that ‘[prevents] productive
activities from unfolding’ and allows for the rampant spread o f barter and accumulation
o f arrears. Helen Boss asserted that ‘[n] early a decade has been wasted’ with Ukraine’s
economic missteps.’* Hans van Zon described the changes in Ukraine as ‘a transition
from bureaucratic socialism to parasitic economic structures contained in a semi-feudal
bureaucratic context’. I t is the people in positions o f power who have been facilitating
and permitting this backward economic reform.
Life expectancy for coherent reform agendas in Ukraine has been astonishingly
low and it often seems that there is little rationale behind any given collection o f zig
zagging decrees and laws. Kuzio believed that the population itself was left in ‘a state
o f both confusion and disillusionment’.^® Explaining the development o f the post-Soviet
Ukrainian state, Ilya Prizel compared Ukraine’s reforms with those in other Socialist
Bloc states: ‘The old system neither collapsed as in Czechoslovakia and Russia [sic], nor
negotiated a “contractual” retreat as in Poland and Hungary. Ukraine had established a
government Ukrainian in form and Brezhnevite in content.’^’
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Kyïv may have been elevated to the status o f a national capital, but the
apparatchik networks that worked in the republic’s capital offices still guide decision
making processes. Western authors have discussed at length the development o f the
Soviet political economy, its stranglehold over policy, and its enduring influence in
Ukrainian politics today. As these circumstances control the conditions under which
leaders operate while determining policy and budgetary allocations for the environmental
threats facing Ukraine, many of these factors have relevance for environmental security.
The Soviet political landscape required unique ‘reciprocal accountability’
relationships between political leaders and their bureaucratic constituencies. As a result
o f this accountability, the process ‘shaped the role o f policy in the formation o f
coalitions’ and made it beneficial for leaders often to ‘[subordinate] their policy
preferences to the task of building coalitions’.^^ As Philip Roeder has explained,
coalitions grew as leaders either collected posts for themselves in different bureaucracies
or gave loyalists commanding posts over which they would then have indirect control.
In turn, this created the behaviour of policy entrepreneurship whereby leaders produced
policies to benefit the power and authority o f their partners. These are well-established
mechanisms o f Soviet politics and they formed the basis for political growth in Ukraine.
Ten years later, relationships in Ukraine are still based on similar personalized
networks that effectively prevent democratic decision making. In the early post-Soviet
era, Kuzio has predicted that ‘the inheritance o f corrupt, clannish-neopotistic ties from
the communist era within the nihilistic postcommunist elites’ would block ‘North
American-style capitalism’ in CEE states.^"^
Remnants o f dense patronage ties have had the same destructive implications for
the interest o f sustainable environmental management as they did under Soviet
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environmental resource management, which placed value on meeting economic goals at
any cost. Likewise, van Zon has alluded to these environmental implications with his
observation that in Ukraine, ‘a state has been created that seems to be self-destructive as
it undermines its infrastructure and cripples it own instruments o f governance. The state
is dominated by a ruling class that is shortsightedly only interested in plundering the
state
Under the control o f this ruling elite, there is little interest to introduce any
changes that might lead to their loss of power. As Alexander Motyl has written, under
the control o f elite parasitism, ‘systemic change would necessarily remain limited, even
when the logic o f reform no longer called for incremental s t e p s . T h e temptation for
politicians to find less disruptive and quick-acting solutions to Ukraine’s economic
worries is a controlling factor in the country’s path o f reform. The major challenges to
Ukraine’s viability have domestic origins, a fact acknowledged by Ukrainian politicians
and also a typical characteristic o f transition states. Most Ukrainian statesmen ‘fear
disintegration from within’ and a gradual erosion o f the c o u n t r y T h i s trepidation
amongst officials has been especially relevant in determining the course o f politics in
Ukraine, because as Leonid Ilchuk explained: ‘In states with transitional political
systems, namely in Ukraine, the degree of threat is appraised not by the nation, but by
the military-political leadership’.^*

Consequently, pro-reform policymakers face

obstacles in the political forum from the Soviet mind set that favours the centralized
government and its heavy industry. Even unprofitable or closed, propping up these
factories has been an easier solution to employment worries and reviving production than
starting greener businesses from scratch.
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However, it would be misleading to discuss all policymakers in Ukraine as an
allied group. In fact, power struggles and competition within the elected representatives
are often pointed to as another cause for the lack o f reform momentum in Ukraine.
When reproached for lack of reform, Kuchma frequently has blamed deadlocks
with parliament. After surviving a short ban (1991-1993) on activity in Ukraine, the
familiar Communist Party o f Ukraine has led the Leftist Bloc. According to Western
observers, there has been little change within the Leftist Bloc as a whole, whose leaders
did not see the need to modernize while they already attracted a reliable section o f the
electorate.^^ When members like former Rada Speaker Oleksandr Tkachenko (Peasant
Party o f Ukraine) have spoken out the need to avoid Western models o f government
(‘We should realize that blind imitation o f foreign experience does not accomplish
anything. [...] [and] we should develop our own model o f government.’),^® it is easy to
use the leftist parties as a scapegoat for reform roadblocks.
In fact, however, the CPU itself only holds one-quarter o f the Rada seats and the
entire Left just has about 40 percent.

Jose Casanova has explained that the anti-

reformists basically limit themselves to obstructionist behaviour. He has observed that
the radical left groups have been ‘unable to formulate a viable alternative. Moreover,
they are basically conservative rather than revolutionary elites, who are already
benefitting from the emerging political o r d e r I n light o f this fact, Andrew Wilson has
written that ‘the real problem has always been the failure o f the non-left majority to
consolidate against the leftist plurality
Although optimistic assessments of politics in Ukraine might have considered the
deputies’ obstructionist abilities as a sign o f democracy, this ignored the fact that a good
deal o f these antics has been motivated by criminal profits at the state’s expense, which
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would be impossible under a stable democratic system o f checks and balances. Wilson’s
and Casanova’s statements support the idea that, indeed, it is correct to look back to the
apparatchiki and personal profits that are being gained from the persistence o f the
incomplete transition rather than to try to tag blame on any group or party. In fact, van
Zon has warned that despite the tendency for many Western observers to study political
parties, these parties ‘fulfil a marginal role in Ukrainian politics. Political parties are
grouped around personalities rather than ideologies and party programmes [and] [...]
function [...] as vehicles for self-interested individuals’.^^ (One simple example that
supports van Zon’s argument is the Ukrainian Green Party, which is headed by
environmentalist Vitalii Kononov, but funded by business interests.)
Instead o f the opposition coming from distinct groupings, Adam Zwass has
written that the practice of deriving personal benefits from the political order persists in
Ukraine.

He has cited the Rada’s fight against privatization as evidenced in both

blocking reform and intentional corruption o f the programmes. In these instances, the
opposition has come from those who ‘are the beneficiaries o f the unreformed systems the enterprise directors, trade managers, and bureaucrats - who knew full well how to get
hold o f cheap oil and export subsidies’.^'*
There have been blatant attempts by politicians to adjust the political balance in
their favour. The CabMin has been especially guilty o f issuing decrees that either
restated earlier laws, thus enabling them to take credit for the law, or contradicted those
from the Rada. Indeed, ‘one o f the largest problems for the governmental structure in
Ukraine is the aspiration o f the executive branch toward law-making [and] the incredible
thirst for discussion and commentary on active laws within considerations of
convenience for the executive branch itself
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Other bold attempts to hijack democratic growth have been made by the
executive branch. Most recently this can be seen in efforts to neutralize the Rada by
rewriting the constitution following the April 2000 national referendum. After the
referendum, which approved somewhat ambiguous statements on changes to the
legislative branch, a presidential draft law interpretation o f the results was sent to the
Constitutional Court for approval before being held to a vote in the Rada.

The

presidential interpretation o f the referendum foresaw the following changes: the
reduction of deputies from 450 to 300; the abolition o f deputy immunity; and the
dismissal o f the Rada by the president when a majority cannot be reached after a month
or when a CabMin budget proposal is not approved withing three months. Significantly,
the president’s draft law overlooked the part o f the referendum results that called for a
bicameral legislature. The creation of a second house, which could possibly strengthen
the power o f the legislative branch, was featured in the second draft bill written by Rada
deputies Oleksandr Moroz and Serhii Holovatyi that the Court declared unconstitutional
in a controversial ruling. The presidential draft law was eventually approved amidst
heavy rumours o f vote-pressuring, but its final enactment has not yet been determined.
Due to the short-term profits that politicians have received from keeping the
country in transition, democratic reform as a whole in Ukraine has suffered. Although
there have been notable achievements, like the 1996 Constitution, there have been
similarly notable setbacks. First, for example, the questionable tactics seen during the
1999 presidential elections compared to the previous election have raised some
eyebrows. Wilson has attributed the more even regional distribution o f pro-Kuchma
votes in 1999 election to ‘sheer spending power and tight control o f the mass media’
along with ‘the use and abuse o f local state authority and pork-barrel politics to a much
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greater extent than had been possible in 1994’.^^ Restrictions on freedom o f the press
have worsened in Ukraine even since the 1999 elections and have become a point o f
international criticism. Ilya Prizel has written that even though Ukraine ‘on the surface’
has complied with conditions for democracy, it has failed ‘altogether to pass several key
tests o f democracy’ and has all the vulnerabilities o f a new d e m o c ra c y .O v e ra ll, the
failure to consolidate democracy has triggered a deadlock in Ukraine as the power
struggles and conflicts have created conditions in which politicians could pursue special
interests.^*
State-building in Ukraine has had a mixed record.

After five years o f

independence, Ukraine finally managed to establish a national currency and ratify a
constitution. Approved on 28 June 1996, the Constitution was the culmination o f years
of work and compromise by deputies. US Federal Judge Bohdan Futey analysed the
basic principles of the new constitution and concluded: ‘In reaching a political consensus
and adopting a constitution based on broadly democratic principles, the members of
Parliament have taken a step toward securing Ukraine’s place among democratic
s o c i e t i e s . T h e approval o f the Constitution was followed shortly after by Kuchma’s
August 1996 announcement o f the completion o f state-building on the national level.
But even within these positive reform elements to Ukraine’s development, there
have been overt reminders o f the non-reformist interest o f policymakers. Specifically,
there is a resonance between Futey’s analysis o f the Constitution and the earlier
discussed fear o f change amongst political actors.

For instance, Futey noted the

guarantee o f many socio-economic ‘rights’, such as those for housing (Article 47) and
employment (Article 43). The inclusion of these so-called ‘positive rights’, which
require the government to provide a good or service (as opposed to ‘negative rights’.
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which protect against government interference) showed ‘their lack o f confidence in a
free-market system, that is, the wide-spread Ukrainian fear o f the radical socio-economic
changes that may result from abandoning the social aspects o f the communist system’.
Likewise, ‘the drafters appeared leery o f the radical social changes that have
accompanied the demise of the Soviet Union’.
Simultaneously, there was a drive to build up the state bureaucracy. Authors
Âslund and de Ménil explained this as a preoccupation with establishing national
symbols, making it ‘a virtue to build up bureaucracy and regulations as long as they were
national’.'*'

At first glance, this desire to build up national institutions seems to

contradict the desire to maintain many other aspects o f Soviet rule. For this reason, it
may be better explained as an attempt to transfer the power functions o f the Soviet state
to the new national level. Evidence to support this would come from the welfare
stipulations in the Constitution. Also, it would be in the interest o f individuals in power
to preserve their source o f power and profit through a convoluted bureaucratic system
that could be manipulated to their benefit. A further clarification would be that much of
the activity was simply the accidental result of unstructured policymaking. Van Zon
hinted at such an explanation when he wrote: ‘The Ukrainian government has very little
control over the implementation o f its decisions. Numerous resolutions are passed, yet
very little is done’. He traced this to the continuation o f rule by uncertainty.'*^
Regardless, the combined effect of these state-building experiences on
environmental policymaking can be classified as mostly negative. Indeed, in the case of
EU environmental policy implementation, Joseph Henri Jupille partially exonerated EU
member states for some cases o f inaction precisely because ‘[djecision making is
cumbersome and inflexible [...]. They are also poorly coordinated, with numerous
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[branches] responsible for the various aspects o f the EU ’s environmental policy’/^ In
other words, he found that structure alone was able to control aspects o f policymaking
independent o f a state’s intentions. Notwithstanding other problems a country might be
facing, structure alone can be a serious impediment. This is no less true in Ukraine
where ‘current sanitary-ecological criteria and norms [...] are developed on the
departmental, and not the state levels, but get caught in state decisions’. T h e structural
challenges to enacting effective environmental policy in Ukraine are discussed in detail
in the following chapters with particular reference to relevant conditions in that case.
Ukraine in the world
The linkages between independence and the environment do not stop at the domestic
level in Ukraine.

Indeed, some o f the most positive aspects o f environmental

improvement programmes in Ukraine have only been possible because o f its relations
with other countries.
Regardless of its earlier station as a stooge member for the USSR, today Ukraine
is proud of its founding membership in the United Nations. This is just one sign o f the
general prestige, but also importance for future environmental protection, that Ukraine
has affixed to membership and participation in international law-making bodies.'^^ Since
1991, Ukraine’s diplomats have been carrying out a rapid deployment exercise to collect
membership affiliations. By the end o f 1995, Ukraine was a party to fourteen global and
regional nature preservation conventions and cooperated in the framework o f forty-three
bilateral agreements and treaties on these matters.'*^
There are several ways that Ukraine’s membership drive could affect national
environmental security.

Most simply, building closer relations with neighbours

facilitates the exchange o f information and cooperation on transboundary events, both
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o f which would be necessary in a national environmental security strategy. For instance,
cooperation on environmental concerns is envisaged in bilateral treaties between Ukraine
and Poland (1992, Article 9), Ukraine and the US (June 1992), Ukraine and Germany
(1993, Articles 1 and 2), Ukraine and Russia (1997, Article 30), and Ukraine and
Romania ( 1997, Article 16). In April 2000, Ukraine and Hungary signed the Agreement
on Interregional Cooperation between the Zakarpattia Region and Sabolch-Satmar-Bereg
Province, which foresaw cooperation in this sensitive flood region. This agreement
followed the regime on border affairs for the two countries, which contained standard
language on transboundary environmental relations (1995, Article 46).
Second, there is a potential benefit to Ukraine’s environment from foreign aid.
ShmatkoV has cited the projects undertaken under the auspices o f the Kuchma-Gore
Agreement, like at the Donetsk Metallurgical factory (where energy saving and
production technology upgrades have resulted in a $1.2 million increase o f annual profit).
With respect to this and other experiences, he has said that: Tt has become clear to us
that all the complicated problems of ecological security are not for us to solve with our
own resources, the help o f highly developed countries is needed.’"*^ This aid could be
released to Ukraine directly through its memberships or other organizations could be
persuaded to offer aid based on Ukraine’s ‘stamp o f approval’ from organizations like
the World Bank.
A third way the environment may benefit from new membership affiliations is
through meeting membership criteria, such as seen with Ukraine’s attempts at
harmonization with European Union environmental laws. In the process o f compliance
with EU criteria, environmental regulations have been some o f the toughest hurdles.
Even though on the legislative level Ukraine has worked out the majority o f ecological
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standards for its sustainable development, the harmonization o f national environmental
legislation with stiffer regional or international laws will likely only come about with its
expanded participation in these circles/^
A final, albeit indirect, way that these multilateral arrangements and memberships
could benefit the environment in Ukraine would be if these organizations were to
introduce an element of outside discipline for the continuance o f restructuring reforms.
For example, Ukraine was the second CIS state after Moldova to get Council o f Europe
membership and this occurred as the Council ‘explicitly recognized the progress that
Ukraine has made in creating a pluralistic democracy and respecting human rights’.
(On the other hand, the CE threatened to revoke membership over the undemocratic
political maneuvering after the April 2000 constitutional referendum.) It is part o f the
hypothesis o f this thesis that environmental security is heavily dependent on reforms
undertaken outside the scope of environmental protection. Therefore, the ability and
willingness to continue these reforms would be necessary to environmental security.
General linkages between reform and the environment in Ukraine were supported by the
‘US Assistance Strategy for Ukraine (1999-2002)’ that USAID has followed. Alongside
many explicit goals for environmental improvements, the Assistance Strategy maintained
that by fostering democratic growth, ‘the stable democracies are less likely to go to war
against each other, more likely to cooperate on issues o f global security, and more likely
to work cooperatively to avert natural and man-made crises’. I f Ukraine’s task list o f
reforms proves to be an essential part o f building an environmental security programme,
then better relations with international and regional organizations would help Ukraine’s
environmental security efforts. With this understanding o f the potential benefits to the
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environment for developing such ties, a brief discussion o f Ukraine’s basic diplomatic
relations is helpful.
Ukraine has made every effort to project an amiable and eager image to
neighbours and potential allies. ‘Participation in regional cooperation mechanisms’ was
seen by former Secretary ofNational Defence Council Volodymyr Horbulin as important
for Ukrainian foreign policy ‘as evidenced by our initiatives in such regional structures
as the Central European Initiative (CEI), Black Sea Economic Cooperation Council,
Carpathian Euroregion and Euroregion Buh’. And, according to Horbulin, Ukraine was
anxious to develop trilateral Ukrainian-Polish-Romanian and Ukrainian-RomanianMoldavian relations and ‘would welcome a form o f cooperation with [the Council o f
Baltic Sea States]’,^' a proposition that has been rebuffed in the past by the Baltic states.
According to Roman Solchanyk, Ukraine’s leadership in the GUUAM (Georgia-UkraineUzbekistan-Azerbaijan-Moldova) grouping has revealed ‘the degree to which Ukraine
has emerged as a respected and influential counterweight to Russia in the CIS’.^^
Motivation behind these moves to join regional groupings may be found in the argument
that ‘a politically stable, democratic, and economically prosperous Ukraine cannot
develop outside the global and regional integration process’ and that ‘the dominant
elements of Ukraine’s political elite perceive that the primary goal o f its foreign policy
should be integration into European and worldwide [...] processes’

It must be admitted

though, at times Ukraine seems to be carried away with the goal o f simply forming ties
and thus tends to overstate the importance o f the initial creation o f most basic relations.^'^
Although it has been recognized that the ‘geostrategic interests o f Ukraine present
no obstacles to acceptance o f Russia as a geostrategic ally’, a prerequisite would be the
‘deimperialization’ o f Russian mass consciousness, which is unlikely under economic
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conditions in the near fnture/^ Thus, one major motivation for Ukraine in seeking
entrance to European institutions has been to counterbalance Russian leverage from the
east/^ Even though Ukraine was a founding member o f the CIS, it has repeatedly
rebuked attempts to extend its obligations beyond the modest framework and has viewed
the CIS as a necessary tool to facilitate a smooth ‘divorce’ process.^^ Ukrainian-Russian
relations were settled somewhat after the much-delayed May 1997 signing o f the Treaty
o f Friendship, Cooperation, and Partnership. Still, fuel debts and transport controversies
ensured that relations were never entirely settled.

Following President Kuchma’s

admission in 2000 that the Ukrainian government itself had been involved in illegally
siphoning Russian gas,^* there appeared to be little evidence o f any friendship,
cooperation, or partnership between the two countries heading into the new millennium.
The deep-rooted and complex relations with Russia have raised the stakes in
Ukraine’s other connections. Possibly for this reason, Ukraine has been extremely
cooperative with organizations like NATO, the EU, the WEU, and the OSCE.^^ In
Stephen Durant’s view, Kyiv’s interest ‘to respond to a perceived threat by Russia to
secure a sphere of influence’ amongst small and medium-sized CEE states was behind
President Kravchuk’s 1993 proposal for a Central European Security Zone.^® However,
such failures by the Ukrainian leaders to build new relations have convinced Stephen
Larrabee that ‘while broadly supporting Ukraine’s independence, the Central Europeans
have been slow to embrace Ukraine’s overtures, especially those regarding regional
cooperation’.^’
Ukraine also has been eager to join existing European structures, most notably,
the EU. Sherman Garnett has admitted that Europe has few ready-made solutions to
offer Ukraine, but nevertheless has suggested that these countries have been remiss in
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creating policy that reflects Ukraine’s significance for E u r o p e . A l t h o u g h the EU has
not equivocated on Ukraine’s importance to European stability, with a few exceptions,
bilateral relations between member states and Ukraine have been limited to ‘modest and
not very binding’ forms of cooperation.^^
Formal relations with the EU have been extensive, but slow to develop. On 16
June 1994, Ukraine and the EU signed a Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA)
that was only ratified in 1998. The agreement expressed an intent for cooperation on
trade, intellectual property, the environment, nuclear safety, and energy. Along with this
cooperation, however, the EU also has been generous with criticism on Ukrainian tax
breaks, import requirements, and commercial property rights amongst other issues.^'^
According to Fraser Cameron, a member o f the European Committee delegation in
Washington, DC, ‘[it] has been a major challenge for Ukraine to adapt and enforce is
legislation to meet the PCA/EU requirements. Regrettably, since the entry into force o f
the PC A, Ukraine has repeatedly violated several o f these legally binding provisions’.^^
Cameron reported that from 1991 to 1997, the EU was the largest international donor to
Ukraine (€3.92 billion). Although the EU is Ukraine’s largest trading partner outside
the CIS, nearly half o f the trade is with just two EU countries (Germany and Italy),^^
which indicates the relatively immature nature o f Ukraine’s headway into EU trading
channels.
Unlike association agreements signed between the EU and Baltic states, the PCA
between the EU and Ukraine made no mention o f membership possibilities.

The

European Commission (EC, the executive body o f the EU) has funded work at the French
Bureau o f Economic Management and Legal Studies in cooperation with the UkrainianEuropean Policy and Legal Advice Centre in Kyïv to counsel the Ukrainian government
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on enacting the partnership and cooperation agreement. Analysts there have affirmed
that membership for Ukraine is a lofty goal.

Voicing a familiar complaint from

Westerners in Ukraine, Peter Morgos from the French Bureau o f Economic Management
said: ‘Integration with member states o f the European Union would be greatly enhanced
if [Ukrainian] officials clearly explain and apply consistently the rules o f the game’.^^
Still, since signing their 1994 agreement, Ukraine has made a variety o f
presidential decrees and directives (28 August 1993 No 358, 13 October 1993 No 111,
7 February 1995 No 108, and 21 April 1997 No 355) to enhance its cooperation with the
EU. Ukrainian leaders have repeatedly expressed frustration over what they see as EU
reticence to designate a time line for membership. Yevhen Bersheda, the First Deputy
Minister for Foreign Affairs, has told journalists: ‘We expect the expression of our right
to become a member if we meet the [EU] criteria.’^*
Some hope for revitalized relations between the EU and Ukraine came from the
1999 European Council in Helsinki, where member states adopted a Common Strategy
on Ukraine. The strategy, which was meant to guide policy and relations up to 2003,
‘underscores the importance the EU attaches to a strategic partnership with Ukraine
based on shared values and common interests’ and should introduce a more coordinated
approach between member states toward Ukraine. Even so, the strategy recognized that
main responsibility for reforms lay within Ukraine and that implementation of the PCA
was still a requirement for ‘Ukraine to assert its European identity
In contrast to relations with the political power in Europe, Ukraine has much
stronger relations with Western Europe’s main military power: NATO. In 1994 Ukraine
was the first CIS country to join Partnership for Peace (PfP). Subsequently, relations
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between NATO and Ukraine were upgraded at the 1997 Madrid Summit, where the two
parties signed a Charter on Distinctive Partnership.
The tendency of Ukrainian leaders to overstate the importance o f relations
resurfaces here. The US Department of State has described the charter loosely as ‘a
framework for an open-ended NATO-Ukraine relationship’ in areas o f military
cooperation, environmental security, civil emergency planning, and support for defence
reform.^®

But for Ihor Kharchenko, then-Minister o f Foreign Affairs, successful

collaboration with NATO could be traced to ‘Ukraine’s decision to become an integral
part o f the European political, economic and security community and its vision o f its
future, is becoming a determining factor in shaping a new Europe, as well as in the
process of ensuring the irreversibility o f the democratization process in the post-Soviet
era’.^' Wilson has also noted this tendency toward exaggeration as evidenced in the
common mistranslation into Ukrainian of the treaty’s title as ‘special’ (osoblyvo) rather
than ‘distinctive’.^^
Still, Ukraine has maximized its PfP membership opportunities in joint operations
and collaboration with other members. In July 1998 NATO Secretary General Javier
Solana spent three days in Kyïv for the anniversary o f the charter signing and Ukraine
became the first PfP country to receive a permanent NATO liaison officer. Taras Kuzio,
who has served as the NATO liaison officer in Kyïv, wrote that Ukrainian elite and
security specialists have not seen NATO enlargement as threatening to Ukraine.^^ In July
2000, Ukraine hosted the PfP Peace Shield military training camp in western Ukraine
(with simultaneous training exercises in Estonia and Bulgaria). Moreover, although
Ukraine’s official policy is neutrality, support for NATO exists in many political
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factions/*^ Ties between Ukraine and NATO have also been strengthened by gradually
expanding relations with NATO’s highest profile member, the US.
It has been written that Ukraine was amongst the least prepared o f the USSR
republics for independence. This makes it somewhat ironic that along with statehood,
Ukraine instantly gained a position amongst the exclusive club o f nuclear states (though
it lacked operational control) and, consequently, the undivided attention o f the US.
Through the first years o f relations, US priorities with Ukraine were narrow: dealing with
weapons disarmament, securing highly enriched uranium to prevent its sale, and
steadying the balance o f power scales as four new states inherited parts o f the Soviet
arsenal.
There have been accusations that these priorities may have

stifled

environmentally beneficial reforms inasmuch as US policies invested heavily in the
status quo and sidelined early reforms in the scientific community in an effort to prevent
a brain drain o f weapons know-how.^^ However, the opposite may have just as well been
true. Kuchma’s 1994 visit to Washington resulted in the agreement for the US to give
financial support to the Ukrainian Centre of Land and Resource Management with the
goal of helping the country resolve the economic and ecological problems around
Chronobyl, the Dnipro, and Donbas regions.^^ For the US, the benefit was that this new
centre employed Ukrainian research scientists and space research capabilities, thus
ensuring that they would not seek work in areas that contradicted US security interests.
Despite the initial neglect shown for non-nuclear related affairs in the newly
independent state, the US felt that relations with Ukraine were ‘on track’ after the PfP
agreement (1994), the G-7 Chomobyl closure deal (1995), and early signs o f economic
reform under Kuchma ( 1994).^* Slightly before Kuchma took power, the US and Ukraine
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had signed a Statement of Friendship and Partnership (March 1994), which envisaged
cooperation on ‘a comprehensive range of issues from investment to taxation to science
and technology coopération’.^^ In an oft-cited figure that has testified to Ukraine’s
strategic importance in the eyes of American leaders, Ukraine has been the third-largest
recipient of US foreign aid behind Israel and Egypt. At a September 1996 meeting
between President Kuchma and then US Vice President A1 Gore, a ‘strategic partnership’
was announced along with the Kuchma-Gore Commission (also known as the Binational
Commission), which met for the first time in May 1997. Former US President Bill
Clinton made three stopovers in Ukraine during his administration (1993-2001).
Still, American analysts have noted unsound Western complacency in dealing
with U k r a i n e a n d charged that ‘in many respects, US policy toward Ukraine is riding
on the momentum created by nuclear disarmament’.*' Critics would point to the failure
to address issues of freedom o f the media in Ukraine as a most recent example o f US
willingness to ignore trouble signs (though this particular example has been rectified to
some extent by the creation o f a new media development fund to be administered by the
US Embassy in Kyïv in 2001).
In 1998, Kuzio optimistically wrote ‘Kyiv’s orientation is now clearly swinging
westward toward its reintegration with European and Trans-Atlantic security, political
and economic structures’.*^ Whilst few would argue against the direction o f Ukrainian
policy, the swinging motion suggested by Kuzio implies both dynamism and
unidirectionality, two elements that Kyïv has lacked. In a final analysis, Ukraine has
tended to move more like a babushka rolling her cart over the streetcar tracks - she will
have to stop to reposition her cargo, possibly move to a smoother section o f the track,
and inevitably still drop a few potatoes along the way.
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Independence and the environment
The fall of the Soviet Union created a task list for policymakers and bureaucrats working
in the environmental protection sector that was analogous to the list facing Ukrainian
officials working to build an independent democratic market-driven state. Consider the
following: First, policymakers in the environmental sector worked in institutions that
were based on Moscow as the centre o f decision-making. Second, their sector was full
o f laws (which, admittedly, had never really been followed in any event) that were
suddenly entirely useless in new circumstances like ownership.

Finally, the

administrative system of the environmental sector was absent o f accountability and
cooperation amongst the departments. All of these were problems that developed during
the Soviet era and challenged the Ukrainian transformation.
Environment in the Soviet Union
In 1988 the first Union-level environmental protection agency, the State Committee for
the Protection of Nature (Goskompriroda) was created. As part o f Gorbachev’s reform
campaign, Goskompriroda was charged with overseeing general environmental concerns
that earlier had been distributed among various ministries or had not been official tasks.
These included responsibilities to develop and administer environmental and remediation
programmes, to monitor environmental quality and the usage o f natural resources, to
control national standards for pollution output, to issue permits for pollution output,
disposal of toxic wastes and use o f natural resources, to conduct environmental impact
assessments for proposed projects,*^ and to administer international treaties for
environmental protection. F.T. Morgun, a Communist Party official with a background
in agriculture, was chosen to head the new ministry.

However, his term was

characterized by ‘lackluster leadership’ and Morgun resigned after one year.*'*
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The selection of Morgun’s replacement was delayed until the democratically
elected members of the Congress o f People’s Deputies took office in July 1989. Further
frustrations occurred as no less than six scientists refused the job before Nikolai
Vorontsov, a scholar from the Institute of Biology at the USSR Academy o f Sciences,
accepted the position.
The initial prospects for environmental regulation under Vorontsov seemed
bright.

At the recommendation of the Council o f People’s Deputies, the chair o f

Goskompriroda was automatically made a deputy. In an attempt to resolve authority
conflicts, Gorbachev had elevated the status of Goskompriroda to the ministry level and
it became the Ministry o f Protection of the Environment and Natural Resources
(Minpryroda). Thus, with this appointment, Vorontsov, an environmentalist specializing
in evolution, genetics, and zoology, became the first non-Communist Party official to
serve at a ministerial-level post. Also, Vorontsov was said to have enjoyed ‘the backing
o f a very large number o f elected officials [...] who have established an Ecology
Committee (and several subcommittees) whose remit is to oversee the development o f
appropriate legislation and implementation o f an environmental programme
At the time, the innovative structure o f Minpryroda, which ‘reflected a
progressive, systemic approach to environmental protection in recognition o f the fact that
environmental degradation had grown in size and complexity’, also seemed to be a
strength for the new ministry. In theory, the structure allowed regional problems to be
investigated from all angles (e.g. for a lake, considering aquatic life, water quality,
surrounding territory, climatic conditions, etc.) under a unified leadership.*^

This

framework was mirrored at the republic, regional, and local levels. Minpryroda also
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received the input of two citizens’ advisory panels - the Societal Council and the
Scientific-Technical Council.
To many observers, it soon became apparent that Vorontsov’s leadership and the
progressive structure were not enough to overcome traditional handicaps that plagued the
centralized and stagnated Soviet bureaucracy. As hindsight has revealed, problem areas
for Minpryroda were an inability to exercise authority, a lack o f glasnost, ineffectual
personnel, and an inadequate budget.
Immediately after its creation, Minpryroda set out to establish authority in a field
that had previously been loosely managed by multiple bureaucracies. Primarily, this
work had been carried out by Goskomgidromet, Minvodkhoz, and Minzdrav. Although
there had never been a Union-level agency responsible exclusively for environmental
protection, Goskomgidromet had handled many traditional environmental management
duties. But because the explicit jurisdictional lines were never laid out for Minpryroda,
power struggles erupted among the different ministries as Minpryroda tried to assert
control while still appeasing over seventy different agencies on which it was dependent
for environmental research data collection.** Clearly, the capability o f Minpryroda to
obtain necessary information suffered as a result.
Even though glasnost became official Soviet policy in 1986, the lack o f accessible
environmental data was still an obstacle for Minpryroda. This was especially a problem
with large polluters like the defence industry, for which production methods were
considered to be sensitive state secrets. Also, the CPSU still controlled official data on
statistics like environmental expenditures and human morbidity and would skew them
to serve propaganda purposes. Vorontsov himself expressed frustrations on this matter
and admitted that he could not explain the meaning behind an official statistic citing 43-
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90 billion rubles o f ‘annual ecological losses’ for the USSR.*^ The problem o f extracting
information from reluctant sources was aggravated by the general competency level of
personnel working in Minpryroda.
Although the failure to have a staff of skilled workers was a common affliction
in Soviet bureaucracy, it has been felt that this problem was especially acute in the
environmental sector. D. J. Peterson observed several causes for this, beginning with the
university education o f environmental scientists. Soviet university courses focused on
the total science of ecosystems rather than solving practical problems or designing
policies. Also, budgetary concerns forced Minpryroda to take on the worst workers from
related environmental agencies. Even in cases when appointments were made, it was
frequently the case that personal connections, not qualifications or experience, were
necessary.
On top o f this, Minpryroda was given a relatively paltry budget as measured by
per capita world standards. Although there was a steady increase in Minpryroda funding
up to 1991, the final spending for 1991 was only 40 million rubles, less than 1.3 percent
o f GNP even after receiving supplements from pollution fines and permit fees.^'
Furthermore, not all of the budget was available for protection and remediation, as
Peterson clarified that ‘land reclamation’ commonly included irrigation and drainage
projects. These budget difficulties can account for official reports that admitted to less
than half o f the so-called ‘most important environmental projects’ being implemented in
1989, and less than one-quarter in 1990.^^
Hence, Minpryroda’s difficulty in establishing authority may be explained by the
fact that it was staffed with employees o f questionable competency, who were asked to
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work with only partial information, and then given a below-adequate budget to
accomplish it all.
Bolstered by Vorontsov’s assertion that ‘for environmental protection to be
efficient it must become unprofitable to harm nature’, l o c a l Minpryroda programmes
implemented pollution fines to supplement their existence. By 1991, Yalta had an
‘ecological militia’ that served under the local police, but was funded with pollution fees.
Similar programmes were launched in Dnipropetrovsk and Kryvyi Rih as the ‘polluter
pays’ principle was implemented in many republics for the first time.^'^ However, these
efforts were hindered again by the lack o f glasnost, which made it difficult for industries
to use cost-beneflt analysis to justify pollution control when the pollution data was not
always available or accurate.
The combined effect o f these problems made it difficult for Minpryroda to follow
through with its designated tasks. Yurii Shcherbak, a prominent environmentalist who
served on the USSR Committee on Ecology in the Supreme Soviet and as the Minister
o f Environmental Protection for Ukraine, has assessed their record: ‘An analysis o f the
numerous legislative acts and decrees adopted during the last ten years [1982-1992] to
address environmental problems shows that most o f these acts and decrees have not been
o b s e r v e d . T h i s opinion is also shared by Western authorities who have concluded that
Minpryroda accomplished very little during its three-year existence and resembled an
environmental advocacy group more than a regulatory body.^^
The principal achievement o f Minpryroda’s ephemeral existence was the ‘State
of the Environment’ publication in 1990. In consideration o f the (lack of) information
available to Soviet authors, contemporary critics have considered the ‘State o f the
Environment’ to be a laudable effort at a nation-wide assessment.^* However, its
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reliability as a reference tool or as a gauge for environmental protection progress is
highly dubious.
Igor Altshuler has disdainfully remarked that there was a remarkable discrepancy
between reality and the data presented in the report, which is also typical in other Soviet
publications.^^ ‘State of the Environment’ announced that pollution statistics were
recorded in 421 cities - this meant that 2,000 Soviet towns and cities might have been
beyond the scope o f the initial survey. Notable absences included major industry and
population centres like Kharkiv, Lviv, Vladivostok, and Semipalatinsk, plus all military
bases. Altshuler’s other criticisms included the large number (120) o f authors working
on the report, which diluted the chain o f accountability; the practice o f listing pollutants
by the ministry that tracks them instead of by region, thus making it difficult to create an
overall assessment for one region; and the lack o f clear definitions for words like
‘pollution’, ‘zone o f ecological disaster’, ‘sanitary norms’, and ‘catastrophic state’.
For outside observers, the ambitious intention to provide a reliable ecological assessment
proved to be simply another disappointing development in Soviet environmental law.
Since the very creation o f its first constitution, Soviet law in the books had
developed a reputation for bearing little resemblance Soviet law in practice, and
legislation passed to protect the environment was no exception.

The 1977 Soviet

Constitution assigned union-level bureaucracies with comprehensive powers over the
environment, but in reality they had minimal c o n t r o l . G o r b a c h e v ’s decentralization
programmes left republics clamoring for power and ‘among the powers that the republics
most vociferously claimed was control over the management o f and protection o f the
environment’.’®^ Shcherbak characterized the period o f 1989-1990 as a time o f
‘legislative euphoria’ as the new deputies rapidly passed laws to prioritize environmental
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issues, but ‘paid little attention to the development o f particular mechanisms [for]
effective execution’.’®^ Many of these new decrees resembled Brezhnev-era decorative
legislation and carried no practical weight. One analyst concluded that these laws were
‘a set o f idealistic and often unattainable principles’ and that ‘in form, Soviet law is a
paradigm of environmentalism; in application, it often becomes a paradox o f neglect’.
Clearly, the Soviet establishment had not developed any genuine official respect
for the environment, let alone acknowledged environmental security priorities. The
environmental damage left by the Soviet empire was not only due to regulatory
negligence, however, but also was a direct result o f its economic and industrial structure.
It was during the 1970s when the first signals in the Soviet Union appeared that a pure
economic approach for development was flawed as it could not allow for long-term
planning. Up to a point, visible damage to the economy and society had been forestalled
inasmuch as the vast natural resources o f the Soviet Union were able to absorb much o f
the technogenic load. Also, the closed society prevented the circulation o f information
and news about abuse was not widely known as most environmental damage had local
effects, and only more rarely, r e g i o n a l . T h e s e same factors are reflected in current
analyses o f Ukraine.
By 1991, independent republics were left with highly-specialized energyintensive industrial bases that were maintained with little regard for environmental
consequences. The perceived advantages o f bigger production, higher visibility to meet
central planning targets, and a simpler process o f running the economy gave Soviet
planners reason to cluster large enterprises in compact a r e a s . A s a result, certain
republics carried a higher proportional burden o f industry, as was seen in Ukraine.
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The Soviet ardour for water management (for example, damming, reversing river
flows, and canal building) was one example o f the lengths that planners could go to in
pursuit of impressive numbers for planning committees. David Marples has used the
example o f irrigation projects, which peaked in Ukraine in the late 1960s, as being
‘typical o f the Brezhnev era, a time when bureaucratic planning did not have to deal with
public opinion or, in many cases, detailed scientific analysis o f the likely consequences
o f such schemes beforehand
Emphasis on industrial development meant that production quotas held priority
over environmental protection; this resulted in controlling outcomes by remediation
rather than examining the pollution source and considering preventative measures.’®*
Although production quotas undoubtedly influenced the regional bureaucrats who were
trying to comply with orders from Moscow, political ideology may also hold some blame
for the environmental crisis in the Soviet Union as discussed earlier with respect to the
ideological stranglehold over policy.
It is impossible to end a discussion o f the environment in the USSR without
discussing Chomobyl and the end o f the USSR.

Analysis o f the accident and its

consequences could likely fill a library and for this reason, Chomobyl is intentionally
avoided in the present thesis.

However, its role in the collapse o f the USSR is

inescapable. The massive scale o f the accident and the intemational attention that it
received made it much easier to criticize the entire Soviet system, rather than just
individuals.'®^

The Chomobyl accident prompted criticism both against scientific

institutions and against government bureaucracy. The ensuing publications about the
accident, nuclear energy, and inherent shortcomings in institutions established a forum
for readers to examine and discuss critical aspects o f the USSR’s vitality and life under
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These debates were integral in further reforms that led to contested

elections and a more open society. Although the fear o f nuclear power is still pervasive
in post-Soviet society, the fervour against its position as a potential environmental villain
has faded.
Nevertheless, diminished popular outrage against environmental destruction was
evident in Warsaw Pact countries as the Socialist Bloc crumbled. Barbara Jancar has
explained that ‘few people had any idea of the complexity o f environmental problems,
or the sacrifices that might be demanded [...]. Once it became possible openly to take
action in the more obviously political areas o f national autonomy and democracy, the
rationale for popular interest in environmental issues collapsed.’

But just as interest

shifted from environmental protection to political and economic survival, the Soviet
Union collapsed. This left the environment still near the top o f the pile o f unresolved
issues.
Environmental management in Ukraine
The urgent need to create a fundamentally new relationship between citizens and the
environment in independent Ukraine was an early problem recognized by scientists and
policymakers. Shmatkov o f the National Academy o f Sciences has remarked: ‘We live
by the principle: What we have, we do not preserve. Having plundered it, we cry.’’’’
Former Deputy Minister o f Minekobezpeky Shevchuk has spoken o f the task that lay
ahead of Ukraine in 1991:
It would seem that a country, choosing a path o f democratic development,
should have an adequate ecological policy targeted for environmental
revival, for the increase o f people’s ecological security, [and] for the
preservation o f natural resources for future generations. Alongside
decisions o f economic and political problems, ecological priorities and
goals should exist as well. A landowner in his own home, in contrast to
a renter, behaves precisely in this manner.” ^
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Contemporary laws in Ukraine exist that form the foundation o f basic
environmental preservation."^ The Rada has relied chiefly on its Committee for the
Questions of Ecological Policy, Nature Use, and Liquidation o f the Consequences of the
Chomobyl Catastrophe to introduce proposals for the new laws. Other committees have
contributed to environmental lawmaking within their respective competencies and
scientific expertise has been available from the Rada Secretariat and other
plenipotentiary organs.
M ajor laws passed by the Rada have included: ‘On protection o f the natural
environment’ (25 June 1991), ‘On protection o f the atmosphere’ (16 October 1992), ‘On
the nature-reserve fund of Ukraine’ (16 June 1992), ‘On the animal kingdom’ (3 March
1993), plus specialized Chronobyl laws and the major codes on land (18 December
1990), water (6 June 1995), forestry (21 January 1994), and mining (27 July 1994).
These standard laws ‘ [regulate] the relationship o f environmental protection, rational use
o f natural resources, guarantee of ecological safety o f daily activities o f people, and the
tendency for the creation o f favourable economic and social development conditions in
Ukraine in [accordance with] the realization o f the ecological policy o f the state.’
However, a more critical analysis o f environmental protection in Ukraine has
revealed its ‘slogany-catch phrase character’ and the fact that the environmental
protection structures have existed for several years without the backbone o f real
legislation."^ This problem was ostensibly answered by the passage o f the law ‘On
environmental protection’ (25 June 1995) and the Constitution (28 June 1996). Both
works have guaranteed the right o f a person to a healthy environment and compensation
for damages resulting from infringement on this right.
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Along with these rights, the law ‘On environmental protection’ includes legal
responsibilities o f citizens, as it requires them ‘to take care o f nature, to protect and
utilize rationally its wealth in conformity with the requirements o f the legislation on
environmental protection’ and ‘to pursue activity in compliance with the [...] limitations
o f utilization of natural resources’ (Part II, Articles 9 through 12). However, using fuzzy
words like ‘rationally’ or terms like ‘limitations’ without any criteria, leaves major
ambiguities that can be escape hatches to avoid prosecution. Likewise, they could also
protect the state from being forced by citizens to take actions against particular industries
that politicians may be interested in protecting.
Further concerns are raised by the economic mechanisms set up in ‘On
environmental protection’. Part X, ‘Economic Measures for Ensuring Environmental
Protection’, creates the power to fine enterprises, institutions, organizations, citizens, and
foreign nationals for damage caused by infringement o f environmental legislation
(Article 48). This standard language also protected Ukraine’s right to fine foreign
operations on Ukrainian territory, which maintained its sovereign right over the safety
o f such activities on Ukrainian soil.
The use of an external-budgetary fund (EBP) for collecting and distributing
environmental fines was used in Ukraine from 1991 to 1998. Seth Rosen found this
earlier system to be seriously flawed."^

Under the EBP plan, local area councils

controlled 70 percent o f the financing for environmental protection, which Rosen
commended for ensuring that ‘money will flow to areas where it is most demanded’. But
he also noted that experts and scientists were concentrated at the state-level
Minekobezpeky office. Without any clause requiring local councils to cooperate with
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the efforts of Ministry officials, conflicts between local interests and the national views
o f the Ministry were virtually guaranteed.
Reports in Ukraine from this period had supported Rosen’s evaluation. The
Zaporizhzhia Attorney General’s Office uncovered evidence o f misspent environmental
funds that had gone toward clothing the homeless and changing signs at trolley-bus
stops.*’* All the same, the EBF remained the primary financing mechanism for
environmental protection until changes introduced on 5 March 1998 that basically
eliminated the fund.
Under the new changes from 1998, complete control o f the fund was transferred
to the national budget, lessening the ability o f local organs to act independently and
harming prospects for future environmental protection efforts in Ukraine. Although
Rosen had criticized the EBF system when he wrote in 1994, he had also warned that
shifting power back to the specialists in Minekobezpeky would be contrary to the
decentralizing trend that should be encouraged in Ukraine.'

As an alternative solution,

he had proposed giving Minekobezpeky greater administrative power in the form o f veto
control over financial decisions o f local organs.
It is with great irony that Volodymyr Domkin noted that on the same day the
Rada eliminated funding sources for local bodies, it also passed the law ‘Fundamental
Directions o f State Policy o f Ukraine in Branches o f Environmental Protection, the Use
of Natural Resources and the Guarantee o f Ecological Security’ (5 March 1998).'^®
Although the Rada ostensibly composed this law to guide in the establishment o f new
independent structures and to rebuild existing ones, it is unclear where their priorities lay
after they slashed funding that same day.
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Under the first stage of this programme (1997-2000), the directive envisioned
completion and realization of the most urgent measures to restrict the influence of
harmful pollutants on the environments. Mainly, this encompassed: fine-tuning the
legislative base for environmental protection and rational use o f natural resources;
development and implementation o f economic mechanisms for these goals; creation o f
a comprehensive monitoring programme (while also working out inter-departmental
cooperation); fulfilment of urgent measures for stabilization o f ecological conditions; and
creation o f an eco-educational programme.
The second stage o f the programme was slated to last ten to fifteen years
beginning from the outset of the directive (1998), thus slightly overlapping with the first
stage. Within this period, the Rada planned to develop a programme to balance the
technogenic influence on the environment with its ability for renewal. Main tasks here
included: optimizing the structure o f nature use; the ecologically oriented restructuring
o f resource consumption; and the development o f a system for monitoring, prognosis,
and preventative measures for conditions in Ukraine.
Within the long-term work o f the third step o f the programme (for which no time
line has been given), a system would be created that integrated the state management o f
the use o f natural resources and the regulation o f technogenic impacts on the
environment as a basis for the stable development o f society.
Although Domkin gave the Rada credit for minor work on these tasks as early as
1996, he wrote that economic stabilization has controlled the tempo o f their
completion.’^' The programme has also been criticized by the Green Party for being
outdated just two years after its passage and they condemned it for being unworkable
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inasmuch as competing ministries contributed to the directive’s composition and were
able to protect their own ministries’ interests.
Still, it is entirely too early to judge this latest effort o f the Rada for
environmental security. Creating legislation is not indicative o f success with either
implementation or effectiveness. Vitalii Kononov, a Rada deputy and head o f the Green
Party, commented that ‘for eight years the only thing [Ukrainian] politicians were doing
was declaring high goals, but they did nothing to achieve them ’.’^^
This practice o f making declarative laws, without provisions for either budgeting
or enforcement, has been seen in the enduring custom o f using direct methods of
management and controlling measures in laws. Although in some cases direct methods
may be useful, this is only in combination with more active m e a s u r e s . T h e desired
symbiosis between these direct methods and economic methods that can make the same
management goals using market mechanisms and the balance between expenses and
payment does not yet exist in Ukrainian law. When it comes to evaluating environmental
benefits from new laws, the absence of economic methods for management will continue
to undermine the best intentions of Ukrainian lawmakers.

Indeed, in Ukraine ‘a

conception o f ecological capacity is well understood in theory, but it is significantly
harder to find quantitative indication o f it in practice’.
The long arm o f the law
Fulfilment of environmental law in Ukraine has been handled by a series o f organs and
state management b o d i e s . T h r o u g h nearly ten years o f independence, environmental
administration in Ukraine has undergone ‘a practically perpetual evolution’, but the
process has not yet been completed, leaving the picture today only ‘a momentary slice
o f the evolutionary process
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Although it may seem unfair to evaluate Ukraine’s expansion o f national security
to include environmental threats during times of economic crisis, it is worthwhile to note
that Ukraine’s general deficiencies in the sector o f environmental protection have
extended beyond financial problems. Volodymyr Domkin has recognized this problem:
There is the insufficiency, even if the [monetary] resources were
accessible, that a reliable system of management for [the preventative
measures] is still not created. The urgent creation o f such a system,
which will be sufficient for new market conditions o f economics, is
absolutely necessary. Experience accumulated over the last few years
shows that although the transitional period is difficult, some countries
with transitional economies were able to make use o f this as a unique
possibility to improve significantly the ecological m anagem ent, to build
necessary institutions and the potential for the solution o f national
ecological problems.'^*
Moreover, Ukrainian lawmakers themselves have raised these security concerns, an
action that certainly seems to justify the interest in the expansion o f security values in
Ukraine.
As guarantor of the Constitution, the president has ultimate control over
environmental security and the power to make executive orders in ‘extreme
environmental areas’ for the country as a whole or districts (Article 106). The president
also holds the power to declare natural disasters. In making these decisions, the president
receives advice from executive organs, including the Commission on the Question o f
Nuclear Policy and Ecological Safety located in the Council o f National Security and
Defence.

As the principle executive advisory body on the environment, the

Commission’s activities include development o f policy proposals for the nuclear
industry, the guarantee o f nuclear and ecological policy and security, the analysis of
ecological problems and improving environmental conditions in Ukraine, and the
compliance o f all of these matters with intemational requirements.'^^
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More general management of environmental protection has been handled by the
CabMin.'^® Within the CabMin, the Department o f Technogenic and Ecological Security
and Civil Protection o f the Population as well as the permanent State Commission for the
Question o f Technogenic-Ecological Security and Emergency Situations (established in
1997) both have dealt with these questions.

The CabMin has overseen the

implementation of state environmental policy, worked on state environmental
programmes, collaborated with intemational environmental programmes, coordinated
ministerial and organ activities on environmental protections, and accepted decisions on
restriction or closure of industries, institutions, or organizations who are found to be
breaking environmental protection laws. The CabMin also has prepared draft laws and
proposals for submission to the Rada.'^'
A 1995 merger o f the Ministry for Environmental Protection with the State
Committee for Nuclear Radiation and Safety formed the Ministry o f Environmental
Protection and Nuclear Safety (Minekobezpeky), which became the main executive
branch for environmental protection. Since then, Minekobezpeky has carried out state
policy for environmental protection, for rational development and revival o f natural
resources, and for protection of the population and the environment from the negative
impact o f economic activities on the environment.

In practice, this has included

registering nuclear materials and control over the storage, transport, and use o f nuclear
materials, acting on normative and legal regulation for development o f natural resources
and establishing criteria for their protection, organizing state environmental expertise,
assessing security of nuclear power plants, enforcing compliance with state and regional
ecological programmes, and informing state organs and citizens o f environmental
conditions, including conditions at nuclear power stations.
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Minekobezpeky is comprised o f a network o f smaller bodies. Aside from the
central offices, there is the Main Administration on National Nature Parks and Reserve
Affairs, the Main State Ecological Inspectorate, and the State Inspectorate for the
Protection o f the Black and Azov Seas. As an autonomous republic, Crimea has it own
State Committee for Environmental Protection and Rational Use o f Natural Resources.
State administrations also operate in Kyïv and Sevastopol and in each oblast as mandated
by a Minekobezpeky order from 27 February 1996. About 100 civil servants work in
each oblast office (aside from the Donetsk office, which has over 200) and together with
the central offices, Minekobezpeky employs a staff o f about 4,000 workers. Domkin has
pointed out that, per capita, this is a much lower number that in most European countries.
Also, he has noted the negative impact of the double-subordination o f Minekobezpeky
oblast administrators both to central Minekobezpeky officials and to local state
administrations.

As the local state organs oversee legislative compliance, development

o f land, natural resources, and forests, this has created an authority overlap and conflicts
when determining priority o f interests (state or local).
Anecdotal evidence from Ukraine today has confirmed the problems with
implementing laws and conflicts between state and local interests. According to an
investigation by the Kyiv Post, Ukraine’s hazardous waste disposal system ‘is largely
dependent upon thousands o f illegal and harmful dumps’.

Less than forty o f the 1,500

dumps around Kyïv have been certified, but certification had little consequence as 80
percent did not meet current standards and lack o f financing has prevented investigations.
The proliferation o f illegal city trash dumps can be tied to profitability for the dumpers.
Efforts by the CabMin to put tariffs on the dumping o f recyclable goods, thus lessening
waste, were dropped after lobbying from powerful food and beverage companies who
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would be harmed most by the proposed tariff. The abundance o f similar conflicts
between national and local needs - exemplified by disregard for laws - has called
attention to the need to continue adjustments in this arena.

Independence and security
Along with the state restructuring discussed above, Ukraine also faced the task of
forming a national security policy that could address the numerous unresolved security
choices left in the Soviet rubble. Owning nuclear weapons was the most notable o f these,
but other choices for national security appeared as well. Inasmuch as it is true that
national security requires a series o f value choices made at the national level, including
who will receive the protection, what threats will be protected against, and what costs are
acceptable,'^'* earlier security aims in Soviet Ukraine clearly were unsuitable for the
independent state.
Creating definitions
In general terms, Ukraine adopted the geopolitical principles o f the UN for security
definitions, which stress the weight of global over national interests, non-use o f force,
disarmament, and so forth, but that allow for societal development and national interests
to be dependent on natural and geopolitical conditions and e n v i r o n s . B u t such a
general plan could hardly be adequate for a state of Ukraine’s position and development.
It was clear that a new approach was needed for the 1990s.
The opportunity to form national security choices has been recognized and prized
in independent Ukraine. Early attempts to create a unique security plan based on Marxist
methodology were strongly criticized in Ukraine for being as inappropriate as applying
Stalin’s plan for domestic security through p u r g e s . O t h e r attempts, however, have
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resembled Western definitions. Political scientist D.Ya. Kuchma has written of the
narrow military-only concerns o f the Soviet Union, which disregarded a series o f ‘new’
problems like the threat o f an economic crisis, political destabilization, demographic
explosions, and progressive genetic degeneration. He continued, noting ‘the most serious
[of the overlooked problems], perhaps, has turned out to be the ecological danger, which
was not acknowledged up to the end of the 1980s’. This led him to ‘an important
methodological conclusion: in present time, national security should not be reduced only
to military security
Just as conceptual problems in Western academia have been an obstacle to the
development of environmental security, political scientist Kuchma recognized a similar
problem in the Soviet Union. He wrote:
The structure o f [Soviet] mental activity peculiarly reveals itself in the
understanding o f the national security problem. The proper attention was
not given to development o f the conceptual apparatus o f national security
on the level o f pure thought. The presence o f a whole series o f dangers
[in the USSR] was silenced, and this means that the methodological
means o f their cognition were not worked out. Even when separate
scientists put forward non-traditional ideas in this field they were
subjected to persecution.’^®
For many scientists and politicians in Ukraine, the legal acknowledgment o f
ecological security was seen as a major development o f the twentieth century.
Beginning with Ukraine’s Declaration on State Sovereignty (16 July 1990), which
reserved the right to abstain from all-Union activities that would threaten its ecological
safety (Part VII), Ukraine seized the chance to determine the implementation o f
environmental protection within its borders.’'”’ In the tumultuous political climate o f
1990, the Rada passed ‘On the ecological condition in the republic and measures on its
fundamental improvement’ (February). This was followed in 1991 by ‘On protection o f
the natural environment’ (25 June). This was the first major environmental law in the
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republic since the 1960 ‘On nature protection o f the Ukrainian SSR’. If independence
meant the opportunity to make its own national security policy, then Ukraine, still
bandaged from radiation bums from five years earlier, would not overlook the potential
o f its own environment as a threat.
Two fundamental pieces of legislation in Ukraine have named ecological security
as a responsibility o f the state.

First, ‘On protection o f the environment’ defines

ecological security in Article 50 as the goal to prevent ‘ the deterioration o f the
ecological situation and the emergence of danger for the health o f people’. Moreover,
this article guarantees ecological security to citizens ‘by means o f implementing a broad
range o f interrelated political, economic, technical, organizational, state, legal, and other
measures’. (As amended by law No 81/96-VR on 6 March 1996.) This was backed up
by Article 16 of the Constitution, which reaffirms the state’s obligation to ecological
security. The Article guarantees citizens the following:
The guarantee o f ecological security and the maintenance o f ecological
balance on the territory o f Ukraine, the overcoming o f the consequences
o f the Chomobyl catastrophe - a catastrophe o f a global scale, and the
preservation o f the gene pool o f the Ukrainian people are duties o f the
state.
The Ukrainian National Academy o f Sciences has proposed one definition o f
national security that is very similar to expanded Western definitions.

First, their

proposal for security required ‘the condition o f protecting vitally important requirements
o f the state (individual, society) for natural resources and the health o f the surrounding
habitat from domestic and foreign threats’. Second, this security would be:
A system o f legislatively strengthened political, legal, economic, and
ecological guarantees, which secure with the help o f an aggregate of
designated conditions, measures, and ameliorations, the creation and
maintenance o f an acceptable level (from a socioeconomic position) of
state (individual, societal) protection from actions o f destabilizing factors
o f development. In the first instance, [this prevents] the growth of a
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resource deficit, the loss (or exhaustion) o f components o f natural
resource potential, which are vitally important for the health and well
being of the population and the consequences o f destruction o f the
functional stability of the ecosystem/"*'
The sensibilities seen in this definition, however, have not been observed in practice in
Ukraine.
If placed on a scale that measured the broadness o f threats considered, Ukrainian
definitions o f security, particularly environmental security, would surpass the most
inclusive definitions from Western scholars. According to former Secretary of National
Security and Defence Horbulin, Ukraine has departed from the narrow ‘traditional’
confines o f the military-political aspects of national security, and now economic, social,
environmental and information security are also considered.’"*^ Regional military
conflicts, ecoterrorism, resource disputes, ineffective use o f natural resources,
technogenic disasters, natural disasters, and lingering effects o f Chomobyl have all been
tipped as environmental threats in Ukraine.’"*^
But a broad definition like this can degenerate into senseless listing.

For

example, in the decree ‘On the enumeration o f types o f activity and installations that
cause an increase in ecological insecurity’ (27 July 1995, No 554), the CabMin itemized
potential threats ranging from the obvious (nuclear industry) to the innocuous (candy
factories). In between these two, the seemingly random activities identified included:
biochemical, biotechnical and pharmaceutical manufacturing; processing, entombment,
and utilization o f all types o f industrial and domestic wastes; processing and storage o f
fossil fuels; chemical and textile industries; all phases o f ammunition production and use;
fossil fuels used to generate electricity; building materials industry (namely, cement,
asphalt, and asbestos); pulp and paper industry; timber industry; mechanical engineering
and metalworking; hydro-power, including reservoirs; construction o f airports, train
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stations, bus stations, rivers, sea ports, railways, and subways; stock breeding and poultry
farms; building canal systems; and building water pipe systems for municipal areas and
sewerage systems. Even with the creation of the standing Commission on the Question
on Technogenic-Ecological Security and Emergency Situation in 1996 (No 237, 21
February), CabMin did no better in narrowing the scope o f threats that the Commission
was supposed to consider. This example is indicative o f one o f the main problems of
security in Ukraine - spreading threats too widely.
The list above is clearly an extravagant representation o f security concerns. Even
for a strong power with superior resources at its disposal, this kind o f all-encompassing
view o f potential security threats would do more harm than good. Obviously, this is even
more true in a country in transition with limited resources.

Buzan has diagnosed

precisely this problem of developing a national security strategy.

He wrote: ‘few

countries have the resources to make [a national security strategy] work’ and that ‘it
tends to produce a ruinously expensive and psychologically counterproductive obsession
with security’.’^*"^ Although it is likely Buzan was thinking more along the lines o f
grandiose plans like the US Strategic Defence Initiative rather than candy factories, it is
certainly true that national security strategies are prone to overkill and authors must
remain aware o f this.
Some comparison here can be made with security adjustments to Russian
definitions after 1991. Although there is no legal definition o f an ‘ecological security
system’ in Russian law, Gennadii Serov has proposed a definition that he suggested is
compatible with current Russian legislation. The system is ‘a functional union of actors
[...] that have a single inclusive goal - the guarantee o f a required level o f ecosecurity o f
an object (population, territory) [and] compatible local goals and that fulfil coordinated
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tasks for the achievement o f these goals in conditions o f general legal, organizational,
financial-economic, material, and other c o n s t r a i n t s ' A c c o r d i n g to Serov, the
‘ecosecurity’ sought in Articles 41 and 42 o f the Russian Constitution is ‘the condition
of protection of vitally important interest o f the objects (individual, population, territory)
from threats created by natural objects, by pollution in the instance o f anthropogenic
activities (as a result of an accident, catastrophe, long-term economic, military defence,
or other activities) and also as a consequence o f natural occurrence and spontaneous
disaster’
A further comparison between security in Ukraine and Russia can be made on the
basis o f laws on state secrecy and their relationship with information on environmental
conditions. The well-known ordeal o f retired Russian submarine captain Aleksandr
Nikitin lays clear the Russian position on this. After working with the Norwegian
Bellona Foundation to provide information on radioactive contamination on the Russian
Northern Fleet, Nikitin was first arrested on charge o f treason in February 1996. In what
appeared to be an overt attempt to shore up the case against Nikitin, the Russian Duma
and then-President Boris Yeltsin revised and retroactively enforced Russia’s State
Secrets Act in September and October 1997. Whereas the previous law had excluded
environmental and health information from state secrecy restrictions, the updated version
had tighter limits and made Nitikin’s work seditious. (Nikitin was eventually acquitted
in September 2000.)’"^^ A similar case took place with Russian navy captain Grigorii
Pasko, who was arrested and charged in November 1997 after giving Japanese journalists
information on toxic dumping by Russia in the Sea o f Japan. (He was acquitted o f
treason, but found guilty o f lesser charges.) Both o f these cases raised questions the
infringement o f state secrecy on the environment personal safety o f citizens.
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In contrast, Ukraine preserved citizen protection in its updated its law ‘On state
secrecy’ from 21 September 1999.’"^* Article 8 maintained the right o f the state to control
secrets that include ‘geodesic, cartographical, and hydrometerological data and
characteristics that have a significance for national defence’. However, according to
point 2 o f this article, a secret cannot infringe on constitutional rights and the freedoms
o f people or citizens - whose environmental health and access to information is explicitly
protected in the constitution. Moreover, a secret cannot be kept that may inflict harm on
the health and security of the population. Therefore, data ‘on the condition o f the
environment, on the quality of food products and everyday objects, on accidents,
catastrophes, dangerous natural occurrences and other extreme incidents that have
occurred or may occur and threaten the security o f citizens’ may not be held as secret.
Although this secrecy law has not been tested by a case like Nikitin’s, the updated
version was passed over three years after Nikitin’s multiple arrests and trials began
making international headlines. Therefore, this was doubtless taken into consideration
while revising the law and Ukrainian deputies have to be credited for not following the
Russian example.
Fulfilment of the environmental security plan in Ukraine is envisioned in meeting
three basic conditions.

First, societal requirements for vitally important resources must

be met in designated volumes and quantities.

Second, the preservation o f natural

resources and the reconstruction of natural conditions must be carried out. Finally,
actions must be taken to prevent the worsening o f the quality and quantity o f the natural
resource potential o f Ukraine. As is discussed throughout this thesis, the simplicity o f
these statements belies the great preparation needed to meet their requirements.
Which comes first?
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With a multi-faceted definition of national security like Ukraine’s, it is inevitable that the
interests o f these fundamental elements will come into conflict. With official policy,
Ukraine has expressed its dedication to environmental protection as well as
environmental security in particular. However, this alone cannot be interpreted as
positive because implementation depends on a chain o f actors who are not necessarily
willing to put the state’s environmental needs ahead o f profit or s t a b i l i t y . Mo r e o v e r ,
it is clear that states can easily fall into a trap o f adopting too large o f a security
definition and then not being able to fulfil any part o f it.
For example, a 1997 CabMin decree called for the gradual closure o f
unproductive mines, a process that required consideration o f environmental and
geological features o f the mine and possibilities for future use. In the Donbas region in
particular, the World Bank has provided loans for the closures taking place in 1999. But
when interviewed, Shevchuk admitted that ecological requirements and investments had
not been a part o f the closure process. The journalist questioning Shevchuk asserted:
‘The fact is that this programme, which was developed under the consideration o f
economic expediency, completely does not consider mineral and geological conditions
of the liquidating work and possible ecological consequences.’'^’ This is just one
example o f how ecological concerns in Ukraine are routinely passed over in favour o f
higher (read: economic) concerns.
Hence, conflicts between economic gain and the environment have continued in
Ukraine. Yet as Leonid Ilchuk persuasively argued:
It is obvious, that economic development to the detriment o f the
environment [and that] political stability at the expense o f reluctance to
act on economic reforms does not look out for the progressive
development o f Ukranian society. [...] The goal o f national security
policy is not to carry out economic development at the expense of
excessive exploitation o f natural resources and it is not to succeed at
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military security at the cost of the excessive militarization o f society. The
goal of national security policy is the unrestricted development o f the
individual and the prosperity of society.
A brief comparison can be made here to recent military security affairs in
Ukraine. Avoiding the problems that might be explained by environmental security’s
position as a new value in a new country, even Ukraine’s military aims have had major
setbacks in the 1990s. In January 1997 the Rada approved a new national security
doctrine that called for comprehensive restructuring o f the military based on Ukraine’s
new geopolitical concerns - not just personnel downsizing, which had been done earlier.
However, the application of these plans has been criticized because Tittle has been done
to create the integrated national security system proposed by this document. [...] The
main drawback of the military restructuring process in Ukraine has been its narrow focus
and the way in which long-term objectives have been neglected o f sacrificed because of
short-term exigencies dictated by severe economic constraints.’’^^ It is striking that if
one were to remove the word ‘military’ from this statem ent, it could easily be used to
describe the sacrifices o f environmental security as well.
Clearly, a balance o f interests must be established if any part o f the security
strategy is to have success. Thus, it is not surprising to find that a 1995 study by the
National Institute of Strategic Research in Kyiv ranked economic mechanisms ahead of
industrial and technological safety, governmental management, normative-legal activity,
and citizen’s organizations as the major determinant for environmental security success
in Ukraine.’^'’ In other words, the sector that may be the greatest competitor for Ukraine
in terms o f receiving security resources is also the prime determining factor for the basic
maintenance o f environmental security activities. But as a consequence of the economic
slump and the ongoing transition, standard economic mechanisms o f market behaviour
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are absent in Ukraine and economic security becomes not only a competitor for
resources, but actions in this sector actually worsen environmental security.
As seen earlier in this chapter, and as will be seen later in the case studies, today
in Ukraine the market reform process is incomplete. Even now that the government has
committed itself to market reform, environmental considerations have not been a
significant motivation as ‘the obvious priority concerns are those related to quick
economic rehabilitation needed to meet basic human n e e d s S h e v c h u k has observed
that instead o f changing the economic system, it has been ‘twisted’. He wrote: ‘The
worst economic system in the world is the “nonsystem”. Neither centralized, nor
marketized - such as the one we have.’’^^ This sentiment has been echoed by V.V.
Nemchenko, who warned that during the transformation process to a market, the
environmental consequences can be even worse than under a command economy.
‘Government services for nature preservation in the conditions o f the transformation have
become even more unprotected than prior to the economic reforms. They practically do
not have any kind o f financial means for the development and realization o f the most
simple ecological programmes.’
Nevertheless, the Ukrainian economy has only begun to show the slightest signs
o f recovery as it nears the end o f its first decade o f independence, and many have been
quick to point to the role o f environmental degradation in this matter.

Chomobyl

‘liquidation’ alone has consumed six percent o f the state’s annual budget. Mykhailo
Khvesk, Vice President o f the Ukrainian Ecological Academy o f Sciences, argued that
natural resources mismanagement has negatively influenced all socioeconomic processes
in the Ukrainian government.’^* Shevchuk has estimated that Ukraine has suffered a 15
percent loss in GDP due to the failure to improve effectiveness o f natural resource
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consumption after abandoning the centrally planned s y s t e m . M e l n i k has also
recognized the economic losses o f Ukraine’s incomplete environmental programme. He
wrote: ‘the introduction of ecological policy in Ukraine assists the resolution also o f a
few more important problems o f Ukrainian economics - the drop in production, the
energy crisis, [and] unemployment, not to mention even the stabilization o f the
ecological situation. ’

The Ukrainian environment has been stretched beyond its natural

limits and even expert guidance for market transition plans will not succeed unless these
plans consider the balance between economic and environmental policies.

Introduction of Case Studies
Study Aims and Case Descriptions
We recall from the first chapter here that environmental security fits within the schema
o f overall national security concerns and requires a focused definition and targeted
national plans. However, this thesis seeks to prove that even when national legislation
has prioritized the interests of environmental security as a component o f national
security, the unavoidable dependency of environmental security on economic and
political conditions make environmental security aims unachievable without a range o f
integrated policy outside the security agenda.
Using empirical evidence, this thesis attempts to uncover the processes involved
in attempts to build environmental security in Ukraine. To do this, three cases in Ukraine
are chosen, each addressing a different environmental vulnerability. While recognizing
the broad spectrum o f activities that relate to environmental security efforts, each case
study includes information as it concerns the respective threat in domestic legislation,
domestic politics, economic reforms, aid from international organizations, and foreign
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relations. These cases address different physical aspects o f environmental conditions in
Ukraine (air, water, soil) and each case also corresponds to a different level o f political
relations (international, regional, state).
Each case tests the hypothesis that environmental security requires integrated
policy support in two ways. First, the causes behind the ecological vulnerabilities are
explored. In studying the cause o f the threat, we can see how it did not develop purely
out o f mismanaged environmental policy, but was a result o f misdirected policy in other
sectors as well.

Thus, we would not expect its resolution purely based on new

environmental policy. Second, the hypothesis is tested by assessing the stabilization,
abatement, or worsening of the problem under conditions o f partial or complete reforms
in relevant areas of Ukrainian policy and infrastructure. In this manner, we can judge the
importance o f conditions in other sectors for determining national environmental security
threats.
The first study concentrates on Ukraine’s high energy consumption, which is the
principal contributor to national emissions o f SO , NO^, and COj. These emissions have
2

been a leading factor in air pollution o f urban areas and played a role in global climate
change and ozone depletion. Although Homer-Dixon’s study recognized that such global
threats were not a top security priority, atmospheric protection is considered a component
of environmental security by Ukrainian law. Therefore, energy-related pollution is both
a national and an international concern for environmental security. As energy efficiency
is the best way to reduce the environmental effects o f energy consumption, this first case
study is devoted to the application of energy efficiency reforms and the extent to which
they have been considered as a solution to environmental problems.

Aside from

environmental regulations, political relations with Russia and market reforms in the
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energy sector have both played key roles in the resolution o f energy-related pollution
issues. It is expected that environmental security efforts in this respect have suffered as
other concerns have been given priority.
The second study focuses on water quality in drinking water and also water
problems related to the Dnipro and Danube rivers, the Crimean peninsula, and the Black
Sea. Currently, drinking water standards are not met in most cities, thereby contributing
to poor health conditions in Ukraine. The ability to supply this drinking water has
obvious dependencies on control over conditions o f surface waters, which are the main
source of water in Ukrainian cities. From the political standpoint, Ukraine’s bowed
western border places its territory in both upper and lower riparian positions on the
Danube, creating a delicate diplomatic situation on Europe’s major waterway. And as
one of six Black Sea littoral states, Ukraine has significant links with international water
basins. This raises questions on basin management with other European countries and
Ukraine’s relations with those countries. Therefore, looking at reforms within Ukraine
to manage municipal drinking water and waste treatment and the effect o f these reforms
on water quality will assist in testing the hypothesis o f this thesis. Outside o f pure
environmental policy, environmental security in water relations also depends on a variety
o f factors, like market management for utility companies and bilateral relations with
neighbours, which are examined accordingly.
The final study here addresses the protection o f Ukrainian chernozem (literally,
‘black earth’, soil with a very high humus content) from degradation due to mismanaged
agricultural practices. For a large part, intervention to prevent this damage must include
privatization o f the agricultural sector resulting in owner-developed land alongside
environmental protection legislation. This has made chernozem protection basically a
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national consideration as its effects are likely to be limited to within U kraine’s borders
and as its resolution is almost exclusively dependent on Ukraine alone. Privatization
reforms in Ukraine have been a contentious issue, complicated by the deep economic
crisis, thus making the resolution o f these threats more complex.
These case studies were selected within the limits to environmental security that
were developed in the first chapter. This definition declared that environmental security
is the process by which states ‘decrease risks o f environmental degradation that occur
from unsustainable use or development of natural resources through human activity’.
Therefore, each case study involves a current anthropogenic environmental degradation
threat in Ukraine. More importantly, however, they also fit within the much wider
considerations o f Ukraine’s security strategy. Thus, according to Ukraine’s strategy,
atmospheric pollution, water pollution, and soil pollution threats should all be regarded
as part of integrated environmental security plans.
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CLEAN AIR AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

THE ENERGY NEEDS CREATED BY THE SOVIET UNION’S heavy industry have
continued to affect not only the energy sector, but also environmental conditions in FSU
states. The ‘free’ fuel market that existed in the Soviet Union allowed for impressive
production figures in energy intensive industries even in republics with few natural
resources because their fuel bills did not reflect true costs.

Profligate energy

consumption was rampant across the country, as has been clearly evidenced in the
survival o f inefficient and unprofitable industries in Ukraine.
These energy production and consumption activities presented more than just a
strategical and economic problem for independent Ukraine. A direct effect o f the energy
cycle has been pollution - the global energy cycle has accounted for a majority o f
anthropogenic pollutants around the world. Energy activities (including transport) have
been responsible for 90 percent o f SO emissions, 85 percent o f NO^ emissions, 55
2

percent of VOCs, and at least 50 percent of CO emissions worldwide.’ Solid waste from
2

fuel usage and decommissioned plants and water pollution from oil exploration, power
plant effluents, and mine drainage have been among other examples o f energy-related
pollution.
In turn, these pollutants have been linked to acid rain, human health problems,
and climate change. Olha Bondarenko wrote that personal health and life expectancy
were the two major effects o f the ‘ecological cataclysm’ in Ukraine. Worsening energy-
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related pollution in Ukraine has been seen as the cause o f ‘the fast growth o f chronic
respiratory illnesses among the population and especially among adolescents and the
genetic anomalies among newborns’.^ A conference in Odesa in 1994 explicitly linked
the poor air quality to transport and energy pollution and observed ‘a strong corollary
connection between pollution o f atmospheric air and the level o f sickness rates by
diseases o f respiratory organs for children and adults, the level o f oncological sickness
rates of separate localities for the adult population, [and] the level o f general sickness
rate for children’.^
Ukraine also may face a risk from the global effects o f energy-related pollution.
Minekobezpeky has cautioned:
Given the unstable economy and critical ecological problems, the
consequences o f climate change in Ukraine could be serious. It is
expected that crop yields could be changed significantly because of
longer vegetation periods, changes in forest types, species composition,
productivity, and stability of forests are likely to take place in the course
of climate warming within the territory o f Ukraine. Coastal zone
vulnerability is already a reality in Ukraine [...j.'^
But far from being a victim of global energy consumption, Ukraine and especially
its energy sector, has been a major contributor toward these potential environmental
catastrophes. The Ministry of Statistics in Ukraine calculated that in 1995, energy
enterprises contributed 33.7 percent o f national air pollution levels, while coal (22.8
percent) and the state oil and gas industry (4 percent) also had major shares in Ukrainian
totals.^ These figures were maintained in the 1998 State o f the Environment report,
published by Minekobezpeky.
With respect to international concerns like climate change, Ukraine was the
eighth-largest energy-related CO producer in the world in 1993.^ As shown in the data
2

provided in the table below, while Ukraine’s overall CO production dropped in the years
2
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immediately after independence, the ratio between CO production and GDP increased.
2

According to recent data from the Derzhkomhidromet, the main nationwide polluters
have been power stations, which in 1996 emitted 900,000 tons o f sulfur dioxide, or 17
kg for each Ukranian citizen.^

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

TPES (Mtoe)

200.59

200.56

193.05

252.63

250.57

219.91

193.66

TPES/GDP (toe/1990
US$ 1000)

1.322

1.289

1.194

1.623

1.789

1.826

1.972

TEC (Mtoe)

18.76

19.01

19.24

183.71

166.24

151.43

134.25

TFC/GDP
(toe/US$1000)

0.124

0.122

0.119

1.181

1.187

1.257

1.367

‘Energy-related’ CO 2
emissions, (Mt CO;)

NA

NA

NA

714.53

692.01

608.52

504.93

‘Energy-related’
CO 2 /GDP,
(tC02/US$1000)

NA

NA

NA

4.59

4.94

5.05

5.14

% o f Global ‘Energyrelated’ CO 2

NA

NA

NA

3.33

3.22

2.85

2.35

The lEA defined ‘energy-related’ CO; emissions as those resulting from the combustion o f the fossil fuel
components o f TPES, (i.e. coal, and coal products, crude oil and derived products, natural gas and peat).
Source: lEA, Energy Policies o f Ukraine, p. 81.

Ukraine’s final energy consumption dropped from 1991 to 1994, but this was
primarily due to economic collapse. The most rapid drops were seen in consumption o f
oil and heavy fuel oil, which fell by nearly 60 percent. The table below uses lEA data
to compare the breakdown o f fuel consumption in Ukraine from 1990 to 1995, with the
percentage change in the final column. From this table it is apparent that the most drastic
shift in the fuel mix was away from oil in the favour o f natural gas. Even though natural
gas is environmentally cleaner than oil, this particular change in the fuel use was
precipitated more out o f political concerns with Russia than by the desire to reduce the
pollution derived from oil usage.
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1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

% change

Coal (mnt)

131.8

107.7

109.3

96.1

78.8

79.2

-40

Natural
Gas (bcm)

115.1

113.5

114.1

96.2

87.4

84.4

-27

Oil (mnt)

59.6

65.9

39.2

27.3

22.8

24.2

-59

Electricity
(Tkwh)

223.6

200.7

186.6

169.6

152.2

140.8

-37

Total Primary
Energy
Demand

252.6

250.6

219.6

193.7

165.1

161.0

-36

Source: lEA, Energy Policies o f Ukraine, p. 52.

As far as national threats from this pollution, protecting against the consequences
o f the energy cycle may well be a key condition for the ecological health o f the country.
In fact, Vadim Diukanov, coordinator of the Energy Alternative programme, wrote that
‘Ukraine’s energy problems, because o f their connections to the other environmental
problems, are central to the environmentally benign restructuring o f national economy.
If Ukraine had sustainable energy use, the half o f the environmental problems would be
solved’.*
Thus, the survival of the status quo in Soviet fuel-energy complex in Ukraine may
be legitimately categorized as an environmental threat and a central concern for
environmental security. Indeed, the law ‘On the protection o f the atmosphere’, passed
by the Rada on 16 October 1992, aimed to achieve ‘the renewal and improvement [of the
atmosphere] for the guarantee o f ecological security’. This chapter examines efforts and
successes that relate to this goal with respect to energy conservation.
The environmental implications and the high level o f political involvement in
energy policy make it a valuable study for evaluating environmental security in Ukraine.
In general, energy policy is a major component o f national politics. By including the
environmental consequences of the fuel and energy sector as security threats, this would
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require that policymakers consider the environmental harm that various aspects of its
development contribute when not governed by pollution, efficiency, and conservation
standards. The massive scope of policy coordination and exigent need for reform are
reasons that energy efficiency serves as an meaningful yardstick for measuring general
environmental securitizing trends in Ukraine. With this in mind, I plan to show that,
rather than ecological concerns, the political and economic consequences o f high energy
use have motivated the minor progress that has been made in Ukrainian energy
conservation. This is important because it shows that these particular values have not
been maintained as security values. Additionally, this study will show how backtracking
on energy reforms and a reluctance to restructure the energy sector on political grounds
have acted as obstacles to improving air quality figures.

Exploring the need for energy conservation
Russia and energy security
For many people, the most familiar issue related to Ukraine’s energy use is its
relationship with Russia and the resulting energy supply security threats. Although these
threats are truly distinct from the environmental security aspects o f energy consumption,
they remain a critical issue in Ukraine and are examined in this section.
In its energy consumption, Ukraine has displayed the symptoms o f a typical drug
addiction. In the quest to supply its habit, Ukraine’s leaders have resorted to lying and
stealing, the country has gone deep into debt, and it has gotten into trouble with the local
(Russian) dealers. Although the focus o f this chapter is reducing energy consumption
for environmental benefits, the political and economic aspects o f Ukraine’s energy abuse
have been too monumental to overlook. Moreover, this brief survey o f Ukraine’s energy
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security situation is necessary for understanding the priority Ukrainian leaders have
given the resolution o f political and economic worries over environmental.^
Ukraine’s well-known struggle to secure energy supplies has attracted
international attention since the early days of its in d ep en d en ce.U k rain e was left with
a poor match o f low fuel resources and high energy demands to maintain existing
infrastructure.

This imbalance, present to some extent in most o f the FSU states,

renewed interest in the problems of energy security,' ' first a prominent issue in the West
after the 1973 OPEC oil crisis.
Conditions in Ukraine have demonstrated the continuing importance of a reliable
energy supply for state survival. In the Soviet Union, the largest flow o f subsidized gas
and oil shipments was that from Russia to Ukraine - and this flow amounted to more than
50 percent o f Russia’s overall oil and gas subsidies to Soviet republics.'^ Although
figures vary, Ukraine’s energy self-sufficiency abilities (about 35 percent) in 1997
remained approximately the same as when it was a Soviet republic. Ukraine still relied
on Russia for 62 percent o f its natural gas and 90 percent o f its oil n e e d s . R u s s i a
annually exports 110-120 bcm of gas to nineteen European countries and Ukraine alone
receives 50-60 bcm o f this. Ukraine and Turkmenistan have had an on-and-off trading
partnership for gas, yet Turkmen gas must transit Russia, which means that all o f
Ukraine’s imported gas travels at some point through Russian pipelines.
Declining Ukrainian GDP and high fiiel import bills left Ukraine continually
overwhelmed with debt and forced to use most o f its IMF credits to settle Gazprom debts
with Russia.'"' It should not be surprising, then, that negotiating prices has been one o f
the major sore points in these relations. In its position as a gas transit manager, Ukraine
raised transit prices in 1997, infuriating the Russian Fuel and Energy Ministry and
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harming diplomatie relations for a short period - even though some private Russian
exporters recognized the legitimacy of the new prices.'^ Ukraine has also complained
that Russia overcharges for gas used in Ukraine. Rada Deputy Ivan Diiak has compared
the prices Russia charges Ukraine for natural gas to the prices Russia charges far-flung
countries in western Europe. While factoring in the difference o f transport distances, he
has calculated that Ukraine should be billed just $35-40/1000 m^ instead o f the current
price of $80/1000 m^.'^ There was a normalization o f relations between Russia and
Ukraine after the signing o f the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in May 1997,'^ but
the association soured over debt disagreements during the summer o f2000. The Russian
side claimed Ukraine owed $2 billion while Ukraine repeatedly protested that the figure
was closer to $1.4 billion. The low point of these dialogues was Kuchma’s admission
to a German news magazine that the habit o f stealing gas from Russian pipelines
traversing its territory has been done with tacit governmental approval.'* (The energy
debt matter was put on hold for ten years with the agreement o f a low-interest loan
settled on 1 December 2000.)
This inability for Ukraine to secure adequate fuel through a sustainable
combination o f domestic production and imports has been an internal threat to national
security emanating from the economic sector. However, the threat o f the fuel crisis was
especially grave because its repercussions have included more traditional security
concerns, such as political dominance by Russia.'^
With the cooperation of its energy companies, Russia has continued coercive
attempts to diminish Ukrainian s o v e r e ig n ty .T h e majority o f Ukraine’s debts were
owed to Gazprom, ostensibly a private company - but the Russian government had a 40
percent ownership share and five o f the eleven seats on the board o f directors. Oil supply
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has been no different. One Ukrainian journalist has alleged that LUKoil, the company
responsible for 20 percent of Russia’s oil output, has been run as ‘a company with a state
mentality, which acts first o f all in the interests o f Russia as a state’ even over the
interests o f its stockholders.^’ As a purchaser and distributor o f oil and gas, Ukraine has
reduced its own position to that o f a hapless barterer.
The Russian desire to influence Ukrainian affairs has been so great that ‘on
occasion Russia has considered it a good [...] bargain to divert [oil and gas] supplies from
more lucrative Western markets in the search for political gains in the near a b r o a d I n
lieu o f cash repayment, Russia has suggested the transfer o f controlling shares in
industries or ownership of assets abroad. Ukraine has already paid Russia with bombers
in 1999 and in August 2000, rumours surfaced in Kyïv that Prime Minister Viktor
Yushchenko was in talks to let Russia manage a portion o f its oil and gas pipeline
network in exchange for cancelling gas debts.^^ Similar proposals have been accepted
by Belarus and Moldova, indicating not-so-subtle Russian energy tactics to rebuild
Soviet structures.^'’
These economic and political issues belong to energy security concerns, but they
have been amongst high profile consequences o f the energy consumption problem in
Ukraine and have monopolized the spotlight o f energy reform, leaving the extensive
environmental consequences in the shadows. Consequently, Ukrainian officials have
been preoccupied with possible resolutions that have also been based on political and
economic factors.
Since 1991, there has been a visible tendency for FSU states to direct energy
policy ‘towards supplying energy rather than to energy saving services’

This has been

a mistake. Despite the complicated relationship with Russia, Ukraine has no cheaper
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options as any diversification efforts or alternative energy supply would require massive
costs for construction.

Therefore, for the last ten years, the neglect o f energy

conservation has been a lost opportunity for the energy supply crisis as well as the
environmental crisis.^^ This is partly to blame on the misconception that ‘conservation’
should only be a concern for the environment and these concerns do not belong as part
o f energy policy.
Expanding the energy sector
The recognition that ‘by its very nature energy policy is part o f both economic policy and
security policy, and increasingly also o f environmental p o l i c y h a s been reflected in
international energy politics in recent years.

By addressing the demands o f

environmental security, the Ukrainian government would find some relief from the strain
o f the fuel supply crisis and would lay the foundations for beneficial environmental
conditions that could contribute to the political and economic stability o f the country.
In Ukraine’s case the situation is clouded somewhat by its dependence on Russia for fuel,
which is typically seen as the primary reason Ukraine should conserve energy. However,
as seen in the tables below, it is also true that the fuel-energy complex itself is a major
part of the pollution problem in Ukraine.

SO2 Emissions by Sector
1985

1988

1989

1990

1991

Fuel-Energy Complex

2480

2180

1900

1690

1547

Metallurgy

400

340

335

335

279

Chemical-Forestry Complex

150

130

120

NA

NA

Machine Building Complex

33

36

35

NA

NA
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NO, Emissions by Sector
1985

1988

1989

1990

1991

Fuel-Energy Complex

460

460

440

414

377

Metallurgy

160

130

130

145

132

Chemical-Forestry Complex

46

38

37

NA

36

Machine Building Complex

14

13

14

NA

21

Source: lEA, Energy Policies o f Ukraine, p. 84.

As discussed in this chapter, international organizations working in Ukraine have
expressed their frustration at the difficulty in finding accurate and comprehensive figures
for air pollution in the country. However, some figures are available in the 1998 State
o f the Environment report. These compared atmospheric pollution output amongst
various sectors o f the economy and also mobile sources. The total output o f atmospheric
pollution by stationery sources in 1998 was 4,156,300 tons, which represented an 8
percent drop from 1997. The manufacturing industry and the fuel-energy complex were
the greatest polluters amongst stationary sources, contributing 36 percent and 33 percent,
respectively. State o f the Environment also revealed that motor transport was one o f the
highest contributors to overall atmospheric pollution in Ukraine, contributing 1,884,500
tons o f polluting substances, or 31 percent of the total emission volume in the country.^*
According to the report, 63 percent of the lead, 54 percent o f the carbon monoxide, 36
percent of the hydrocarbons, and 25 percent of the nitrogen oxides emitted in the country
are from vehicles, and these figures have shown a tendency to rise over the past few
years.
Lowering the national total fuel consumption (TFC) offers only a partial solution
to Ukraine’s fuel demands, but it is the most effective method to lessen environmental
costs o f energy usage. The direct relationship between level o f energy consumption and
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emissions output means that a decrease in the former is invariably followed by a decrease
in the latter. The lEA has supported energy efficiency improvements as the most cost
effective method to reduce pollution and as a means to improve national energy security
and contribute to economic growth in U k ra in e .In d e e d , even Ukrainian estimates have
shown that energy conservation methods alone could account for 40 percent of the
‘potential environmental savings’ in energy policy changes in U k ra in e .E x p e rie n ce in
Japan from 1975 to 1980 has shown that the energy conservation was a bigger
contributor to SO^ reduction than regulatory measures, changes in production, or changes
in fuel mix (the total percentages of different fuels used to make up the total primary
energy supply).^' Although possibilities o f renewable energy and cleaner technologies
exist and are also considered here, the most direct method to lessen the environmental
impact o f energy consumption is simply to consume less.
Studies of FSU states have indicated that the implementation o f cost-effective
energy conservation programmes could reduce CO emissions up to 29 percent from
2

1988 production levels.^^ (To put this in perspective, countries fought tooth and nail to
get heavy polluters to agree to 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which required average reductions
o f 5.3 percent.) In comparison to the amount o f harmful emissions a country could avoid
by changing the fuel mix, using energy conservation would multiply the amount avoided
by a factor of two.^^ While the exact qualitative benefits o f energy conservation cannot
be predicted, the prospect o f reducing energy-related environmental pollution while
simultaneously alleviating other consequences o f high consumption levels makes energy
efficiency an attractive option.
An alternative solution to lessening the damages o f energy-related pollution is
stricter regulations and fines for emissions. However, end-of-pipe solutions like these
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are not favoured by environmentalists and they also have several disadvantages when
compared with energy conservation. For example, the World Bank funded a series of
rapid environmental site assessments in CEE countries to define priorities for
environmental investments in local industries. In the study o f power and district heating
(DH) plants, it was determined that efforts should be concentrated on lowering
particulate emissions rather than SO and NO^, because o f the relatively high abatement
2

cost per ton o f emissions for the two gaseous pollutants.^'^ Similar conclusions were
reported by an lEA assessment o f Ukrainian plants, which could not recommend the
installation o f modem air pollution control devices because o f the high capital required
(existing equipment was judged to be too decrepit for r e p a i r s ) . I n other words, the high
cost o f these pollution control devices meant that limited resources were diverted
elsewhere. However, investments that lower fuel consumption automatically would
decrease the amount o f SO and
2

produced without any additional pollution control

devices.
Moreover, energy use reduction has been seen as a somewhat universal
prevention for pollution. Unlike attempts to eliminate the consequences o f pollution on
health and the environment through specialized remediation projects, energy
conservation simply reduces pollution on national scale. Under such circumstances, an
appropriate governmental response would be legislation not only on environmental
regulation and use o f fees, but also on various methods o f energy conservation.
For environmental security, the pollution that could be avoided through energy
conservation is o f primary importance and, thus, the focus o f this study.

Energy

conservation is a progressive approach with potential environmental benefits that would
be enjoyed across Ukraine.

As will be shown, energy policy in Ukraine requires
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cooperation and reforms across most sectors o f the government as well as penetration to
the level of the individual consumer.

Consumption and reform strategy
Past statistics on fuel efficiency in Central and Eastern Europe have described the
formidable burden of reform that Ukraine faces in order to push energy conservation
efforts. Countless studies have agreed that CEE countries have similar - and disturbing
- ratios o f total primary energy supply (TPES) per unit o f GDP.^^
There have not been reliable data for Ukraine’s fuel consumption; regardless, it
is clear that Ukraine has been consuming too much. Various estimates o f Ukraine’s
energy intensity have placed its requirements anywhere from four to eight times more
energy per unit o f production than in developed countries.^^ Per capita, Ukraine has the
highest gas consumption in the world. By absolute volume o f gas consumed, Ukraine
is sixth in the world after US, Russia, UK, Germany, and Canada. By volume o f
imported gas, Ukraine is the third highest, behind US and Germany. (In 2000, Ukrainian
natural gas production was 18 bcm and its requirements were 75 bcm.)
Current Ukrainian consumption levels have followed historical patterns o f Soviet
energy intensity levels. Data through the 1960s show that most developed countries in
the world had similar policies of energy (particularly oil) use until the oil shocks in 1973
and 1979, when most o f these countries were compelled to revise energy policies to
achieve higher efficiency. Conversely, Soviet policy at this point took advantage o f its
extensive oil resources and to encourage ‘production capacities in smokestack
industries’.^* After the oil shocks, consumption growth levels for FSU states remained
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at 4.1 percent annually until 1989, while growth in OECD countries slowed to 1.9
percent.^^
The real success of OECD countries in preserving economic growth and
decreasing energy intensity has been revealed by a comparison o f TFC and production.
From 1973 to 1988 in OECD countries the TFC for manufactured goods, construction,
and mining fell by 6.2 percent, while production increased by 38.8 percent over this same
period.'*^ In Japan, where a major energy conservation law was passed in 1979, there has
been a divergence between GNP and energy consumption, leading one analyst to write
that ‘energy conservation, especially in the industrial sector, has played a key role in
reducing energy demand and, hence, in improving certain environmental parameters’."*'
These countries have successfully decoupled economic growth and energy conservation,
proving that such a feat is possible when the interest exists.
Perversely, in Ukraine there has been an unrelenting economic crisis while energy
consumption has not drastically changed. The relationship between energy consumption
and national production can be seen in energy intensity. In Ukraine throughout the mid1990s there was a continued rise in energy intensity, measured in both TPES and TFC.
In 1991, the total primary energy demand dropped by 9.2 percent, yet net material
product fell by over 18 percent."*^ The lEA has reported that from 1990 to 1995 total
primary energy demand fell by 36 percent, while Ukrainian GDP dropped by 55
percent."*^ Although exact energy intensity values were impossible to produce because
o f the inaccuracy o f GDP data in Ukraine (due to the shadow economy) adjustments for
underestimated GDP still show that Ukraine has operated at a much higher energy
intensity than European OECD states."*"* Initial reforms in Ukraine for energy efficiency
have yet to take measured effect.
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In defence, Ukrainian officials have reminded critics that current national
emissions are within targets set by international conventions. In the national ‘State o f
the Environment’ report in 1996, Minekobezpeky predicted that greenhouse gas
emissions in 2000 would be just 73.7 percent o f 1990 levels and in 2015 would only
reach 80.9 percent."^^ With these figures for greenhouse gases, Ukraine would easily
comply with the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) (signed in
June 1992 and ratified by the Rada on 29 October 1996).
In fact, this drop in emissions has made Ukraine one o f the few countries that is
in compliance with the treaty and has presented Ukraine with an opportunity to make a
profit. Article 6 of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC laid the groundwork for the
trade of ‘emission reduction units’ after 2012. Highly industrialized countries already
have been clamouring to begin deal-making that would allow their countries to purchase
excess emission allowances.

Alongside Ukraine, countries like Russia, Bulgaria,

Romania, and Slovakia have been approached as potential sellers. Meanwhile, Japan,
China, US, Germany, Britain, and many EU countries have been named as potential
buyers in emission brokering projects.'*^
As it is clear that for the next several years at least Ukraine will remain well
below UNFCCC limits, in mid-January 1998 the government announced that it was
interested in selling some of its ‘stock’. The ‘US Assistance Strategy for Ukraine, (19992002)’ has focused on development o f administrative and technological capabilities
within Ukraine to begin trading.'^^ Although USAID has begun projects for reducing
greenhouse emissions in several key countries, one USAID representative expressed his
confidence that there was no other country in which USAID had done more on these
initiatives than in Ukraine.'** Top level officials from the Ministry o f Fuel and Energy,
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Minekobezpeky, and the State Committee on Energy Savings have been extremely active
in work with USAID since the creation of the Climate Change Sub-Group under the
Kuchma-Gore Commission.
However, rather than the environmental benefits, it is investment potential that
has motivated cooperation in Ukraine. Moscow News sources reported that Ukraine had
hopes to generate up to $7-10 billion by charging up to $ 115 per ton to transfer its excess
quota to richer customers.'^^ Indeed, in the period following the handover o f the top
Minekobezpeky post from Shevchuk to Ivan Zaiets, there was a noticeable drop in
engagement on the part o f top-level officials.

Whereas Shevchuk had been a real

‘believer’ in the climate change initiative, Zaiets was not persuaded that it was an urgent
environmental problem. It was not until Minekobezpeky began to believe that it was
losing out on investments to Belarus and Russia that cooperation between
Minekobezpeky and USAID resumed to its previous levels.^®
Although the ultimate pay-off mechanisms have not yet been developed for any
potential swapping, Yurii Kostenko, while minister at Minekobezpeky, expressed his
opinion that ultimately these trades would not pose a threat to the environment. He
believed that ‘the quota buyers will ultimately take pains to figure out which is more
economical - to spend money on these purchases or invest in production updating’.^'
Moreover, it is likely that in Ukraine the payment would be seen in the form o f
investments for environmental improvements rather than cash payouts, although this is
still a matter for public debate.
Regardless, without significant changes in production technology and
consumption patterns, Ukraine is not likely to be in the position to sell emission units for
long. As shown above in the energy intensity measurements, the current compliance has
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been made possible by a drop in overall production and not as a consequence o f enacting
effective energy policy or conservation standards.
Indeed, in Ukraine’s 1996 ‘State of the Environment’ report, authors admitted
that GDP growth in the near future would require energy conservation in order to
maintain UNFCCC compliance.

Energy efficiency technologies, an energy saving

policy, and changes in fuel mix were all noted as necessary in order to lower national
consumption. Therefore, to ensure that Ukraine continues to comply, new policies must
consider the ability o f dropped production levels to camouflage the actual increase in
energy intensity.
By using intensity statistics, Ukrainian officials looking to create an energy sector
based on environmental protection could pinpoint the most abusive areas o f industry.
For example, transportation (not including fuel transport) has accounted for 6 percent of
TFC in Ukraine, compared to 30 percent of TFC in most OECD countries.^^ The low
density of private car ownership has been the main reason for this. This trend has already
begun to change as used cars flow into U krain e,in d icatin g one area where preemptive
policy might be advisable.
Overconsumption in Ukraine has resulted primarily from energy structure and
consumption practice in three areas: the energy-intensive industrial base, the outdated
technology, and the continuing existence of a free energy culture. Consequences o f these
first two conditions have been seen in COj figures from commercial energy consumption;
the residential sector has accounted for about 14 percent o f Ukraine’s CO production,
2

while 75 percent has come from industry and electric power generation.
As was mentioned previously, Ukraine has had a conspicuous portion o f its
economy dependent on heavy industry thanks to the Soviet affinity for large factories.
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The detrimental effects of this imbalance were compounded by the tendency for Soviet
industry to let plants die out without periodic renovation.

Consequently, the

consumption o f these industries, which are considered energy-hungry even with modem
conservation technologies, has escalated as the plants have aged.^^
Further reform efforts should address the problems o f outdated technology, which
has affected all sectors o f consumption, but especially industrial processes. It has been
estimated that the adoption o f 1990 Western technology standards could reduce energy
intensities in FSU states by 20-35 percent and greater gains would be experienced by
using even more modern technology.
Comparisons of technology used in OECD countries and Ukraine have shown the
disparity in production methods. The Ukrainian cement industry, which has relied upon
the ‘wet process’, consumes 50 percent more energy per ton o f cement than the ‘dry
process’ used in Canada, India, and Japan. In the steel industry, Ukraine has depended
on open hearth furnaces for over 50 percent o f its steel manufacturing; this technology
has virtually disappeared in the US and OECD Europe in favour o f electric arc
furnaces.^* The lEA estimated that the energy required to produce one ton o f steel in
Ukraine rose by 10 percent in just the first two years o f independence/*
The lack o f modem technology has also been an issue for energy production. The
huge gap between TPES and TFC ( 165.1 mtoe and 111.4 mtoe, respectively in 1994) was
blamed on outdated technology used in transmission and distribution.^® These losses
represented 33 percent o f total power consumed. Comparatively, transmission losses and
consumption at power plants in the UK average 8 percent.
Similarities in constmction blueprints across the country have meant that a great
number o f housing complexes share stmctural flaws. For most o f these buildings, heat
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retention has been especially troublesome: the panel-style apartment buildings built in
the USSR from 1960 to 1990 were notorious for poor heat retention.^’ For over two
decades, construction plans required just 4-6 cm o f insulation, until 1984 when this was
increased to 8 cm. To compare, US homes averaged slightly more than 10 cm and
optimum measurements for conservation would be over 15 cm with an outer insulating
sheath. The last Soviet building standards (from 1984) permitted heat transmission
values twice as high as those existing at the time in Germany and the UK and five times
those in Sweden. Furthermore, the buildings failed to meet even those construction
norms, as average apartments had heat losses 20-65 percent above design values.^^
Although new standards with comparable energy ratings to Western European levels
have been enacted in Ukraine, no retrofitting standards have been adopted.
Perhaps no fact has testified better to the existence o f a free energy culture for
residential consumption than the fact that by 2000 o f the 11.3 million apartments that
received gas, only 2.3 million were metered.^^ Ukrainian policymakers have had little
luck in resolving this issue.
Residents without meters have been charged according to government-established
norms on predicted consumption based on occupants and size o f apartment. Generally,
it has been assumed that this billing procedure encourages overconsumption because
consumers can use energy without economic punishment. In 1996, the CabMin issued
a decree ‘On the establishment o f norms o f natural gas usage in the event o f absence of
gas meters’ (No 619) that increased the norms by about 30 percent and altered the
payment structure. Since that time, a survey of 4,000 Ukrainian households has shown
that the actual usages have been 22 to 29 percent below the new norms.^"^
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If this is true, then most Ukrainian households have been using far less gas than
expected. In the first instance, this would raise serious questions about the state’s
competency in estimating consumption. Secondly, it seems unlikely that such a large
difference between estimated and actual consumption could go unnoticed, which would
then raise further questions about why norms were set that high when most bills are not
paid anyhow and the state has been heavily subsidizing residential energy consumption.^^
Although these findings are somewhat troublesome for the premise that unmetered
billing encourages overconsumption, it cannot entirely disprove the argument in as much
as most Ukrainian users do not pay their utility bills in the first instance.
If consumers knew about this overcharging, then it would be expected that they
would be very eager to install meters and begin paying true costs. The technical ability
exists to equip apartment buildings with inexpensive allocation heat meters at each
radiator,^*^ yet the economic and structural feasibility o f this project is still problematic.
For example, the IE A studied an early incentive programme to fit homes o f KyiVhaz
customers with gas meters that did not find much success. O f the 760,000 Kyïvhaz
customers, only 8,000 bought meters and of those, only one-half installed them. In 1996
the cost of buying and installing the meter exceeded average monthly income and the socalled incentive programme run by Kyïvhaz had a four to five-year payback period.^^
The unwillingness for consumers to make energy savings investments has been
a common obstacle for energy conservation worldwide. Stephen DeCanio labelled this
international phenomenon as ‘the energy paradox’. For residential users, he explained
that household budgets and strange time horizons may have caused consumers to make
‘unrealistically high implicit discount rates’ and miss out on the potential savings.^*
Additionally, it must be remembered that it has only been recently in Ukraine that more
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households have begun to pay utility bills at all, whether the cost was set by meter or
norm.
For those who do pay their bill in Ukraine, using meters would be an attractive
option to two types o f customers: 1) those who were low users and could save money on
a metered bill; or 2) those who believed they could lower their consumption levels to
save money on the metered bills. Since the mentality o f high energy consumption is a
trait o f the Soviet experience, it is expected that the first group would be only a small
percentage o f customers.
The second group could be much larger, but the households that would be most
desperate to save money, and most willing to cut consumption to achieve this, would be
the least likely to contend with the four-year payback period. Still other households may
be able to wait, but then might be unable to afford the other upgrades (appliances,
insulation, etc.) to ensure the savings.

A final group o f consumers may just be

intimidated by the technological tasks o f finding ways to cutback energy use. As long
as consumers have the ability to benefit from free energy, conservation programmes will
be only marginally relevant. However, fixing this problem entails more than simply
handing out meters and requires addressing the needs o f each o f the consumer groups.
Lowering the high consumption would be a first step toward energy efficiency,
but this onerous task would require integration and cooperation from several policy
areas. The authority and power to take these actions could come from securitizing the
environmental threats o f air pollution (as foreseen in Ukrainian legislation) and
acknowledging energy-related pollution as the main culprit for this threat. As is shown,
the high level of policy integration in energy conservation would make it difficult to
create a cohesive strategy without using such methods.
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Energy sector to 2000
Recognition o f reform and integration needs
Since the first stages o f independence, the Ukrainian government has approached the
energy situation with candor. An early acknowledgment o f the crisis by Kravchuk
included conservation measures, like meter installation and energy efficiency in
factories.^^ The lEA has claimed that ‘the Ukrainian government is aware o f the
potential impact energy saving could have on energy demand. The Ministry o f Economy
has noted that the successful implementation o f an energy saving policy could save an
additional 15-20 mtoe over the next two or three years.^°
A national policy that integrated energy efficiency goals within the main energy
structure is the key to decreasing consumption levels. This would require modifying the
multiple forces responsible for a particular nation’s consumption levels: economic,
technological, and fuel mix. Clearly, a multi-pronged and coordinated approach that
combined complementary policy in political, economic, and environmental agendas
would be required in order to influence these three factors.^'
These could include information programmes, energy management services,
regulation and efficiency standards, and demand-side management.^^ In fact, recent
international experience has shown that it is the number o f these policies and the
dexterity required for agenda-juggling within a very high level o f policy integration that
have presented the major problem for energy conservation. Therefore, as Ukraine’s
problems have been neither totally new nor completely unique, it may be helpful to look
at some lessons from OECD and EU countries.
First, it is important to recall the long time line that it has taken Western countries
to begin the kind o f integration needed in Ukraine.

As early as 1983 the EU
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Environmental Action Programme referred to integration o f environmental policy into
sectors o f policymaking. Nevertheless, this sentiment was not shared by the energy
sector and no integration took place on this front for another seven years when the EU
considered environmental and energy policy integration in earnest. In May 1990 the EU
Energy Council noted the importance of energy conservation and ‘the incorporation of
environmental concerns into future energy p o l i c y B e g i n n i n g in 1992, EU laws
required the inclusion of environmental costs in the prices for goods and services,
including energy products. Finally, environmental objectives were mentioned in official
energy doctrine in 1995.
Second, the tendency to place economic concerns o f the energy sector ahead of
environmental ones would need to be considered. Because o f the harsh economic
consequences of strict environmental protection, the EU waived CO taxes for Ireland,
2

Greece, Portugal, and Spain until they could achieve higher economic development.^"*
This waiver necessitated constant communication o f environmental and economic
conditions in order to track economic progress and monitor levels o f pollution.
Stressing cooperation amongst sectors is a major part o f policy integration and
necessary if a country hopes to manage energy policy within the limits imposed by other
sectors. Moreover, it has indicated the need for compromise during transitions. For
instance, Minekobezpeky would likely need to waive fees for companies that are
investing heavily in energy conversation technology in line with energy sector reforms.
The third lesson learned from the EU has been the relative weakness o f
environmental advocates in national policy development that has appeared as a common
barrier in energy politics. In the path to environment and energy integration in the EU,
there has been a struggle as member states were reluctant to accede power over energy
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policies to the EC. A fear existed that this would give the EC more power over stricter
environmental regulations - and this fear played into the rejection o f the first Common
Energy Plan in 1990. Further programme development dragged as members fought to
protect national interests and the need to base policies on the unique fuel import/export
circumstances of each s ta te .(A lth o u g h at the time a union-wide environmental policy
existed, it explicitly restricted the creation of any environmental measures that overrode
national energy policy plans without unanimous agreement by member states.) This led
to the observation that ‘in the energy sector, on the choice between national sovereignty
and environment protection, the [EU] Member States opted for the notions o f the past as
against the needs of the future’.
Although the EU example can be useful for Ukraine, it is also somewhat
disheartening, as the EU was operating with far more resources and under far less
pressure to show immediate results than Ukraine.

The experience o f energy and

environmental policy integration in the EU showed that even stable governments with
relatively strong economies struggled with the process. The conflicts among branches
o f government should not be unexpected and this will mean that proposals for
programmes will need to emphasize compromise as much as anything else.
Like the EU leadership, Ukrainian leaders have understood that environmental
objectives need to be included in energy policy. Unfortunately, also like in the EU, this
sentiment originated in environmental agencies and not in the energy sector.
Neglecting the environmental aspects of energy use was evident in proceedings
o f the joint 1994 American-Japanese-Russian-Ukrainian conference to develop base
energy policies in Russia and Ukraine. In the height o f the energy crisis, this conference
was organized to develop specialized national energy policy to secure economic stability.
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Even under the co-sponsorship of Japan, which has one o f the most developed energy
conservation and efficiency programmes worldwide, the environmental consequences of
energy use were mostly overlooked in the conference proceedings/^

Instead, the

motivation for establishing efficient use of energy in Ukraine came from the need to
obviate the reliance on imports for oil and gas and to maintain production.
Under the recommendations of this joint conference, ‘trying to solve the
questions o f the preservation of the environment’ was listed as a separate task. Although
the advice ‘to develop and accept laws and regulatory acts in the field o f environmental
protection’ was included as a policy goal, the proceedings indicated that this need only
be done on an economic basis and without ‘special activities or technological
rearmament’.^*
Such recommendations exposed the faults o f making energy policy without
integrating environmental concerns.

Experts have testified that dissimilarities in

technological factors of production were responsible for 62 percent o f the difference in
industrial energy intensity between the US and the Soviet Union.^^ Still other authors
have spoken o f Ukraine’s ‘huge unused technological potential for energy
conservation’. T h e s e statements place into doubt the success o f an environmental
protection programme for Ukraine that ignores technological improvements.
Additionally, as consumers generally have tolerated a shorter payback period for
investments in energy conservation than for other investments, using purely economic
guidelines may put the energy conservation reforms in jeopardy o f being cut in favour
of short-term profit margins. Finally, some Ukrainian scientists have already recognized
the fallacy in expecting only market reforms to introduce energy conservation habits
without further inducements to reduce consumption.^*
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Looking at examples of energy reform that have not weighed environmental
concerns may help to clarify the need for policy integration that environmental security
demands. Cole has written of the vigilant energy conservation habits o f factory workers
in Socialist Poland who would turn off pollution abatement equipment to save energy
during shortages.

The foremost example of this type o f policy in Ukraine can be seen

with the revival o f the coal industry. By increasing governmental subsidies in coal,
applying incentives to increase domestic coal use, and pushing for greater export volume,
many advocates have seen coal as a panacea for the revival o f the national economy and
the security o f energy supply.

Coal industry supporters have not altogether ignored the

harm that the coal industry poses to Ukraine, but have relied on the development of
unnamed ‘radical new technology developments’ to allow for the dirtier-than-average
Ukrainian coal be mined relatively safely and at a profit.^'*
Even in pure economic terms, this gamble on coal mines has seemed ill-advised
considering the fact that remaining coal reserves in Ukraine have long been unprofitable
and unproductive. Although some supporters have felt that rebuilding the coal industry
could help Ukraine’s employment numbers, it clearly has been an example o f not
integrating environmental concerns into energy policy reforms and showed how
Ukraine’s energy policy could potentially go from bad to worse for the environment.
With this in mind, there were two approaches for Ukraine to take for integrated
energy conservation programmes to protect environmental security. On the supply side,
the energy production process could become more efficient by modernizing power plants
with new technology. This would also reduce the massive losses in fuel transport that
were mentioned earlier. On the demand side, the government could encourage consumer
(industrial, commercial, residential) conservation. These demand side reforms would
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address each o f the areas of Ukrainian overconsumption: the dominance o f heavy
industry, the use o f outdated technology, and the lack o f consumer awareness. These
solutions could only be found through a complicated combination o f bureaucratic,
economic, and regulatory reforms to educate and encourage efficiency investments.
Ministerial structure and institutions
The urgency for reforms may seem to indicate a need for relatively quick technological
improvements and not a reliance on the traditionally slow process o f bureaucratic
remodeling. However, experiences in OECD countries have shown such processes to be
worthwhile.

Improvements from structural changes in a country generally have

contributed about half as much efficiency benefit as actual technological modifications*^
- but this is still a potential savings.
The challenge o f establishing effective energy policy in Ukraine has been
complicated by the multiple bureaucratic bodies with energy sector privileges. An
analysis of EU energy and environmental policy found there were ‘benefits in placing
emphasis on policy coordination and establishing new procedures rather than creating
new structures’.*^ Unfortunately, Ukraine’s status as a newly independent state meant
that it had to concentrate on both new structures and new procedures simultaneously.
The situation was not helped by the pressure exerted by the energy crisis. Yet even now
that these structures have been created, lines o f communication between the organs were
never laid clear, leading to the observation that ‘nobody is directly responsible for energy
savings’.*^
The perpetual high energy intensity can be traced to a partial commitment to
reform and self-defeating energy policies in reforms since 1991. Minor backtracking on
energy sector reform has been evident since the first stages o f policymaking in
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independent Ukraine. State support for improving equipment efficiency and encouraging
conservation was initially strong in 1991, but decreases in funding since 1992 have
frustrated the work o f the newly created State Committee on Energy Conservation.**
In many cases there has been evidence o f reforms that could benefit both energy
efficiency programmes and energy-related pollution regulation. For example, the State
Committee for Energy Conservation and Minekobezpeky have both been created since
1991. However, some holdovers of powerful centralized management, such as the
Ministry o f the Coal Industry, have hindered progress by giving sanction and
subsidization to harmful energy habits. The main decision making bodies for energy
policy are contained within the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister for Fuels and
Energy.*^ However, in recent times, the controversies that have shaken this position
while it was held by Yuliia Tymoshenko were as distracting to energy efficiency goals
as they were harmful to restructuring plans and Tymoshenko's career.^®
•

Minenerho has been the main body for non-nuclear electricity generation and
was responsible for nearly all aspects o f power planning and distribution,
including responsibility o f the DH system. Prior to independence, the Soviet
Minenergo included over seven hundred state-run enterprises and 275,000
employees. Presidential decrees in 1994 and 1995 (No 244/94 and No 282/95)
were part of a fundamental restructuring that reduced M inenerho’s role to a
similar capacity as found in energy departments in OECD countries. Daily
operations o f national planning have been handled by six generating companies,
the National Grid Company and twenty-seven local electric companies
(oblenerha) that also handle DH.
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Derzhkomatom was created in 1991 and has managed all aspects o f decision
making at nuclear power plants, including generation and the processing and
disposal of nuclear wastes.

Derzhkomatom also has had close ties with

Derzhkomheolohyi, which handles uranium mining. In December 1996 the
commercial aspects o f the country’s five nuclear power stations were taken over
by Energoatom, a new government-owned company.
M inekobezpeky was a product of the 1995 merger o f the State Committee for
Nuclear Radiation and Safety and the Ministry o f Environmental Protection.
Minekobezpeky has set the norms for maximum allowable emissions from
stationary sources and maximum allowed as a result o f use o f other equipment.
Its responsibilities in the energy sector include nuclear regulations, licensing,
safety supervision, and radiation monitoring.

This is further indication o f

positive reform work as earlier nuclear regulation was a s e lf oversight process
handled by plant managers.
Ministry of the Coal Industry has extensive powers over coal production in
Ukraine as it manages coal mines and distribution and carries out its own
environmental oversight.

This dinosaur ministry also manages the heavy

subsidization that Ukrainian coal mining receives.
State Oil and Gas Industry Committee is comparably powerful in its domain;
it manages production, import, refinement, transport and distribution o f crude oil,
petroleum products and natural gas. It also handles overseas energy trading
companies and pipeline companies (to transport Russian gas).
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State Committee for Energy Conservation has been characterized by the lEA
as a less prominent player in energy politics, but it has still maintained control
over energy efficiency priorities and programmes.

Horizontal relationships amongst ministries and committees have caused problems over
matters like protocols for collecting or sharing data among branches. The lEA has
argued that ‘ownership, regulation and policy making responsibilities are linked closely
together, creating inefficiencies and conflicts o f interest’.^’ Effectively, until these
protocols have been worked out, the structural reforms mean little because committees
like the State Committee for Energy Conservation can neither develop nor implement
policy without data supplied from competing government bodies or without financial
resources.
Market structure and industry
Along with the policy that directly influenced the energy sector through restructuring,
the future o f energy in Ukraine relied to a large extent on marketizing reforms. Most
studies agreed that market reforms, most importantly privatization and price
liberalization, were prerequisites for energy conservation.
However, as reviewed in the previous chapter, to characterize economic reform
in Ukraine as ‘cautious’ would be generous. In turn, this fact has affected the willingness
and ability to save energy. Overall privatization and price liberalization processes have
been exceedingly slow or nonexistent and through 2000 economic policies in Ukraine
were regularly criticized by international observers.
Ukraine has not adopted competition-enhancing or budget-hardening measures
with the vigilance that would be required firmly to establish these new practices. In
cases where some market signals have taken hold, the prevalence o f soft budgets has
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meant that old management practices still obscured new signals for energy conservation.
Viktor Zhovtianskyi, the director of the State Committee on Energy Conservation,
pinpointed economic and budgeting problems as the cause for failure o f new institutes
and regulations that relate to energy conservation.^^
Even in cases when economic reforms were implemented in the energy sector,
they were not typically motivated by energy efficiency interests.

In general,

‘environmental considerations [of the energy sector] have not been a significant
motivation for market reforms in Ukraine’ since ‘obvious priority concerns are those
related to quick economic rehabilitation needed to meet basic human needs’ P This was
seen in examples like the reluctance to raise heating costs or to allow unprofitable
energy-intensive industries to stay in operation in order to avoid layoffs.
Moreover, the firing o f Tymoshenko from her post as Deputy Minister for Fuel
and Energy in January 2001 has raised questions about the government’s overall interest
in reforming relationships in the energy sector.

Despite scandalous rumours that

surrounded her business dealings and ties to disgraced former Prime Minister Pavel
Lazarenko in United Energy Systems, she had overseen major reforms during her tenure.
For example, chronic nonpayment figures had been a trouble spot for utilities and as
inflation slowed down, the problem continued to worsen; by 1998 only 77.5 percent o f
payments for electricity were made and only 16.4 percent were in cash.

Under

Tymoshenko’s restructuring of oblenerha payment schemes, by May 2000 cash
payments had risen to 21.3 percent.^"* With these observations, it is not surprising to find
that weak market attitudes in the energy sector have been the bane o f conservation efforts
therein.
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A major holdup for energy reform has included enhanced control over the system
o f state orders that allows the state to dictate energy allocations.

State order and

monopoly control over commercial decisions had been nearly dissolved between 1992
and 1993, but a decree in November 1993 reestablished the central planning mechanism
for fulfilling these contracts. Following this decree, all enterprises regardless o f their
ownership status were required to fill state energy orders, even if the state could not pay
for the service.
Eventually, the increasing power of market forces and interaction with free
markets in other countries made it nearly impossible for the Ukrainian government to
resuscitate the state order system. By 1994, the government conceded and allowed
private enterprises to take over the order system.^^ Even so, this example shows a great
determination to maintain Soviet-style features in the energy sector even while
supposedly in pursuit o f energy conservation goals.
In this same year, there were the first signs o f a major shake-up in the energy
sector. The presidential decree ‘On market transformation measures in the energy sector’
(No 244/94) served as the backbone of energy industry restructuring until Tymoshenko’s
reforms. Signed into effect in May 1994, the decree ordered that the power industry
separate generation and distribution processes, create a competitive market, and form an
independent regulatory group. An implementation plan for these measures was ratified
by the Rada in November 1994.
Several new businesses were created by this resolution. These included: four
joint-stock operations that owned and operated the main thermal plants; two joint stock
companies that owned and operated the hydropower stations; and two oblast-XtvtX
companies (based in Kyiv and Sevastopol) that owned and operated low-voltage
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networks and supplied electricity for retail. Plans for future privatization included
related enterprises like facilities maintenance and construction. The Rada also created
the national wholesale electricity market ‘Enerhorynok’ to handle output from all power
generators over 20 MW. These ambitious reforms also underscored the need for a body
to oversee and encourage the new marketization scheme - this became the National
Electricity Regulatory Commission (NERC).
As the government has reduced its supremacy in the energy sector, independent
bodies must be poised to assert responsibility. Considerable work with USAID resulted
in the creation o f the NERC as an independent regulator for electricity. The duties of the
NERC, as listed in presidential decrees from December 1994 (No 738/94) and March
1995 (No 213/95), included issuing and monitoring power generation licenses, regulating
prices of network operations, promoting cooperation within Enerhorynok and protecting
consumer interests for service and pricing. As a completely independent agency funded
though licensing fees, the NERC eventually began to arbitrate disputes between
companies and consumers through its twenty-seven offices in each existing oblenerho
district.^^ By 1998, the NERC also was regulating the oil and gas industries.
The NERC was a major step toward Ukraine’s aim o f establishing a light-handed
regulatory body for the power industry that would resemble the competitive pool model
found in the UK and other OECD countries.^^ In March 1996, Ukraine began using a
pool system, which required generators to bid for half-hour increments o f turbine time
for the next day.
However, the amount of work that has remained in the energy sector after nearly
ten years o f independence is daunting.

Despite its well-known problems with

nonpayment, the energy sector has still been among the most reliable and profit-making
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business interests in Ukraine. A 1999 survey showed that nine o f the top ten most
profitable Ukrainian businesses are fully state owned and o f these the majority were from
the fuel-energy complex.^* The removal of Tymoshenko also indicated that ties between
business and political power brokers in Ukraine were still too strong to be severed. In
August 2000, criminal charges were brought against Tymoshenko’s husband in what she
immediately criticized as retribution for her reforms that were targeting shadowy
dealings in the energy sector.^^ Fingers were pointed at her political enemies, namely
Hryhorii Surkis, the owner o f ten oblenerha as well as the Dynamo Kyiv football team
and president o f the Ukrainian Football Association, and Viktor Medvedchuk, the Rada’s
deputy speaker and potential presidential candidate. Other prominent figures affected
by Tymoshenko’s energy reforms included Yevhen Marchuk (Secretary o f the National
Security and Defence Council) and Ihor Bakai (former head o f NafioHaz Ukraihy).
These high-stakes interests explain the continuing reluctance to carry out reform and
threaten to keep the positive reforms discussed earlier in a policy vacuum.
Continuing reforms fo r conservation
Resolving energy efficiency problems in Ukraine today will require continued reforms
in the state bureaucracies and their pricing policies in the energy sector. Looking at
consumption trends over the last few years, we have seen the results o f Ukraine’s
conservation efforts and the insufficiency o f reforms has been evident.
With respect to bureaucratic restructuring, relationships amongst various
ministries need to be clarified sooner rather than later. As energy programmes mature
and policies become more complex, each ministry’s distinct responsibility for a certain
programme or policy will become more meaningful. The consequences of ignoring this
fact might be seen in the inability to consolidate environmental, consumption, efficiency.
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Therefore, until standard

methodologies for collecting, reporting, and sharing have been designated, this will make
tracking energy use and environmental and health impacts impossible, in effect
emasculating any state body that would otherwise have power to create policy.
To devise appropriate programmes, policymakers must first be cognizant o f the
characteristics o f energy use in Ukraine that contribute to its poor efficiency. As
discussed earlier, these are primarily the energy-intensive industry, the outdated
technology in all parts of the Ukrainian infrastructure and the absence o f consumer
energy awareness. Most importantly, the economic sector has required urgent supply and
demand reforms, especially with respect to government interference in energy companies
(supply) and price control (demand).
On the supply side, energy efficiency can be improved by limiting ministry power
to self-oversight and reducing government ownership in energy companies. Even in their
new role as overseers, ministries still have a vested interest in maintaining the welfare
o f their respective industries. Thus, the act of separating energy regulation management
from its providers increases the enforcement abilities for future environmental
regulations.

On the demand side, reducing harmful subsidies and making energy

efficient technology desirable and accessible are the two biggest incentives for change.
In Ukraine, changes in national economic policies would have the greatest
potential impact on energy demand. Experience in Japan has shown that even though
adoption and enforcement o f laws was the state’s most powerful tool, ‘in order to
facilitate the development and adoption of antipollution equipment the government
provided for various fiscal measures’ as well.’°’ Ministerial reforms and associated
programmes in Ukraine would mean little without consumers who can pay energy costs.
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An independent commercial sector could also challenge the viability o f hidden patronage
networks surviving in Ukrainian government and public enterprises. Economic policy
and incentives for energy conservation are standard pieces o f any country’s energy
policy, but these areas are especially critical in transition economies.
O f all the options available to encourage energy conservation, charging prices
that reflect production costs (which would include environmental costs) has been a
central component o f the energy sector reform re q u ire m e n ts.C o n su m e rs are unlikely
to heed pleas for responsible usage when their personal perceived costs are negligible.
In terms o f encouraging conservation habits, the slow changing prices are ‘still sending
the wrong signals to economic agents (producers and c o n s u m e r s ) T h i s can be a
difficult problem for even the most developed countries to solve. After brownouts hit
California for several days in February 2001, American experts put partial blame on
‘weak or murky price signals’ in the affluent US s t a t e . O n the production side, the
privatized energy businesses must be profit-producing, which is a nearly impossible task
if artificially low prices are mandated for their customers and then not repaid by the
government.
In general, price reform for the energy sector in Ukraine has come about slowly.
Finally on 1 November 1994, an IMF mandate forced the government to decontrol prices
for most products, but still selected items, including public utilities, remained under
government control and were assigned cost recovery targets. By 1996, progressive rises
in costs meant that most utility prices had reached OECD levels. An exception was the
residential sector, which continued to receive substantial state s u b s i d i e s . A f t e r the
price increases for electricity and gas in August 1996, final energy prices rose to cover
80 percent o f the production costs (up from 60 percent).
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To maintain such artificially low prices, Ukraine has spent nearly $280 million
annually on residential power and heat s u b s id ie s .S til l , the poverty in Ukraine has
meant that even these bills have been beyond the means o f an average household. The
Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences has calculated that a total monthly energy bill
($26.84 for DH, hot water, gas, electricity) for a family o f four living in a two-room (60
sq. meter) flat overextends average income - in 2000 average monthly earnings in
Ukraine hovered around $40.

The problem o f collecting energy payments, which

constitute such a high portion of a household budget, has been illustrative o f the futility
o f non-integrated policies and partial reform.
Until extensive social and welfare reforms are undertaken, it cannot be expected
that payment percentages for household bills would improve. Debts for Ukrainian users
continued to mount in the first months o f 1999. Already by 1 February 1999,840 million
Hr (approximately $210 million) was owed for the year. By 1 March, almost 2 billion
Hr ($500 million) was owed. O f the March total, enterprises from social and residential
spheres, profit organizations and the general population owed 1.7 billion Hr (87 percent
o f total) and industry owed 261.6 million Hr (13 percent).
These statistics from the first months of 1999 have demonstrated that consumer
non-payment will prevent the appearance o f conservation benefits from price reform. As
Zhovtianskyi from the State Committee on Energy Conservation remarked on regulating
prices: ‘What is there to say about this when you can join the ‘non-payers’ when it is
possible to receive electricity as a gift? Who will conserve it?’’®^ Using targeted
subsidies - by redirecting funds previously designated for mass subsidization and using
them as welfare relief for selected families - is one option for Ukraine. Consumers in
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better financial situations might be considered eligible for monetary incentives for
efficiency investments on an individual basis.
The NERC has taken a leading role in bringing electricity prices to levels that
reflect real generating costs. Further prices increases were announced by the NERC in
May 1998. In a critical recognition of the need to pass on costs to consumers, the NERC
announced that the price increase in electricity was because earlier prices did not cover
production and transmission costs. (Ironically, however, all additional revenue generated
by this increase has been slated for the controversial completion o f reactors at the Rivne
and Khmelnytskyi nuclear power stations.)'
Economic incentives can also be used to aid industries that are working to adopt
new energy conservation plans or that are by practice not energy-greedy. The higher
energy bills brought on by world-pricing should quickly usher in an interest in energy
efficiency technology. An analysis o f CEE countries has predicted such an effect:
‘Industrial restructuring and improved construction practices may therefore follow
broader objectives, incorporating energy concerns as one o f several elements. A move
toward greater reliance on market, energy efficiency and conservation will be spurred on
by higher prices and the profit motive. ’ ' ' ' Another prognosis has argued that rationalized
prices induce industrial plants ‘to replace current, inefficient and highly polluting capital
stock with more modem and energy-efficient plant and equipment’."^

Where

appropriate and available, the government needs to be prepared to support this consumer
interest with loans.
A second option would be to use economic incentives to encourage a shift away
from the current heavy industrial base o f production. In contrast to the EU, where these
resource-intensive technologies have accounted for 34 percent o f GDP, in Ukraine they
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have been responsible for 61 percent of domestic production."^ Even with the most
modem energy efficient equipment, the predominance o f heavy industry in Ukraine
would undermine conservation efforts and contribute to a higher than average TFC.""^
The significantly lower energy expenditures in service and light industries means
encouraging development in these businesses could lower consumption levels and
decrease the national TFC and associated energy-related pollutants.
By enlisting the aid of economic programmes and incentives, several benefits for
energy efficiency would be apparent in Ukraine. On the supply side, the natural forces
o f the market economy would eliminate most economically unviable and wasteful energy
enterprises. The lightening o f government interference in energy production will pave
the way for ‘survival o f the fittest’ suppliers, which could be beneficial for the
environment. For example, the end of subsidies for coal will likely cause a sharp
decrease in the expensive mining of high-ash coal (which even requires co-firing with
oil) in Ukraine. The potential for more efficient generation and transfer o f energy
products may also lead producers and suppliers to seek technology upgrades or develop
better maintenance practices to receive profits in the long term.
Economic measures would be most effective on the demand side o f the energy
problem as competitive world-level prices drive down per capita usage. A portion o f the
high per capita usage is due to wasteful habits that should quickly be broken by higher
prices and harder budgets.

Moreover, it is currently not feasible for Ukrainian

households to invest in the technology that could lower consumption. Necessities like
meter installation, better insulation, or more efficient appliances would not be within the
budgets o f most households or small businesses because o f the economic crisis and this
is a requirement that the Ukrainian government must be prepared to address.
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Legislation and partnerships in the energy sector
Pollution regulations and conservation
Although limiting consumption is the most direct way to cut out energy-related pollution,
as possibilities to curb TFC are exhausted, stricter environmental regulations must be
considered. Although such measures would not likely impact fuel consumption directly,
as auxiliary components to energy-environmental policy, they improve the relationship
between environmental health and the energy cycle. Thus, from the environmental
security viewpoint, such regulations are valuable, which is why some options are briefly
mentioned here.
To abate the consequences o f environmental pollution, governments have a
pallette o f policy options available. In general these selections can be grouped into two
categories: direct regulatory instruments and economic instruments. Direct regulatory
instruments specify environmental conditions that industries must meet either through
ambient levels, emissions standards, or (rarely) technology specific standards. Economic
instruments include permit fees, product charges, emissions charges, or other financial
mechanisms used to encourage sustainable practices.
In some cases, such economic instruments can alter polluter behaviour and
encourage energy conservation. For example, a government may charge extremely high
emissions fees with the intention to diminish its fee-revenue base by setting prohibitively
high costs. The high fees would discourage businesses from the behaviour that leads to
fines, thus persuading them to adopt environmentally friendly technology. Extremely
expensive compliance fees and controls on environmental standards are sometimes
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fashioned to force companies to chose between paying the fees, upgrading old plants, or
building new ones. In general, however, departmental budgets rely on permit revenue,
which means that governments are usually reluctant to lose this source o f funding. (In
this sense, the ‘sustainable’ part of sustainable development would refer to the wisdom
o f the state in setting fees at a price businesses would chose to pay rather than curtailing
their pollution, but still not be put out of business.)
Two basic environmental laws in Ukraine have addressed the contributions o f
energy toward pollution. The first of these was the law ‘On environmental protection’.
Although this law was a general law for all types o f environmental threats. Articles 41
and 48 mention the need for incentives to stimulate energy conservation. Mainly, this
was done by encouraging changes in behaviour and by:
Granting to enterprises, institutions, and organizations as well as to
citizens taxation, credit, and other benefits for the introduction [...] of
low-waste, energy-saving and resource-saving technologies and
alternative types o f energy, as well as the execution o f other efficient
measures on environmental protection (Article 41).
Similar wording appeared later, as the ‘stimulation o f the rational utilization o f natural
resources and the protection o f the environment’ is encouraged by ‘granting preferential
terms of taxation to enterprises, institutions, organizations and citizens in case o f their
implementing measures on rational utilization [...], converting to low-waste, recycling,
resource- and energy-saving-technologies’ (Article 48). No specific mention is made o f
who would administer these programmes or from where the funding would be provided.
The law ‘On protection o f the atmosphere’ has regulated relationships with the
goal o f conservation and improvement o f the atmosphere, which included lessening the
human impact. This law also defines standards and norms (the norms themselves are set
in the law ‘On the protection of sanitary and epidemiological well-being o f the
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population’), measures for considering atmospheric protection in design plans,
construction o f industrial buildings, and economic measures for guaranteeing protection.
It establishes requirements for administrative control for registration and monitoring and
defined responsibilities for various legal infringements.” ^ Article 33 requires that
enterprises and organizations introduced low-emitting or non-emitting energy and
resource-conserving technology processes and other feasible nature-conserving measures.
Like the law ‘On environmental protection’, this law also states that citizens and
companies would be eligible for tax breaks for introducing such technology.
With respect to the end goal o f reducing the environmental consequences o f
energy pollution, environmental regulations should not be regarded as superfluous to
energy conservation efforts. But relative to conservation or even fuel mix changes, they
do represent an end-of-pipe attempt. Over the years, such regulations have been relied
upon as the sole protector of the environment in cases when energy and environment
issues have not been observed.

While using integrated policy, there would be less

pressure on environmental policy to clean up. But as energy conservation would represent
an overall drop in pollution production, energy conservation should be looked to in the
first case, with fees and fines as secondary measures.
National legislation fo r conservation
Unquestionably, the evolution o f Ukrainian environmental and energy legislation since
the late 1980s has been remarkable. When environmental protection first became a
popular issue in the Soviet Union, laws on the environment began and ended with dealing
with the consequences of Chomobyl. Since 1991, a wide variety o f state legislation in
Ukraine has even established the need to lower energy consumption for environmental
concerns. Although the final steps of a successful energy conservation programme
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depend on daily bureaucratic administration, budgetary allocation, and actual deeds, these
legislative acts should not be overlooked as they have established the basis for future
efforts. Therefore, the recognition o f energy conservation as reflected in these laws
remains extremely relevant for evaluating the national approach to these issues.
Whether the benefit for the environment was intentional or not, the energy crisis
compelled politicians to discuss greater energy conservation as a national goal. Energy
conservation offered relief from the energy crisis. Hence, the 1994 law ‘On energy
conservation’ provided the legislative backbone to support this government policy. The
framework law was developed by the Rada and signed into law by then-President
Kravchuk on 1 July 1994. Scientific concepts o f the law were similar to those found in
legislation o f the late 1970s and early 1980s in OECD countries. The aim o f the law was
to institutionalize practices o f energy conservation through market strengths, national
bureaucracy, education, fines, and other monetary incentives.
Primarily, this law depended on using various types o f economic incentives to
encourage energy conservation. Although an incentive-based programme does not make
conservation updates legally binding and, thus, might not be considered an especially
desirable programme by environmentally minded policymakers, the foundation o f profitmaking possibilities, either through consumers saving money on energy not purchased,
or through the government collecting fines on overconsumption, is necessary for a viable
programme. And, for Ukraine’s situation, any decline in consumption and pollution
would be beneficial.
Several references in the law highlighted the environment-related necessity o f
these changes. The foundations of government policy on energy conservation were
covered in Article 3, which stated that solutions for the economic sector must also include
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considerations of ecological demands. Furthermore, along with economic and social
advantages, the ecological advantages o f energy conservation are required to be included
as part o f a citizen education campaign. Such education goals were also required for state
officials who are involved the fuel-energy industry. While addressing areas subject to
legal regulation. Article 5 called for determining trends o f ecologically clean energy and
conducting research.
In accordance with the newly approved law, the executive branch was obliged to
fulfil the several requirements. This, unfortunately, was not done in a timely manner. It
was a full ten months later, on 26 May 1995, when presidential directive (No 666) formed
the State Committee on Energy Conservation o f Ukraine (as required by Article 9). On
7 February 1996, the CabMin (with decree No 163) formed a general external -budgetary
fund (required in Article 13). Over the next year, the CabMin created a government
inspection on energy conservation (29 May 1996, as per Articles 23 and 24), oblast and
regional level departments on energy conservation (9 August 1996), and finally developed
a national programme o f energy conservation (ratified in June 1997, as per Article 6).
The problems with fulfilling these requirements have been typical o f the Ukrainian
experience with energy policy. The ‘Programme o f measures for natural gas requirements
in Ukraine’ was accepted on 15 July 1997, but no action was taken on it through 1999.
(In fact, the programme developed measures to decrease gas consumption from the
baseline year of 1996, but consumption increased annually over this period.)” ^ For the
most part, this has been blamed on the haphazard way the state has managed the fuelenergy complex. Specifically regarding the fuel issue, Rada Deputy Oleksii Kucherenko
noted that many decrees passed by the CabMin have not been implemented due to the lack
of a built-in transfer mechanism by which a directive can carried out.” ^
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Not as high-profile as the law ‘On energy conservation’, but still significant, was
the 1997 law ‘On electro-energetics’ (No 575/97, accepted by the Rada on 16 October
1997). The stage was set for ecological concerns immediately in Article 1, which defined
energy security as ‘the condition of electro-energetics that guarantees technical and
economical satisfaction of the current and long-term consumption demand in energy and
the preservation of the environment’. Since, in most contexts the term ‘energy security’
solely describes supply concerns, this new flexible definition could work to the benefit
o f environmental lobbyists.
Article 5 from this law takes environmental concerns one step further by basing
government policy on electro-energy on several principles. These included requirements
relating to ‘the guarantee o f rational consumption o f fuel and energy’ and finding ways
to increase ‘the ecological security of electro-energy establishments’. Other policy goals
in Article 5, like creating conditions to raise the technological level in electricity
production and to develop more competition and stable financial conditions, would also
work to the benefit o f energy conservation and ultimately o f the environment.
Unfortunately, this passive method of encouraging conservation efforts has
depended on altering citizen behaviour and introduced the problem o f a divergence
between the words and the deeds of citizens. Public support for energy conservation
programmes in opinion polls has not corresponded to a willingness to bear the costs o f
market prices, energy reform, and conservation methods. Poll analysers have noted that
because o f this discrepancy, ‘by giving citizens meaningful input into public policy, the
establishment o f democratic polities in Eastern Europe could hinder the pursuit o f energy
conservation’. ' T h i s raised doubts about the effectiveness o f such laws and reinforced
the need employ other methods to reduce energy consumption.
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In 1997, the Rada developed a plan for national energy self-sufficiency by 2010.
The plan called for increasing nuclear power output to provide 40 percent o f electricity
needs (current production provides for approximately 25 percent) and doubling annual
domestic gas and oil production (to 35 hem and 7.5 million tons, respectively). First, the
fulfilment o f these aims depended on the exploitation o f still unconfirmed reserves of gas
and oil off the Black Sea coast. Yet there are claims that the goal is ‘not unrealistic’.” ^
In practical terms though, prospects for Black Sea supply are distant at best and there is
not funding available for this exploration.
Second, expanding production of nuclear energy was reliant upon significant
financial help from Western donors.

Contributions toward costs o f the closure o f

Chomobyl and the new containment structure were made by donors from around the
world. But Ukraine has also been adamant in its demands to receive funding from the
EBRD/EU for completion o f reactors at Khmelnytskyi 2 and Rivne 4 (costs would exceed
$1 billion). One major sticking point for the loan request has been the observation that
Ukraine’s energy crisis was not connected to its electricity generating capacity. Even
factoring in the closure of Chomobyl, experts predicted that Ukraine would still be able
to produce an electricity surplus through 2008.’^*^ Indeed, Diukanov criticized Ukraine
for using ‘inappropriate energy demand forecasts’ that kept ‘economically marginal power
plants and coal mines open’ and focused policy ‘on constmction and/or rehabilitation o f
unnecessary capacities’.’^’ These circumstances pointed once again to the need for
Ukraine to undertake massive reconstruction o f energy-related stmctures and to
implement an across the board integrated energy policy.
Major amounts o f legislation relating to the energy sector and energy conservation
have been passed since Ukraine became independent. But the volume alone carmot solve
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Ukraine’s problems. At an international conference on energy security for Ukraine in
January 1999, one of the conclusions of the conference was that energy inefficiency and
the overall crisis were due to the still fragmented legislative base.’^^
This characteristic has been seen as well in energy conservation policy. Since
1991, and increasingly since 1994, Ukraine has shown its concern for energy conservation
through official policy actions. However, this concern has been criticized for being
expressed by ‘general statements of policy, many o f which refer to the importance o f
energy supply. Few o f these policy statements, however, are backed up by specific
legislation, obligations or resources’. More importantly, many ‘give little significance to
energy-environment interactions, provide disincentives for energy-efficiency project
investment and set misleading and perverse economic signals’. I n an interview with
Zerkalo Nedeli, Diukanov gave this damming assessment:
Yes - the State Committee on Energy Conservation was created, yes - a
global strategy for energy conservation in Ukraine was developed and a
complex programme for energy conservation was approved, but essential
improvements in this sector have not occurred. First, more often than not,
government officials understand that ‘energy policy’ is a centralized
distribution o f energy that does not calculate real needs o f separate
regions, cities, industrial branches. [...] Second, the ‘abyss’ between
encouragement and realization o f laws and programmes has increased.
This conclusion fits with observation from the TACIS experience in Kyiv, as one official
there has said Ukraine’s major objective has been to reduce energy use for the goal o f
greater energy security, yet ‘that approach seems to have changed and it now [1999]
seems to be more balanced’ to include the goal o f improved environmental conditions.
International cooperation
As with its dealings in forming diplomatic relations with Western countries, Ukraine has
been very cooperative in terms o f international investment and projects for energy
conservation. Former Foreign Minister Udovenko wrote to lEA Executive Director
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Robert Priddie that he felt ‘accumulated experience o f twenty-three industrial nations
[IEA member countries] would help us define the optimal reform strategy and further
development of the Ukrainian energy sector’. U k r a i n e has been an active participant
in many internationally sponsored energy-related environmental programmes.
Minekobezpeky has been given responsibility for international cooperation and
ensuring Ukraine’s compliance in these matters ( ‘On environmental protection’, Article
20). In 1996 the Ministry oversaw compliance with forty-four bilateral agreements and
treaties and twenty international long and short-term programmes. In terms o f energyrelated pollution, Ukraine has been a signatory to several treaties, most notably the
UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol, but also the UN/ECE Treaties on Transboundary
Pollution o f SO and NO^ and the Montreal Protocol on Ozone Depleting Substances
2

(including the London and Copenhagen Annexes).
According to the lEA, Ukraine ‘is actively utilizing technical assistance in energy
conservation being provided by the international c o m m u n i t y A i d organizations and
IQs have been welcomed in Ukraine.
The EBRD approved a $96.9 million loan to UkrHaz to purchase and install one
million gas meters for residential consumers in Dnipropetrovsk in December
1996.

It was hoped that indirect benefits o f the project would be energy

conservation and reduced emissions o f energy-related pollutants.’^*
The EBRD announced a $30 million loan to the Ukrainian Energy Service
Company (UkrESCO) in 1998 that will aid small and medium-sized businesses
to identify and to carry out energy-saving projects. The Chairman o f the State
Committee for Energy Conservation, Viktor Merkushov, expressed his hope that
UkrESCO would lower Ukraine’s total primary energy requirements and thus
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‘Ukraine will also benefit from a reduction in the environmental impact o f fuel
combustion’.
USAID, in cooperation with Minenerho, worked on the energy sector
restructuring process and created two demand-side management (DSM)
programmes. These programmes involved energy efficiency DSM with the help
o f oblenerha implementing energy savings projects and load management DSM,
made possible through hourly bidding for electricity sales to Enerhorynok (which
operates the new wholesale market for electricity).
USAID has also included funding for energy efficiency in several separate
projects in Ukraine. The Environmentally Sound Business Development Project
aimed to increase efficiency for several small wood processing companies in the
Carpathian region by 10-15 percent. Working with the World Environment
Centre, USAID sponsored energy conservation and waste minimization projects
in the Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk regions. Components of the large-scale Lviv
Urban Water Project included energy efficiency assessment and energy
management and calculating savings from implementing similar measures on a
national level.
The World Bank and a private Swiss company have provided financial help to
begin operations in 1996 at the country’s first atmospheric monitoring system in
Mariupol. The system uses electronic analysers to monitor hourly emissions of
dust and sulfur dioxide and collects them in a central c o m p u t e r . M a r i u p o l ,
home to 40 percent o f Ukraine’s metallurgy industry, also hosted a pilot project
on an early warning system to inform the local population o f ‘ecological
anomalies’.
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TACIS created a training centre at the National Technical University o f Ukraine
for education in energy management techniques and efficiency technologies.
These programmes were targeted for industry and commercial sectors, state
inspectors, and system designers, but compact training modules were made
available to university students.'^'
It is recognized that the motivations behind foreign donors in Eastern Europe and,
indeed their successes, have not been without controversy.

Although the organizations

listed here all worked to improve the energy situation in Ukraine, their goals were not
necessarily motivated by concerns for the local environment. For example, it is fairly
self-evident that USAID’s work to decrease air pollution emissions has been inspired by
the urgent need for the US to secure emissions c r e d i t s . S u c h motivations have not
gone unnoticed and it has been written that ‘the Western financing institutions have not
always exerted such influence in favour o f energy-environment investment opportunities’
in Ukraine.'^"* These facts may have been behind Diukanov questioning the wiseness o f
project-by-project investments in Ukraine, labelling them ‘inefficient or insufficient’ and
suggesting ‘the whole weight of the influence and authority wielded by the international
donor or lender institutions might be thrown behind policy reforms and the most
appropriate instrument would be sectoral or programme aid rather than a separate project
of financing’.
Fortunately, this has not been the case for all ‘energy aid’ going to Ukraine. For
example, TACIS and USAID both have made some headway in guiding Ukraine from
energy security, to energy conservation for supply security, and finally to energy
conservation for environmental security. But when it comes to these organizations
changing the face o f daily energy consumption activities, TACIS has found that not all
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Ukrainian officials in the energy sector are especially receptive o f their suggestions,
frequently shelving recommendations that had been the results o f months o f work in
Ukraine.
Conservation and citizens
After partnerships have been formed with high-profile international aid organizations,
the Ukrainian government needs to look to its own citizens for cooperation to solidifying
success in these programmes. Yet in general, international governments have avoided
addressing the consumers through demand-side management (preferring to work on
supply) because this is generally seen as a microeconomic idea that requires intervention
into millions o f consumer decisions with ‘marginal improvements in household
disposable income or company profitability’.'^^ This tendency to avoid engagement at
the microeconomic level has been seen in the words o f one Ukrainian critic who has said:
‘The problem is not how to teach people to think ‘energy w ise’, the problem is how to
introduce similar thoughts into the consciousness o f those upon whom energy policy
depends on the governmental level.’
Still, this crisis situation threatening Ukraine’s environm ent-as well as the crisis
o f its energy supply - suggests that it cannot afford to ignore possibilities for
conservation. Therefore, future efforts in this area should work to create programmes for
DSM that would communicate the benefits o f energy conservation and enable consumers
to adopt these habits. At present, the residential base in Ukraine is poised to become a
major consumer and polluter. The relatively low share o f electricity consumed by
households (compared to OECD countries) has been due to the smaller per capita
floorspace and the absence o f many standard western appliances like large refrigerators,
microwaves and dishwashers.

But despite its low share o f total electricity used.
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residential consumption was the only sector that posted an increase in electricity
consumption over the last five years in Ukraine. The importance of building these habits
into the residential consumer base now is a preventative method that would reduce the
threat to environmental security. Consumption trends in other countries have predicted
that economic recovery in Ukraine will be accompanied by an increase in residential
electricity consumption.'^^
As mentioned when discussing the current low threat from transportation-related
pollution, in some ways the Soviet consumption practices were more environmentally
friendly than those of the ‘European’ lifestyle that Ukraine has now begun to emulate.
Indeed, Ukrainian analysts predicted an increased technogenic influence to air quality
because at current energy consumption levels in Ukraine, ‘today’s society is not able to
fulfil its material and spiritual requirements’.'"'” The current situation raises the stakes
for the Ukrainian government to take action now, as within the next decade an
improvement in the standard o f living will be closely accompanied by demand for higher
energy-use goods.
Armed with the knowledge o f energy conservation and the practical ability to
realize conservation goals, there still has remained the problem o f uncovering and
removing the barriers or obstacles that could hinder successful adoption of these habits.
In general, one common barrier in transition economies has been a reluctance to invest.'""
Market actors and private consumers use very high implicit discount rates to evaluate
investments, so energy efficiency investments only seem profitable when they have large
and rapid returns. Moreover, the impact o f the macroeconomic climate after the August
1998 Russian ruble devaluation on Ukrainian investors cannot be discounted. The
reluctance to invest may also be due to structural barriers, like the instability o f the
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national economy, high inflation, and the lack o f disclosure laws to allow banks access
to solvency information on potential b o r r o w e r s . A l s o , when buildings are not owneroccupied, the owner, whether a state company or an apartment rental business, will not
perceive any direct benefit from lowered energy bills.
Another barrier Ukraine may encounter with consumers has been technical
p r o b l e m s . N e w energy efficient models of some products may not be compatible with
existing equipment. Such compatibility difficulties could frustrate the efforts o f investors
who plan gradual long-term investments in energy efficient equipment. Needing to have
available capital for a total overhaul could create a reluctance to invest. Moreover, the
equipment required for efficiency upgrades is frequently not available in Ukraine and has
to be brought in through international agencies.
An additional hurdle to clear has been lengthening the perception o f acceptable
return time for energy efficiency investments. The period that a consumer has been
willing to wait before savings are seen from energy conservation is a traditional sticking
point in most countries. One study from the US showed that companies considering an
investment or expenditure demanded much shorter payback periods for energy-efficiency
e x p e n d i t u r e s . ( A n eight to ten-year wait was acceptable if the money was needed to
increase production o f a successful product and six years was tolerable to produce a new
product, but just one year was considered excessive when it came to investments that
would reduce energy costs.)
Indeed, over the last ten years, most o f the programmes done in transition
economies have been no-cost or low-cost projects and even ones with just a two-year
payback have been passed over.’'^^ In Ukraine, an estimated 35 percent o f the current
electricity and fuel use could be affected by investments with a two-year payback, such
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as insulating, plugging leaks, and ensuring proper equipment m a i n t e n a n c e S i m p l e
changes and small investments like these will only be undertaken once Ukrainians value
energy conservation, understand how it can be achieved, and perceive potential benefits.
The most difficult barrier to success in conservation programmes has been the
economic crisis that impoverished not only private citizens, but businesses and the
government. The continual debt o f the national government and the effect o f the 1998
Russian crisis harmed the credit rating o f the Ukrainian government and made it difficult
to secure l o a n s . F u r t h e r mo r e , Ukraine's own antics with the IMF have cast the country
in an unfavourable position for receiving aid. The value o f energy efficiency education
for citizens would be diminished without funding for necessary upgrades.
In the long-term, avoiding energy-related pollution would bring benefit to the
economic health of Ukraine as production costs decrease, pollution abatement costs
decrease, and population health improves. Indeed, in Kuchma’s plan for raising the
competitiveness of the national economy to 2004, a subsection was devoted to energy
conservation policy. Investments for energy conservation in Ukraine have had a one to
three ratio o f money invested to money r e t u r n e d . B u t the initial start-up costs o f
programmes to promote and actualize energy conservation have strained the economy
even further.

The structural reforms discussed earlier have given Ukrainian

policymakers the opportunity to tackle these barriers and to realize greater environmental
security with responsible policymaking. Yet it remains to be seen whether they will be
able to follow through with these opportunities.
(Although it is too broad o f a topic to be undertaken in this chapter, the problem
of private ownership arises here as it would affect the acceptable payback periods.
Studies have agreed that energy conservation programmes would be more effective if
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homes were privately owned. By 1996, only 30 percent o f eligible housing was privately
owned.

Moreover, less than 1 percent of multi-family buildings had homeowner

associations, which may expedite the representation o f homeowner interests in expensive
energy efficiency undertakings.)
The value bestowed on energy efficiency would increase as it became a familiar
concept to consumers. The lEA has listed several ways that governments can raise
awareness including information tools and reducing government energy consumption in
to be an example to emulate.’^' For example, energy efficiency labelling on purchases
has been one o f the most effective information tools to confront buyers with product
energy information.

In 1996 Ukraine had plans to implement such a labelling

programme for consumer appliances. Showcasing government compliance with energy
standards is another positive non-interventionist method to familiarize the public with
energy efficiency. Together, these methods for increasing awareness will create the
market potential for energy efficient appliances, which will in turn raise the visibility
even more.

Conclusions
Ukraine’s high energy consumption has been responsible for some o f the most
widespread environmental problems the country has faced. Simultaneously, however,
energy demands have pushed the country into the com er politically and economically.
The dominance of these associated factors has shown that environmental vulnerabilities
security in Ukraine continued to occupy a very low or non-existent place on the
government’s priority scale throughout Ukraine’s first ten years.
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In a variety of situations, in a variety o f ways, energy conservation has offered
Ukraine not only the best and most cost-effective method o f decreasing environmental
pollution, but also some respite from the economic and political pressures. Introducing
new technology in industries, increasing efficiency o f consumer products and reducing
transport waste all have potentially high returns on investment with environmental and
economic paybacks.
Despite this, when these laws or programmes were implemented, they were done
half-heartedly, with little follow-through and frequent backtracking.

Financial

assistance, though promised by law, has been non-existent. Vadim Diukanov wrote:
Since 1994, Ukraine has proclaimed its introduction o f new energy
policies. [...] [However,] many of the energy policies adopted and applied
to date give little significance to energy-environment interactions,
provide disincentives for energy-efficient project investment, and set
misleading and perverse economic signals.
In fact, Ukraine has faltered through the most basic restructuring reforms.
As has become clear, the threat of air pollution as a national security issue is an
example o f security policymakers biting off more than they can chew. There is no doubt
that energy-related air pollution is a major health problem in Ukraine and that the fuel
cycle is the main culprit for greenhouse gases. But at the grade o f short-term cost-benefit
where Ukraine is currently operating, policy that would begin to resolve these particular
environmental security threats would conflict with the staggering energy security
problem. Or, at least if not conflict, these policies might be perceived as wasting
resources on an energy problem that is not quite as fundamental to national survival as
reconciling the question o f energy supply.
Instead o f this conclusion pointing to a complete failure o f securitization o f a
threat, it might be more appropriate to consider it as an indication o f mistaken
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securitization. In other words, security strategists in Ukraine might have more success
leaving energy-related air pollution as a problem for environmental protection alone. At
this stage in Ukraine’s development, there are several indications that air pollution might
be best served separate from the security sector. First, Western IR scholars have been
clear in their warnings that countries can be tempted into oversecuritization and that few
countries can juggle the resources needed to tackle their optimal national security
strategy. Second, it has been obvious that when it comes to security choices between
addressing energy supply or air pollution threats in Ukraine, energy supply has regularly
won out. For this reason, it there seems to be a greater potential for environmental
benefits if these issues remained under the complete control o f environmental protection
and monitoring agencies.

Similarly, a third reason to separate energy-related air

pollution from security strategy is that the fuel and energy sector in Ukraine has
continued to be heavily linked with corrupt business practices.

Allowing the

securitization of this particular environmental problem in Ukraine’s current conditions
has placed it into a direct battle with corruption at the highest levels. Although making
it a matter for Minekobezpeky would certainly not mean that these corruption problems
could be completely avoided, a low-profile approach might turn out to be more feasible
for the near future.
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THE BASIC NECESSITY FOR AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY o f clean water to sustain life
has placed water quality in the center of environmental security discussions.

The

complexity o f this issue is multiplied by w ater’s role in transport, industry, energy
production, and recreation - all activities that expose water to potential contamination.
Even in water-rich countries the quality of water can be threatened. Thus, for all
countries, ‘a secured supply o f water and control o f river flow must be cornerstones in
national planning and development’.’
Further complicating these issues are the many cases in which domestic water
conditions are dependent on the policies of neighbouring countries. Worldwide, there
are over 200 river and lake watershed areas shared by two or more countries and these
basins compose 47 percent o f the earth’s land area. Despite the signing o f over 300
treaties specifically concerning shared waters worldwide, ‘coordinated and integrated
management o f international river basins is still extremely rare’}
Situated along the Black Sea coast and the mouth o f the Danube, Ukraine is a
prime example o f the international dimension in water relations. In terms o f national
security concerns, this means that water has been an extremely vulnerable component o f
a country’s environmental and economic health due to its high exposure to foreign
sources of harm. This vulnerability is one of the most difficult aspects o f the relationship
between water and national security, which exists in several different dimensions.
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First, like other natural resources, water quality can be a casualty in military
conflicts. Reports of Danube pollution resulting from the Balkans conflict were graphic
in details of the spills, explosions, and leaks that had occurred in areas affected by the
fighting.^ Though this manifestation o f a pollution risk clearly relates to security, it is
a direct consequence o f military activity and, thus, belongs to the turbid zone in which
environmental security values are attached to military security affairs. (This subject was
addressed in the first chapter and to avoid confusion such cases will not be used as
examples here.)
Other traditional military concerns have also been linked to water: river water has
been pinpointed as the most likely renewable resource to provoke an interstate war."* As
part o f his well-known studies into environmental change and conflict, Homer-Dixon
found that environmental acute conflict is most probable under conditions in which a
downstream riparian country is highly dependent on that source and the country believes
that it has sufficient military power to decide the issue with violence. Water scarcity
issues have played a major role in world politics, especially as seen in conflicts over use
o f the Jordan, Ganges, and Nile rivers.^
Additionally, Ukraine’s geographical position, which is discussed in detail later,
has meant that policymakers must consider both strategic upstream and downstream
possibilities for controlling water flow and water quality. With the exception o f the
Southern Buh, all o f Ukraine’s major rivers are international and over 90 percent o f the
country’s territory lies in the Black Sea basin. As seen in the map on the following
pages, the rivers and basins transform national problems into international threats and
heighten the significance o f Ukraine’s relations with neighbours and responsible water
management decisions.

V

-

Source: UN FAO Document Repository, [http://www.fao.org/documents].

Regardless of the quantity of water available in a given country, maintaining the
required quantity of water at an acceptable quality requires a complex program. A
responsible national water management scheme is needed to control this quality-quantity
balance. Under present-day climatic conditions, the earth maintains a constant level of
available freshwater, meaning that levels are basically determined by human
consumption. Wastewater and other pollution affect the balance in that they make the
water supply unsuitable for use. These can include threats like salinization, nitrate
pollution, eutrophication, pesticide use, sedimentation, dams and irrigation, municipal
effluent, human and animal excrement, mining, solvent waste, acidification (especially
from acid rain), radioactive contamination, and the impacts of climate change (droughts
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and floods).^ Extensive development of water resources through damming and irrigation,
as took place in Soviet Ukraine, also fundamentally change the nation’s water systems.
Thus, even though the earth as a whole maintains a constant water level, there is
a great potential for fluctuation in separate countries based on consequences o f
consumption, pollution, and overdevelopment. The conditions in Ukraine have led to the
situation in which the country’s water resources ‘have become the main limiting factor
for socioeconomic development of the country’.^ While he was Deputy Minister at
Minekobezpeky, Shevchuk characterized the problem o f adequate water supply as the
main problem facing Ukraine.*
The most sensitive consumer group to lowered water quality has been residential
users. When countries are chronically unable - either through neglect, poor planning,
or other reasons - to meet their own drinking water needs with adequate amounts o f
cleaned water, health effects are visible in the population. For example, as the home of
the Amazon, Brazil does not have scarcity problems. Yet in Brazil, an ‘emphasis on
hydro-electric operation has led to the neglect o f other aspects of water management and
the shortage of resources for sewage treatment now presents a significant threat to
health’ ^
Though it may seem the health effects o f water pollution are be small or
avoidable in comparison with, for example, the widespread effects o f air pollution, this
is only true when there is access to alternative supplies. In areas where households
depend on surface water or shallow wellwater, the ‘poor management o f sewage may
result in people being exposed to a range of infectious diseases, via contamination o f
drinking water supplies where distribution networks are in poor condition, or via
recreational activities such as boating or swimming that bring them in contact with
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fact, some estimates have suggested that eighty percent o f all

diseases worldwide are ‘related to abuse o f sanitary standards o f water supply’."
In Ukraine in particular, garden wells used for drinking water are dug to depths
o f just 5 to 20 m and collect runoff from rainwater, atmospheric pollution, snow, and
topsoil, creating conditions by which the well-users ‘are poisoning themselves’.’^
Inferior water quality in Ukraine has been linked to illnesses including stomach ulcers,
cholelithiasis, cholecystitis, respiratory diseases, stenocardia, and heart attacks, as well
as outbreaks o f cholera and hepatitis. " Clearly, if a situation exists in which the national
water supply system does not meet basic needs, then threats to human health cannot be
dismissed. The high incidence o f these diseases, which is discussed in more detail later,
shows that, in fact, health problems can provide some o f the clearest evidence for water
quality as a part of national security. Moreover, the nearness o f these epidemics to the
EU also should raise regional security concerns.
The health problems themselves are not the environmental security threats, but
they are consequences of the failure to address those vulnerabilities that are a part of
environmental security. In other words, they are symptoms o f the lack o f security. First,
the dependence on clean water for even the lowest levels o f a functional economy and
healthy population support the inclusion o f water as a national value and a security
concern. National legislation to protect water quality and treatment and sewerage
systems are all critical for addressing this facet o f water and environmental security.
Second, water quality resembles traditional security concerns in that it is susceptible to
external threats. This has several consequences for environmental security. Shared
waters and mutual pollution fears require diplomatic relations for cooperative efforts
based on watershed basins. Additionally, a country must be prepared to address pollutant
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sources not originating in its own territory and to answer for its own pollution problems,
which can also traverse state lines. This case study considers these aspects o f water
quality and environmental security in Ukraine.

National water institutions
World and E U experience
Water law, water policy, and water administration have been identified as the three
components o f national water institutions based on a recent World Bank-funded study
o f twelve countries. As proposed by authors Saleth and Dinar, water law involved areas
like the legal treatment of water and related resources, water rights, accountability, and
conflict resolution. This was complemented by water policy, which detailed project
selection criteria, pricing, water transfers, and integration, as well as economic policies.
The final component was water administration, which set out structural components,
finance, regulation, accountability mechanisms and established informational, research,
and technical capabilities for water in stitu tio n s.T h e se three components exposed the
broad policy areas that have been associated with a country’s water regime and can help
pinpoint areas for reform.
Specifically by looking at desired characteristics for water institutions, Saleth and
Dinar have praised flexibility and adaptability as crucial for national planning. This
‘progressive nature o f water institution’ can be gauged with the following criteria. First,
its adaptive capacity was ‘indicative o f the flexible nature [...] to change with time and
space’. Second, its scope for innovation allowed the institution ‘to acquire new and more
appropriate institutional structure’. Third, its openness for change has ‘suggest [ed] the
absence of institutional rigidity’. Finally, its ability to tackle emerging problems
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indicated ‘performance efficiency even with changing resource realities within the water
sector’.'^ These characteristics, which have been generally desirable in environmental
planning, were noticeably absent from the gargantuan Soviet institutions. Thus, the
appearance o f such features in Ukraine could be taken as an indication o f positive
reforms.
A recent model of major reform and institution building in the water sector can
be seen in the EU experience. According to John Briscoe, water management in the EU
developed with the approach of ‘set-the-standards-and-then-raise-the-money’ so that by
1997, ‘the magnitude o f investments required to meet the standards is staggering’.'^
Even at the high pace o f current investments in Germany, Briscoe estimated that it would
take forty years to meet existing water quality standards.
By the late 1990s, EU environmental norms have evolved to such high standards
that meeting the regulations had become a major hurdle for EU membership.

Its

Environmental Action Programme had five developmental periods (1973-1976, 19771981, 1982-1986, 1987-1992, and 1993-2000).

The first four periods have been

described as reactive (determining the extent o f damage, evaluating scarcity problems,
and encouraging anti-pollution measures).

Only the fifth stage, called ‘Toward

Sustainability’ took a proactive stance and looked at water resource management.'^
In the early 1990s, the then-European Community developed its Ecological Water
Quality Directive, which required members to return rivers, lakes, and coastal waters to
natural purity levels. Although that requirement has been criticized for being unrealistic,
the plan’s objective to develop enforceable common standards on freshwater supply was
seen as much more achievable. Once this directive was in place, the legislation on water
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in the EU was praised as being amongst the ‘more complete and comprehensive bodies
o f community legislation on the environment’.'*
One major lesson for Ukraine from EU experience has been how water quality
improvement objectives can be protected from changes in national economic downturns.
This can be seen specifically in the case of the UK. Pre-EU water pollution policy there
was described as fraught with ‘administrative discretion, accommodative and
technocratic approaches and relatively closed policy communities’, which fostered the
existence o f ‘an accommodating approach toward industrial concerns’.'^ However,
following the implementation o f EU standards, when recessions hit the UK in the late
1980s and early 1990s, there was not a weakening in regulation as the government was
allowed less discretion.^''

In the UK, the subjective flexibility was removed by

strengthening water protection standards against economic fluctuations. The descriptions
o f the discretionary and technocratic character o f former UK water management practices
are curiously similar to the vocabulary used to describe Soviet institutions. Although the
long time line in the EU example has suggested that it would be premature to expect
similar programmes in Ukraine, the seriousness o f current water quality problems in
Ukraine has added urgency to the resolution o f these problems.
In the Soviet Union
As in other areas of natural resources management, water quality conditions in Ukraine
have reflected the neglect and abuse left from years o f Soviet administration. At the time
o f independence in 1991, the water legislation in effect in the USSR dated from 1970,
with just one amendment in 1980.
According to ‘The Fundamentals o f Water Legislation o f the USSR and the
Union Republics’, the state had full control over water resources. The main objectives
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in this programme included ensuring rational use o f water for the population and
industry, addressing the problem of eutrophication, and minimizing anthropogenic and
natural disaster impacts on water bodies.^' Although by 1991 the declared guidelines of
Soviet water policy were long outdated, even the old goals had not been met.
The designated use o f the water and its geographical location determined the
ministry or committee responsible for its monitoring. Minpryroda coordinated interministerial efforts, monitored anthropogenic impacts, and organized inspections.
Goskomgidromet monitored water that was not impacted directly by pollution and also
compiled the State Water Register. Other bodies involved in regulating and monitoring
included Minvodkhoz, the Ministry o f Geology, the State Committee o f Sanitary and
Epidemiological Inspection, and the Ministry o f Fisheries.^^
Monitoring for selected pollutants began in surface waters under the 1964-1969
Five Year Plan. With the increase of anthropogenic influence on water, this monitoring
network eventually expanded to include more irrigated land and industrial and mining
sites. By 1990, Goskomgidromet had over four thousand observation sites placed at
monitoring points at over two thousand lakes, rivers, and reservoirs. In Ukraine alone,
244 observation sites monitored 136 rivers, eight lakes, and fifteen reservoirs, with
144,532 individual samples taken in 1991. However, when considering the expanse o f
the territory, a Russian ecologist has charged this provided only an approximate
evaluation.^^ Even so, by the end o f the USSR the relatively massive scope o f the
monitoring programme was one o f the more positive aspects o f Soviet water
management.
When the plan was conceived in 1970, the scientific principles behind the
network were fairly comparable with systems being used in other countries at the time.
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However, the flexibility and adaptability mentioned by Saleth and Dinar were decidedly
lacking in these institutions.

This meant that by 1990, Soviet water management

organizations remained at nearly the same level as in 1970. Many o f the point-source
(effluent) locations were overlooked in the monitoring system, including data on storm
and domestic sewerage discharge and wastewaters from livestock farms, which are a
major source o f eutrophication-causing nutrients. Soviet wastewater statistics calculated
only water passing through communal systems - this overlooked both untreated
wastewaters that were released directly into water bodies and also runoff from drainage

systems.^"^
Moreover, when samples were taken, only ten to fifteen variables were measured,
making it impossible to create a picture o f general toxicity and contaminant
concentrations. Up to 1991, checks were not made for chlorinated organic compounds,
which have since proven to be a chronic problem for drinking water in Ukraine,
especially in Kyïv. Even o f the variables checked, ‘numerous reasons made the data
unreliable and the results could deviate by an order o f magnitude or more from the true
values’. O n e journalist has charged that Soviet water norms were not even compatible
with WHO requirements and, thus, were ‘o f no use to our [Ukrainian] people’. T h e
policymaking problems that would arise from such a lack o f information are evident.
The overall structure o f the Soviet monitoring system created serious
complications for environmental protection. In short, these systemic flaws have been
identified as: an indistinct legal framework; lack o f distinct goals; unclear distribution
o f responsibilities and poor coordination amongst agencies; use o f outdated scientific
principles for modelling; and absence o f programmes tailored for specific major water
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bodies.^^ The transfer of these traits to Ukrainian institutions would bring similar results
to those seen in the Soviet Union, and this is considered in the following sections.
In Ukraine
Extensive legislation in the water sector was produced in the executive and legislative
branches of the Ukrainian government throughout the 1990s. But as late as 1997, the UN
Food and Agriculture Organization maintained that the principal components o f
Ukrainian water sector legislation were rooted in Soviet laws.^* And as will be seen,
there has also been extensive criticism from within Ukraine.
The 1995 Water Code set out the main principles for water management in
Ukraine.

According to this law, water is state property and can be transferred to

individuals only for consumption. In all stages o f development and use, the rational use
o f water is required within the limits dictated for health protection and meeting drinking
needs. These water rights and privileges of Ukrainian citizens are ensured through the
work of the Rada and city councils of People’s Deputies. Separate plenary powers have
also been transferred to local executive bodies in some cases.
The code established authority o f policymakers over particular water bodies
based on their designation as national or local. The first group included internal seas,
territorial seas, groundwater used for central water supply, surface waters that are located
on a territory greater than one oblast^ water bodies in nature preserves, and water bodies
where remediation activities are being carried out. In addition to groundwater that is not
used for the centralized water supply, water bodies that are located entirely within one
oblast and that do not drain into national water bodies make up the group that is
designated as local.
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Article 36 on ‘Standards of Ecological Security o f Water Usage’ developed a
protocol for estimating water usage for residential and economic consumption to
guarantee a reasonable supply. Mainly this article looked at managing water scarcity.
Still, the quantity-quality balance was considered as this law demanded the ability to
maintain ecologically acceptable levels of quality in water bodies and also the ability to
make that water safe for usage. Also, consumption estimates were required to ensure that
water systems could meet demand. However, implementation o f this particular law has
fallen short as is shown by the Ukrainian water systems that have regularly failed to meet
the quality norms.
Provisions in the code have been made for maximum allowable concentrations
o f substances whereby the permissible concentrations are dependent on the designated
usage o f the water in question. This sliding scale for ambient quality water, common to
many developed states, has allowed looser requirements according to the designated use
o f the water. This practice raises questions, however, when one major water body, the
Dnipro, provides 80 percent o f the water supply and is used for all types o f consumption.
Moreover, the Water Code simply adopted the same ambient standards that had been in
use since 1982 in the Soviet Union. Minzdorov and Derzhkomstandart have still been
working on new standards through 1998.

Articles 36 and 37 designated bodies

responsible for determining the concentrations.

Minzdorov and the National

Commission of Radiation Protection for the Population determined quality standards for
drinking and agricultural use and the Ministry o f Fisheries managed standards for water
bodies used for fishing. Broader ecological standards were determined by collaboration
o f Minekobezpeky and Minzdorov. Once again, this creates a problem with ambiguous
authority over water standards when the Dnipro serves so many purposes.
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Differentiation for quality standards is also made with respect to the point-source
(effluent) and non-point-source (diffuse sources, like run-off) concentrations o f water
pollution entering the nation’s waterways. (In contrast to overall ambient quality o f a
water body regulated by Article 37, these maximum allowable concentrations limited the
concentrations permitted to enter the water bodies from designated sources.) Overall,
water users were limited by Article 70, which restricted the dumping o f any wastewater
to concentrations within norms. The allowable volume and temperature o f polluted
waste were also discussed here. However, some cases o f non-point source pollution, like
rainwater and urban run-off on streets, cannot be controlled directly and various
regulating bodies all have authority for these limits.
•

According to Articles 39 and 40, Minekobezpeky has the power to develop the
limits for effluents from industrial use. Minekobezpeky also names technologyspecific abatement devices for the processing o f discharge.

•

Article 65 addressed the pollution resulting from irrigation run-off. This article
required that agricultural users take steps during drainage to prevent erosion o f
land, which leads to excess sedimentation in water bodies. However, the article
did not clarify what steps must be taken or explain how it will be determined if
users are in compliance.

•

The conditions for dumping of mining wastewater into water bodies is controlled
by Minekobezpeky as stated in Article 72. The article also included requirements
or abatement devices to be used in order to guarantee lowered levels o f
mineralization before dumping.
Major problems over jurisdiction were created in Article 93, which placed limits

on the development o f lands in the immediate area o f water bodies with the creation of
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Within these zones, the usage o f pesticides has been

forbidden, as has raising livestock, dumping solid wastes, releasing uncleaned waters,
and zoning cemeteries. The established protected zone extends along the river’s length
and the zone’s width is determined by the size o f the river.

The CabMin, not

Minekobezpeky, held control over these rights and establishing zones for each river. As
is discussed in greater depth in the chapter on chernozem protection, this article o f the
Water Code is in direct conflict with the Land Code over jurisdiction rights for these
protected lands.
Finally, Article 112 concerned Ukraine’s obligations for international agreements.
This article stipulated that if Ukraine has signed into an international agreement with
more stringent standards than in Ukrainian law requires, then the standards of the
international agreement should be applied.
The law ‘On Protection o f Interior Seas and Territorial Water Against Pollution
and Fouling’ was issued in February 1996 by the CabMin.

This law revised the

restrictions on dumping within norms. In the event o f ambient levels exceeding norms,
this law reserved the state’s right to implement temporary restrictions on dumping. This
type o f emergency seizure o f power fits within standard security measures and therefore
provides an example of the state taking at least legal aspects o f environmental security
concerns into account.
Roles o f state institutions in water monitoring and quality have been established
in a number o f orders and decrees, including the orders ‘On the introduction o f the state
water department’ (April 1996), ‘On the realization o f state monitoring o f water’ (July
1996), and ‘On the confirmation o f the position on the state system o f environment’ (30
January 1998). These orders stipulated that Minekobezpeky coordinate activities among
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the State Sanitary Epidemiological Service (part o f Minzdorov), Derzhvodhosp,
Derzhkomheolohyi, Derzkomhidromet, Derzhzhytlokomunhosp, and other bodies
involved in water monitoring.
Minekobezpeky has handled prognoses in areas where there are existing and
anticipated sources o f wastewater dumping, at the surface and groundwater sources for
the centralized water supply for agricultural and residential consumers, and in the
exclusive economic zones in international waters. Derzhkomhidromet has collected data
at reservoirs and in some surface waters. Derzhvodhosp and Derzhkomhidromet together
have evaluated changes in the qualitative and quantitative composition o f water and
geomorphology of lakes and water reservoirs. Derzhvodhosp has overseen water usage.
Derzhkomheoloyi has observed changes in the levels and quantity o f groundwater.
These various monitoring activities in Ukraine can be divided into three categories based
on the type of pollution threat.
First, background monitoring has involved a systematic observation o f water
quality at sites that are minimally exposed to anthropogenic influences and handled by
Derzhkomhidromet and Derzhkomheolohyi.
Second, general monitoring has included areas under anthropogenic influence and
specialized monitoring needs and involves the development and accepting o f decisions
on effective use and preservation of water resources. The monitoring o f water bodies
with respect to the sources of pollution and is done by Minekobezpeky,
Derzhkomhidromet, and Derzhkomheolohyi.

Specialized monitoring for water

threatened by anthropogenic activities is carried out by various agencies depending on
the designated use: agricultural use and water supply stations (Derzhvodhosp), drinking
water (State Sanitary Epidemiological Service), observations for scientific goals
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(Minekobezpeky), fulfilling treaty obligations (Minekobezpeky and Derzhkomhidromet),
and

monitoring

o f shores

and

shoreline

territory

(Derzhkomhidromet

and

Derzhvodhosp).
Finally, crisis monitoring is done for water bodies in high risk zones with more
detailed

observations

and

is

also

handled

by

multiple

state

authorities.

Derzhkomhidromet oversees wastes and water in estuaries, hydrometerological
parameters, hydrobiological, and hydrochemical observations in the quality o f surface
waters and exclusive economic zones. Minekobezpeky has responsibility for pollution
in domestic and international sea and high-risk exclusive economic zones and in surface
areas hit by

accidents

or blighted by unsanctioned

dumping.

Likewise,

Derzhkomheolohyi works on groundwater accidents and Derzhvodhosp handles
accidents in water reservoirs.^^ Clearly, these numerous jurisdictional divisions, when
exacerbated by the information sharing difficulties, have created significant barriers to
diminishing threats.
Despite the number o f decrees on monitoring, one official from a Minekobezpeky
research institute in Kharkiv has written that the decrees established only ‘general
principles of cooperation’ amongst the water monitoring authorities. In his opinion, ‘the
departmental fragments involved in state water monitoring at present time do not observe
standard technical and methodical unity in the gathering o f primary data, as well as in its
storage, processing, and presentation’. He has found that laws lack ‘the foundation [...]
for an integrated system o f national water monitoring [and] its harmonious and effective
functioning’ and maintained that there can be no improvement in environmental
conditions in Ukraine until structural changes have been made.^®
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There is also practical evidence to support his argument. For example, data,
prognoses, and recommendations collected and made by the monitoring ministries and
departments are received by the CabMin and by oblast administrations. However, as
mentioned earlier, this information that is passed on does not integrate the separate data
submitted by individual major polluters who have permits to dump waste or recycle
waters.
Data compilation problems have been one symptom o f structural problems in
water monitoring. Frequently, existing laws work to deprive lawmakers o f accurate data
that would help them in making future laws. For example, Ukrainian statistics have
shown the largest polluters o f water resources are industrial users: specifically the pulp
and paper, chemical, iron and steel, and non-ferrous metallurgy industries, which account
for 38 percent o f all untreated waters in Ukraine.^' However, the industries continue to
provide figures on their own waste production. The conflict o f interest and potential
problems are self-evident. Regional monitoring agencies are also forced to rely on selfreported figures from industry in some areas o f Ukraine. World Bank authors working
in FSU states have described water quality data as ‘erratic’ and difficult to analyse. In
their opinion, it is even more difficult to obtain reliable data on Ukrainian water quality
than for data on ambient air quality
These information supply problems have been reminiscent o f the Soviet system
and have created the probability that water management and pollution problems that
developed in the Soviet era will continue to hamper environmental protection efforts in
Ukraine. For example, it was noted that the ‘compartmentalization o f water resource
management in the USSR caused innumerable conflicting interests with each government
body claiming as much water as it needed without regard to the requirements o f others’
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And, as described above, this division of monitoring duties has been carried over in
Ukraine.
In addition, critics in Ukraine have singled out certain laws for their declarative
nature, a criticism that has been applied to Soviet laws as well. In these laws, goals are
made into law without programmes to foresee their completion.

For example, the

presidential order ‘On measures concerning state support for the water management and
amelioration complex’ (23 August 1998) declared the priority o f the social sphere in
water development and guaranteed the right to safe drinking water. It also called for
introducing water conservation technology into branches o f the national economy.
Although the ideas in the law would work well within a national programme, experts
have declared it impossible to implement without additional laws.^'^
In addition to structural difficulties, there have been financial hurdles. After
independence, Minzdorov continued the implementation o f measures (approved in 1989
and 1990) to improve drinking water standards until 1996. This national programme
commenced in 1991 with the following modest goals: to supply pure artesian water
where available and to expand use of the wells; to develop and install effective local
facilities for producing quality potable water; and to improve upon existing technologies
and to develop new ones for purification at Ukrainian water treatment plants. However,
insufficient material and technical resources meant that quality was improved in only
thirteen communities across the country
In 1997 the CabMin began development o f another programme that aimed to
guarantee the supply o f quality drinking water for the Ukrainian population.

The

programme was composed o f a series o f tasks for improving financial conditions of
private enterprises involved in water supply and treatment, creating a legal base for their
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activities, developing technological regulations for the water network and canals, and
implementing water and energy conservation technologies in the water treatment
processes. O f the parts to the plan, only the EBRD projects in Lviv and Zaporizhzhia
received any financial support - and these were the only components that were
undertaken.^^
Absence of budget support is also among problems encountered by USAID
workers in the major project with Lviv Vodokanal (LVK) discussed later in this chapter.
Because o f its status as a loss-making enterprise, LVK has been unable to fund its own
system improvements. Yet even though it is in fact a public-owned company, LVK is
unlikely to receive national budget funds for systems improvement because o f the lack
o f an ‘effective state programme of economic and social development’.^^
A further example is seen at the city in Kyiv. Pleso, a company which monitors
the capital’s water resources, estimated that 10 million Hr (around $2.5 million) would
be sufficient to ameliorate surface water problems in municipal lakes. But through July
1999, they had only received 1.7 million Hr (around $420,000) from the city
administration and nothing from the state. For several months, Pleso was unable to pay
employees’ salaries, never mind carrying out programmes to print brochures, operate
telephone help lines, or post warnings at unsafe lakes to replace ones that were stolen for
scrap metal the previous year.^^
Although its 1994 PC A with the EU obligated Ukraine to work toward
harmonizing its legislation with that o f the European Union, Ukraine is still in the first
o f three phases in the process.^^ One recent study o f the harmonization o f Ukrainian
water law with EU standards declared that ‘the process o f formation o f the system o f
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water legislation is still far from complete’ and specifically criticized the national water
programme o f being adrift without basic foundations o f water policy
The cumulative consequences of these legislative and structural problems are
witnessed by the lingering and even worsening problems with water quality since 1991.
Even by 1998, one author charged: ‘Currently in Ukraine, neither the technical nor the
sanitary-hygienic reliability of the operation o f the water supply system is guaranteed.
[...] As a consequence o f ageing and fatigue o f equipment, the threat o f major
technological and ecological catastrophes and accidents is growing; social safety, the
water supply system, and clean water have all been pushed aside.
Such observations have betrayed the fact that despite new laws, there have not
been sufficient changes in actual practices in water management since independence.
While environmental protection in water management has been this poor, it can hardly
be claimed that Ukraine has been successful in protecting water quality as a security
value. This raises the question: To what extent might more general reform conditions
be obstructing progress in new water management practices?
The validity of considering these other aspects o f reform in Ukraine is supported
by the previously discussed survey of national water institutions by Saleth and Dinar.
They noted that ‘political and legal commitments to declared policies, though necessary,
are not sufficient in the face o f administrative inadequacy and other bottlenecks including
the structural basis o f [the] political system. [...] The economic factors including
macroeconomic reforms and trade policy also play a strong role in providing impetus for
institutional changes within water sectors’.'*^

Therefore, even if the legal and

administrative basis o f Ukraine’s water institutions are sound, failures in other sectors
make the tasks o f improving drinking water quality unfeasible.
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Residential water use in Ukraine
The culmination o f decades of poor management in water quality and the resulting
impact on the population’s health has appeared as the clearest and most urgent indicator
o f the need to improve and to maintain water quality in Ukraine. At the international
Water and Health ‘98 conference in Odesa, the collaborative conclusion was: ‘The
ecological situation o f Ukraine is continually worsening and is on the verge o f a
catastrophe. [...] And as the majority o f harmful materials eventually make their way, in
some quantity or another into water, the pollution o f sources o f drinking water can be
identified as one of the factors that most negatively impacts the population’s health.
Water pollution and health
Infant mortality rates are used as an indicator o f health problems resulting from water
supply and a World Bank-funded study that addressed water quality in CEE and FSU
states identified a significant increase in the group o f ‘NIS Northwest’ states - Belarus,
Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine - from 1990 ( 16 deaths per 1,000 live births) to 1995 ( 17
deaths per 1,000). By 2001, the CIA World Factbook reported that infant mortality in
Ukraine had worsened to 21.4 deaths per 1,000 live births. The authors o f the World
Bank study concluded that the worsening rate from Ukraine in particular ‘suggests a
significant problem [with water quality
(Infant mortality cannot be considered to be an entirely accurate gauge o f water
quality as average income, education, and urbanization all impact the rate.

In

consideration o f this, the World Bank study held these socioeconomic variables constant
to reveal infant mortality in Ukraine is still higher than average that would be
expected.)'*^
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Other studies have warned that although the government has found itself unable
to finance new treatment systems, ‘the eventual damage to the population’s health may
be much more expensive than the costs o f alternative methods o f water treatment’/*
Indeed, in 1995, the incidence o f general infectious diseases in Ukraine increased 2.1
times and diphtheria death rates jumped by 2.7 times. In November 1995, Minzdorov
acknowledged that the poor water supply system in Ukraine was the main pathway for
spreading infectious diseases.'^^ It is estimated that over the period from 1995 to 1998,
outbreaks o f Hepatitis A alone have inflicted over $300 million o f damage to the
economy
A 1997 study by the Institute of Epidemiology and Infectious Diseases in Kyiv
found that viruses frequently identified in its samples included three types o f poliovirus,
Coxsackie A and B, and other unidentified viruses (over 150,000 samples were taken
from 1982-1993). Moreover, detections were made at all stages o f the treatment cycle:
before treatment, after mechanical purification, from settlers, from aeration tanks, and
after biological treatment.'^^ Cholera, which is contracted through water, has continued
to be a major problem in Ukraine’s summertime water supply. Testing in July 1999 by
the Centre o f Government Epidemiological Monitoring revealed cholera bacteria in
thirty-one reservoirs in Donetsk, eleven in Dnipropetrovsk, four in Zaporizhzhia, and one
in Kharkiv (and also suggested the likelihood of other undetected sources in existence).
This same month in Kyiv, Pleso reported that o f the capital’s 100 lakes, only six were
considered safe for recreational use.*’
The short-term costs o f raising water quality standards and protecting the
environment may seem prohibitively expensive in times o f a cash crisis. Yet Ukraine is
in the unfortunate position o f experiencing the long-term effects o f neglect even though
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its own national programme is less than ten years old. Owing to the consequences o f
Soviet rule, conditions in Ukraine at present are offering a glimpse of what will continue
until investments are made beyond simple maintenance costs.
Aside from the threat of infectious diseases from inadequately treated water,
testing in Ukraine has identified the presence o f dangerous anthropogenic pollutant
threats, which can also contribute to the mortality statistics discussed above when given
a pathway for human exposure.
Organochlorine pesticides, including DDT (banned in the USSR in 1972, but
produced until 1989) have still been detected in independent Ukraine, especially in the
Odesa, Mykolaïv, and Donetsk ohlastiN Despite the severe decrease in fertilizer and
pesticide use in the 1990s, about 19 million tons o f fertilizer a year were still being used
in Ukraine in 1994, with an average application o f 140 kg/ha. Migration rates through
soil to the groundwater table vary between 6 to 30 percent depending on the composition
o f the fertilizer and soil.”
Drinking water has been found to suffer ‘contamination by nitrates, phosphates,
heavy metals, petroleum products, pesticides, radionuclides,

and pathogenic

microorganisms’, obviously causing ‘serious difficulties in supplying the population with
potable water o f required quality’.” As about 75 percent o f the water used in Ukrainian
municipal water utilities comes from surface water, the national supply is more
susceptible to pollution than in a country that relies upon groundwater, which has the
benefit of soil to help as a partial protective barrier and filter.
More recently, dioxin became a concern in Ukrainian drinking water after the
Belgian dioxin scare in 1999. When dioxin accumulates in humans, it has been linked
to rises in cancer illnesses, immuno-deficiencies complications, and nervous system
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disorders. Dioxin, which was detected in drinking water in Kyiv, Moscow, and other
European cities in 1989, was a closed topic in the Soviet Union because o f its military
origins. A KyiV journalist addressed the potential for dioxin contamination in Ukraine,
naming several industrial sources. These included: chemical industries that use chlorine,
like NPO ‘Krasitel’ in Rubezhn and ‘Khimprom’ in Pervomaisk; other industries,
especially paper mills that use uncovered water reservoirs; the numerous sunken refuse
dumps containing herbicides and pesticides that exist across the country; and metallurgy
factories in Dnipropetrovsk, Dniprodzerzhinsk, Zaporizhzhia, and the tyre factory in Bela
Tserkva. Unlike the contamination via food products as happened in Belgium, the
journalist concluded that in Ukraine, the most likely pathway from these industries to
humans would be tap water.
By 1999 in Ukraine, dioxin levels were not regulated either in drinking water or
in food products. Although Ukraine has the technical ability to test for dioxin at selected
labs, in response to the amplified attention to dioxin threats in 1999, Derzhkomstandart
prepared a series o f proposals to form a government programme for dioxin.

The

Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences and Derzhkomstandart have identified the need
to build a National Dioxin Centre, but they have not been able to raise the funding to
equip the lab.^^
Drinking water quality
When alternative sources o f clean water are available, it is typically not considered costeffective to address broader water pollution problems for the sake o f health concems.^^
Yet this is clearly not the case in Ukraine. For this reason, action must be taken in areas
o f reducing pollution entering the water system, improving sewage treatment, and
upgrading drinking water treatment.

However, the high cost o f water pollution
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prevention technology basically eliminates this option for the near future, suggesting that
immediate attention should be given to upgrading the treatment plants to modem
standards.
Technology in the capital’s water supply system is considered among the best in
Ukraine. Therefore, it seems fair to use technological problems in KyiV as a gauge for
scenarios in other Ukrainian treatment systems. As with most large Ukrainian cities,
KyiV draws water from the Dnipro. The city’s main water supplies are received from two
intake stations on the Dnipro and Desna rivers (line capacities are 480,000 mVday and
960,000 mVday, respectively), plus the over 100 wells at depths from 80-400 metres
located around the capital (providing approximately 250,000 mVday).^*
It would be incorrect to say that the Dnipro cannot provide potable water. But
even though modern technology is able to clean and treat wastes, when choosing a
drinking water source it is advisable to begin with the cleanest water possible. Yet as
one KyiV journalist has written:
Unfortunately, the waters o f the Dnipro and Desna are, by their
composition, far from desirable as a source for water supply. And the
matter is not just in the fact that these rivers simultaneously serve for
obtaining water and for dumping cleaned (and not very cleaned) wastes.
The creation o f the man-made reservoirs, which gave rise to and which
[...] produced the “coloured waters” [of blue-green algae growth] inflict
the greatest harm to the Dnipro.
Conditions in the Dnipro are not acceptable to meet West European standards for
drinking water. For example, Austrians near the head o f the Danube will not use the
water there for drinking, fishing, or swimming, but the quality o f water there is much
better than in the Desna and Dnipro water that flows into Kyiv’s water stations. In Paris,
the Seine is used for drinking water, but organic materials there are ten times lower than
the 40 to 50 mg/L concentrations in the Dnipro.^® Testing in May 1999 revealed that
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waters o f both the Dnipro and the Desna fit into ‘Category IV ’ water in the ranking
scheme used in Ukraine for water quality.^' This was an improvement from 1997 when
the Dnipro had been ranked as high as Category VI - Categories I and II are desired for
drinking water, while Categories IV and above are wastewater.
More importantly, although it is technically possible to produce drinking water
from Category IV water, Ukraine’s stations are not equipped to handle these levels of
pollutants. Honcharuk, director of the Institute o f Collodial Chemistry and Chemistry
o f Water o f the National Academy of Sciences, admitted that ‘all the technology at
[Ukraine’s] disposal is, in principle, not capable to produce quality drinking water from
this [Category IV water] ’N At present, treatment to remove bacterial and viral pollutants
in Ukrainian systems involves large quantities o f chlorine. However, the chlorination of
organic materials - like the algae present in river water - creates toxic chlorinated
organic compounds known as trihalomethanes, which have cumulative carcinogenic
effects, making the ‘cleaned’ water even more toxic.
Greenpeace became the first NGO to address the problem o f chlorination in CIS
countries when it carried out a series o f tests in major Ukrainian cities from 1991-1993
with follow-up testing in cities along the Dnipro in 1994. Greenpeace data showed
chloroform levels that exceeded Ukrainian maximum allowable concentrations by two
to five times and showed general trihalomethane levels that were much higher than these.
The water treatment problem in KyiV has also been the topic o f a recent scientific
investigation by the Laboratory of Environmental Studies at Taras Shevchenko
University in KyiV. Using equipment borrowed from Greenpeace, the scientists from
Shevchenko University measured chlorinated organic compounds in drinking water.
With these results and data from earlier tests on local river water and tap water, the
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investigation showed that before entering the treatment system the water contained
virtually none of the dangerous compounds. This indicated that the trihalomethanes were
created during treatment at Kyiv’s stations.
In the Kyiv’s tap water, the frequency o f detection o f these compounds ranged
from 500 to 100 pg/L, making the scientists hesitant to form concrete conclusions on the
prevalence of the compounds.^"* Other tests in May 1997 showed average readings in
Kyiv to be 96.0 pg/L.^^

Although the great variation in these numbers makes it

impossible to make any hard conclusions, inasmuch as the EU standard is just 1 pg/L,
there is clearly a major problem.
Technology exists to abate the problem; activated carbon filters can remove the
compounds after chlorination. Although the Dniprovskyi Water Treatment Plant in Kyiv
has been fitted with these since 1986, none of the more than fifty filters has been replaced
on schedule because o f the high costs involved.^^ The Dniprovskyi station also uses
ozone treatments alongside chlorination, however this is not a panacea and is regarded
with skepticism in some countries.^^
This issue has gained the attention o f Ukrainian officials, particularly Minzdorov,
Derzhkomzhytlokomunhosp, and leading academic and sectoral institutes. Greenpeace
representatives presented their test results and demands to a group containing Rada
deputies, ministers, scientific institutes, and K yïw odokanal in December 1994. In June
1995, the Kyiv City Council accepted a decision on financing a new system for treating
water at the Dniprovskyi station. By the end of 1996, the development plans were
complete and the National Academy o f Sciences had concluded that it was necessary to
replace the system with one that used non-chlorine technology and included more
effective removal o f organics in the first stages of the process.
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Instead o f taking action on the plan, Kyïw odokanal, which oversees the capital’s
system, tried to subvert the conclusions o f the scientists and campaigned for Minzdorov
to relax limits down to levels recommended by WHO for countries with low level of
development.

With looser limits, Kyïwodokanal could dismiss the demands of

Greenpeace. This move was met by more protests from Greenpeace, which threatened
to publish allegedly damming information on water quality. In response a few days later,
the Kyïv mayor signed an order agreeing to introduce alternative technology by the end
o f the decade.^*
On 5 November 1997, Minnauky issued an order for construction o f non-chlorine
technology for treating drinking water (No 324). As result o f the order, the private
enterprise Ukrvodbezpeka received an 800,000 Hr contract for the work and proposed
an alternative treatment accordingly. However, according to reports, the chemicals
(known by the commercial names Aquaton-5 and Aquaton-10) were practically unable
to lower the levels o f chlorine in the final stages o f treatment and, in fact, have been
identified as more dangerous for drinking water than the chlorine compounds themselves.
(The scandalous appearance o f the Minnauky order and contract, both o f which
allegedly were made ‘without reliable expert appraisal by qualified professionals’, has
been attacked by other ministries and scientists. Despite opposition from scientists at the
Institute of Collodial Chemistry and Chemistry of Water, who considered the work to be
‘incomplete, unconvincing, and, mainly, lacking in perspective’, Ukrvodbezpeka
received an additional 362,500 Hr in 1998 from Minnauky.

In April 1999

Ukrvodbezpeka was in line to receive 725,000 Hr from Minnauky and similar
programmes were proposed to city administrations in Kyïv (at a cost o f 360,000 Hr),
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Lviv (400,000 Hr), Komsomolske (Poltava oblast, 200,000 Hr), as well as in Odesa,
Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhia, and Donetsk.^^)
By 1999, the water treatment problems with the Dnipro became so severe that
Kyïv temporarily ceased using the Dnipro as a source o f drinking water. In March 1999
the National Academy of Sciences sent a letter to Kuchma regarding the critical level of
water quality and the Dnipro and offered concrete suggestions for improvement.^®
Eventually, this led to collaboration between the Institute o f Collodial Chemistry
and Chemistry of Water and the CabMin on the ‘Drinking Water for Ukraine’
programme. The Institute developed a high-level cleaning procedure for use in Ukraine,
but even though a conscious effort was made to keep costs low, the customized new
programme was too expensive for Ukraine - although some foreign governments have
expressed interest in buying the technology.
Water treatment and quality in Kyïv water have illustrated the lamentable state
o f affairs in Ukrainian systems. Not only are the cities faced with hopelessly polluted
source water, but treatment stations are overwhelmed, inadequate, and out-of-date. And
as in many other areas o f reform in Ukraine, funding problems and corruption also have
a part in blocking progress.
Investments fo r improving drinking water
A swift and encompassing solution to the treatment problem is needed as 30 million
people, including 22 million Ukrainians, were relying on the Dnipro for water in 1999.
This problem o f heavily polluted water indicates the need for Ukraine to recognize that
long-term programmes must keep water bodies cleaner and not just involve improved
water treatment. In 1995, Shevchuk wrote: ‘On the territory o f Ukraine there practically
does not remain a single groundwater horizon that can be designated as potable, where
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pesticides have not been detected, and in some regions [this is true] at depths o f400 m ’
A representative of the technological institute Ukrorhvodbud described the problem o f
supplying the population with quality drinking water as a complex web o f social,
ecological, and economic problems, which required not just major financial investments,
but an understanding o f the problem on the part o f the government and by each citizen.
In his view, the solution must encompass the whole technology o f the cycle, from water
source, to collection, cleaning, transport, and use.^^
A leading cause for water pollution in urban areas near water extraction points
has been inadequate sewerage systems. On the global level, untreated human waste has
been earmarked as the most widespread ecological pollutant.^^

Consequences of

domestic and municipal waste, ‘are highly damaging, for aside from rendering the water
unfit to drink, [they] raise the temperature of water supplies and add to sedimentation,
siltation and salinization’
These concerns have great relevance in FSU states, where the wastewater
treatment and sewerage systems were incapable o f fulfilling demand and treated water
inadequately even at lower volumes. Many large Socialist Bloc cities, like Kaunas,
Krakow, Minsk, and Riga, lacked even basic sewerage systems.
Even where the systems were built, the average Soviet-constructed treatment
plants that operate today process just 10 to 40 percent o f inorganic material and 90
percent o f organic material present, meaning that ‘most nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium
and almost all metals pass into the local water table’P In total, D. J. Peterson alleged that
‘in 1988, the USSR could adequately treat only 30 percent o f its sewage’.H o n c h a r u k
wrote that ‘all over the [Soviet Union], contaminated wastewater continues to be
discharged into sources of domestic and drinking water supply. Each year municipal
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sewerage systems alone [discharged] more than 1.5 billion m^ o f contaminated effluents
into water bodies’
The pollution entering water sources was a result of sewerage treatment systems
that were not built to handle the high concentration o f pollutants and the high volume of
water to be processed. The chart below shows the rapid increases o f wastewater over a
short three-year period for the USSR.
)ischarge of polluted wastewaters into waiter bodies of the former USSR
Wastewaters (in 10^ m^)

1985

1987

1988

Without treatment

6,850

6,677

8.062

Insufficiently treated

9,046

13,943

20,370

Total

15,896

20,620

28,432

Source; C hem ogaeva and L vov, ‘Water U se and the Influence o f A nthropogenic A ctiv ity ’, p. 74.

By 1990 the situation had deteriorated to the point that only 76.8 percent o f the
total wastewater requiring treatment was processed. And even then, only 29.9 percent
o f the ‘cleaned’ water met standards.

These difficulties continued despite an increase

in wastewater treatment facility capacity and a rise in the volume of recycled water in the
period 1985 to 1990. At the very outset o f independence, Ukraine’s systems were
already in need of additional investment beyond maintenance costs.
Whereas harder budgets and privatization in the market economy should lessen
other environmental threats in transition countries, experience has shown that sewage
treatment and discharge conditions receive minimal benefit from these economic
changes. With respect to CEE countries in more advanced stages o f reform. World Bank
authors remarked that ‘although restructuring should reduce industrial discharges, and
a reduction in agricultural chemicals and thus their runoff into rivers and streams, in most
countries household and municipal sources generate the largest share o f water pollution.
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and their discharges would not be greatly affected by economic changes’/^ Thus,
assuming that environmental conditions in Ukraine are getting some respite in the current
crisis and minor restructuring efforts would be incorrect.
If we accept that less consumption should mean a smaller volume o f polluted
output, we can see that the World Bank prediction is true for Ukraine. Although there
have been major drops in consumption in the industrial and agricultural sectors, the table
below shows that residential consumption has only dropped slightly. Thus, the potential
pollution generated by households would be expected to remain at a similar levels as
before reforms began.

A griculture

Irrig atio n

In d u stry

Residential,
D rinking

G ross W ater
D em and

1980

1,489

6,346

17,930

3,925

82,228

1981-85
(average)

1,590

7,646

16,981

4,148

89,168

1986-89
(average)

1,649

6,941

16,968

4,492

99,315

1990

1,697

6,958

16,901

4,645

103,276

1991-95
(average)

1,544

5,378

12,087

4,569

88,946

1995

1,331

3,469

9,557

4,404

76,905

1998

635

2,168

6,002

3,812

61,247

Source: Palamarchuk, ‘E koloho-ekonom ichni problem y’. Table 4 , p. 18.

Figures on pollution output also directly support the prediction that water quality
conditions in Ukraine have been resistant to environmental benefits o f dropped
production. For example, even though consumption and uptake from the Dnipro between
1990 and 1995 decreased by 33 percent, the volume o f insufficiently cleaned wastewater
dumped into the river rose by 37 p e r c e n t . W i t h respect to the urban population of
Ukraine, total water demand dropped by 33 percent from 1990 to 1995, whereas the
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volume of wastewater from urban areas entering natural water bodies dropped by only
26 percent. More astoundingly, the percentage o f this water entering natural water
bodies that was polluted actually increased by 43 percent.*' These figures are shown in
the table below, with the discrepancy in dropped consumption and increased pollution
shown in the bottom row as a percentage o f change.

Total

Industrial

Total

Treated
Total

1990

Lost in
transit and
treatment

Dumped into natural
water bodies

Utilization o f water

Polluted

Potable

18,955

4,510

14,445

1,096

16,021

3,106

3,385

12,709

4,269

8,437

779

11,894

4,450

2,823

-33

-5

-42

-29

-26

+43

-17

(million m^)
1995

(million m’)
% change

Source: Palamarchuk, ‘V odokorystuvannia v nashykh m istakh’, p. 40 and author’s calculations.

Finally, statistics from the journal Vodne hospodarstvo Ukrainy (Water Management of
Ukraine) have shown that although total wastewaters have dropped since 1980, the years
of independence have witnessed a net increase in the volume o f polluted wastewaters,
from 3,199 million m^ in 1990 to 4,228 million m^ in 1998.

Wastewater in Ukraine

Total
wastewater

1990

1991-95
(average)

1995

1998

1981-85
(average)

1986-90
(average)

19,800

19,764

21,094

20,261

18,178

14,981

10,494

2,223

1,487

2,220

3,199

4,495

4,652

4,228

11.2

7.5

10.5

15.8

24.7

31.1

40.3

1980

(in m illion m^)

Polluted
wastewater
(in m illion m’)

% polluted
wastewater

Source: Palamarchuk, 'E koloho-ekonom ichni problem y’. Table 4 , p. 18. and author’s calculations.
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In Kyïv today, one journalist asserted that ‘the unsatisfactory technical condition
o f the canal structures and networks and the large number o f accidents, led to the
secondary pollution o f drinking water and [...] the rise and spread o f infectious
diseases’

Palamarchuk, who has written extensively on water management in Ukraine,

has blamed ageing equipment and the general degradation of production technology for
the increased pollution despite dropped p r o d u c tio n .K yïw odokanal operates 2,300 km
o f networks in the capital, and it is estimated that one-third o f these are overworked and
required immediate replacement in 1999 - which is not surprising considering that some
o f them date from the nineteenth c e n t u r y . A s a result, the water pipe network itself is
a major source of chemical and biological pollutants. O f the 150,000 km o f water pipes
in the country, 50 to 100 percent are overworked and in need o f replacement at a cost of
12 to 16 billion Hr ($2.7 to 3.6 billion). Hamyk warned that continued use o f the
existing network would put the country in a critical situation on the level o f Chomobyl.*^
Infrastructural problems like these will continue to affect pollution rates despite dropped
production levels.
If water pollution problems have not diminished following economic reform, then
more direct intervention to improve water quality must be considered. Similar work has
been undertaken in CEE countries through municipal financing, infrastructural
investments, and the operation o f sewerage treatment systems in order to comply with
EU membership criteria. Though the completion o f transition reforms and an end to the
economic crisis should mean that funding becomes available for these projects, this
would admittedly be a long-term aim.
To enable direct methods requires generating funding, and this hinges on the
advancement of market reforms. Still, to see improvement in the short term, there is
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evidence that economic reforms like privatization and hardened budgets are able to
influence water quality improvements to the extent that these steps force water utilities
to operate under market conditions and to harden budgets. Both o f these conditions
should increase efficiency and conservation.
Focusing on conservation of resources is usually a valid low-cost option when
looking at environmental problems. This is also true in the case o f water resources
generally, as taking steps to reduce demand on municipal water systems has been
recognized as a natural progression of interests in maintaining service sta n d a rd s,e v e n
when not considering the environmental benefits. Observations from OECD countries
show that ‘when inappropriate water pricing systems are in place [...] it is not just the
environment that suffers, but also the economy and society-at-large’ and that
consequences of pricing problems ‘ultimately affect both the health o f local populations
and the profitability o f industries that depend on water use’.*^
In the Soviet Union, consumption of water grew annually after 1970 and
consumption averages were well above those in other developed countries. The average
consumption in large western European cities measured per capita per diem is around
100 to 200 litres, whereas in Ukraine it is from 350 to 400 litres.** In 1998, the average
consumption for cities in Ukraine was as follows: Lviv 336 L, Kyïv over 420 L,
Zaporizhzhia and Luhansk just under 500 L, and Dnipropetrovsk slightly over 500 L.*^
Other FSU cities have posted even higher averages; water consumption in St Petersburg
has been approximated at 670 L, or three times western European averages.^® However,
decreases in water consumption in other FSU states during the 1990s have nearly
equalled drops in production, thus maintaining a high, but steady, water use intensity in
these countries.^’ In contrast, in Ukraine there has been a 41 percent drop in gross water
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demand from 1990 to 1998, though this has not matched the higher drop-off in
production levels. In turn, this has meant the water intensity in this same period has risen
significantly as seen in the tables below.

1980

1 9 8 1 -8 5
(average)

1 9 8 6 -8 9
(average)

1990

1 9 9 1 -9 5
(average)

1995

1998

82,228

89,168

99,315

103,276

88,946

76,905

61,247

Water intensity (mVunit of GDP)
1990

1995

1996

1997

1998

.171

.287

.2 9 2

.276

.2 5 3

Source: Palamarchuk, ‘Ekoloho-ekonom ichni problem y’. T ables 4 and 5, pp. 18-19.

It is not clear how much this high water intensity is due to water loss during
transport.

However, inasmuch as metering and billing in Ukraine and some CEE

countries have been shown to have a positive influence on reducing consumption
intensity, it appears that water lost during transport cannot be blamed in entirety.
As in other resource conservation efforts, metering and billing can reduce
consumption intensity. Following the UN Kyoto summit in 1997, a general shift in the
international community was noted toward using pricing as a tool for more efficient use
and not just to offset pollution costs.^^ CEE countries that have implemented metering
systems have seen significant reductions. Metering and price increases in Gdansk from
1992 to 1995 led to a 33 percent decrease in total water consumption; after five years o f
billing, daily per capita domestic water consumption in cities in Saxony, Germany
(including Dresden), fell from 300 to 90
Pay-by-use schemes have also brought results where implemented in residential
buildings in Ukraine. Programmes in Rivne, Lviv, and Kirovohrad were credited with
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reducing water usage by 25 to 30 percent. And, in other cases in Ukraine where bills
were issued to individuals, not buildings, consumption dropped up to 50 percent.^"*
Causes of high consumption and the impact o f billing and metering programmes
were the subject of a joint project between USAID and LVK, a municipal communal
enterprise under ownership o f the Lviv City Administration. LVK handles water supply
in the oblast and maintains self-management o f its economic assets.

Cooperation

between USAID and LVK has shown several areas for development that can be applied
to other Ukrainian utilities, specifically with respect to billing, metering, and improving
general utility services to customers.
For the last several years, LVK has been operating as a loss-making enterprise
due to the high volumes of lost water. Even if all the lost water had been sold at the
lowest possible residential tariff in 1996, calculations for LVK’s unbilled water just for
areas for outside Lviv equalled $1.06 million.^^ The missing profit was a major concern
o f the USAID study, which discovered service and billing discrepancies in several stages
o f LVK service. The difference in the quantity delivered to customers and the quantity
billed in the oblast has risen from 12.3 percent (18.82 million m^) o f the total water
delivered in 1993 to 25.9 percent (37.42 million m^) in 1995.^^
There have been several causes for the lost water. First, the practice o f using
established norms used to calculate bills does not make consumers responsible for actual
usage and typically underestimates true consumption. Prior to USAID work, LVK
reported that just 10 percent o f its customers were fitted with meters.^^ Second, flaws in
the basic construction o f the water mains has allowed villagers outside the city to receive
free water. The quality and age o f the pipes have also been blamed for major losses from
leakage during transportation.^® Moreover, as time passes, the leakage from deterioration
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worsens. Using data from the table of urban water consumption shown earlier, we saw
that despite the 33 percent drop in total water demand for urban populations from 1990
to 1995, there was only a 17 percent drop in losses during treatment and transport.^^ In
other words, the portion of water volume lost during transport increased during this time.
One Ukrainian study estimated that 36 to 40 percent o f the water that enters the
treatment-supply cycle is lost during treatment and transport to customers.'®® These
losses contribute to high water use intensity even though customers may never receive
the water and, thus, they cannot be billed for it.
A second area addressed in the USAID reports was non-payment. Like other
Ukrainian service providers, LVK has faced chronic non-payment. From 1993 to 1996,
LVK had a relatively enviable rate o f payment by Ukrainian standards (the lowest
reported rate was 78 percent), but only 30 percent o f payments made were in cash, with
the remainder paid in barter or mutual debt forgiveness.'®' At times, LVK has used
shutoffs to induce payment in residential and industrial sectors. This policy has met with
success as seen following a shutoff in the residential sector in August 1996. Within two
weeks o f the shutoff, 90 percent o f the payments were remitted. However, LVK does not
have the legal right to deny service, and the City Administration has threatened to
intervene in the future. (In part, this is because shutoffs punish responsible customers
since LVK can only control flow to entire blocks and not to individual apartments.)
The hardship of paying water utility bills has been one consideration for keeping
prices low and subsidized. Yet OECD experience has shown that subsidies for water
encourage overconsumption for all consumers, not just those who cannot afford standard
prices. OECD analysts wrote that the subsidies send ‘exactly the wrong signals’ for
conservation and often do not even achieve the desired economic outcome. In their view.
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‘experience generally indicates that there are often more efficient ways o f achieving
social objectives o f this type than direct subsidies’. A s

an alternative, they

recommended raising income support levels or targeting special water tariffs to needy
groups, a practice that has already been used in Ukraine for pensioners, victims o f
Chomobyl, invalids, veterans, servicemen, and selected victims o f political repression.
Another hurdle to profitability for water utilities is the reliance on intermediary
agencies for collecting payments.

Although industries pay LVK directly, in the

residential sector, LVK deals through municipal building management agencies known
as ZhEKs. The ZhEKs collect money from residential users and pass on the payments
to respective utility service providers, less a 10 percent service fee. However, the ZhEKs
basically operate unregulated. Following an audit by the Lviv City Administration in
August 1996, it was discovered that the residential sector had paid 63.7 percent o f their
bills, while LVK received only 38.5 percent, thus ZhEKs kept nearly 40 percent o f the
total collections as service fees.’°^
This situation exists not just in Lviv, but in other Ukrainian cities as well.
Luhanskvodprom (LVP), the oblast government enterprise for water supply in Luhansk,
supplied water worth 86 million Hr to its customers. O f this bill, 52 percent was wiped
out with debt cancellation and bartering. But even though 18 million Hr was collected
from customers, LVP received only 3.4 million Hr via the ZhEK intermediaries.
When the water enterprises do not receive payment, the debt is passed on to their
suppliers and creditors. In May 1999, LVP owed 38 million Hr ($8.4 million) for
electricity and many employees had not been paid in a year. By May 2000, the debt had
risen to 72 million Hr ($13.3 million). Electricity suppliers shut down the Petrovskyi
water collection point and there were threats that the entire network o f treatment and
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supply plants for the city could be shut down at any moment. As local journalists pointed
out, this intimidation did not help the supply o f clean water in a city already struggling
to meet government norms.
Data in the USAID report led to the consensus that LVK first must address the
wide range o f accounting and efficiency problems before moving on to improving service
quality directly. Mainly, this has been because the shortage o f funds entering the LVK
pay account ‘does not allow LVK to make capital investments for the development o f the
water and wastewater systems’.
A similar sentiment on general conditions in Ukraine was expressed by
Palamarchuk, who has cited the lack of available capital as a main problem holding up
development in the water sector.
Another example of international aid work in water utilities o f FSU states is
found in the system improvement and expansion project with EBRD loans in Russia. St
Petersburg, situated along the mouth of the Neva River near the G ulf o f Finland, has long
struggled with the volume of municipal waste generated by the city. Vodokanal St
Petersburg (VKSP), the city’s water utility, has suffered from problems common to
systems in FSU states: both its drinking water and wastewater systems function below
demand. Over 400 sewer outlets discharge untreated waste into the Neva, VKSP’s
supply source, and at times the drinking water treatment operates at 25 percent below
demand.'®^
In July 1997, VKSP received a $75 million loan from the EBRD. This loan was
guaranteed by the city o f St Petersburg, making it the first ever instance of a loan granted
by an international financial institution without a sovereign guarantee. The EBRD
expressed its hope that the programme would ‘help promote other non-sovereign
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municipal financing in central and eastern European and the former Soviet Union’.
Still, the goal of bringing the city’s water and sewerage systems into EU compliance will
cost an estimated $4.5 billion and was scheduled to last until 2015.
Studies and data from Ukraine presented in this section have supported the
finding that economic reform is not likely to bring noticeable improvement to the water
quality problem, thus necessitating direct investments and water quality improvement
programmes. At best, an overhaul of economic signals and budgets can generate only
indirect changes in water quality. OECD authors wrote that ‘pricing systems will never
be sufficient on their own to achieve fully all these [environmental] objectives, but
pricing can make an important contribution to the policy mix that is eventually
adopted’. F o r example, sound business practices call for cash-strapped utilities to
bring billing and payments in line with consumption and, additionally, to lower total
consumption. If successful, the two major effects o f these efforts would be to allow
water utilities to function at a profit and to reduce the load on their systems. The former
would create a source o f funding for system upgrades, while the latter would reduce the
requirements of the system capacity.
Beyond anticipating indirect improvements through economic levers, the outdated
and deteriorating facilities in water utility systems in Ukraine have indicated the need for
direct investment at a cost likely to exceed any short-term return in profits or any funds
available from the state. This suggests the appropriateness o f looking to international aid
organizations for help on such projects. Although authors like Wedel have raised
questions on the work of western aid groups in CEE and FSU states, few alternatives
remain for securing the scale of investment necessary to turn around water quality in the
short term."®
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As suggested by the EBRD’s attitude toward reform in St Petersburg, keeping
national and municipal reforms on track is essential to attract funding to redevelop water
systems. Such linkages between environmental quality and political and economic
reforms are in clear support o f the need to keep environmental threats at a national
security level. They also support the suggestion that environmental security goals must
be integrated throughout state programmes.

Geography and water basins in Ukraine
In addition to concerns for national drinking water quality, a national water programme
is responsible for aspects of water management within the regional context. Indeed, the
only boundaries dividing the two issues exist in the legal and institutional mechanisms
used to address them. In practice, the quality of water entering the drinking supply is
dependent directly on conditions in regional water bodies.
Indeed, one study looking at a potable water improvement programme for
Ukraine, argued that two primary components o f the programme should: 1) address the
‘exceptional importance’ o f protecting shared river basins from contamination and
pollution; and 2) resolve the problem o f contamination o f waters that ‘has disrupted the
natural self-purification processes in water bodies and exacerbated the problems of
producing high-quality potable water at the existing water works’.^” Thus, the links
between drinking water and shared surface waters should be considered in terms of
current situations in selected bodies, with respect to pollution conditions and protection
and amelioration programmes. Moreover, management o f these shared water bodies
provides an example o f regional cooperation efforts for environmental goals.
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A general description of Ukraine’s water resources is helpful for understanding
the gravity o f its position with respect to transboundary pollution and shared water
resources. Aside from the Western Buh, which empties into the Baltic Sea, the major
river basins o f Ukraine all flow to the Black Sea and 98 percent o f the country’s territory
lies in the Black-Azov Sea basin. The seven major river basins in Ukraine are described
below.
•

The Dnipro river originates in Russia then crosses into Belarus and Ukraine,
where it forms a basin that includes 65 percent o f the Ukrainian territory. Its
main tributaries in Ukraine are the Desna (flowing in from Russia) and the
Pripyat (flowing in from Belarus).

•

The Dnister basin covers 12 percent o f the country and crosses into Moldova
before returning to Ukraine and flowing out to the Black Sea.

•

After a winding path through Europe, the final 120 km o f the Danube River
forms the Ukrainian-Romanian border before entering the Black Sea.
Additionally, some Danubian tributaries rise in Ukraine, composing 7.5 percent
o f the river’s total flow. The Tysa and Prut rivers enter Hungary, Romania, and
Moldova en route to the Danube.

•

The Coastal basin covers 7 percent o f Ukraine and is comprised o f small rivers
that flow directly into the Sea o f Azov and Black Sea.

•

The Northern Donetsk rises in Russia and travels through eastern Ukraine for 450
km before returning to Russian territory. The watershed area for this river covers
7 percent o f Ukraine’s land.

•

The Southern Buh basin, covering 3 percent o f Ukraine, is completely internal.
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The Western Buh originates in Ukraine and heads north to form the UkrainianPolish border and then the Belarusian-Polish border. One o f its main tributaries,
the San river, also rises in Ukraine and joins the Buh in Poland. This watershed
area covers 2 percent of Ukraine.
Taken as a whole, Ukraine’s rivers represent clear transfer paths for pollutant

sharing in the region, with Ukraine being both a potential victim and perpetrator. Aside
from the Southern Buh, all of Ukraine’s major rivers and nearly all minor ones are
influenced by international or regional activities. This exposure justifies concern about
Ukraine’s susceptibility to outside sources o f pollution, most specifically in the Danube
Delta and along the Black Sea coast.

Alternatively, the possibility o f pollution

originating in Ukraine and fiowing outward to Poland, Russia, Belarus, Moldova,
Romania, or the Black Sea opens Ukraine to the scrutiny o f neighbours and international
organizations.
In terms of national and regional environmental security issues for Ukraine, the
importance o f each o f these international water bodies is vital. Thus, conditions in the
Dnipro, Danube, and Black Sea are considered in this study, along with a fourth major
feature in Ukrainian geography - the Crimean peninsula, which is notable both for its
lack o f available water and exposure along the Black Sea c o a s t . T h e selections are
made on the degree o f vulnerability and seriousness o f water quality problems. The
Dnipro river basin encompasses the largest land area o f all basins in Ukraine, meaning
that it collects wastewaters and run-off from a majority o f the territory and is the primary
pathway for Ukranian pollution to the Black Sea. Though the Danube basin in Ukraine
has a limited development, its inflow from foreign sources is over twice the volume o f
foreign waters in the Dnipro (58.3 and 26.2 kmVyr, respectively). Also, the full size o f
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the Danube’s European basin encompasses a much larger area than that o f the Dnipro’s
basin. And finally, although the Danube’s length in Ukraine is not great, it empties into
the Black Sea along the Ukrainian coastline. Furthermore, among Black Sea littoral
states, several geographic and demographic features o f Ukraine and the Black Sea make
Ukraine more vulnerable than other states to negative changes in the sea’s condition.” ^
Finally, conditions o f water distribution in Ukraine create water scarcity problems, which
place additional requirements on the budget and for policy making to keep demand and
supply in balance and these are shown most clearly in Crimea.
The Dnipro River
By volume, the Dnipro is the third largest European river after the Volga and Danube.
The area of its watershed basin is 505,810 km^ and its length is 2,285 km. Minor water
demands along the Dnipro in Russia and Belarus have meant that ‘the basic hydroecological and water management problems arise in Ukraine itself, owing to the massive
scale of hydrotechnological construction for redistribution o f the Dnipro’s waters’.” "*
Over 1,000 km of the river bisects the Ukrainian territory, creating the country’s
Left and Right Banks and contributing to both economic and cultural aspects o f the
country’s history. Indeed, one Ukrainian author has written that: ‘In the world, there is
not a river analogy to the Dnipro, which is so intensely developed by man and had such
a great significance for the stable development o f [the country’s economy]’.” ^
Still, it seems that not everyone has related to the Dnipro with such regard.
Dumping and overregualtion o f the flow resulted in a 19 percent drop in flow from 1975
to 1990.” ^ In the 1990s, journalist Valerii Druzhenko lamented its loss as a national
treasure due to overregulation and pollution: ‘Now the Dnipro does not roar, it only
groans. Now constrained by artificial lakes, the Cossack pride o f Ukraine, from which
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not just Bohdan’s horse, but also the famous Hetman himself could sip the waters, has
worn itself out. Only a pitiful likeness o f the former might remains. From what was a
great water artery, praised in hymn by composers, there is a reservoir for [...] agricultural
and residential wastes, deprived of a life-giving current
While splitting Ukraine, the river is contiguous with fifty large cities and
industrial centres, fifty irrigation systems, and nearly 10,000 enterprises.

Over 43

percent of Ukraine’s industrial manufacturing, 52 percent o f its ferrous metal production
and 59 percent of its non-ferrous metal production rely on the Dnipro. The six largest
water reservoirs in Ukraine are located along the river. Its surface waters are the main
source for Ukrainian drinking water and it accounts for 80 percent o f Ukrainian water
resources with canals going to Crimea, Donbas, and Kharkiv."*
Inasmuch as the Dnipro has a major role in Ukraine’s economy, it also bears the
environmental burden o f these activities. Discharges o f poorly treated, or even untreated,
wastewaters have transformed the Dnipro into ‘a waste canal with a cascade o f
accumulated pollutants’."^ A major percentage o f Ukraine’s liquid wastes flow into the
Dnipro, and Greenpeace data has shown that 54,900 tons o f suspended matter, including
1,7000 tons of phenols, 370 tons of fluorine, and 2.0 tons o f formaldehyde are sent into
the river each year.

According to National Security Council statistics listing quantities

o f polluted wastewaters dumped into Ukrainian water bodies in 1995, the volume o f
discharge into the Dnipro exceeded the combined totals o f the next three highest
discharge recipients: the Kalmius, the Mius, and the Black Sea.’^' And, as mentioned
earlier, the Ukrainian water quality categorization scheme has regularly ranked the
Dnipro as being wastewater.
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Even after undergoing biological treatment and passing through settling tanks and
canal systems, wastewaters with ten to fifteen times the normal amounts o f organic and
inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus are dumped into the river.

The inadequacy o f

cleaning practices has been highlighted by the observation that ‘[i]n some years the
amount of inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus entering the Dnipro reservoir cascade with
wastewaters is almost equal to the inflow of these elements from surface runoff

The

stringent regulation o f the river’s flow through damming is to blame for other forms o f
pollution. (Dams encourage unnatural growth o f phytoplankton and during deterioration
these the plants contaminate water with ketones, acids, hydrocarbons, and phenols.)
Most importantly, despite the economic decline over the last decade and the drop
in production across sectors of the economy, water in the Dnipro is becoming more
polluted.’^'’ Significantly, the general drop-off in production in Ukraine has not given the
Dnipro respite from pollution. It was noted earlier that unlike air quality, for example,
water quality levels have not improved despite a slowdown in production. This is as true
for the Dnipro as it is for Ukraine as a whole, and has been noted in scientific journals
and the popular press in Ukraine.
Remedying the Dnipro’s condition has been a concern in recent years. Various
national programmes for reviving the Dnipro have been considered, including
collaborative work with scientists from departments o f the Ukrainian National Academy
o f Sciences and Belarusian Institute o f Use of Natural Resources.

One inventive

proposal involved dredging the cascade of lakes and selling the contaminated soil as
fertilizer to foreign governments for $90 to $150 per ton with profits estimated up to $5
million. This plan in particular was criticized for only wanting to save ‘a chain o f muddy
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man-made lakes’ and not focusing on the Dnipro itself and local conditions in cities
along its shores.
In 1998 the Rada accepted the ‘National Programme of Ecological Improvement
o f the Dnipro Basin and Amelioration of Water Quality’. The broad goals included the
revitalization o f the Dnipro ecosystem, protection o f its water quality, and securing
conditions for the continued welfare o f the population and economic activity in the basin,
with both urgent measures and long-term tasks.
The renewal programme foresaw the building and reconstruction o f a water
supply system and canals near populated areas, anti-erosion activities in agricultural
regions, replanting in deforested territory, and pollution prevention in Dnipro tributaries.
Funding for the project was to be provided by ministries and departments involved with
the development activities and by oblast administrations in the basin. The largest portion
o f the expenses (39.9 percent) was designated for labour in construction and remodeling
of the water supply and canal systems, and it was hoped that the prospect o f boosting
local employment will increase chances for the project’s implementation.'^^ In the
opinion of scientists Khorev and Strilets, the programme gave a realistic view o f costs
and mechanisms for financing.
However, plans for reviving the river have also been subject to twists in
Ukrainian legislation. Specifically, although the Water Code has claimed that basin-wide
principles would be used for management of water resources and norms, the functional
management for these tasks has been split between legislative and executive powers.
This, in turn, has created controversy over both decision making and funding. As a
result, the basin itself has suffered and projects have been financed from the state budget
on ‘the leftovers principle’.
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On a local scale, work to improve water quality in the Dnipro has been underway
in an EBRD project in Zaporizhzhia scheduled to last from 1998 to 2002. In its first loan
to a municipality in Ukraine, the EBRD made a $30 million loan to the local water
utility, Zaporizhzhia Vodokanal.'^^

According to the EBRD, at the Left Bank

Wastewater Treatment Plant ‘only 60 percent o f incoming water is fully treated and the
procedures for sludge treatment and disposal are i n a d e q u a t e T h i s , in turn, has
contaminated both the Dnipro and the local groundwater. The project aimed to improve
local environmental conditions and economic performance at the water utility. A major
part o f the project focused on expanding the plant to handle a higher volume o f sludge
and to improve the chlorination and filtration processes. The following goals were also
included: to improve wastewater flows to the Dnipro; to reduce leakage; to decrease
energy consumption; to improve water quality; to introduce meters in apartment blocks;
and to run a trial programme for individual meters.
The $30 million in funding from the EBRD covered equipment, a corporate
partnership programme, and consultancy services for the four-year project. In total, the
project cost of $48.3 million has been financed by the municipality government ($3
million) and state government ($1 million), with grants from the Danish government
($978,000), the British Know-How Fund ($150,000), and TACIS ($1.1 million). The
remainder ($12.1 million) will come from utility revenues generated during the project’s
duration.
In a similar tone to that used with the St Petersburg project, the EBRD expressed
the desire that the Zaporizhzhia loan ‘sends a signal to other reform-minded
municipalities that the EBRD is willing to support sound municipal investment projects’.
The press release acknowledged that Zaporizhzhia ‘was selected by the EBRD from a
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number o f municipalities on the basis of its openness to reforms and its constructive
approach to the financing and provision of municipal infrastructure and services’.’^'
Inasmuch as Ukrainian cities have not been in the position to bankroll such projects
independently, this example has shown the benefit o f a favourable political climate for
precipitating environmental gains.

Technical upgrades to the plant itself will be

responsible for the environmental gains after the project is completed, but the loan and
grants that are making the project possible were only available because o f more general
reform-minded atmosphere.
The Danube River
In contrast to the Dnipro’s role as a main artery, the Danube has a relatively minor role
in Ukraine. Yet the Danube’s role in Europe could hardly be overstated. With a total
length over 2,860 km, the Danube extends from the Black Forest in Germany, through
eight European countries (Austria, Hungary, Slovak Republic, Croatia, SerbiaMontenegro, Bulgaria, Romania, and Moldova) before reaching southeastern Ukraine
and entering the Black Sea. Over 80 million people live in its 817,000 km^ watershed
basin, which also includes parts of a further eight non-riparian states (Czech Republic,
Slovenia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Albania, Macedonia, Italy, Switzerland, and Poland).
The Danube has been heralded as ‘one o f the most international rivers in the world’.
Indeed, the river’s international character put Ukraine in touch with an
unremitting flow o f ‘Euro trash’ and discussions on the Danube frequently turn to its
contribution to Black Sea pollution.

However, in terms o f international relations,

Ukraine is in the unique situation o f possessing territory with both upstream and
downstream positions along the Danube. Ukraine’s major tributaries to the Danube cross
into Romania to join the Romanian section o f the central waterway, which only later
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forms part o f the Ukrainian border with Romania. This puts Ukraine in a delicate
diplomatic situation in which it is not able to make great demands on the main upstream
countries because o f controversies over its own management o f the tributaries.
At a PACE meeting in Paris, Ukrainian delegate Rakhanskyi requested that the
Council consider intervention to the extreme ecological situation in the region, which
affects not just Ukraine, but also Slovakia, Hungary, and Romania. Ostensibly, the
forests are regulated in line with resolutions o f International Conferences on the
Protection o f European Forests (Strausbourg 1990 and Helsinki 1993), but Ukraine has
been slow in privatizing the forest industry and the local administrations suffer from the
aforementioned budgetary problems. By 1999, there were rumours in Romania o f taking
Ukraine to international court for damages inflicted by the flooding.
Ukrainian rivers contribute 7.5 percent o f the Danube’s flow and most o f this
comes from the Tysa, Syret, and Prut in the Carpathians, a mountainous region with the
densest river network in Ukraine. The Carpathians are located nearly exclusively in the
Zakarpatska oblast, which has a population of 1.2 million and over 9,000 rivers with a
combined length of nearly 20,000 km. Under normal conditions, floods occur every four
to five years, but disruptions from the lumber industry and construction o f roads and oil
and gas pipelines across the oblast have wreaked havoc on the area’s hydrological
regime. To maintain normal water regulatory functions, forest ecosystems need to be
over 100 years old, but today at least 70 percent o f Zakarpatska forests are young to
middle-age forest growth, with percentages of young growth even higher in areas around
the head o f the Tysa. As a result o f this mismanagement, a high number o f flash floods
have struck the oblast from 1996 to 2001 and over 400,000 people were afflicted by the
consequences of the 1998 floods.'^'*
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Forestry management services in the oblast regularly receive just one-third o f
promised funding, creating the situation whereby ‘the department o f forestry does not
have sufficient legal levers to become the sole manager in the Carpathian forest and to
protect the observance of the Forestry Code [of Ukraine] requirements’.’^^ The National
Academy o f Sciences had developed recommendations for avoiding future flooding
through an extensive dam-building and shore strengthening plan for 1994 to 2000.
However, by January 1999, only one-fifth o f the necessary funding had been allocated.
Construction efforts were similarly bleak: of the 200 km o f dams planned, just 33 km (17
percent) had been built; o f 51 km of shore strengthening envisioned, just 20 km (39
percent) was completed; and of 162 km of river-bed engineering works, just 41 km (25
percent) were carried out. The budget for anti-flooding measures in the region fell each
year until 1998, when not one part o f the plan was undertaken.
A moratorium on logging in the oblast and the creation o f special ‘ecologicaleconomic zones’ for sustainable development in line with the UN Rio 1992 agreement
has been suggested and a project law on the matter was approved by the Rada in
February 2000.’^^ It is clear that any ecological revival projects in the oblast will hinge
not only on following through with this law, but will require thorough overhauls in the
area’s industry.
The Crimean Peninsula
Despite being home to parts of the Danube and the Dnipro, Ukraine remains one o f the
least secure countries in Europe in terms of a guaranteed supply o f water. The urban
water resources in Ukraine average just 1,000 m^ per capita. In comparison, Sweden has
2,500 m^ per capita, the UK has 5,000, France has 3,500, Germany has 2,500, and the
whole European part o f the FSU averages 5,900. The major problem in Ukraine is that
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the territorial distribution o f water does not fit with its needs for agriculture. The highest
volume o f water resources (58 percent) is located in the Danube border region, an area
that does not even account for 5 percent of Ukraine’s water needs. In contrast, heavy
industrial and agricultural area like the Donbas, Krivhyi Rih and, in particular, the
Crimean peninsula, lack adequate supplies.’^*
The opening o f the North-Crimean Canal in 1964 was a pinnacle achievement
even on the Soviet scale for land management projects. Construction costs o f the canal
reached nearly 2 billion rubles when it was built and the process required moving over
1 billion m^ o f soil and laying over 7 million m^ o f cement.

The canal solved

longstanding problems o f water dependency for the region by guaranteeing drinking
water for about eighty cities, including Simferopol and Sevastopol. After the opening
of the canal, agriculture became a viable interest in the region and between 350,000 and
400,000 ha of land were irrigated with the transported Dnipro waters.
O f the crops grown in Crimea, there is none more obviously dependent on this
water supply than the rice industry, which was established just after the opening o f the
canal. Since then, Crimea has become the primary producer (75 percent) o f rice in
Ukraine and the economic welfare o f two regions o f Crimea (Krasnoperekopsk and
Rozdolne) has been nearly exclusively dependent on the rice business. Up to 1989,
Crimea produced 85 to 90 thousand tons o f rice annually, and although this number
dropped in the early years o f independence, by 1996 it had rebounded up to 82.8
thousand tons.
The rice industry in Crimea has drawn the ire o f some Ukrainians, who have
pointed out its ‘ecological inexpediency’. Draining the rice paddies has poured huge
quantities o f fertilizers and pesticides into the Black Sea. In the early 1990s, Crimea
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annually used 18,000 tons of pesticides, or about 5.8 kg/ha in comparison to the 47 g/ha
average application of pesticides in the UK. Furthermore, over the years, maintenance
for the irrigation and watering systems for the rice crops has been neglected and it is
estimated that about 40,000 m^/ha of water is wasted from leakage.
A 1993 CabMin decree called for construction along the canal in Rozdolne and
Lenine, but up to 1999 no money had been given to the local budgets to help with this
task and the condition has deteriorated to catastrophic. Regular maintenance had all but
stopped since 1996 and water has seeped through the dirt shores at rates o f hundreds o f
million cubic metres annually. With the canal unable to work at full capacity, irrigated
land in Crimea decreased to 320,000 ha. And, more significantly for environmental
concerns, as a result o f the leaks the groundwater level has been raised by nearly 10 m.
Shoddy repair work has also resulted in non-potable drinking water being provided to
residents in Lenine, Chomomorske, and Rozdolne regions. Their drinking supplies have
also been contaminated by extremely high levels o f salt from improvident irrigation that
has saturated the water horizon.
Altogether, 87 percent o f Crimea’s water needs are supplied by the North-Crimea
Canal and Ukrainian authors have agreed that there is not an alternative option for
providing water to the peninsula. Annual maintenance and operation alone cost in excess
of 50 million Hr (nearly $10 million) by 2000. Costs to upgrade the system would
stretch local budgets beyond limits; by April 2000, only 40 percent o f the funds needed
for the minimal reconstruction efforts had been appropriated.
The Black Sea
The final major water feature considered here is the Black Sea.

Just in terms o f

developing ports, economic cooperation, Danube transport links and other economic and
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strategic strengths - and not considering any ecological or health concerns - the AzovBlack Sea region has long been considered ‘one o f the most important for Ukraine from
the point o f view of national security
Like the Danube, the massive size of the catchment area reveals the challenge of
rehabilitating and maintaining conditions in the Black Sea. By surface area, the Black
Sea is approximately five times smaller than the Mediterranean, but the combined
watershed area o f Black Sea tributaries is approximately three times as large as the
tributaries of its western neighbour.'"'^ Along with the six littoral states (Bulgaria,
Georgia, Romania, Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine), a collection o f European countries
(Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Macedonia, Moldova, Poland, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, and
Switzerland) is included in its watershed. An index o f the world’s seas that uses a ratio
o f water catchment area to sea surface area has shown that the Black Sea, with a basin
twenty-two times larger than the sea, has the highest such index in the w o r l d . I n total,
this basin area exceeds 2 million km^ and makes the Black Sea an oceanic receptacle for
the effluent o f twenty-two countries. Statistically speaking, Ukraine holds a place o f
distinction among the twenty-two countries with claims to Black Sea interests; this is
shown in the three tables below.
The first lists selected countries with the largest territory within the catchment
area.

By this measurement, the territory in Ukraine far exceeds that o f all other

catchment states, meaning that the area in Ukraine from which run-off is transported to
the Black Sea is greater than the area in any other country.
The second table concerns the coastline lengths o f all six littoral states. Ukraine
possesses both the longest coastal border and the highest coastal population. In total, an
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estimated population o f 16 million, burgeoning to 20 million with summer tourists, lives
along the Sea’s coastline. The Ukrainian coast alone is the home to approximately 6.8
million including the residents of major cities like Odesa, Kherson, Evpatoriia,
Sevastopol, and K e r c h . A l o n g with the threat to estuaries and beaches, the densely
populated coastline gives Ukraine one more susceptibility to Black Sea incidents.
The third table below lists selected statistics from the largest tributaries to the
Black Sea. The single largest contributor is the Danube, described as ‘the most important
sediment supplier of this marine basin’. I n volume, the top three contributors to the
Black Sea inflow are the Danube, Dnister, and Dnipro rivers, all o f which flow through
Ukraine at some point.
Selected Black Sea catchment countries

Black Sea coastlines

Country

Area (kmT

Country

Length (km)

Germany

58,000

Bulgaria

300

Moldova

33,700

Georgia

310

Romania

226,000

Romania

225

1,700

Russia

475

Turkey

249,000

Turkey

1,400

Ukraine

600,000

Ukraine

1,628

Switzerland
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Major tributaries o rthe Black Sea""
River

Catchment area

Length

Total runoff

Sediment discharge

(km^)

(km)

(kmVyr)

(10‘t/yr)

Danube

817,000

2,860

208

51.7

Dnister

71,900

1,328

10.2

2.50

Dnipro

505,810

2,285

51.2

2.12

Kizilirmak

78,200

1,151

5.02

16.0

Sakarya

65,000

790

6.38

-

Southern
Buh

6,800

857

3.0

0.53

Source: Data com plied from Z aitsev and Mamaer, Marine Biological Diversity in the Black Sea, pp. 5, 1 1.

Due to the relative geographical isolation o f the Black Sea from other water
bodies, there is a very low exchange of water leaving the Black Sea. Its strategic naval
link to the Mediterranean has been long-coveted for military and political concerns, but
geographically speaking, the Black Sea has only a ‘tenuous link’ with a low exchange
of water via the Bosphorus Strait.'"* Moreover, the average depth o f the Kerch Strait,
which serves as a link to the otherwise landlocked Sea o f Azov, is just 8 m. This
isolation has been cited as the Achilles’ heel o f the Black Sea and multiplies the
consequences of the large catchment area.'"^ Bearing the burden of this isolation are the
littoral states, who must protect their own coastlines and the international waters from
the associated environmental realities and threats.
The degradation o f the Black Sea has been extensively covered in the Western
press and it is not the place of this thesis to add to that body o f research. In general, the
problems o f the Black Sea have been attributed to the combination o f its natural
geographical conditions (large watershed basin, low outflow, and naturally occurring
hydrogen sulfide cloud) and the development along its shorelines and tributaries that has
created a substantial pollution load. For example, sewage pollution has become an issue
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as cities sprang up along the coastline, outpacing the construction o f wastewater
treatment plants. It is estimated that 2 billion m^ of such drainage annually flows into the
Black Sea.'^° Indeed, analysis of waters in Odesa has shown that contaminant levels o f
many pollutants do not display the seasonal variation that would be expected if the
source were agricultural polluters. Instead, the residential and local commercial water
users have been labelled as the culprits.

But because of the inadequate treatment

processes at both of Odesa’s stations, there is ‘a near absence o f cleaning’ before these
waters are pumped back into the sea just 2.3 km from the Chemomorka beach, where
water routinely exceeds EU, WHO, and even Ukrainian standards on fecal
contamination.’^'
The changes to the ecosystem have been drastic and, coupled with the hydrogen
sulfide cloud that was expanding under the surface, this prompted the sensationalist
reports in the late 1980s that the sea was about to explode. Although the Black Sea has
recovered since then, fish and other inhabitants o f the sea have suffered as a result of
these changes to the ecosystems. In fact, the first evidence o f impending trouble was
unusual mortality among fish and other animals. The first observed mass mortality was
in 1973 when a research vessel recorded the deaths o f 500,000 tons o f benthos and fish
in an area (covering 3,500 km^) between the Danube Delta and Dnister Estuary. In the
period from 1972 to 1990, losses were estimated to be 60 million tons o f aquatic life,
including 5 million tons o f fish.
Aside from the loss to the ecosystem, undeniably, the deaths o f so many fish carry
economic consequences.

This is supported in scientific findings that report: ‘the

environmental changes resulting from eutrophication [...] lie behind the dramatic
reduction in fish stocks - [ ...] the number o f species o f commercial importance being
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reduced from twenty-one in the early 1960s to only six at present’. T o t a l combined
catch for Black Sea countries dropped from 900,000 tons in 1986 to 100,000 tons in

1992. ’^^
Other consequences have included losses in regional. Uncleaned wastewaters
from sewerage plants cause regular beach closures due to high bacterial counts. Indeed,
with respect to prospects for developing ecotourism in the region, a British consultancy
firm Ecotec stated that the Black Sea coast possessed all the desirable aspects for tourism
development, but that the environment was a major d r a w b a c k . O n e author from the
Ukrainian National Academy o f Sciences estimated that the country has lost over $400
million annually from ‘missing’ tourists at the Black Sea.'^^ This scale o f loss has been
supported by the World Bank, which has suggested the combined effect o f poor health,
reduced fishing, and lowered tourist trade has cost the Black Sea region nearly $ 1 billion
each year.
In all these respects, the hardest hit area has been in the northwest region o f the
sea. This is because ‘about 80 percent o f the freshwater runoff is discharged there - the
Danube River accounting for about 75 percent (250 km^/yr) and the Dnipro and Dnister,
53 kmVyr and 9.6 kmVyr, respectively’.’^^ It has also been estimated that 70 percent o f
the chemical and nutrient load entering the Black Sea is from the Danube. Bearing in
mind the massive intake area of the Danube, this leads to the conclusion that clean-up
and prevention efforts should not be limited to the cooperation o f the six littoral states
alone.
It is pragmatically noted that although an attempt to restore the entire sea to its
pre-1950s condition is impractical, ‘it is quite realistic to bring about a substantial
improvement in some biological parameters, including biological diversity, given [...] the
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ability to act not only on a national, but also an international level; and thus to restore the
populations of species with a transboundary distribution’.’^®
With possible motivations that could include bearing the economic costs o f a
dead Black Sea and recognizing the futility o f unilateral efforts, cooperation on
remediation efforts began among Black Sea states in the 1990s. In 1994, the six littoral
countries created the Black Sea Environmental Programme (BSE?) with its centre of
coordination in Istanbul.

Two years earlier, in April 1992, the Convention on the

Protection on the Black Sea Against Pollution was signed at a Conference o f Black Sea
Countries and was later ratified in Ukraine on 4 February 1994. Links were established
between scientific centres in each of the countries, with funding help from the Global
Environment Fund, PHARE, and TACIS toward equipment, training, and monitoring.
The CE and the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BEC) project worked to organize an
inter-ministerial conference for the defence o f the Black Sea in October 1996. The
Strategic Action Plan for the Rehabilitation and Protection o f the Black Sea was adopted
at this conference with its plans formed according to data collected through the work of
14 countries as part o f the Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis. As part o f the Action
Plan, every five years, a ‘State o f the Black Sea’ report is made available to the public
and further ministerial conferences and fund-raising conferences are planned.
The Fifth Conference o f Mediterranean and Black Sea Countries took place in
Turkey in February 1999 and looked at promoting interregional cooperation for stability
and steady development. Rakhanskyi, representing Ukraine in PACE, raised the question
of ensuring the ecologically clean development o f the Danube and the Dnipro inasmuch
as they are the main carriers o f pollution to the Black Sea. By 1999, nearly all basin
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countries were CE members, giving hope that this might be a framework for cooperative
work on the Black Sea.
Another positive development for cooperation prospects has been the new
political situation in the region. Following the disappearance o f Russian/Soviet Black
Sea hegemony in 1991, a new political balance was created. As the new regional
powers, Ukraine and Turkey have an interest in maintaining the current status quo.'^°
Although bilateral relations between the two countries to this point have been
unremarkable, the states have a shared stake in the current power balance.

The

cooperative environmental remediation o f the region’s titular feature could possibly serve
as a non-confrontational opportunity to foster diplomatic ties between Ukraine and
Turkey.
Such possibilities are noted by political analysts, both globally and in the region
specifically. Indeed, Caroline Thomas and Darryl Howlett have found that in some
cases, ‘shared water resources can instigate [...] cooperation, sometimes in regions of
open political hostilities’.'^’ Earlier experience in EU member states showed that a
preexisting ‘high level of political cooperation [...] can be used to tackle the water
i s s u e A s far as cooperation between Ukraine and Turkey is concerned, Duygu
Bazoglu Sezer wrote that ‘ [t]he environment is one o f the few areas where the political
will to develop a coordinated intergovernmental approach seems to have become the
strongest’, but warned that ‘intergovernmental cooperation and coordination still remain
an extremely limited, though by no means not an insignificant process’. Y e t in the
Black Sea region, building relationships on the basis o f resolving degradation and
pollution problems may prove difficult if states habitually shirk responsibilities because
o f domestic conditions.
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It may be possible to describe a cautiously optimistic appearance o f political
conditions in terms o f facilitating cooperation on the environment, but the general
regional economic situation remains problematic. Though the BEC is a group o f eleven
countries (the six BSEP states plus Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Greece, and
Moldova), their initial cooperation began under the auspices o f the smaller BSEP
framework. For this reason, it seems relevant to note recent analysis o f the group that
remarks on its Tack o f substance’ for working on joint projects because o f the financial
difficulties o f member s t a t e s . T h e inability o f the BSEP states to manage and protect
the environment has been described as a form o f ‘impotence’, and this largely is a result
o f the individual problems brought to the table by each state.
Ukraine has been among the countries that have allowed domestic economic
concerns to override their regional Black Sea obligations. Specifically, this is seen in the
desire to build an oil terminal at Odesa. Though Ukraine is legally committed to the
cleanup programme, it is also eager to reduce dependency on Russian oil. Ignoring the
protests of local authorities and environmentalists, the Rada pushed ahead with plans.
According to the Ukrainian Scientific Centre of Marine Ecology, Ukraine did not carry
out the environmental impact assessment stipulated in BSEP documents and a completed
terminal would not be able to guard against oil s p i l l a g e . U k r a i n e has seen its short
term economic survival and energy dependency at stake in building the terminal.
However, apparent contradictions between economic survival (a goal o f building the oil
terminal) and environmental security (threatened by the oil terminal) only exist in short
term tunnel vision as pointed out by environmentalists in Odesa. They have argued that:
‘Any massive accident while transporting oil products over the Sea, in connection with
the isolated nature of the water body, will require huge effort and expense [...] and it is
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unlikely that our young, economically weak government could withstand it.’'^^ The
economic welfare of Ukraine depends on its resolve to carry out environmental aims
even when they may seem to contradict short-term interests. Indeed, as was discussed
in the first chapter here, if these values could be sacrificed easily, they should not be
considered as possible security values.

Conclusions
The perception of whether Ukraine has been blessed or cursed with its water resources
will be entirely dependent on how well Ukraine’s leaders are able to manage its water
security vulnerabilities.
Domestically, Ukrainian cities struggled to meet demands for potable water.
Problems with municipal water supply in most cases are linked to the severe
overdevelopment of the Dnipro for residential and industrial needs. This has led to a
heavy concentration of pollutants coursing through the country’s main artery.
Vulnerabilities in this domain are primarily related to the country’s drinking water supply
- because o f the reliance on one source, the treatment o f wastes entering the river and of
water extracted for consumption becomes exceptionally important.
However, in these respects, Ukraine has been unable to match legislation with
financing and implementation. Moreover, proposed laws have faced rounds o f criticism
for their incompleteness and contradictory nature. Water pollution and wastage in
Ukraine have not dropped on equal levels as production and per capita consumption
remains extremely high. As long as Ukraine is unable to resolve these problems o f
domestic water resource management, it will continue to have comparably difficult
dealings with its regional obligations in water management.
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Ukraine’s position on the Danube Delta and coast o f the Black Sea gives it a nonnegotiable seat at European discussions. Though Ukraine has been tagged by various
Western authors as a type o f strategic gateway to Europe, it has struggled to fulfil early
expectations as a player in the regional political and economic scenes. Conceivably, by
taking the role of an actor and protector in the environmental security o f these water
bodies, Ukraine would gain respect and influence in other regional halls o f power.
The great concern that individual states and assorted international and regional
organizations have continued to express over the ecological state o f these water bodies
is indicative of the powerful opportunity afforded by Ukraine’s geographical position.
Thus, aside from the benefit of lessened security vulnerabilities, these programmes could
enhance Ukraine’s position in political circles and act as a waterway to Europe for
Ukraine. Conditions to the present have shown the great difficulty in regional basin
management. Ukraine’s record with, for example, the Black Sea management, has
reflected the same sort of capricious attitude it has taken with its own domestic problems.
Therefore, the danger also exists that in not maintaining national standards and breaking
commitments to regional environmental programmes, there would be an impact on more
than just environmental concerns.
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AGRICULTURE AND CHERNOZEM

MUCH OF THE SUCCESS of the agricultural sector o f Ukraine, which earlier claimed
a reputation as the breadbasket of Europe, can be credited to the predominance of
chernozem (humus-rich ‘black earth’) on the territory. With deep topsoil (40 to 50 cm)
and abundant nutrients and minerals, soils classified as chernozem are considered to be
the most fertile group of soils in the world. Various sources have estimated that these
soils cover 41 to 54 percent of Ukraine.
Soil fertility in Ukraine was estimated to be three times more productive per
hectare than Union averages, making Ukraine the star o f Soviet agriculture. O f the
Soviet republics, Ukraine had the highest percentage o f ploughed land. By the late
1980s, Ukrainian lands accounted for 25 percent o f the USSR’s total agricultural land
and the republic contributed 23 percent o f the net agricultural produce. In the late 1980s,
academics o f the Academy of Sciences o f the Ukrainian SSR Institute o f Economics
wrote that Ukraine ‘is a republic of huge natural wealth [...]. One o f the most important
component parts of [this wealth] is the fertile land on which highly intensive mechanized
agricultural production is developed’.’
As an independent Ukraine began to carry out reforms, the significance o f the
land was stressed: ‘The territorial situation and land reserves o f Ukraine - these are her
strategic opportunities, and to a large degree, the strategy o f her secure sovereign
development should be based on this. Ukraine possesses reserves o f productive plots.

which by calculations, exceed domestic requirements by approximately four t i m e s . I n
the map below, the predominance of chernozem soils in the country is evident.
Source: FAO, “Soil and Terrain Database, Land Degradation Status and Soil Vulnerability Assessment for
Central and Eastern Europe,” Land and Water Digital Media Series, No 10, 2000.
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Inasmuch as chernozem’s role in the fertility o f the agricultural sector is clear, so
its environmental well-being becomes an indisputable vulnerability. Ukrainian soil
scientists have referred to soil as a ‘body of nature’ because of its ability to reflect
‘practically all the various ecological and social conditions of the territory’ and to act
‘simultaneously as the receiver, the translator, and the source of information for the
environment’.^ Agricultural production is inherently linked to the condition of land and
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The symbiotic relationship between the soil’s natural

properties and agriculture demands that mutual respect.
Soil management and agriculture have a long history in Ukraine. The first
scientific usage of the term chernozem is credited to esteemed scientist M.V.
Lomonosov, an eighteenth-century Russian scholar. In 1894, scientist V.V. Dokuchaev
established the first soil management faculty at the Novo-Aleksandriskii Institute of
Agriculture and Forestry in Kharkiv. Under Dokuchaev’s leadership, the Kharkiv school
pioneered the ecological and zoning principles that are used in contemporary soil
management. With the exception of interruptions during world wars, Kharkiv remained
the centre o f soil management research in the USSR and the method o f topsoil inspection
used there was followed in the Russian, Belarusian, and Moldovan republics.'' Though
scientists in the Russian Empire (which controlled most o f modem Ukraine, including
Kharkiv) were at the forefront o f developments, ‘their work did not help the peasant, who
had neither the knowledge nor the resources to convert [the scientific] finding on the soil
profile and its chemistry to practical cultivation in the fields’.^ A similar situation has
persisted in Ukraine, in which practical knowledge and international experiences have
not been translated into practice. Indeed, critics in Ukraine have accused their leaders
of following ‘the experience o f a few countries accumulated from the seventeenth
through nineteenth centuries’ rather than using ‘an analysis o f geoeconomic development
in the twenty-first century’.^
Clearly, the place of chernozem in Ukrainian history is significant.

In

contemporary times, U.A. Krupenikov lyrically described how chernozem has been
‘feeding’ humans for over 2,000 years since the ancient Greeks. Krupenikov asserted
that every discipline has a singular fixation, and for soil management this ‘eternal
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question’ has been chernozem. Continuing, he wrote: ‘not lapsing into exaggeration, it
is possible to say that chernozem is [...] worthy o f admiration, a natural phenomenon, a
national treasure o f the country. [...] More than once, chernozem has played a
distinguished historical-economic role.’^ Hryhorii Shmatkov, head ecologist at the
Pridniprovskyi Scientific Centre o f the National Academy o f Sciences praised the land
as ‘more valuable than gold, as the main wealth o f the country. All the agricultural
activities o f Ukraine should be built on the basis of our richest chernozem. Under proper
management, it is possible continually to increase the fertility o f the land. We, however,
use the wealth with the wont o f vandals’.*
At first consideration it may seem unusual to elevate soil to such a priority status,
but valuing agricultural resources as part of contemporary national security strategy
would not be unique to Ukraine. For example, Israel sees agricultural development as
‘related to defence and defence imperatives’ and over the years, it has ‘remained a
national goal, embodying a socially accepted value and dictated by ideology’.^ Both
Wolfers and Baldwin reminded us that the process o f choosing specific national values
that represent security concerns is a competitive process and based in cost-benefit
calculations. Therefore, along with the environmental and economic place o f chernozem
in the state’s future, the long national history of chernozem adds to the relevance o f its
selection as an environmental security value.
When it comes to lessening the risk to this resource, it is impossible to ignore the
amount o f control individual farmers themselves have over sustainability. Although the
state creates and manages the security strategy, in the case o f chernozem protection, the
strategy must give special attention to practices at the farms. The OECD has recognized
that worldwide, practices at individual farms continue to create a multitude o f
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environmental problems, including: ‘the pollution o f ground and surface water resources
through the infiltration and run-off of certain nitrogenous and phosphate-based fertilizers
and pesticides; soil erosion and compaction; drainage o f wetlands; air pollution from
intensive manure production and crop-spraying; loss o f landscape amenity and habitat
diversity; and clearance of marginal agricultural lan d '2°
In the case of Ukraine, the World Bank observed that soil erosion and water
runoff have been the most disturbing areas o f environmental degradation as these
processes carry silt, plant nutrients, agrochemicals, and contaminants from manure
storage into water bodies." Soil erosion has also been the main cause behind damage to
the chernozem layers.
The relationship between agriculture and the environment is distinguished by ‘a
diverse range o f harmful and beneficial impacts’ that range from the negative aspects like
deterioration o f soil, water, and air quality to positive effects like conservation or
enhancement o f biodiversity and the landscape and preventing floods and landslides.
Finding a balance is complicated by the fact that impacts are site-specific and, therefore,
are frequently ‘determined by different agro-ecological systems and physical attributes
o f the land, the prevailing economic conditions and production technology, and farmers’
management practices’. As noted in the OECD’s report, a final complexity with this
problem is that the relatively high degree of government interference in agriculture that
significantly affects farmers’ behaviour.’^ Each o f these agro-environmental indicators
is also relevant for the discussion o f agriculture’s impact on soil.
Soil itself is involved in many ecological and biological functions, the most
important o f which include its role as a habitat for living organisms, its maintenance o f
decaying organic matter, and its filtering properties in the hydrogeological cycle. For
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agriculture, the quality and health of the topsoil layer is a key determinant in productivity
- and it is this topsoil layer that distinguishes chernozem from other soils.
Under natural conditions, topsoil is a renewable resource. However, irresponsible
land-use practices transform topsoil into a nonrenewable resource: it can take 100 years
to replace 1 mm of h u m u s . T h u s , just as the exploitation o f other natural resources is
regulated and guarded by national laws, topsoil used in agricultural cultivation demands
similar treatment.’"^
Continuing in an attempt to evaluate environmental security concerns in Ukraine,
this chapter focuses on soil degradation, in particular on chernozem losses, due to
misguided agricultural development and its contradiction to environmental security
values. As is shown, there is an existing threat to chernozem from exploitation o f the
domestic agricultural sector.

Intervention to prevent this would require not only

environmental protection legislation, but also the expansion o f owner-developed land.
Aside from the ecological benefits, the direct.links between improved environmental
conditions and increased agricultural output would produce visible economic effects
from the intervention.
For these reasons, I expect to show that the value o f soil as a commodity has been
recognized over the last decade. However, because o f the production crisis across all
sectors o f Ukrainian production, there has been an emphasis on short-term economic
survival and this stress on survival has been especially visible in the newly formed and
still unstable private agriculture sector. O f the three cases looked at in this study, this
chapter should provide the clearest picture o f how lessening environmental
vulnerabilities depends on the percolation of reform down to the deepest levels: the
private citizen landowner. Therefore, despite the evidence to be presented that will show
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the importance o f soil protection to Ukraine’s economy and the shallow reforms that
have addressed this, this chapter will prove that weak agricultural and economic reforms
have prevented the achievement o f security aims.
There are clear and obvious links between these changes to enhance the
environmental security o f Ukraine, and the processes o f marketization and the
nationalization o f the economy. Indeed, changes in the legal regulation o f ownership,
coupled with economic reform and the deepening and widening o f democratic
transformation were all recognized as precursors to raising the effective use o f land
during perestroika in the Soviet U n i o n . L i k e other environmental values, protecting
soil requires more than straightforward environmental protection legislation. Based on
international experiences in soil protection, shortcomings in Ukraine are discussed within
the context o f the relationship of soil protection and more general reforms o f the
transition economy. Work toward achieving sustainability o f chernozem in Ukraine is
inherently linked to wider reform processes that are discussed in the following sections.
Therefore, the conclusions of this case study should contribute toward the overall
discussion o f the influences on the development o f environmental security in FSU states.

Soviet agricultural development
When Ukraine became an independent state in 1991, its territory included both the
chernozem lands and the infrastructure o f Soviet agriculture.

As shown by the

systematic lessening o f the humus layer, the worsening physical and physio-chemical
content o f the soil, and the essential increase in its acidity o f soils in Ukraine, the
agricultural techniques fostered by the Soviet agricultural complex were not compatible
with soil conservation. Other degradation processes witnessed at this time included
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Author M. Turnbull noted the

large amount of capital available and spent on agriculture under Soviet rule, but blamed
the lack o f agricultural remediation action on poor political and administrative
decisions.'^
Widespread degradation to chernozem has been a result, firstly, o f the amount o f
land brought into cultivation by Soviet leadership. Favourable geography and climate
in Ukraine make over 55 percent of the total territory arable land - more than any other
European country and far above the worldwide average.'* With respect to this high
proportion of ploughed land, ecologist V. Kulinich remarked in 1999 that ‘current use
o f land resources in Ukraine does not correspond with demands of rational nature use’.'^
During Soviet times, the Ukrainian territory had the highest percentage o f ploughed land
o f all the republics with agricultural plots occupying 42.4 million ha or 70.3 percent o f
the U nion's to ta l.P ra c tic a lly all o f the chernozem suitable for cultivation was ploughed
by 1989, with percentages in some oblasti reaching 90 percent o f available chernozem.^'
In 1999,41.9 million ha o f the territory was considered agricultural land, and o f this 33.3
million ha was ploughed. As seen in the table below, these figures are far above
European averages for percentage o f land under agricultural development.
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agricultural land
(total, million ha)

ploughed land
(total, million ha)

agricultural land
(per 100 people, ha)

ploughed land
(per 100 people, ha)

Ukraine

41.9

33.3

80.9

64.4

Germany

17.3

11.8

21.2

14.5

Poland

18.7

14.3

48.5

37.1

France

30.1

18.3

51.9

31.6

Europe, total

215.8

122.2

42.7

24.2

Ukraine, as a
% o f Europe

19.4

27.3

189.5

266.1

Source: M .U. K odenska and H I. Lanchuk, ‘Ukraina v E vropi’, ArholnKom, 3/5 (1999), p. 12. Sim ilar figures for U kraine’s share
in Europe are presented by A .B . Kachynskyi. and H.A. Khm il, Ekolohichna bezpeka Ukrainy: Analiz, otsinka ta derzhavna polityka
(Kyïv: National Institute o f Strategic R esearch, 1997), p. 40.

The planning schemes for Soviet agriculture in Ukraine featured a heavy
dependence on fertilizers and irrigation for increasing production figures. Despite
evidence that fertilizers and chemicals caused soil degradation, it was felt that ‘the
country’s experience with intensive land work shows that increased productivity o f
agricultural land is tightly connected with increased quantity o f applied fertilizers’.^^
Recommendations from Soviet scientists to use artificial measures to increase production
became even more frequent as effects o f environmentally abusive farming affected
production levels. These recommendations were followed; Lukinov, et al. noted that
from 1965 to 1985 fertilizer application per ha increased 3.8 times nationwide. They
maintained that the increased use of improved fertilizers was the key for raising fertility,
as seen in the government policy on the ‘chemicalization o f agriculture’

As short-term

productivity took precedence over long-term sustainability, annual applications in the
steppe zone increased by nearly five times (from 24 kg/ha to 114 kg/ha) from 1966 to
1990 and the Polesia area, which has lower natural fertility, received up to 200 kg/ha by
1990.
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Irrigation systems were relied upon to bring stability to annual production targets
from Five Year Plans. Irrigated lands in Ukraine yielded harvests 2.6 to 2.7 times larger
than those on non-irrigated lands, mainly because the crops could resist droughts.
Increased investment in water projects was seen as an answer to the looming economic
crisis and in 1984 plans were made to expand irrigated crop lands to 4-4.2 million ha and
drained areas to 3.9-4 million ha by 2000.

To compare, at the time o f the 1917

revolution, only 17,000 ha of Ukraine were irrigated, mostly with ponds and wells. In
1965, these figures were 540,000 ha for irrigated and 1.4 million ha for drained land.
Irrigated lands in 1985 covered 2.4 million ha and drained lands totalled 2.9 million ha.^"*
By 1987 in Ukraine, over 83 percent o f the irrigated lands were located in the steppe
zone, the soils o f which are consistently ranked as the most valuable chernozem in
Ukraine.
As plans for expansion were being implemented, the environmental consequences
were already appearing.

Frequent abuse o f the watering system, described

euphemistically in Soviet literature as ‘the nonobservance o f periods and norms o f
watering’, in the 1980s was leading to a lowered growth rate as it destroyed nutrient
regimes o f plants and disrupted growth cycles.^^ As discussed later in this study,
negative impacts o f over-irrigation also include secondary salinization and water
pollution.
Policies that protected environmental concerns in the USSR were inconsistent at
best, and usually ignored. As argued by Ihor Stebelsky, the case o f Soviet agricultural
policy was no exception. To some degree, ideology played a role in this. For example,
during collectivization, erosion was blamed on ‘former harmful practices and that under
socialized agriculture the processes were being brought effectively under control’

This
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opinion was also commonly voiced in other Socialist Bloc countries, like Poland/^ In
the Khrushchev era, research in agricultural areas formally began following the creation
o f the Ukrainian Republican Project Institute for Land Organization (Ukrzemproekt).
However, in response to the food shortages and agricultural underproduction crisis, the
extensive reforms o f this period included programmes that Stebelsky has labelled as
‘very harmful, if not catastrophic’ in terms o f soil management. Under Brezhnev, the
situation worsened despite increased availability o f equipment and funds for soil
conservation and anti-erosion measures. In Stebelsky’s opinion, it was ‘mismanagement,
coupled with the huge drainage and irrigation projects [that] resulted in a net increase o f
soil erosion’. T o varying degrees, land improvements to protect from soil erosion
continued through to the end of the Soviet Union,^^ but by 1991 the new states clearly
faced an uphill battle against erosion.
In Ukraine and other FSU states, such problems already had an impact on
agricultural production figures. Already in 1989, Ukrainian estimates showed that crop
yields were reduced by 25 to 55 percent on lightly eroded soils and by 55 to 70 percent
on severely eroded soils.^° In the Russian Volga chernozem region a drop in productivity
was traced to identical environmental problems: ‘[The current agrarian crisis] is
aggravated in the framework of the general economic crisis and is interwoven with the
ecological crisis, with the worsening o f agricultural land, the destruction o f soil covers,
[and] the drop in fertile soil.’^' Along with the chernozem they share, the common
antecedent in both regions has been Soviet agriculture. Remainders o f this development
must be confronted with a wide range o f integrated agro-environmental policy.
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Policy integration
Solutions for Ukraine’s soil degradation are not beyond the help o f contemporary
experiences from other countries. The principal lessons have been the need to integrate
policy and to shift national objectives down to the regional and farming level. Chiefly,
this includes the familiar concept that environmental costs must be reflected in
production costs (sustainable development). This means that the economic costs o f soil
conservation are unavoidable input costs and that national policy in agriculture needs to
create the circumstances that communicate environmental goals to farmers in Ukraine
and enable them to achieve these same goals. In this sense, it is possible to suggest that
environmental national security aims are dependent on education and welfare o f citizens.
When considering the integration o f environmental concerns into agricultural
activities for Ukraine, it is crucial to stay within the context o f a transition economy as
the OECD has done \n Agriculture and the Environment in the Transition to a Market
Economy. According to the OECD, opportunities to integrate policy under economic
constraints exist. First, these would include enhancing the positive role o f agriculture
through education and advisory approaches, management agreements, cost-sharing,
removing selected tax impediments, and research. The second suggestion is preventing
and controlling pollution with education and advisement, standards, charges and levies,
enforcement, research and monitoring, and removing impediments. In theory, as budgets
harden, emerging opportunities include adapting agricultural policies, structural
adjustments, and direct income support.^^
More specifically, the OECD has suggested that the integration o f environmental
goals may take several paths through administrative, procedural, or policy changes. In
order to assess Ukraine’s progress toward environmental security, it is necessary to look
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at these possible steps and to compare them with changes in Ukraine. Taken as a whole,
these policies listed in the table below reflect basic concepts o f sustainability by planning
for the future, by respecting environmental processes and by recognizing the non
renewable status o f resources.^^
Methods to Integrate Environmental and Agricultural Policy
Administrative
Instrumental
N ational
Create Environmental Ministry
•
Assign joint responsibility and promote
coordination
N ational and Regional
Create laws that require integration

Procedural
Change policy formulation process
Public participation
Inquiries, task forces, and working groups
Land use planning
Environmental impact assessment
Voluntary agreements

A dvisory
Direct aid to farmers
Farmer initiated conservation schemes
Eco-labelling
Environmental indicators
economic
Input taxes
Polluter pays
Land set-aside
Direct conservation payments
Removal o f inappropriate subsidies
R egulatory
Chemical standards
R estrictions
on
potentially
harmful
agricultural practices
Prohibition of harmful procedures
Licensing requirements

Source: OEC D , Agriculture and the Environment in the Transition, p. 25.

These guidelines provided by the OECD may be used to gauge the thoroughness
o f integration in Ukraine from the national down to the local level. General outlines for
developing environmental security policy for chernozem must consider its status as a
non-renewable resource that is necessary for national survival. The two key points in
this concept are the long time line and the origination o f policy at the national level.
Even when the land is owner-developed, clearly there are conflicts between the farmer’s
values and the national and international concerns. Although a farmer-owner would
likely share the state’s concern for the preservation o f chernozem on his land, he might
not give such high priority to other issues on the state’s agenda, like preventing his
farming by-products from travelling downstream. At the same time as integrated policy
is being created at the national level, both resources and authority must be designated for
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local administrations. With these guidelines and recommendations in mind, we will
move to a study of agriculture and environment considerations in Ukraine.

Agriculture in Ukraine
The economy
In tsarist Russia, Dokuchaev wrote that ‘soils lie at the base o f the most important factors
that affect the value and profitability of the land’.^"* For securing this value and
profitability. World Bank authors found ‘soil conservation as an input in agricultural
production’ to be an essential socioeconomic concept.^^ The future o f agriculture in
Ukraine is rooted in acting on this recognition and using international experience when
appropriate.
Just in economic terms, agriculture holds a prominent place in Ukraine’s survival.
The World Bank noted that ‘the natural endowments o f Ukrainian farmland’ gives
potential for meeting domestic needs and supplying competitively priced products,
notably grain and oil seed, for export.^^ Up to Gorbachev’s 1986 reforms, Ukraine
reliably provided 20 to 25 percent of Union production totals for agriculture products:
55 percent o f sugar, 25 percent o f meat, and 40 percent o f vegetable oil. Now Ukraine
regularly imports grain.
In terms o f securing the country’s future, it is difficult to overstate the importance
o f the agricultural sector that is based on these ‘natural endowments’. Verkhovna Rada
Deputy Evgenii Kirilchuk and Nikolai Khorunzhyi from the Kyïv National Economics
University have noted that policymakers must recall that ‘agriculture is the primary
foundation o f the [agro-industrial complex]; and other branches, which constitute the
largest cross-sectoral association in Ukraine, depend on its economic condition’. I n
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1997, 16.8 million Ukrainians, or about one-third o f the population, lived on the land.
Employment in the agricultural sector as a percentage o f total employment has displayed
a tendency to rise since independence, steadily employing over 20 percent o f the work
f o r c e . N e i l Spooner has predicted: ‘Future growth and stability in Ukraine will be
heavily influenced by the performance of the food and agriculture sector both because
o f agriculture’s current contribution to major macroeconomic aggregates, and because
the sector has more medium-term potential than many other sectors supported under the
administrative command system.
Yet despite the natural fecundity o f the land, the agricultural sector has
experienced sharp drops in production since independence. Harvest figures from 1997
were just 41 percent o f 1990 numbers."^® In 1999, Ukraine had its worst wheat harvest
(24.4 million tons) since 1945 and the 2000 harvest dropped again (22.59 million tons),
forcing the country to continue i mp o r t s . G r a i n yields have also fallen from 2.15 tons/ha
in 1999 to 1.99 tons/ha in 2000.'*^ The low yield means that a massive area o f chernozem
is being ineffectively used.
Understandably, this has also affected the profitability o f farms. Former Rada
Speaker Oleksandr Moroz admitted that the government has not done enough to assist
farmers with bankruptcy, which he identified as a continuing problem in the agro
industrial complex."*^ According to 1997 figures from the Dnipropetrovsk oblast, 338 o f
the 473 farm-businesses were in serious bankruptcy problems."^"* Various statistics have
shown that 85 to 88 percent o f agricultural enterprises categorized themselves as lossmaking in 1998 and 1999."^^
Ukraine’s transition economy led to ‘highly unfavourable terms o f trade
experienced by agricultural producers in this period’ (i.e. ‘scissors crisis’, when real costs
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o f supply rise higher than sale items), which some analysts have cited as the main cause
for the drop in agricultural productivity/^ For example, while prices for milk and meat
rose by 0.11 Hr and 0.10 Hr in 1999, the cost o f petrol rose by 0.48 Hr."*^ The share of
the agro-industrial complex contribution to the GDP has shrunk from 24 percent in 1991
to 11 percent in 1997.“^*
The significance of agriculture for the national economy has ensured its
prominence in discussions on economic revival. At the same time, the underlying fact
remains that subsidies, increased fertilizer applications, widened areas o f irrigated lands,
increased mechanized cultivation, and other means to intensify production all have a
negative impact on soil quality and degradation processes. Furthermore, while some
farms have gone bankrupt and others have struggled to survive, there have been neither
the resources nor the interest to undertake projects with long-term paybacks. The same
reluctance to take action exists on the national level, but clearly the development and
fulfillment of such plans is an important issue for environmental security.
The law o f the land
During the glasnost period o f the Soviet Union, legal analysts pointed out that Soviet law
only considered land use problems within the context o f ownership issues - in other
words, they gave no consideration to environmental concerns.'*^ Thus, in 1991 the future
o f land resources in Ukraine was dependent on both the effectiveness o f private
ownership reforms and the thoroughness with which environmental concerns were
introduced to these reforms. But once they became independent, the former republics
first dealt with the mountain o f ownership issues as a fundamental part o f abandoning
Soviet socialism.

Possibly as a result of the pressures involved in this issue, the

environmental aspects of ownership did not receive adequate consideration. Current land
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legislation in Russia has still been criticized for disregarding environmental concerns;
G.H. Krassova has found that ‘only the question o f the redistribution o f land is presented
and in general, the task of land reform is reduced only to th is'/°
Ukrainian laws have certainly addressed issues o f land reform, but their success
in these dealings has been less than praiseworthy. Legislation governing land relations
and protection in Ukraine are created in the Rada or issued as decrees from the CabMin
or president.

Ukrainian ecologist Vasyl Kostytskyi has written that basic land

regulations in Ukraine today include: stipulations on the preservation and development
o f land; organization o f state registration and appraisal o f land, granting and withdrawing
o f land; and obligations of owners of land and land users to develop the land rationally
and effectively. The body of laws also includes protective measures to keep it from
becoming ‘worn out’ and polluted, to guarantee appropriate land management for naturepreservation, recreation, sanitation or other uses, to compensate for damages caused by
owners and users, to control the observation o f legal requirements.^'
The Land Code was accepted by the Rada on 13 March 1992 and approved by the
CabMin in December 1992. This law remained the seminal piece o f land law in Ukraine
and it was not until the first approval o f the new draft Land Code on 6 July 2000 that it
seemed the law might be soon o v e r h a u l e d . T h e draft law remained pending for nearly
one year until it was rejected on its second reading (a second approval is required by
Ukrainian law) on 24 May 2001.
The 1992 Land Code went against the Soviet tradition and addressed both
ownership and environmental considerations. Legal expert William Valetta recognized
that Ukraine showed ‘particular interest in the appropriate management o f its agricultural
lands’ and that reformed property-rights relations were ‘seen as an important way to give
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the individual farmer a greater voice in the management o f farm activities and a stronger
incentive to maintain the ecological and productive quality o f the land’.^^
The extensive scope of the code included definitions for the structure o f land
zoning (such as agricultural land, population points, industrial, recreational, etc.), forms
o f ownership (such as state (Article 4), collective (Article 5), private (Article 6), ‘right
o f use’ (Article 7), or leased (Article 8)), methods for transferring land ownership,
conditions for rent, authorities of state organs in regulating, regime o f land improvement,
rights and obligations o f land owners and developers, land protection, management o f
the land cadastre, compensation o f damages for owners and users, means for settling land
disputes, responsibility for violating land laws, and creation o f international agreements
on land relations.^"*
With respect to owner, proprietor (vlasnyk), and/or leaser rights, several articles
addressed environmental concerns, as listed below.
•

In the simplest terms, the Land Code established the importance o f soil protection
by denying a citizen right to land ownership for ‘nonrational use o f the land plot’
(Article 27). Also, proprietors may lose the right to use the plot if it is discovered
that they are using ‘methods that lead to the lowered fertility o f soils and
pollution’ (Article 29).

•

Listing obligations for proprietors, the Land Code required land to be used in
accordance with national agricultural development plans while users must find
methods ‘to promote its fertility, to use nature preservation production
technology, not to allow the worsening of ecological situation on the territory as
a result o f his/her ovm agricultural activity’ (Article 40).
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More specifically, all proprietors and leasers are required to carry out the rational
organization o f territory, conservation and improvement o f soil fertility,
protection o f soil from water and wind erosion, salinization, radioactive and
chemical sources of pollution, compaction, and drying up.

Additionally,

damaged land must be recultivated with the intention to improve its fertility
(Article 84).
The 1992 Land Code also included provisions for the creation o f a special fund for
selected remediation activities (extra-budgetary fund). According to the law, national
and city budgets designated funds to aid land remediation activities when the degradation
was not the fault of the existing user (either proprietor or leaser). This money also
provided partial compensation to offset lowered revenues experienced when land is not
used during remediation activities that are required for damages not caused by the user.
Additionally, incentives for improving the quality o f the land (including fertility) and
ecologically clean production should be provided by this budget (Article 87).
Although the 1992 Land Code listed requirements for maintaining environmental
conditions o f the land, there were no provisions to help farmers directly to act in
accordance with these new laws. The Code provided no further guidelines to indicate
on what basis these evaluations might be made or what compensation would be made in
case of seizure. This basically nullifies any environmental benefits that the Land Code
might have contributed. Anderson and Thampapillai determined that, primarily, farmers’
attitudes to soil conservation depend on sufficient funds or access to credit.^^ Without
aid, choices to conserve are based entirely on evaluation o f short-term personal perceived
benefits and the long-term costs o f non-observance o f soil conservation are ignored.
These conspicuous absences were a major shortcoming o f the Code and gave the Code
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the appearance of an attempt to limit ownership rights rather than an attempt to protect
land resources.^^
As listed below, selected articles in the Land Code also addressed the legal status
o f lands and the role that the government has in protection o f land resources.
•

Along with historical and culturally significant lands, botanical gardens and
research sites, this article protects the transfer o f ‘especially productive lands’,
which are defined as all chernozem not affected by erosion, salinization, and
certain areas o f Crimea and Zakarpattia (Article 33). (Land set aside as protected
parks is covered in Articles 72 to 75.)

•

The recognition that land protection requires ‘a system o f legal, organizational,
economical and other endeavors’ that observe particular zonal and regional
characteristics for land protection reflects a progressive attitude and the need for
policy integration. According to this article, land protection regimes established
by this system do not include agricultural practices that result in pollution and
lowered fertility (Article 82).

•

Necessary preparations for land protection are to be carried out within the
framework o f international, national, and regional programmes (Article 84).

•

Government control over the development and protection o f land is handled by
the Rada, Derzhkomzem, Minekobezpeky, and other plenary powers and
government organizations (Article 94).
The issue by the CabMin in January 1993 required government land to be

registered according to various soil characteristics, like depth o f humus horizon,
salinization, chemical and radionuclide pollution, and erosion. Also, agricultural land
owned by the state must be appraised based on calculations o f productivity and expenses.
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Although such an appraisal system is needed in Ukraine, the appraisals looked at in the
decree were only required for government owned lands.
The law ‘On Village (Farmer) Agriculture’ from 22 June 1993 also addressed
land use and environmental degradation. In listing obligations o f farmers, Article 11
requires land cultivation to use environmentally friendly technology and not to permit
the worsening of environmental conditions as a result o f agricultural activities.
After Ukraine’s long experience without private ownership, it is not surprising
that land ownership rights appeared in the 1996 constitution.

Article 14 o f the

constitution maintains that: ‘Land is the basis o f national wealth, which remains under
special government protection.

The right o f land ownership is guaranteed.’ The

provision for land as the basis o f national wealth gave priority to protection issues, and
establishes a precedent for future legislation in the arena. Ukraine had existed for five
years without a constitution and these articles finally replaced the basic property
definitions that had been in place since the 7 February 1991 law ‘On Property Rights’,
which had ‘almost completely embodied the perestroika themes - continuing the
traditional structure o f Communist property relations while introducing the limited
reforms
However, the new legal status o f land as a private possession did not precipitate
the positive benefits that might have been predicted prior to 1991. Much o f the blame
has been attributed to the legal foundations o f these new relations. Valetta divided
Ukraine’s land laws into three categories. In the first group were fundamental laws on
property (such as ‘On Property’, ‘Land Code’, ‘On Payment for Land’). He has written
that these laws ‘were hastily adopted after independence and have only undergone minor
amendments’ and that overall, they were only ‘superficially changed from the
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“perestroika” laws enacted during the last days o f the Soviet U n i o n ' I n the second
group he placed parliamentary and presidential decrees relating to market-oriented
reforms and privatization. This group suffered from ‘ambiguity and inconsistency with
many provisions of the basic laws [that] has hindered effective action pursuant to them .’
In the final group, Valetta included technical legislation and decrees concerned with land
monitoring and the land cadastre system that provide information used in land
management. However, inasmuch as these laws ‘do not relate to a coherent policy o f
land reform ’, he did not foresee their effective functioning.^^
With respect to environmental considerations in particular, the assessment of
Ukraine’s land legislation has not been much better. Kulinich argued that it is apparent
that ‘ecological problems are either not considered or simply declared and do not have
any kind o f practical embodiment’. He wrote that this has become evident as ‘separate
elements o f the land reform conception developed with the participation o f leading
specialists of agricultural, water and forestry management, ecologists, lawyers and many
other specialists [have gradually taken] root’

Furthermore, he argued that ‘the absence

o f legislative acts relating to the rational use of land and the formation o f preservation
mechanisms [...] in turn leads to the acceptance o f erroneous or insufficiently qualified
decisions’ H In other words, attempts to integrate environmental and agricultural policy
have been handicapped by these underlying problems in legislation.
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Soil and agriculture
Degradation
Although the economic difficulties o f the transition have been the headline-making
causes for the low harvests, there is evidence that environmental problems caused by the
farming are also affecting profits.
Soil degradation occurs as a result o f the loss o f soil quality or soil quantity. The
four main types o f soil degradation are soil erosion, desertification, chemical
deterioration, and physical deterioration. The primary causes o f these processes include
inappropriate agricultural production, overgrazing, deforestation, and industrialization.^^
Chemical changes include loss of nutrients and organic matter, accumulation o f toxins
and heavy metals, which eventually result in salinization, acidification, and toxic
contamination. Physical degradation includes compaction and waterlogging.^^ This
choice has been made to limit this chapter to degradation from agricultural practices, as
this is the main threat to soil in Ukraine.
Despite the fact that production figures stayed relatively high in Soviet times,
problems like the loss o f humus, chemical pollution from fertilizers and pesticides,
salinization from irrigation and loss o f selected physical qualities were observed in
Ukraine’s chernozem resources. Ukrainian scientists first concentrated on the loss of
humus since ‘in order for land to give good produce, one must think about the fertility
o f the soil and the nutrients applied - first and foremost in this region is h u m u s a n d
their logic will be followed here.
Soil erosion plagued Ukraine long before signs o f political erosion were observed
in the Soviet Union. Ukrzemproekt first reported evidence o f widespread erosion in
1968.^^ According to National Academy o f Sciences data from 1961 to 1986, the area
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o f eroded land in Ukraine increased by 2 million ha; by 1994 erosion affected 10 million
ha of land.^^ The 1989 Goskompriroda report cited erosion as ‘the principal mechanism
o f soil humus loss’ in Ukraine. According to the report, the humus content in tillable
soils had fallen by an average o f 9 percent in the republic from 1974 to 1989.^^ This
represented a nationwide average decrease o f humus content in soil from 3.5 percent to
3.2 percent.^^
Erosion in Ukraine varies by agricultural intensity and on the natural levels o f
humus in a particular region. General data indicate an average annual humus loss o f 0.7
to 0.8 tons/ha in Polesia, 0.6 to 0.7 tons/ha in the forest-steppe zone, and 0.5 to 0.6
tons/ha in the steppe zone (the main chernozem zone).^^ Such figures are eight to nine
times higher than Ukrainian scientists predict would occur under sustainable farming.
By 1997, official statistics showed that 18 percent o f Ukraine was affected by erosion
and that this area increased annually by 80,000 to 100,0000 ha.^° Higher estimates have
been made by the World Bank, which labelled 33 percent o f the soils as ‘washed out’,
including 44 percent in the most productive steppe zone and 30 percent o f the foreststeppe.^' Annual damages from erosion in Ukraine have been estimated to cost the
country 9.1 billion Hr (over $2 billion).^^
Along with erosion, chernozem in Ukraine is threatened by degradation from
misuse o f chemicals used for increasing short-term production figures. Data showing
pollution on farms and orchards in Ukraine was published in the 1989 Goskompriroda
report. Out of 25,000 soil samples and 46,000 plant samples, 54.5 percent o f soil
samples and 29.6 o f plant samples contained pesticides.^^ (Worryingly, in the late 1990s
the main pollutant in orchards was DDT, which has been outlawed over two decades
earlier in the USSR.X"'
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A silver lining to the economic crisis has been that fertilizers and pesticides have
become too expensive and too scarce for mass applications. The general director o f the
Zaporizhzhia Production Association for Agrotechnology remarked that production o f
organic fertilizers has dropped today by five to seven times.^^ Whereas the average
hectare in 1991 received 5.7 tons, in 1995 1.9 tons were used. In 2000, Yevhen Imas,
president of Intersukor trading concern told Reuters that the sugar beet industry in
Ukraine was only able to import 15 percent o f required fertilizers for the year.^^
However, as erosion takes its toll on the natural fertility o f the soil, it is doubtful
that increased fertilizer application could rescue production figures. Indeed, research in
the US has shown that fertilizer technology will be unable to replace topsoil losses
because of changes in the composition and properties o f the soil that the fertilizers cannot
offset.^^
The irrigation system has created a further agricultural threat to chernozem:
secondary salinization. Causes of secondary salinization include mineralized irrigation
water, seepage losses from canals, poor drainage, and waterlogging. The salt grains in
the water cling to soil particles, decreasing permeability. In the Poltava oblast, o f the 2.2
million ha of agricultural land, 0.7 million ha is reported to be ‘salty or becoming salty ’
Altogether, 4 percent o f the agricultural land is suffering from some degree o f damage
due to high levels o f salt.^^
Treatments for salinization include drainage and gypsum application, but neither
remedy has been entirely successful in Ukraine. Certain drainage facilities can be used
to prevent salinization from occurring; although 1.8 million ha o f land has such facilities
in Ukraine, the FAO identified a further 5.4 million ha as requiring d r a i n a g e . B u t the
environmental benefits o f drainage are debatable as facilities in Ukraine have been
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blamed for destroying the natural groundwater levels in Polesia and southern Ukraine.*'
Moreover, when recycled water is used it generally just pollutes the fields more. An
alternative treatment for salinization is the application o f gypsum. In Zaporizhzhia,
salinization is such a problem that gypsum treatments are required each five years,
though farmers have noted that the period o f effectiveness o f treatment becomes shorter
each time. Moreover, approximately 20,000 to 22,000 ha in Zaporizhzhia need this
treatment, but in 1997 only 3,600 ha received applications.*^
(It should also be noted that the effects o f soil degradation and agricultural
practices do not end at the perimeter o f the farm plot. As erosion carries topsoil away
from farmlands, the soil is deposited as silt in rivers and lakes, reducing their volume and
creating the need to dredge every few years. Ukrainian experts estimate that each ton of
drained irrigation water carries off 140-150 kg of organic materials and fertilizers, which
then become a contaminant in the place of deposition.*^ This affects the lives o f aquatic
flora and fauna, including nearby humans. Pesticides have been located in aquifers up
to 400 m deep.*'^ Laws in Ukraine have regulated distances between ploughed land and
rivers, but this has not been observed in practice.*^ Although agriculture is not the
leading cause o f environmental degradation in Ukraine, its consequences are much more
widespread compared to consequences of industrial pollution, which generally remain
concentrated near the source.*^)
Monitoring
Scientific data on regional soil conditions is necessary to lay the groundwork for any new
policies. Standard uncertainties involved in environmental deterioration exist, but do not
decrease the relevance of soil monitoring. Regardless o f economic constraints, decision
makers need to recognize the necessity to examine field data to form a scientific picture
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o f the situation before working out policy aspects®^ - otherwise the results o f their
decisions will be highly dubious.
Soil monitoring has not been undertaken on Ukrainian territory to the necessary
extent to facilitate policymaking. By 1990 the Soviet Union was alone among developed
countries that did not have comprehensive information available on its land resources.
Authors from Kharkiv State Agrarian University have observed the haphazard nature of
studying the degradation process, which ultimately impedes administrative action in
Ukraine.

They recognize that integration o f environmental policy in agricultural

activities (what they name the ‘ecologicalization’ o f agriculture) has indicated the need
for data to be collected ‘according to a singular method, to be objective, systematical,
full, operative’ and to contain details like changes in physio-chemical condition (loss o f
humus, loss o f detritus, and pollution), in physical condition (topsoil or water regimes),
in biological condition (number or activities of microorganisms in soil), and in erosion.**
Also, for soil erosion, the use o f soil risk methodology may be more useful than attempts
to measure its state or conditions. Soil risk methodology would require looking at
vulnerability to degradation processes, the extent o f existing soil degradation, and soil
management practices in particular regions.*^
Once soil monitoring data has enabled the initial creation o f policies, these
policies and programmes would need periodic adjustments. This too would rely on the
effectiveness of the information network for soil monitoring. While the 20 August 1993
CabMin decree looked at responsibilities o f state bodies for collecting and analyzing
data, ‘it gives only a slight indication o f what the use o f all the statistics and analysis is
to be’.^° This is similarly true for the 12 January 1993 CabMin decree regarding data
collected from the state land cadastre, for which no stipulations were made on who is to
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receive the data or what decisions depend on its data. The World Bank has noted the
need for foreign technical assistance to improve soil monitoring in Ukraine, specifically
with respect to updating mapping techniques for agricultural areas.^'
Although soil monitoring needs to be undertaken on a national level, most o f the
needed work is best achieved on the local level. A survey o f eighteen OECD countries
found that ‘the trend [...] is towards greater vertical integration - that is, emphasis on
regional, local, and community involvement in soil and land management rather than
only a “topdown”, national government-led approach’. For success in this integration,
‘flexible, site-specific, and source-specific decision making and policy implementation’
have been c r i t i c a l . O n e way to reconcile this problem is for national-level
policymakers in developing countries to consider making periodic disbursement of
project funds to local authorities and farmers to be conditional on the accomplishment
o f designated goals in soil conservation.^^ This would be compatible with Ukraine’s
security concerns, which demand that reforms and programmes are initiated at the
national level, even when the programmes are driven by needs o f farmers for undertaking
soil conservation.

Land ownership and environment
Privatization is a far-reaching factor in the cultivation and maturation o f soil conservation
practices. Under a system o f common property, individuals seek to enhance their own
utility. This means that ‘there is this substantial gain to the individual at a relatively
small personal cost.

Such a system prompts each person to expand individual

exploitation competitively, resulting in the destruction o f the r e s o u r c e D u e to the
complex relationship between the farmer, the land, and the other natural resources that
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are affected by farming, G. H. Krasova declared that the relationship between the owner
and land is o f ‘decisive significance’ for determining ‘the improved use o f land’ and so
‘the right o f private ownership (and no other legal mechanism) is capable actively to
protect interest in the rational effective use o f natural resources’. P r i v a t e farming
obviously does not eliminate the need for strong regulations, education, or land
reclamation/remediation programmes, but it has remained the pivotal reform
requirement.
A longer

timetable is among the most obvious changes that privatization

introduces into the farmer-land relationship. Interestingly, although the lack o f adequate
technology is a problem, the World Bank asserted that the main reasons for agriculturally
derived pollution in Ukraine were ‘the signals provided to agriculture in the socialist era
emphasizing maximization o f production in the short-term and not long-term
maintenance of natural assets’. A

more general argument for private ownership has

been provided by Hazell and Lutz. They found that:
The property rights that farmers have over natural resources may be
important in determining whether they take a short- or long-term
perspective on managing resources. For example, farmers who feel that
their tenure is insecure, with or without formal rights, are less likely to be
interested in conserving resources or in making investments that improve
the long-term productivity o f resources.^^
In other words, one o f the most important steps Ukraine can make for soil conservation
is to ensure that private ownership is on stable footing.
The status o f land ownership has been a troublesome topic for soil
conservationists for centuries in Ukraine. Although soil evaluations began in the 1800s,
land prices based on region and soil categories did not exist until after the serfdom was
abolished in the Russian Empire (which controlled most of modem Ukraine) in 1861.
From this point, the country was farmed under the backward agricultural policy o f the
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Russian Empire, which Stolypin was still adjusting after the turn o f the century, and then
under collective ownership when the Soviet Land Code o f 1922 banned purchase, sale,
mortgage, or bequest o f land. The tragedy o f forced collectivization o f the countryside
was thorough.^^

Soviet statistics from the end o f the 1980s show that kolkhozes

(collective farms) and sovkhozes (state farms) composed 98.3 percent o f agricultural
plots and 99.3 percent o f ploughed fields.^^ In the twilight o f Soviet power, Ihor
Stebelsky wrote that ‘what is needed at the farm level for proper soil care is the feeling
o f personal responsibility for the land.

This problem was recognized before the

revolution, when Stolypin initiated his reforms o f converting a typical Russian [sic]
peasant [...] into a farmer managing his own consolidated farm.’’°°
Still, the transition to private farming and extended timetables faces one further
challenge o f the Soviet mentality. The use of five-year production plans and fifteen-year
plans for ‘long-term’ projects (such as the irrigation expansion project from 1985 to
2000), encouraged the habit of planning in short cycles. Ann-Mari Ahlander explored
the phenomenon o f ‘property rights approach’ to explain the pollution in the Soviet
system.

In her words, Soviet workers ‘were rewarded according to short-term

performance criteria and no personal benefit was gained from refraining from current use
for the sake o f future use’.’®' Cole has recognized similar planning flaws that created
unclear signals for conservation of production inputs in his study o f environmental
protection in Socialist Poland.'®^ Experience has shown that farmers may work for forty
to sixty years without employing soil conservation practices before they would
experience lower net returns than with sustainable farming. This would mean that
Ukrainian farmers today would need to extend their planning horizon by twenty-five to
fifty-five years.'®^ In comparison to a Five Year Plan this may seem daunting, but it
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would easily fall within the second generation o f use on a family farm. This need for
introducing longer timetables also indicates the need for education and privatization
measures to go hand in hand.
Individual education becomes an obvious component to private farming since soil
conservation is based on the long-term economic viability o f a farm.’°'^ In a round table
discussion with a member of a six-family private farm in Zaporizhzhia, journalist
Volodymyr Dupak reported that in the farmers’ union, ‘everyone relates to the land with
respect. The number o f textbooks that have been read, prospectuses and ads looked at
[...] - cannot be counted’. M a k i n g a profit entailed business principles, management,
and planning decisions that were foreign concepts to collective farmers.
Moreover, education in private farming introduced the possibility for
environmentally sound innovation that could not have been possible under collective
planning. For example, in the same round table discussion, members o f a small farming
association explained that their farm had to find innovative methods to achieve the same
production figures as under collective farming. One way they did this was to substitute
two tons o f straw to do the job of twenty tons o f manure, which also avoided potential
nitrates pollution.
Collective agricultural activities are not in the interests o f rational land use
because of ‘a complete absence o f personal interest o f every worker o f the agricultural
enterprise’ in the rational use of land’.’°^ Some may dispute this judgment, but the
observation is supported by over sixty years o f kolkhoz and sovkhoz activities. Without
fundamental changes to the management of farmland in Ukraine, the same processes o f
soil degradation that began under Soviet rule continue to threaten the independent
country.
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Moving away from Soviet farming
The Ukrainian farmer in the 1990s faced a daunting list o f realities - chief among these
was the constantly changing structure of the privatized land market. Moreover, the
national hard currency crisis, the underdeveloped market for agricultural production
goods, and government intervention with price regulation all affected the ability o f the
private farmer to survive in this new market.

The total processes involved in

privatization and decentralization o f the agricultural market and farming activities must
stabilize before agro-environmental policy integration could be put in place.
Status o f privatization
Despite the long-term ecological benefits associated with private farming, Ukraine has
not been in the position to reap the potential benefits o f private ownership. Private
ownership o f land has become a constitutional right in Ukraine that has not been
supported by complementary policy nor fully realized in practice. In fact, it has been
asserted that ‘in reality, technogenic nature-destroying types o f land management that
can lead to an ecological crisis are being worked out in the [current Ukrainian]
government’.’®^
In 1994 the average Ukrainian farm was 3,000 ha in area and employed 400
workers’®* - a fact that was not exactly testimony to the success o f breaking up large
state-owned farms. The ownership transfer o f lands under collective cultivation was
accelerated by presidential decrees in November 1994 (No 666/94) and August 1995 (No
720/95) that clarified land share conversion and distribution. By early 1996, land use
statistics showed that many farmers had moved to individual farming: 15 percent under
individual farming (households and private farms, which cover about 7,000 ha run by
35,000 private farmers and about 12 million small household plots done on a part-time
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basis by collective employees), 65 percent under collective and shareholding, and 17
percent under state farms. However, a majority o f all land cultivated by individuals and
collectives was state-owned, with 38 percent o f collective and shareholder land owned
by the state and 65 percent of individual farms on state-owned land. This translated to
only 2 percent o f agricultural land being privately ovmed.’°^
During this first period in privatization, the number o f kolkhozes and sovkhozes
declined from 11,000 in 1991 to 2,000 in 1996, but this was deceptive. Csaki and
Lerman wrote that ‘only a relatively small proportion adopted more innovative
organizational forms, such as a joint-stock society or farmers’ union’ and accused them
o f doing little more than ‘changing the sign on the door’."° This was not unique to
Ukraine, but occurred in Russia and Kazakhstan as well and in each case, there was ‘little
impact on the institutional structure, management practices, or agricultural techniques’ ’
The World Bank authors also found support for this observation from the feedback of
farm enterprise employees.
The second phase of agricultural privatization occurred after Kuchma’s 3
December 1999 decree on emergency measures to accelerate agricultural reform. His
decree abolished over 10,000 remaining collective farms and ordered their transformation
into privately-owned and cooperative farms. By April 2000,6.3 million Ukrainians had
received land certificates and experts predicted that 457 agricultural collective
enterprises, 261 private enterprises, and 180 limited liability and joint stock enterprises
would be created as the (state-owned) collectives were reorganized.” ^ By law, they were
not allowed to sell the land or use it as collateral for loans, although renting was
permitted. This fact resulted in the consolidation o f large parcels o f cheap rented land
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by companies; 67 percent of former collective farm property was incorporated into these
huge businesses.” ^
Even after the new decree, survival prospects did not improve for the affected
farms, as discovered by journalist Katya Cengel, who visited a cooperative outside KyiV.
She wrote: ‘The Reven cooperative has 1,520 hectares o f land, 500 cattle, and 20
tractors.

What it doesn’t have is a business plan, an estimate o f expenditures, an

investment programme, or a marketing strategy. The only thing the farm has is an
abundance of workers, and that is a problem.’

Several workers with whom Cengel

spoke wished to leave the Reven cooperative, but this was financially impossible as some
had been working for three years without a cash salary. Even with their land certificates,
they would not be able to purchase any equipment.

The example o f the Reven

cooperative is just one anecdote that testifies to continuing problems in agriculture
almost ten years after the legalization o f private ownership.
Obstacles to privatization
As argued in the earlier sections, sustainable land use in Ukraine has been contingent on
the privatization o f farming. To some degree, this has meant that privatization obstacles
have been soil protection obstacles. This makes it advisable to look at some o f the major
hurdles facing privatization in Ukraine at the end o f the decade; these included the poor
quality o f privatization legislation, the absence o f support from a market economy, and
the reluctance of employed farmers to become private farmers.
Although the transfer o f land to private ownership was made possible in 1992,
this breakthrough was followed by many years o f legal roadblocks. Land rights are
defined by principles of exclusivity, inheritability, transferability, and enforcement o f
these laws” ^ and it has been apparent that these rights have remained restricted in
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Ukraine. For example, the 1992 Land Code did not allow new owners to sell land for six
years (Article 17)” ^ and gave the government the right to repossess land when the owner
ceases to use the land for agricultural purposes for over one year (Article 27). Other
legislation limited ownership of plots to just 50 ha o f private land and 100 ha o f other
lands (‘On Village (Farmer) Agriculture’, 20 December 1991, amended 23 June 1993,
Article 6). According to one author, the la w ‘On Collective Agricultural Enterprises’ (14
February 1992) tried ‘to recreate the collective farm’.

Similarly harmful restrictions

also included the earlier mentioned measures in the 1992 Land Code that protected land
resources with the threat to withdraw lands from private ownership. With respect to
measures to protect environmental quality of land, they were ‘seen not only as regulatory
limitations on the activity taking place on the land, but as limitations inherent in the legal
right of possession and control of the land’ as the state has the power to seize
ownership."*
According to Valetta, these many restrictions on land ownership ‘evidence a
continuing reluctance on the part o f national, regional, and local leaders to make land
ownership a strong factor in the economic or social life o f the country’."^ The absence
o f sale rights led Csaki and Lerman to compare ownership rights in Ukraine with the
‘designated inheritable lifetime possession’ right in the Soviet Union.

They then

concluded that ownership in Ukraine was ‘totally inconsistent with the notion o f private
ownership and with market mechanisms of land management’.'^®
The clarification o f privatization issues in Ukraine has been stalled as the
government vacillated on reform. This has caused the World Bank to write that in
Ukraine ‘there is a clear intention to keep private agriculture as a supplementary
component o f a farming structure based on large-scale units owned collectively’.'^'
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Moreover, controversy over land reform, exemplified by the fistfights on the Rada floor
during voting over the draft Land Code in 2000, showed that Ukraine’s land reform
problems are destined to remain a contentious issue.
Indeed, the unpredictable position of the Ukrainian government in this area was
evident as demonstrated by the example of the joint-stock enterprise ‘Agros’. Founded
in 1991 by an action of the Ministry o f Agriculture, Agros was set up with Ukrainian and
German investments with the aim to support the modem development o f the domestic
agro-industrial complex, to introduce market attitudes, and to transfer ‘know-how’ into
production. With help from Agros, several local agricultural enterprises succeeded in
increasing sugar beet harvest by net tonnage and by the sugar content o f each beet, which
previously had been below average. However, General Director Nikolai Tretiak stated
that Agros has run into many surprises due to ‘the inconstancy o f the legislative base’ as
the government passes few decisions that correlate to previous ones, and sometimes even
contradicts i t s e l f . T h e contradictions about which Tretiak complained have also been
recognized by legal analysts.
Most discrepancies have occurred between laws issued by the executive and laws
issued by the legislative branches. Presidential orders from 10 November 1994 and 8
August 1995 established a partitioning scheme that gave the right o f private land
ownership to every kolkhoz member and granted certificates only to members o f the
agricultural enterprise. But the Land Code stipulated that members o f the supporting
social sphere o f the farm, like teachers and doctors, are also eligible to receive
certificates (Article 6). President Kuchma has also been accused o f directly ignoring the
intent o f the Land Code with his decrees and has enacted executive measures that
correspond to amendments the Rada specifically r e j e c t e d . V a l e t t a explained this by
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noting the ‘contradictory, vague, or unfinished nature’ o f Rada legislation demands that
the president and CabMin issue decrees. But he noted that frequently these new decrees
‘extensively and often establish fundamental policies and programmes that appear quite
different from the parliamentary i n t e n t T h e

OECD asserted that ‘continued

disagreements between the government and the [Rada] over land issues’ have ‘prevented
any substantial progress’ in the first seven years o f independence.’^^ (The Rada made
efforts to address these discrepancies in the draft Land Code that was rejected in May
2001.)
Partially, this is because o f the serious contradictions in laws issued by the Rada
alone. V. Kulinich has written on general regulatory problems in environmental laws and
he noted that some of the most serious contradictions occurred between the Land Code
and the Water Code. Article 47 o f the Land Code stated that plots designated for farming
or similar goals were considered lands of the agricultural fund. In accordance with
Article 4 o f the Water Code, the water fund would include: ‘lands occupied [...] by seas,
rivers, oceans, water reservoirs and other small [water] bodies, ponds and also islands,
shoreline protected sections along oceans, rivers, [areas] around reservoirs, [and]
shoreline sections along water routes.’ Obviously, a significant part o f these water fund
lands would belong within the preexisting boundaries o f cities and towns, farmland, and
the forestry fund - and herein lies the problem.
Since the rules for transferring land from one property fund to the other were
located in the Land Code, the authority for creating these shoreline protected areas lay
with the state organs who have authority over land relationships. Moreover, according
to the Land Code (Article 78) even land designated as belonging in a shoreline protected
zone was still regulated under the Land Code and not as part o f the water fund. The
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Water Code itself had no stipulations for how to claim its land for the protected zones,
where activities are strictly regulated.
Due to these problems, most lands could not be transferred from agriculture,
forestry, or other designations for the shoreline protected areas called for in the Water
Code. However, acute ecological situations around the Black and Azov Seas forced
action. Before the Water Code had even been written, about one million land owners had
been created in these shore regions when farms were transferred to private ownerships.
Eventually, the land was transferred out of use and into the water fund - but this occurred
only under serious protests as the Water Code did not include measures for compensating
owners.
This particular problem indicated an integration problem even at the highest
levels o f legal authority in Ukraine.

According to Kulinich, these deep-set legal

discrepancies are at the heart of the worsening agricultural problems in Ukraine because
‘land, forest, and water resources in socio-ecological aspects are rarely looked at as a
unified system'.
(The 2000 draff Land Code would have allowed the sale o f land plots o f less than
3 ha around swamp or reservoirs belonging to agricultural firms or farms. Although this
rejected Land Code still asserted its superiority in land matters, it at least would have
enabled owners to sell this land to the water fund.)
Some o f the contradictions in Ukrainian legislation could be credited to the
dedication to Soviet Socialist policies.

Certainly some o f their policies have been

sustained by popular support for Soviet-style farming and state-governed monopolies.
For example, one Holos f/Arazwy journalist dismissed the validity o f affixing value to
land, stating that ‘land is an object of human labour’ and that ‘in relation to its natural
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origins, land does not possess value’. T h e s e statements rang o f Marxism-Leninism,
but are not rare in Ukraine and national leaders have also spoken in similar terms. In late
1998 while visiting a farm in the Cherkasy oblast, Oleksandr Tkachenko (who has served
as Rada Chairman and Minister o f Agriculture) announced that ‘the rebirth o f Ukraine
should begin with the creation o f an extremely specialized economy in the agro-industrial
complex where the land remains, without fail, with the govemment’.’^^
Likewise, there has been a reluctance on the local level in some cases to follow
through with reform efforts. City level powers have been criticized for not fulfilling the
actions clearly delineated in the CabMin decree ‘On Privatization o f Land Plots’ and
impeding reform.'^® While expressing his support for land being distributed to true
farmers, similar thoughts were articulated by journalist Serhii Pravdenko, who felt that
Ukraine is unprepared for the same type o f privatization that exists in Germany. He
expanded this charge to state generally that the ‘government is still not prepared for the
realization [of goals] consolidated in the Constitution’.'^'
A possible explanation for this was given by Valetta, who saw the impact o f
earlier privatization mishaps with enterprises as influencing the current preferences
toward a more conservative approach to land reform. He wrote:
There will continue to be a strong component o f state management inland
and that a “capitalist” vocabulary o f land and property rights will not be
used to describe the fundamental relationships. [...] There is a real
perception that the industrial wealth o f the country was dissipated and
stolen in the privatization process, and that the Marxian theories o f
monopolization and speculation were proven to be true.'^^
When defending such policies against Western critics or reform-minded
Ukrainians, one response has been that Ukraine needed to fight off illegal or questionable
purchases o f large land tracts.

Journalist Pravdenko lamented widespread land

speculation, a process which he believed responsible for surrendering the best chernozem
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to foreigners and c r i mi n a l s . U k r a i n i a n law has attempted to prevent ‘various types o f
legal and business transactions involving land that are common elsewhere in the world’
and this ‘reflect[ed] the persistence o f the idea that “speculation” in land must not be
allowed’. I r o n i c a l l y , however, Ben Slay has accused the privatization programme in
Ukraine o f allowing ‘many privatizations [to be] sweetheart deals, benefitting insiders
and sacrificing the state budget’
Indeed, in practice, Ukraine’s programme has meant the creation o f large
collective agricultural enterprises that have bought up their own land shares to protect
their collectives.'^'^ Unlike monopolies in capitalist countries, which may have above
normal profits, ‘the greatest social cost of post-communist monopoly may lie in the
ability o f chronically unprofitable firms with market or political power to resist
restructuring or liquidation’.'^^ Although the monstrous state-run farms may have been
eliminated in recent years, they have been quickly replaced by monopolies that are
potentially equally threatening to the environment.
Despite the harmful effects o f sustaining monopolies, it may not be best to attack
the monopolies directly and therefore this is not an issue that is addressed here. Slay’s
study o f the dissolution o f Soviet monopolies supported the idea that privatization needs
to precede ‘aggressive structural déconcentration campaigns’ and that market
competition will develop independently.'^* With respect to the contentious question o f
whether de-monopolization or privatization should come first. Slay believed that
privatization should be the first step as de-monopolization is a natural result of
privatization and also ‘because state monopolies create such a false economy there is no
way a state could come up with appropriate dissolution policies’.
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Further reasons for privatization to precede de-monopolization included
incentives for businesses to compete. In this same study, Slay wrote: ‘Even if industrial
structures had been more atomistic, the central planning o f enterprise production, supply,
investment, and pricing decisions precluded the independence necessary for firms to
behave in a competitive manner’. I n other words, even though monopolies may be a
problem at present, efforts to create a functioning agro-industrial complex should focus
first on fairness in privatization and associated reforms and concerns on avoiding
monopolies should follow later. (As A.A. Pogrebnoi pointed out, ‘land cannot be hidden
in a Swiss bank account’. S o in comparison with other tangled privatization messes,
it may be easier to defend the interests of honest buyers in the case o f land sales.)
There are, however, many reasons to be concerned with monopolies in Ukraine.
This author will not argue that landowners who may be involved in various disreputable
business transactions would be less likely to create soil conservation plans for their
farms. However, there have been numerous complaints that foreigners buying the land
hire Ukrainians whom they ‘turn into slaves’’'*^ or that criminals buy the land and then
chase after foreigners to resell it instead o f working the land.’'^^ First, this implied that
land speculation activities have resulted in non-owner-occupied land, which generally
speaking is not desirable. Second, land speculators would not be able to stay in business
if private farmers had the credit necessary to cover start-up costs and support themselves
in the first place. The fact that many have rushed to sell or rent their land has indicated
that there have not been adequate economic conditions for the land reforms to take hold.
Bearing in mind the links between personal interest in farming and land improvements,
this has indicated that marketization and associated restructuring efforts play a major role
in environmental security.
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To this point, the frail market attitudes in Ukraine have played a major role in the
inability o f private farmers to make a profit, and thus a major role in the viability o f soil
conservation efforts. The main culprit in this is the government with its interference in
natural market signals. As in neighbouring Moldova, which has ‘a tendency to resolve
social problems through agricultural policies’,’'^'’ Ukraine has been accused o f creating
prices that ‘reflect a wide range of interventions, subsidies and controls’, which ‘provide
virtually no rational incentives to guide production decisions or longer term investment
and resource allocation decisions’.'"'^
For privatization, this has created a roadblock, as the process itself ‘rests on the
neoclassical premise that individual resource owners will rationally manage their
resources to remain competitive in the market. The inherent assumption is that markets
are capable o f providing the signals for efficient resource use’

Spooner also noted the

importance o f a functioning market for privatization: ‘If corporatization or privatization
is not accompanied by policy reforms to liberalize pricing and marketing, then the
benefits o f changes in ownership structure are severely limited and enterprise calls on the
national budget for subsidies are legitimized.’’"'^ Obscuring market signals with price
regulations, state orders, and indiscriminate subsidies not only has prevented the
development o f a natural market, but has blocked privatization.
This fact helps to explain the sharp reaction o f Western observers to steps in
Ukraine to interfere with the agricultural market. For example, on 29 June 2000,
President Kuchma issued a grain decree aimed ‘to stimulate the production o f grain,
support the agricultural sector and eliminate the negative effects o f seasonal variations
in grain and bread products’.'"'* In effect, producers were forced to sell reserves to the
state during the harvest season at low prices on a non-competitive basis so that the state
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could then store the grain and re-sell it later in the year to avoid shortages. Critics o f the
decree charged that was an attempt to dig bureaucratic fingers into the market and to
allow the state bread monopoly, Khlib Ukra'my, to be the state’s price-setting,
purchasing, and selling agent. In response to the decree, former US Ambassador to
Ukraine Steven Pifer, the IMF, and the World Bank sent a joint letter to the Presidential
Administration likening the decree to the defunct state grain order system. Ukraine’s
creditors threatened to withdraw funding.
Once the harvest began, troubles were not far off as regional authorities tried to
avoid the decree and keep grain in local storage.

In an announcement that was

frighteningly reminiscent o f grain procurement under Stalin, the SBU (the Ukrainian
Security Service, the successor agency to the KGB) reported that it would be keeping the
main grain traders under surveillance. (However, the SBU did not have any sort o f
official approval to carry out these functions.)'"*^
State interference in the agricultural sector has created an unforgiving cycle o f
dependency as the absence o f a market and cash flow has made it impossible for private
farmers to get a steady footing. The sector ‘will renew its growth only when the
government introduces appropriate reforms ensuring normal operations o f essential
market services’, b u t instead there has been the continuation o f policies learned under
the tutelage o f Soviet decision makers.
One example o f this has been with using subsidies where markets failed. In 1994,
the World Bank noted only ‘modest’ changes in the formal Soviet system. Disregarding
farmers’ demands for market liberalization, by June 1994 the official reaction to the
problem had been a ‘new wave of subsidized credits and input supply linked to state
contracts’.’^' Indeed, it has seemed like the only reason social subsidies in Ukraine have
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dropped is because of the economic crisis and not because o f a change in the political
landscape.
Still in 1998, the position that the state needed to ensure the ‘nutritional supply
security’ o f Ukrainian domestic production though regional level state order systems,
pricing policies and tax breaks for collectives’^^ had not dissipated. Resolving such
issues has created disputes among elected powers in Kyiv; then-Rada Speaker Tkachenko
announced that unless the executive branch stopped meddling in the powerful sugar beet
industry, the Rada would respond with laws on trade stimulation, in particular price
r e g u l a t i o n . T k a c h e n k o felt regulation was necessary to reverse the downturns in the
sugar beet industry, including problems with the lack o f fertilizers.
Subsidies for fertilizers have been one example o f government policy working
directly against environmental concerns as these fertilizer subsidies have been connected
with inappropriate fertilizer use. For example, in 1989, as the command economy broke
apart in several CEE countries, a sharp reduction in nitrate content was recorded in rural
drinking water (up to 50 percent in some places) and this was credited to the fall in
fertilizer use following government subsidy cuts. In Moldova, from 1991 to 1996, a
subsidy decrease for pesticides in agricultural led to a direct reduction in application.
Accordingly, analysis o f soil samples in Moldova since 1991 have recorded a drop in
residues o f HCH, trifluralin, DDT, and sim-triazines.’^'’ Most developed countries use
some form of agricultural subsidies, but unless care is taken, the subsidies can encourage
short-term high productivity at the expense o f the land as was common in the Soviet
Union.
Therefore, while holding off the collapse o f private farming, these and other
credits have perpetuated the same problems for soil conservation that farmers
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encountered during Soviet rule. Farmers in Soviet Ukraine were certainly aware o f soil
erosion and its origin in agricultural practices, though ‘the decisions they make, if any,
in managing the land are not limited only to this one consideration [soil conservation]
and are not made independently of broader plans or needs o f the economy. They are
constrained by a complex set of incentives operating within a hierarchical institutional
structure
Advocating the removal of such subsidies is not to say that Ukrainian farmers
have not been in need o f directed aid. In general, private farmers in Ukraine have
suffered from a lack of appropriate support from state budgets and this has carried over
to the absence o f a robust market for selling their goods.
At the moment, Ukraine does not need a hands-off policy for agriculture - what
it needs is a smarter policy for agriculture. For instance, the partial reform o f prices at
the state level created the scissors crisis as state policy has kept the sale prices o f
agricultural products artificially low while the costs o f tools o f production for farmers
have skyrocketed. In 1997, prices for tools o f agricultural production rose 71,000 times
from 1990 costs, while the selling price for agricultural products rose 8,300 times.

The

discrepancy between prices reached an ‘unbelievable level’ when agricultural producers
in Ukraine had to barter 3-5 kg o f grain for I kg o f diesel fuel, compared to the world
average of a one-to-one r a t i o . I n 1999, it was estimated that Ukraine lost about 3
million tons o f grain due to fuel problems.

Precisely because o f this gap, ‘the patience

o f agricultural workers is failing’ and ‘the measurement o f their faith in the Ukrainian
government [...] falls every year’.’^^
Absence of faith in the government has been a factor in the third major obstacle
to privatization success in Ukraine: the lack o f interest amongst collective enterprise
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employees to leave the large farms. This has stunted the growth o f private farming.
Following a 1994 survey of collective employees, the World Bank authors reached the
conclusion that ‘it is not the attraction of collective production, or even a desire to retain
a known and customary way of life that keeps people in collectives. Rather, it is the
absence o f what is considered the minimal prerequisite for effective operation in the
private sector’. T h e s e feelings persisted in the subsequent survey in 1996, which
found only 6 percent o f interviewed farmers expressed an interest in exiting with their
shares.’^'
Indeed, the majority of collectives have turned into agricultural cooperatives,
which remained popular despite the opportunity for collective farmers to take land
certificates. According to journalists, this has been precisely because the farm workers
believed that local powers are particularly benevolent (in terms o f resources) toward
these cooperative arrangements, which most closely resemble the old kolkhozes.
Lack o f interest can also be blamed on collective farm managers, who have not
always informed employees o f options concerning land shares.

Members o f all

collectives and cooperatives have a right to leave and take a share o f land corresponding
to the size o f the particular enterprise they left (‘On Village (Farmer) Agriculture’,
Article 7). In the earlier discussed 1997 World Bank survey, only 8 percent o f collective
employees knew they could sell their share, 22 percent knew it could be leased, 26
percent were aware o f the possibility to take land shares upon exiting. In contrast, 80
percent knew that it could be ‘invested’ in the collective, i.e. handed back to the
collective m a n a g e r s . A l t h o u g h land certificates had been passed out according to
Kuchma’s emergency decree, it has now been economic considerations (like the concerns
o f the farmers at the Reven cooperative) that have kept many farmers from leaving.
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As an essential condition for soil conservation, privatization in agriculture
remains a target that must be attained before conservation efforts may be considered to
be serious. As shown above, the main obstacles to success in this field may be ascribed
to tentative commitment to reform. In Valetta’s opinion, the slow progress on land
reform can be attributed to Ukraine beginning ‘modem independent life with neither
strongly articulated policies nor a broad consensus for change in any area o f economic
or political life’

Contradictions in privatization legislation and the inability to develop

the market attitudes have reflected the major rifts in the Ukrainian government that retard
progress. The reluctance of farmers to enter the private market and the high failure rate
o f those who have started private farms has testified to the need for these issues to be
resolved in the national government before setting expectations for success in improved
soil fertility. Looking back to the integration guidelines written by the OECD, it is clear
that Ukraine has struggled just at the top administrative levels and has not yet reached
the point where instmmental methods can be considered.

Conclusions
Fertile chernozem, which has supported generations o f Ukrainian farmers, suffered
serious neglect under the intensive agricultural policies o f the Soviet Union. At first
glance, soil cover may seem an unusual target o f environmental security concerns, and
better left simply as a matter for environmental protection efforts. Yet in the case o f
Ukraine there are several factors that make this prudent, and even necessary to consider
in security strategies.
First, for Ukraine, chernozem has held a place o f respect in the national heritage,
while at the same time Ukraine remains a largely agrarian state, with over 16 million
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people living in rural areas and 24 percent o f the labor force employed in the agricultural
sector. Indeed, ‘ [p]recisely land reform can become the foundation for state policy in the
highly complex situation of the geopolitical and domestic situation o f Ukraine
Should reform efforts in the sector be successful, a profitable agricultural programme
represents a realistic hope for economic revival.
Second, multiple obstacles have been discussed with respect to privatization and
the implementation of soil protection laws. Obviously, the means to remove these
obstacles lies outside the domain o f Minekobezpeky’s powers.

One o f the most

important reforms for environmental protection is private ownership o f land, but even the
new legislation displays ‘the persistence [...] o f the Marxist-Leninist principle that the
means o f production remain collectively owned’. Y e t until these obstacles are
removed, soil conservation efforts will remain at the mercy o f other national activities.
With this in mind, the national government must address the status o f the soil cover as
part of its stated goal o f environmental security.
Clearly, as in other environmental security endeavors, policy integration has been
the key component to success for soil conservation in agriculture for Ukraine. This
begins with privatization and price regulation, and extends to uniform monitoring
methods and data collection in soil conservation and to educational and financial support
for private farmers and managers on farm enterprises and collective farms. In this
respect, the progress of marketization has an unavoidable role in the success o f soil
conservation. To the extent that the government has impeded market growth by allowing
state orders and price regulations, it has also inhibited the growth o f soil conservation
attitudes. Market attitudes, privatization, pricing, and hard budgets are all key words in
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transition economics, but it is clear that these have all been held up to some degree with
wavering on commitment to reform.
As the economic reforms have failed to take hold, legislation in other arenas
remains inactive or unsuccessful. In this manner, soil conservation has suffered at the
hands o f weak economic reforms and remains inescapably tied to marketization. Soil
conservation and environmental issues in agriculture have been prominent in legislation
since 1991. In contrast to the earlier Soviet laws on land and ownership, the earliest
Ukrainian laws include references to preserving and improving the environmental quality
of land. Yet at the mercy of transition politics, these laws remain impractical so long as
Ukrainian leaders fail to create supporting reforms in other sectors.
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LESSONS FROM AND FOR UKRAINE

THE LARGELY UNFORESEEN END to the Soviet Union shook up the structured
debates in international relations as much as it did the geopolitical landscape. The
theoretical cracks were wide enough to allow certain developing debates to squeeze into
mainstream discussions: environmental security was one of these.
With the thawing of Cold War tensions, people’s concerns drifted. The fall o f the
Soviet Union occurred on the heels of the discovery o f the ozone hole, revelations o f the
Chomobyl disaster, and the much-hyped 1992 UN conference in Rio. Once the world
did not teeter on the brink of nuclear destruction, defence industries became more liable
to criticism because o f the overspending, secrecy, and appalling environmental records
that had been allowed all in the name of national security.
Although certain political and environmental conditions at the time may have
helped to popularize the concept o f environmental security, they also detracted from its
legitimate claim to being a part o f the security field. This claim was based in changes
witnessed in states’ acquired values, which are the primary determinant for security
strategies. Even so, controversy persisted because the expansion arguments lacked the
credibility that would have been provided by having a conceptual backbone. But while
arguments on the appropriateness o f environmental security continued in academic
circles, states passed laws and created policy tailored to protect these new security
values.
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It is appropriate that one of the countries at the center o f these events - both in
the environmental and political sense - is the focus o f this study and its attempts to
compliment the conceptual debates and advance the study o f mechanisms at work in
environmental security building.

After investigating the case for including

environmental threats in an definition o f security that is suitable for practical application
in policymaking, this thesis turned to the case o f Ukraine to examine the selected
environmental security threats and the ongoing reforms and conditions in Ukraine that
have affected its environmental security. Efforts o f state-building, democratization, and
marketization, along with regional and international cooperation, were analyzed for their
impact on environmental threats in each of the three case studies here. In addition, these
studies o f air, water, and soil degradation showed how the resolution o f environmental
security concerns in Ukraine has become an unavoidable part o f the state’s
developmental process.
Most of all, this thesis has shown how Ukraine’s verbal and legal commitments
in seeking environmental security have had little result. The prime reason has been the
failure to follow through with environmental programmes outside the security agenda.
This has left the brunt o f the load to security policy alone, clearly an impossible burden.
But some blame for failure can also be attributed to certain aspects o f the unreformed or
corrupt political and economic structures that contribute to anthropogenic effects on the
environment. These areas have either been resistant to reforms or have been consciously
passed over in favour o f other higher national concerns. For those interested in the field
o f environmental security, these are the observations that are most important for future
studies. This conclusion draws from each o f the major points from the case studies and
makes predictions for the future o f environmental security in Ukraine, using its
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experience to examine the appropriateness o f environmental security for handling
environmental degradation.

From the security field to the fields
By geography, population, and natural resources, Ukraine’s position in regional politics
seemed assured to be one of prominence. However, once Ukraine signed away its
nuclear capabilities in 1994, American and European interest waned and attention was
diverted to other former Socialist Bloc countries who had been more successful with
Westem-style reforms. Ukraine continued to receive considerable amounts o f foreign
aid, though largely tied to closing Chomobyl and returning weapons to Moscow, but its
inability - and erstwhile unwillingness - to carry out reforms prevented it from being
taken entirely seriously by Western politicians.
This has been due mainly to the fact that although Ukraine’s reform attempts are
widely criticized, there are few who would suggest that Ukraine threatens regional
stability. Even while considering the classification of Ukraine as a ‘weak state’ in which
domestic conditions, like environmental security, have a greater influence on security
vulnerabilities, the likelihood that the Ukrainian populace will take to the streets to draw
attention to air pollution seems slight. Despite this, most observers accept that Ukraine
is indeed a critical country for Western relations in East Europe.
This study looked first at the efforts to expand the definition o f national security
to include environmental threats. By reviewing current arguments and criticisms, it
became evident that even though numerous definitions for environmental security have
been advanced in academic discussions, the definitions were ill-suited to use in empirical
studies. The observation led to the creation of a definition specifically for use in this
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thesis, which was to examine environmental security building processes in real-life
application, environmental security was considered to be: The aim o f a state to reduce
its vulnerability to effects o f environmental degradation that occur from unsustainable
use or development of natural resources through human activity, including anthropogenic
changes to naturally occurring events.
Armed with this definition, the thesis moved on to study specifically the case o f
environmental security building in Ukraine. Along with the theoretical debates within
environmental security, which may continue for decades, many questions remain as to
how states create an expanded definition of national security. And, at the end o f the day,
case studies of environmental security are needed as states decide if such securitizing
efforts are really necessary at all - or if they would be better sticking to conventional
environmental protection and leaving national security to more traditional concerns.
Although there might not be any conceptual problems with environmental security, we
also need to consider its cost-effectiveness as an aim for all states.'
With the material presented in each o f these cases, three observations are clear.
First and most basically, Ukraine has made little, if any, progress toward reducing its
environmental security vulnerabilities. Most projects with environmental benefits are
only implemented thanks to associated short-term economic benefits and have tended to
be isolated repairs rather than structural or behavioural changes. More often than not,
they have also been carried out under the guidance and/or financing o f foreign groups.
Second, even though this thesis looked at just three broad environmental
concerns, it showed the dangers of adopting ill-defined security policy.

A highly

complex strategy with cooperation and mutual aims in multiple sectors would be required
to address the wide scope of vulnerabilities that have been acknowledged in Ukraine.
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Such a complex security strategy has proven beyond the capacity o f Ukrainian
policymakers. However, this failure might not be so much associated with Ukraine’s
current economic crisis as with the warnings o f critics in the IR field who argued that
environmental security would widen security agendas to an unmanageable girth. By
identifying candy factories as a security threat, Ukrainian lawmakers have certainly
demonstrated symptoms of reckless securitization. Possibly, Ukraine has been more
vulnerable toward this tendency than non-FSU states would be. The tradition of making
declarative laws, which were virtually the only type o f laws made in the Soviet Union,
has made it very easy for security strategists to remain unconstrained by ‘minor’
practicalities like budgeting and ease of implementation for projects.
The third observation is that in this transition period, impending economic and
political reforms have been extremely delimiting in terms o f Ukraine’s ability to lessen
its environmental vulnerabilities. The fact that each case study repeatedly had to discuss
the same factors - incomplete privatization, contradictory and incomplete legislation,
inability to transfer information effectively, lack o f a clear chain of command, problems
related to budgets and financing, and cooperative links amongst state organs emphasizes the fact that each o f these conditions are valid and critical prerequisites to
environmental security building. In other words, a massive amount o f work is required
that lies outside the direct power o f either security or environmental protection
policymakers.
These factors have indicated that environmental security plans will have to
oversee a wider range o f issues than have been faced by military strategists. This is not
to say that matters like economic stability or industrial output have never been a concern
of security strategists - surely, they have. But whereas, in the eyes o f earlier security
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policymakers, these concerns were likely more secondary to military preparedness, they
have proven difficult to avoid in terms of their near-direct control over environmental
security threats. For Ukraine in particular, this has proven to be a major problem as
environmental interests are ignored when it has been perceived to be in the state’s
economic interests to do so. (Historically speaking, environmental protection for the
former Socialist Bloc as a whole has suffered in this manner as policymakers did not find
it difficult to obviate environmental laws under the pretense o f a higher necessity.)^
Thus, the ability o f security strategists to ensure that their priorities can be maintained
in balance with the state’s other interests will be critical.
In general, these case studies have shown that transition conditions in Ukraine
have held a strong influence over ecological conditions. Moreover, the unavoidable
dependence o f environmental threats on political-economic conditions has suggested that
reforms in these sectors need to be completed before attempts are made to take
environmental politics through an analogous transition. For example, the situation has
arisen in which potential foreign investors who would introduce modem technology are
hesitant to come into Ukraine because of the uncertain business environment. Potential
Ukrainian investors are nearly nonexistent because o f the economic conditions - one
need only remember the case o f farmers in Ukraine who are unable to get credit to start
private farms. As Cole told us earlier, by the late 1980s Poland had managed to adopt
progressive market-mechanisms for environmental regulation, but these meant little
while Poland did not have a market economy.^ These fundamental conditions need to
be set before progress can be made on trickier matters like environmental security.
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Is environmental security the answer?
Although this thesis has supported the need for Ukraine to adopt a long-term perspective
for assessing threats when viewing economic paybacks, it is not mandatory that these
perspectives originate from environmental security policy.

In other words, the

difficulties raised above have suggested that we should question the appropriateness o f
implementing an expanded definition of security for contemporary Ukraine. (However,
the very conditions in Ukraine that made it a unique and hard case for study also make
this study unsuitable to raise questions for the appropriateness o f environmental security
in general.)
Voicing this concern is not intended to downplay the potential harm that
environmental threats could bring to Ukraine or neighbouring countries. But, in fact,
when there is so much evidence of misdirected efforts or unproductive spinning o f
wheels all in the name o f environmental security, and when most o f the blame for this
wasted energy can be traced to political and economic factors, even the most ardent
supporter of expanded security priorities would have to agree that Ukraine is simply not
prepared to handle its demands on budgets and policymakers.
These observations have favoured the argument that as above environmental
security is not in Ukraine’s best interest for the near future. In practical terms, this would
not greatly effect ongoing activities in Ukraine. The main benefit in this recognition
would be to keep environmental improvement programs, monitoring, and protection
under the umbrella o f Minekobezpeky until political and economic conditions in Ukraine
are mature enough to upgrade some threats to security interests and integrate
environmental concerns into the work of other ministries.

As with other reform

initiatives in Ukraine, current conditions support the development o f regional and oblast
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level environmental protection programmes rather than ones initiated at the national
level. Obviously, a national security programme could only be implemented from the
top down - and at present this direction is not bringing results in Ukraine, nor is it
favoured by reformers or Western aid organizations.
For all of these reasons, it would be a better use o f resources to set plans for
environmental security in Ukraine temporarily aside. Instead, resources should be
directed specifically toward small-scale environmental improvement projects at local
levels. As progress is made on democratic and market reforms, conditions in Ukraine
would become stable enough to carry out in-depth studies and follow through with
integrated policies. At this point, it would be practical and reasonable to expand national
security aims.
At the same time, we should not expect the Ukrainian government to retract its
national security goals. In the longer term, studies o f environmental conditions can be
conducted that would assist in the crafting o f more appropriate policy and legislation
than exists today in Ukraine. Still, realistically, it is not likely that Ukraine will have the
infrastructure and resources to implement such a national security programme for ten
years - a similar timeline as seen in average predictions for Ukraine to complete its
transition.
The first chapter of this thesis addressed some concerns o f critics that related to
the unique challenges o f environmental security that distinguish it from military security.
It is clear from this thesis that the challenge o f environmental security extends beyond
the need for strategists to grapple with information and policy. Before these more
superficial challenges can be considered, there are structural prerequisites that must be
met. Piecemeal solutions to reducing environmental security vulnerabilities do not work.
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As we have seen from the experiences with foreign investment in Ukraine, the best
intentions at environmental improvement programmes can be too easily sidelined by
more deeply entrenched socio-political problems. This indicates a much more serious
problem with environmental security than has been raised in debates and one that
demands resolution should environmental security become a standard part o f states’
strategies.
This opinion is similar to the ‘capacity approach’ theory o f development o f
environmental policy advocated by Volkner von Prittwitz. He has argued that there are
three main factors to environmental policy that are very independent o f environmental
issues. These include:
Economic and technological capacity, i.e., satisfaction o f basic material
and psychological needs and technological flexibility; socio-cultural
capacities, i.e., common value orientations, communicativeness and
knowledge; [and] institutional capacities, i.e., structures o f a vital
democracy (established civil rights, representative formulation and
implementation of political objectives, i.e., via elections and majority
decision, participation and public information).
Although his argument looked at standard environmental protection, it is clear that
environmental security is, if anything, more reliant on such prerequisites.
Ukraine’s own experience with military denuclearization can serve as a basis for
the argument that Ukraine should concentrate on its structural reforms before launching
environmental security programmes. Among other reasons, the denuclearization process
was protracted and complicated by the simultaneous state-building and competition
between branches of government in Kyiv. Nadia Schadlow has noted that ‘each phase
o f the [denuclearization] process was used by Kyïv to “buy time” as it worked to
consolidate key components o f its statehood’. Then, eventually, hopes for a quick
resolution o f the nuclear question diminished in 1992 as ‘the extraordinary complexity
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traditional security issues like nuclear weapons have already proven so dependent on
transition conditions, it seems that extra patience should be given as well for the newly
acknowledged security threats from the environment - especially when there is not the
kind o f pressure from the US and Russia as there was for military denuclearization.
The failure of Ukraine to limit environmental security threats could raise the
concern o f scholars who argue that cooperative security arrangements are required to
protect international interests. This general argument was mentioned in the introductory
chapter where criticism o f state-level environmental security was introduced. Daniel
Deudney, one o f the main critics of environmental security, has written: ‘Privileging the
nation directly conflicts with the “one world” and “global village” sensibility o f
environmental awareness. Framing environmental problems as threats to “national
security” risks undercutting the globalist and common fate understanding o f the situation
and the sense of world community that are necessary to solve many environmental
problems’.^
Still, time and again in this study, we have seen how the resolution o f national
environmental problems has been ignored in favour o f national economic concerns.
Thus, current conditions in Ukraine have been useful to demonstrate the severe
vulnerability o f environmental programmes that can come under attack from other
national-level concerns. Without greater protection from budget-axing, environmental
threats will continue to be passed over. Therefore, Ukraine’s failures have shown the
need for environmental security to maintain a position as a routine facet o f national
security in order to decrease its own vulnerability.
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Second, this study has demonstrated the imperative o f carrying out state-level
studies, policymaking and structural reforms before environmental security is feasible.
When an organization like the IMF cannot manage to have its agenda followed - even
when backed with loans - the potential of a cooperative regional environmental security
organization to accomplish more positive results has to be questioned. Invasions and
revolutions aside, the only powers suited to exact change at the state level have been
other state level powers.^ Creating the appropriate pallette for environmental security
remains a matter that must be resolved on the national level. Thus, it follows that
environmental security itself would be best served at this same level o f management.
The intention o f this thesis was not to show Ukraine as a role model in seeking
environmental security nor to measure Ukraine's reforms against an idealistic, allencompassing view of environmental security that might be found in academia.
Moreover, it was not expected that the case studies would show meritorious handling of
security threats. Rather, the goal has been to explore the threats, processes, and obstacles
that affect environmental security in order to understand the functional aspects o f
incorporating these expanded threats.

In this respect, Ukraine has shown us that

environmental security may be declared as a national security aim, but in practice still
sit far down on the ladder of priority.
It is clear that many years remain before Ukraine will have sufficient levels o f
stability and self-assurance to make real commitments to the in-depth studies and
integrated policies required for a national environmental security plan. States intent on
adopting environmental security strategies need to be prepared to make reforms and
sacrifices in other sectors in order to meet the new strategy demands. Ukraine has shown
itself unwilling and incapable o f doing this.
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Chapter 6 notes

1. While weak states like Ukraine have greater vulnerabilities than stronger states, all states have the
additional pressure o f ‘distinguishing threats serious enough to constitute a threat to national security,
from those that arise as normal day-to-day activity’. This process is really one o f ‘political choice
rather than objective fact’. Barry Buzan, People, States and Fear: An Agenda fo r International
Security Studies in the Post-Cold War Era, 2"*^ edn (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1991), pp. 112-16
(p. 115).
2. Cole has discussed this practice in Poland. Daniel H. Cole, Instituting Environmental Protection:
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